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FOREWORD
EVOLVING NORMS: ADAPTING SCHOLARSHIP TO DISRUPTIVE PHENOMENA
In the 200 years since Olmsted helped initiate the profession of landscape architecture in North
America, it has been steadily shaped by our collective history, theory, and scholarly and
professional discourse. Now, as unprecedented global events such as climate change,
pandemics, social unrest, population increase, and rapid environmental degradation roil our
world, we must forge a new form of discussion and debate in landscape architecture academic
and professional practice.
The CELA 2022 Annual Conference will provide a forum and platform for scholarly and creative
discourse documenting various changes, disruptions, alternatives, adjustments, trajectory
projections and speculations that have affected and will continue to affect our academic and
professional practice. No one could have predicted the combined impact of the persistent
global pandemic, environmental challenges, and social inequality. This conference will provide
opportunities for scholarly dissemination and exchange of ideas related to how our members
have been addressing these challenges and finding opportunities.
After a cancelled conference in 2020 (Louisville) and a virtual conference in 2021, we are
excited to gather in person for a face-to-face event. The CELA Evolving Norms Conference is
being held from March 16-19, 2022 at the Hyatt Regency Tamaya Resort and Spa in Santa Ana
Pueblo, New Mexico. Nestled on 550 acres of land between the Sandia Mountains and the Rio
Grande River, this venue was selected for its Native American cultural heritage, inspirational
landscape, and unique environment. Tamaya is steeped in over 1000 years of rich history and
culture. Conveniently located between Albuquerque and Santa Fe, the area offers opportunities
for hiking, hot air ballooning, and notable sites such as the Sandia Peak Tramway, the
Petroglyph National Monument, and numerous sites related to Native American history.
Although a majority of the participants will present and attend in person, a limited number of
participants will be joining via virtual presentations. The CELA allotted up to two virtual
presentations per track giving virtual attendees and presenters access to the conference. In
addition to presentations on the impacts of COVID-19 on design education, this year’s
conference includes presentations on social justice, health, diversity and inclusion,
environmental design, art, science, communication, architecture, historic preservation,
planning, sociology, design thinking, construction management, engineering, and related
disciplines, in addressing global issues facing the design professions. Also this year, the CELA
will be introducing two new tracks for the 2022 Conference:
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•

Evolving Norms (Theme Track): The CELA 2022 theme track will provide a forum and
platform for scholarly and creative discourse for topics, including but not limited to,
documentation of various changes, disruptions, alternatives, adjustments, trajectory
projections, and speculations that have affected and will continue to affect the academy
and the practice. We also hope to see scholarly reflections on the past to build the
Landscape Architecture theory and the discourse for the future.

•

Resilience and Climate Action: This track seeks original research and creative
scholarship that encompasses a broad range of design and planning topics centered on
increasing resilience or measuring, assessing, projecting, or developing intervention
strategies for climate action. Topics include sustainability, community resilience and
capacity building, and adaptive design.

Along with keynote speakers, national awards, professional pre-conference workshops, social
events, field sessions, networking opportunities, expositions, poster, oral, panel, and film
presentations, the CELA will be looking forward to having our first in-person conference after
two years of not being able to get together and enjoy fellowship.
The CELA 2022 Conference will also have two Keynote Sessions: (1) An engaging panel on
Frederick Law Olmsted, and (2) An inspiring presentation by the CELA’s 2022 Lifetime
Achievement Award recipient.
The conference will observe the local, state, and national guidelines for wellness and provide
wellness breaks. Special networking opportunities including live panels where you will have a
chance to chat with the editors of Landscape Journal, the research track chairs, fellow
students, and participate in a special session on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion. As always,
there will be an administrators’ session with the leaders of CELA, ASLA, LAAB, and LAF. The
conference will come to a close on Saturday, but not before celebrating our colleagues’
successes during CELA’s Annual Award and Recognition Ceremony on Friday evening with an
expanded format and time.
While significant conference and organizational transformations are still occurring, I would
like to encourage more women and BIPOC members to seek leadership roles in CELA.
We look forward to your participation at The CELA 2022 Annual Conference on Evolving
Norms and continuing discussions on the future of the organization, academia, landscape
architecture and related professions.

Sadik C. Artunç, FASLA
Past President, The Council of Educators in Landscape Architecture
Chair, 2022 CELA Standing Committee on Conferences and Events
Professor and Head, Department of Landscape Architecture, Mississippi State University
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Does 3D Sketching Activate Designer’s Spatial Brain? An fMRI Study on Virtual
Reality
Tung, Yu Hsin National Taiwan University, f06628303@g.ntu.edu.tw
Chang, Chun-Yen National Taiwan University, cycmail@ntu.edu.tw
Keywords: Landscape sketching; VR; spatial brain; fMRI
Design sketching is critical for designers to visualize and concretize their initial ideas. With the
advancement of new technology, virtual reality (VR) has become a tool for designers to sketch in a
three-dimensional (3D) and immersive environment. However, the current knowledge of the effect of
spatial cognition in terms of 3D sketching is still limited (Beck et al., 2010; Gutierrez et al., 2015; Sun et
al., 2019). This study investigates the neurological differences in spatial activation from viewing 3D and
two-dimensional (2D) sketching environments using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).
Twenty healthy, right-handed volunteers (10 females; mean age = 24.4 [SD = 2.23] years) from the
Department of Landscape and Horticulture at National Taiwan University, Taiwan were recruited for the
study. Each had over 3 years of landscape free-hand drawing experience. The participants were tested
individually using two drawing tools (Oculus Quest Virtual Reality headset controllers; a 12.9-inch iPad
Pro and an Apple Pencil) and then underwent an fMRI scan while they viewed their drawing process
using 3D and 2D tools. The results showed significant differences between viewing 3D sketching and 2D
sketching at the right middle temporal gyrus, both sides of the parietal lobe (post-central gyrus and subgyral), the left middle occipital gyrus, and the right cerebellum (PFWE < 0.05, T = 5.07). These areas were
proven to comprise the functions of the visual recognition, composition, and spatial perception
processes. These findings suggest that VR sketching could initiate significantly more spatial activation
than 2D drawing. The present study provides empirical research for design-related students and
practitioners of a possible innovative way to train and apply 3D sketching in the design and thinking
processes.
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No Ideas But In Things: A Story of the Passaic River Landscape
John-Alder, Kathleen Rutgers University, kjohnalder@gmail.com
Keywords: William Carlos Williams, Robert Smithson, Passaic River, Re-voicing, Landscape Stories
This essay explores the Passaic River Valley in New Jersey and it utilizes the concept of re-voicing
discussed by literary critic James Woods to call attention to the ways certain experiences of the land
legitimize the stories we tell, and, conversely, to call attention to the ways certain stories of the land
legitimize the experiences we remember. Data on topography, land use, demographics, floods and
chemical toxins provide factual support. Experienced-based observations on time and place by poet
William Carlos Williams and artist Robert Smithson establish tone and meaning. To depict the layers of
this topography and their points of intersection, the essay presents the landscape synchronically as
concurrent moments in time, and diachronically as change over time. The Passaic River, in its dual role
of entity, or thing, and metaphor, or meaningful idea, unites the exploration and serves as the point of
focus.
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Landscape Architecture Graphic Communication: Evolution, Analysis, and
Applications for the Future
Meadows, Braden The University of Georgia, btm89196@uga.edu
Goetcheus, Cari The University of Georgia, cgoetch@uga.edu
Fernandez, Jessica The University of Georgia, jessica.fernandez@uga.edu
Keywords: landscape architecture, landscape architecture graphics, landscape graphics, graphic
communications, graphic standards
Graphic communication is fundamental to conveying a landscape architect’s design intent. This
presentation will demonstrate how landscape architectural graphic styles in the United States have
evolved from circa 1910 to 2015, drawing conclusions about their impact on landscape architecture’s
academic and professional practices. This research collectively analyzes changes in graphics in
Landscape Architecture Magazine (LAM) issues from 1910-2015 and thirty-nine industry-recognized
graphic reference books published between 1980 and 2020 (e.g., Booth, Lin, Wang, Dines, Reid, Treib,
Hopper, Ching, Dee, EDSA, Amoroso, Wilk, Richards, et cetera). For example, content analysis of over
5,800 graphics collected from LAM resulted in the categorization of them into three distinct
developmental periods (1910-1960, 1960-1990, and 1990-2015) based on their compositional layout,
line weight hierarchy, line type quality, graphic clarity, annotations, and color. Finally, an online survey
was distributed to academic and practicing professional landscape architects to learn more about the
current state of graphic communications in the field of landscape architecture
Utilizing purposive sampling to identify survey participants, 1,547 professional members of the
American Society of Landscape Architects completed the survey (14.10% response rate), and 162
academics from LAAB accredited institutions completed the survey (18.41% response rate). Organized
into four distinct sections, the online survey measured: graphic production—exploring how and with
what the respondent produced graphics; graphic preference—fielding the respondents’ perceptions of
nine graphics spanning the three developmental eras mentioned above using a five-point, bi-polar Likert
scale; demographics—allowing responses to be analyzed according to age, experience, gender, et
cetera; and graphic submissions—allowing respondents to submit graphics if they felt the graphic
preference section was not a representative sampling.
This research will serve three distinct purposes. First, due to the breadth of material analyzed, this
scholarship serves as the foundation for future lines of inquiry—in both the academic and professional
realms. Second, this research provides qualitative and quantitative insights into how landscape
architectural graphic communications have evolved over the past century using the nine-element
stratification metric developed by the research team. Third, this study extrapolates from observed
trends in the data to identify potential future directions in landscape architectural graphic
communications.
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Themes in Digital Landscape Architecture: Techniques or Technologies?
Shen, Xiwei Clemson University, xiweis@g.clemson.edu
Padua, Mary Clemson University, mgpadua@clemson.edu
Chen, Mingze University College London, zachary.m.z.chen@gmail.com
Keywords: Techniques, Technology, Digital Landscape Architecture
This research aims to explore the development of technology and the importance of the timeframe
within landscape architecture (LA) discipline. The dichotomous art-science narrative for LA has been an
ongoing discourse with the discipline’s boundaries expanded in various ways: topical areas, general
evolution of knowledge in the field and emergent themes. Trends and themes have also emerged within
the field and these along with specialty topic areas and normative classifications are reflected in peerreviewed research found in Landscape Journal, Landscape Research, Journal of Landscape Architecture,
Landscape and Urban Planning, Landscape Research Record, abstracts of presentations delivered at the
annual meeting of the Conference of Educators in Landscape Architecture (CELA) and the Journal of
Digital Landscape Architecture. However, technology and its meaning within design practice and
research appears “blurry” and conflates visual representation and communication techniques with other
transformative techniques and notions of technology. For example, in separate expert interviews
(Doherty & Waldheim 2015), Daniel Tal notes computer software Autodesk products like AutoCAD and
3DMax and the computer-aided platform deployed in the geographic information system (GIS) software
are technologies for LA; and simultaneously Niall Kirkwood provides specificity in ways technology in the
planning and making of the built environment in the discipline of LA are directly related to LA design
forms and processes. In the process of innovation of techniques and technologies, time is constantly
changing as a factor accounted in the analysis of LA, which includes how timeframe affects the
performance of landscape technologies and the ability of landscape technologies to carry the
possibilities of time. These research activities intend to explore the parameters, normative
classifications and recurring and emergent themes of technology within the discipline and distinctions
and differences. It will also inform the development of research instruments needed for the latter
research activity for generating primary data attained through expert interviews of professionals,
scholars and educators. The overall objective is to determine the knowledge gap and set a new or
modified base line for interrogating digital LA. This research is preliminary and ongoing. Preliminary
findings are intended to clarify digital LA, current research themes, the degree to which representation
and visual communications are dominant, and to elucidate the variety of time factors in LA. This
research contributes theory-building, the disciplinary boundaries of LA and its knowledge base. It also
intends to reinvigorate the core knowledge for LA and the role of technology within the discipline.
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The complexities and aesthetic potential of point clouds as a medium for
landscape architecture
Harmon, Brendan Louisiana State University, baharmon@lsu.edu
Serrano, Nicholas Louisiana State University, nserra2@lsu.edu
Keywords: point clouds, drones, photogrammetry, lidar
Point clouds – sets of x, y, and z coordinates – are an emerging medium for representing landscapes. As
a medium point clouds are not just a data structure, but also a subject – the physical environment – and
the set of processes, tools, technologies, and modes of representation for recording it. Point clouds
generated from laser scans or photogrammetry are algorithmically mediated, indexical encodings of
space and color at a moment in time. Point clouds have been used by landscape architects to map sites
(Barth 2017, Kullmann 2018), document cultural heritage (Girot 2019), study and design for
geomorphological processes (Hurkxkens et al. 2020), and creatively model designs (Urech 2019).
Through two projects – Rosedown Plantation and Hilltop Arboretum – we explore the technical
challenges and the aesthetic, semiotic, creative, and practical implications of point clouds as a medium
for landscape architecture. We discuss what makes point clouds unique as a medium – in terms of
indexicality, iconicity, hyperrealism, and abstraction – and how they can be used to represent landscape
in new ways. The point cloud of Rosedown Plantation was compiled from scans of artifacts, interiors,
architecture, and landscape that were captured using different techniques. For Rosedown Plantation we
discuss the technical challenge of fusing points from disparate sources at different scales and the
interpretative challenges of the medium and the plantation’s history. The time series of point clouds for
Hilltop Arboretum was compiled from monthly drone surveys over the course of a year. For Hilltop
Arboretum we discuss the technical challenges of repeat surveys, methods for analyzing spatiotemporal
data, and the aesthetic potential of time series. Through these projects we demonstrate how landscapes
can be recorded at centimeter detail by fusing millions of points from terrestrial laser scanners and
drone photogrammetry. We show how detailed point clouds can capture the temporal and material
character of landscapes in ephemera like seasonal color, blossoms, leaf litter, and bare branches. We
show how a series of surveys over time can record changes such as shifting palettes of light and color,
the growth and senescence of plants, and corresponding fluxes in carbon. We present representational
strategies for point clouds including transects, times series, scatter plots, and interactive viewers. We
reflect on how the technical and representational challenges of working with point clouds prompted us
to think differently about this medium for landscape architecture.
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Combining Digital Twin Models with Landscape Performance and Urban
Analytics
Cai, Zhenhang Department of Landscape Architecture and Urban Planning, Texas A&M University College Station, zhenhangcai@tamu.edu
Newman, Galen Department of Landscape Architecture and Urban Planning, Texas A&M University College Station, gnewman@arch.tamu.edu
Ye, Xinyue Department of Landscape Architecture and Urban Planning, Texas A&M University - College
Station, xinyue.ye@tamu.edu
Retchless, David Department of Marine and Coastal Environmental Science, Texas A&M University at
Galveston, retchled@tamug.edu
Keywords: Information modeling; digital twins; resilience; infrastructure; climate change
Galveston Island, TX has a long history of being vulnerable to the hurricanes due to its flat topography
and coastal adjacency. Due to the impacts of Hurricane Ike, a coastal spine paralleling the island known
as “the Ike Dike” has been proposed to increase inland protection1. Before completing the Ike Dike
within Galveston Bay, the City of Galveston must elevate the existing coastal roadway nearly 17ft above
sea level2 while using the Galveston Seawall to also help protect the southeastern inland from storm
surge. In this project, we evaluate the performance of Galveston’s existing Seawall in responding to four
sea level rise scenarios (slow, medium, fast and extreme) by 2200 through the use of 3D urban analytics
modelling and digital twin development(Kostelnick et al., 2013). Through this, we also examine how
storm surge and flooding affect Galveston regarding socioeconomic differences. Lastly, we combine
digital win modeling with landscape performance and urban analytics models to examine the
effectiveness of the proposed Ike Dike in protecting the Galveston Island through 10-year, 100-year, and
500-year storm surges as well as another Hurricane Ike scenario.
To evaluate the performance of Galveston Seawall Blvd, we modeled southeastern Galveston in
CityEngine and added the surface of predicted sea level rise by 2200 according to the data from Surging
Seas: Risk Finder3. In CityEngine, we included buildings, vegetation, streets and topography, which
allowed us to “walk” on the streets and visualize how it would be flooded as if in the physical
environment. In evaluating how Galveston Island has suffered from flooding and storm surge (from
Category 1 to 5) socioeconomically, we calculated affected 1) area, 2) household units, 3) people, 4)
streets, 5) land value 6) improvement value, and 6) land uses. Results show that, for flooding, Galveston
Island is 100% covered by the 100-year and 500-year floodplain. Comparing a Category 5 storm surge
event with a Category 1, its impact will increase 95.67% of the inundated area 104.8% commercial and
256.81% residential), 379.81% in household units, 466.31% of the population, 215.91% of existing
streets, 62.96% of land value, and 276.84% of improvement value. However, if the Ike Dike completed, it
would protect 106.37%, 52.25%, 22.83%, and 180.56% of these variables in a 10-year, 100-year, 500year storm surge and Hurricane Ike scenario, on average, respectively.
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Making the Invisible Visible: Landscape Art as a Tool for Expanding the Public's
Right to Know
Cummings, Nigel University of Massachusetts Amherst, nigel.mcummings@gmail.com
Aragon, Carolina University of Massachusetts Amherst, caragon@larp.umass.edu
Keywords: Air Pollution, Climate Change, Public Art, Engagement, Environmental Justice, Landscape
Installations
While data on environmental hazards and legislation bolstering its access exists, public engagement with
this information is low. Ineffective public right-to-know strategies and the difficulty of translation mean
that valuable environmental health data remains underutilized. In this paper, we present the case for
using landscape installations to communicate environmental health data. In 2020, it was reported that
135 million Americans were living in counties with unhealthy levels of air pollution (Rosa-Aquino, 2021).
Centuries of racial, economic, and structural inequity have made it so that many of the residents in
these counties belong to one or more high-risk categories: people of color, individuals experiencing
poverty, and individuals with underlying health conditions. There is overlap between membership in
these high-risk groups, those breathing toxic air, and residents of environmental justice communities
(American Lung Association, 2021). In addition to air pollution, climate change also poses a significant
threat to vulnerable populations. It is projected that sea-level rise will displace or significantly disrupt
the lives of 630 million people around the globe by 2100 if no action is taken (Kulp & Strauss, 2019).
Unfortunately, communication about environmental threats is fraught with challenges (Moser, 2009).
Public art, however, has shown the potential to make this type of information accessible to more people
(Aragón et al., 2019). As a form of direct visualization, it can connect multiple audiences using public
landscapes as learning laboratories (Aragón et al., 2021). This case study presents two public landscape
installations, Afterglow and From Below and Above, designed to pilot the visualization of site-specific
industrial air toxics data from the newly released Air Toxics at Schools dataset developed by the UMass
Amherst Political Economy Research Institute. The projects present models for creating low-cost,
modular structures to be installed by communities to communicate environmental health data in public
landscapes. We discuss the benefits and challenges of translating data into a visual format, as well as
lessons learned from working with a youth group in its creation. The findings of this work highlight the
potential for landscape installations as a new typology for public engagement. These low-cost, modular
public artworks can be deployed in the landscape, emphasizing the need to connect with activists and
community organizations to safeguard community and environmental wellbeing. Landscape installations
demonstrate the potential to serve as a tool to communicate information from hard-to-access
databases to better inform the public.
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A Reflection of the Representation of Landscapes over One Hundred Years of
Visual Communication
Holland, Martin University of Guelph- Landscape Architecture, martin.holland@uoguelph.ca
Bassett, Shannon Laurentian University- Architecture, sbassett@laurentian.ca
Malda, David GGN Ltd- Gustafson Guthrie Nichol, davidm@ggnltd.com
Keywords: visualization, visual communication, graphics, drawing, collage, modelling
This presentation provides an overview of the recent research and forthcoming publicationRepresenting Landscapes: One Hundred Years of Visual Communication (Routledge, 2022). The
publication explores the drawing styles, techniques and influences of crucial landscape architectural
figures from the early 20th century to today. Over the past century, influential landscape architects have
helped shape how we understand landscape architectural ideas through visual media. Drawings serve as
research devices, design exploration and presentational means. Illustrations are powerful tools that
allow landscape architects to tell their stories, communicate their design, and persuade their audience.
This presentation, provided by the joint editors of the publication, highlights selected work to show how
not only how the methods of visual communication have changed overtime but how such works have
fundamentally altered how the landscape is considered through the lens of professional practice
Attendees to this session will learn how the visual representations and graphics of the disciplines' bestknown practitioners helped define their professional endeavours and shape and influence the field of
landscape architecture itself. Each presenter will discuss works from the earlier 20th century
practitioners, evolving to current times.
The presentation will include the works of then-emerging practitioners in the 80s and 90s, Adriaan
Gueze, Walter Hood, James Corner, and Ken Smith; like many of their contemporaries, they utilized
various methods of collage, composition, and repetition. This was a time of experimentation before
digital technologies and Photoshop advancement, embracing the 21st century. These landscape
architects experimented with scale distortion, cutting and pasting, and the layering of copied elements.
Grounded in academia and practice, many of these firms explored ways to capture the viewers'
attention by experimenting with collage as an artistic platform. They were not looking to portray the
landscape designs 'as is,' but rather to capture the mood or atmosphere. In the early 20th century,
landscape architects investigated emerging advancements in communication and material to explore
the potential benefits for the profession. Landscape architects including Gertrude Jekyll, Beatrix
Cadwalader Farrand, Fletcher Steele, Isamu Noguchi, Roberto Burle Marx, Thomas Church, Garrett
Eckbo and Lawrence Halprin have left a lasting impression through the drawings of their projects.
Steele's speculative representational drawings were used to explore and test the aesthetic limits of his
clients. The discussion will highlight the space between drawing and model and the methods of 'making'
can expand and evolve, and the mode of making and testing the drawing as it develops.
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Visualizing how land use regulations affect key vista views in the Columbia River
Gorge National Scenic Area
Kuebler, Jeffrey University of Oregon: Department of Landscape Architecture,
Jeffreykuebler@gmail.com
Fiorelli, Thomas University of Oregon: Department of Landscape Architecture, tfiorell@uoregon.edu
Ribe, Robert University of Oregon: Department of Landscape Architecture, rribe@uoregon.edu
Keywords: Visual resources, Public communication, Landscape visualization, Scenic regulations
The Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area is mandated to monitor the effectiveness of its efforts to
maintain visual quality. Clear and effective landscape analyses are needed, and these can also support
photo-simulation of potential changes in scenic conservation plans or other landscape disturbances.
This project explored methods to support detailed, policy-linked visual quality monitoring. It created GIS
data bases linked to 3D landscape projections matched to photographs of three important case study
views.
There is also a need for public communication about scenic area polices and management to foster a
clear understanding of how the scenic area’s policies work to produce past and future scenic changes.
We also aimed to serve this need by producing annotated images from the same three key viewing
areas (KVAs). These explain how and where scenic conservation measures have been applied in ways
that relate directly to places in the landscape.
The scenic area has many important mandates but principally seeks to maintain naturalistic landscape
character with minimized change. Landowners face challenging visual impact regulations. They may not
be allowed to build, constrained in where so, or required to design structures to be hidden, minimally
visible, or blended. They sometimes were not accorded a view from permissible home sites or may be
allowed a view from the least visible sites if they design and build to blend into the local visual character.
A high-quality panoramic photograph was prepared for each KVA’s viewshed during a sunny day. A
three-dimensional landscape projection was created in ArcGIS for each KVA with topographic hill-shade.
These closely matched the corresponding photograph. Parcel lines and structure locations (with
exaggerated heights) were draped upon these projections. The visible parcels and structures were
researched as to (1) date of construction or partition, (2) land use designation under the scenic area’s
general plan, (3) county zoning or scenic area zoning (if the county has not adopted a compliant zoning
ordinance), and (4) recorded construction permits and plans for homes.
These 3D KVA view projections were annotated only by labels and arrows for clear and simple
communication. These marked: The permit status of homes in the visible area and built since inception
of the scenic area. Parcels where subdivision has been limited. Parcels that may accept new homes.
Parcels where trust or public ownership prevents development. Parcels where steep slopes deter new
developments. Urban areas exempt from regulation. Grandfathered structures predating the scenic
area.
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Communicating Climate Change: Novel Visualization Approaches for Inspiring
Action
Schlickman, Emily UC Davis, eschlickman@ucdavis.edu
Keywords: Climate change, Public art, Landscape messaging, Climate communication, Storytelling,
Visualization
Climate change imagery is often too abstract, technical, and ominous to inspire a positive behavioral
response, and often widens the gap between climate awareness and climate action. This study seeks to
understand how landscape architects and environmental designers might employ their storytelling and
graphic visualization skills for climate communication. In particular, the study asks the following
questions: 1 – How might designers develop alternative approaches for effectively communicating our
current climate emergency? And 2 – How might this process impact their academic and professional
trajectories?
To address these questions, I directed a campus-wide challenge focused on making climate change more
visible in the Sacramento Valley, one of California’s most productive agricultural regions. Over the
course of 10 weeks, students critically evaluated a range of environmental communication methods,
explored how agriculture contributes to climate change and how climate change uniquely impacts
agriculture, identified how agricultural communities can become part of the climate solution, and
developed a public art proposal to visually communicate this message on a local barn adjacent to a
highly-trafficked road.
In developing the proposals, students were provided five criteria gleaned from environmental
communication literature: accessibility, feasibility, connectivity, defensibility, and engagement. They
learned that effective proposals had a clear message and could be easily understood by the public, were
cost-effective and practical, directly related to the agricultural identity of the Sacramento Valley, were
based on verifiable climate change information, and had the potential to captivate a range of people.
Final submissions were also catalogued according to the primary communication approach employed in
each proposal. Finally, through pre-quarter and post-quarter surveys, and course evaluations, students
reflected on if and how this experience impacted their future plans.
Findings from the study point to four approaches that could be employed for effective climate
communication: recording, projecting, inviting, and performing. Recording uses visualizations to
measure current climate change impacts. Projecting uses visualizations as a portal into future climate
change scenarios. Inviting uses visualizations to encourage participation from the local community.
Lastly, performing uses visualizations to actively mitigate or adapt to climate change. Furthermore,
findings from the study suggest that activities like this challenge motivate and empower students to
focus on climate change in their careers. Moving forward, the proposal selected for implementation will
be evaluated for its efficacy in communicating its environmental message.
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Hybrid Realities | Hybrid Representation: Recording Western Rurality Through
Film
Fox, Kris University of Calgary, mk.fox1@ucalgary.ca
Keywords: Film; Hybrid graphics / representation; Site documentation; Regionalism; Alberta
This paper is meant to introduce a critical discourse on hybrid representation in (student) filmmaking as
part of the greater discourse of representation in landscape architecture. Hybrid graphics combine both
analogue and digital means and were (arguably) first mentioned as an analytical and revisualizing
technique in the essay Eidetic Operations and New Landscapes (Corner, 1999) and as a “how-to” in
Drawing the Landscape (Sullivan, 2004). While Corner’s examples have become somewhat dated given
the advancements in digital technologies and Sullivan does not delve into the “why”, later publications
such as Representing Landscape Architecture (Treib, 2008) and Representing Landscapes: Hybrid
(Amoroso, 2016) offered more refined definitions of hybrid graphics. Yet, in each of those books, the use
of film gets scant mention. Helphand even goes so far as to explicitly mention that little discussion on
the subject has taken place (Helphand, 2008). So, while there are publications on hybrid representation,
there is not a primary reference to navigate the medium of film through the lens of landscape
architectural representation. This becomes particularly critical when studio instructors choose to pursue
film as a deliverable.
In my case, it was the Regional Landscape Studio at the University of Calgary, where students used film
as part of their suite of deliverables while exploring the badlands of arid Southern Alberta. This region
allows for tremendous graphic exploration because of its unique and extremely distinguished
characteristics of steeply diving canyon walls, bluffs with multi-colored strata, and hoodoos creating an
almost other-worldly landscape. Students were first challenged to “break free from the ‘sameness’ in
visual communication” (Amoroso, 2016) or to leave the ubiquity of “Planet Photoshop” (Weller, 2015),
and were then offered the opportunity to critically assess their approach through utilizing hybrid
graphics and film.
This paper will illustrate the myriad ways these students utilized hybrid graphics in film with techniques
ranging from “stop-motion” to superimposed sequences that overlay drawings, models, and digital site
footage. In addition to discussing the technical aspects of hybrid films, the paper will discuss how the
films helped students better connect to project sites, express time, mood, and the act of exploration. It
also discusses the impacts on their design processes and representation expression, and how students
strategically used their film as part of an overall presentation that included technical and artistic
drawings and models to better express their work
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The GEM3 Vertically-Integrated Approach to a Geodesign Studio: Aligning
Student Design-thinking and Project needs of a Transdisciplinary Project
Cronan, Daniel University of Idaho, dcronan@uidaho.edu
Keywords: Geodesign, Scenarios, Transdisciplinary Research
Addressing complexity and uncertainty about the future requires integration and alignment of
education, research, and service through transdisciplinary research. The Geodesign process (Steinitz,
2012) systematically aligns researcher-based modeling with stakeholder-driven assumptions about a
place and its future. The GEM3 Geodesign Studio demonstrates this process to address key issues for
two regions in Southern Idaho: Teton Valley & the Owyhee Region. These regions were selected by the
GEM3 (Genes by Environment: Modeling, Mechanisms, & Mapping) SES (Social-Ecological Systems) team
with two, previously selected, regionally based stakeholder groups from resource management
agencies.
The purpose of this study is to provide a framework for evaluation and application of student outputs of
a Geodesign studio into a transdisciplinary research project. Outputs take the form of projective
scenarios of landscape change with associated landscape planning solutions.
Within the NSF EPSCoR-funded GEM3 Project, researchers from the SES team have been tasked with
creating scenarios to depict various trajectories of change which may occur in land use and land cover
models. These predictive models are depictions of externalities in human management decisions and/or
biophysical impact. As a component of the ‘Mapping SES effort’, course outputs provide initial drafts of
the scenario land use and land cover change representations as well as graphics to elucidate stakeholder
feedback.
This project employs a mixed-methods approach to align design and planning education competencies
with the needs of the GEM3 project. The methods consist of three components: a) studio participants
utilize stakeholder and researcher input variables into draft scenarios, b) a scenario evaluation
consisting of geospatial hotspot analysis (Getis & Ord, 1992) with a linear regression to validate
explanatory variables, and c) scenario evaluations with design and planning competencies (Brundiers &
Wiek, 2011) are combined with a Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (Koksalan et al, 2011) to demonstrate
strengths within the scenarios development and pedagogical competencies.
Results of this formalized method advance research in the following areas: a) creation of a simplified
and transferable framework for scenario development and evaluation, b) creation of scenario depictions
for GEM3 Mapping, and c) an evaluation metric and a process to integrate student-driven research into
active projects. Results and efficiencies are also demonstrated through a comparison to traditional
approaches in transdisciplinary methods.
In terms of broader impact, this project demonstrates alignment of stakeholder input, researcher
project development, and student education. This vertically-integrated approach imparts a framework
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to further pedagogical competencies while simultaneously advancing transdisciplinary research and
service.
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Habitat for Hard Places: The Cuyahoga River
Steiner, Halina Ohio State University, halinasteiner@gmail.com
Sutton, Parker Ohio State University, sutton.426@osu.edu
Keywords: aquatic habitat, hydrology, design standards, urban rivers, great lakes, fish
Introduction/Purpose: This presentation outlines the pedagogical methodology and outcomes of Habitat
for Hard Places, a landscape architecture studio currently in its fifth iteration that explores new
approaches to habitat creation for aquatic life in Cleveland’s Cuyahoga River.
Background/Context: Studies indicate that we are in the midst of a mass Sixth Extinction of global biota
driven by anthropogenic forces. Ohio is a contributor to and a victim of this trend: it has led the United
States in the production of industrial toxic air pollution and remains one of the nation’s largest polluters.
This and related environmental degradation have caused 333 species of animals in Ohio to be
considered at-risk.
A disproportionate share of at-risk species exist in Ohio’s waterways. The Cuyahoga offers a template
for understanding the broader post-industrialized condition of the waterways of the Great Lakes Region
(GLR). While regulations have led to modest improvements in water quality, the denatured river still
provides limited habitat opportunities.
Methods: Habitat for Hard Places asks students to innovate habitat solutions for fish and native
vegetation along the Cuyahoga’s urban corridor. This work begins with a detailed assessment of the
lifecycles of local fish populations and their specific habitat preferences (e.g., fast or slow water; rocky or
muddy riverbeds; vegetated or non-vegetated spawning areas). With this ecological research, students
develop habitat modules that aggregate to create systems of varying complexity to accommodate
struggling fish populations. 3D prints of these modules are used to create rubber molds from which
multiple concrete casts are produced to test the many potential configurations of fish module systems.
Outcomes: The work of this studio has resulted in the submission of fish modules for patents (under
review), an exhibit at the Banvard Gallery at the Knowlton School in 2020-21, and a grant from the Ohio
Environmental Education Fund.
Importance: The Great Lakes fisheries are impacted by invasive species, habitat degradation,
overfishing, and pollution. Water quality in the Great Lakes, especially lake Erie, remains an issue. As
the source of 20% of the world's freshwater, future climate change projections indicate this resource
will become critical to the region. Habitat for Hard Places sheds light on landscape conditions—
particularly aquatic habitat—that, like the most fickle environmental problems, are hard to see and even
harder to understand.
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Facilitating Youth Participation in Landscape and Urban Design using Interactive
Media Technologies
Rezaei, Mina University of California, Davis, Minrezaei@ucdavis.edu
Owens, Patsy University of California, Davis, peowens@ucdavis.edu
Keywords: Critical spatial thinking, Young people, Digital Technologies, Human Centered design
In recent years, with technological advancements, human and urban environments have undergone an
exponential change. Technologies have facilitated human-centered design, and have improved
opportunities for citizens to be more visible in the decision-making process.
However, young people as an underrepresented group are still being overlooked in the place-making
process with the excuse of lacking enough knowledge.
It has been proven that a design for underrepresented groups or extreme users, can result in a more
human-centered place for all groups of people. Reviewing the technologies related to youth
participation reveals that past efforts have focused on sharing young people's local
knowledge with policymakers and underestimate fostering young people's critical spatial thinking. This
paper aims to employ digital technologies to create a platform to empower young people by raising
their knowledge in urban and landscape design. The proposed platform incorporates critical spatial
thinking, which is a deeper understanding of the complexity of space. It also includes the youths'
knowledge of the social, cultural, and power dynamics that shape the open spaces. The platform bases
novels and films as a source to teach urban and landscape concepts to young people. By testing our
product with sophomore and junior students at our school, and in-depth interviews with facilitators and
urban planners, we found that our platform can improve participatory urban/ landscape planning with
young adults.
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Welcome … Care Packages and Practices
Wettstein, Emily Harvard University Graduate School of Design (as of January 2022: University of
Virginia), emily.wettstein@gmail.com
Keywords: pedagogy, virtual, materials, drawing, representation, analog, inclusion, equity, care
In the summer of 2020, in anticipation of the upcoming virtual semester, the author designed, crafted,
and shipped nearly forty “Welcome Packages” across the world to incoming Master of Landscape
Architecture students entering their first semester virtually at the [Institution redacted for peer-review].
Driven by a desire for equity and inclusion, the project sought to provide all students with the same set
of tools and resources to ground them amidst extreme variations of location and circumstances in a
global pandemic. Though born from these unique conditions, the project yielded lessons for practices of
student care and empathy that extend beyond these exceptional moments.
The presentation will begin by outlining the various pedagogical challenges of teaching the first
semester of design school virtually that the project attempted to address, including the damaging
effects of social isolation, the exacerbated impact of diverse socio-economic statuses, and the structural
bias towards digital over analog design processes. We will explore the packages as a response to these
challenges, tracing their ideation, design, and construction, including the development of the package
contents and their presentation–designs in and of themselves, pairing practical materials for students’
first semester courses with more whimsical and personal touches. The packages will be analyzed
through their function as design precedents, demonstrating craft and attention to detail and aesthetic,
at the same time as they served as a sign of institutional care and effort for each individual student’s
experience.
The presentation will next analyze the wide range of student work created in the Landscape
Architecture I: First Semester Core Studio and Landscape Representation I courses, with particular
attention to the ways in which the packages affected the students’ learning and design work. We will
conclude with student reflections on their experiences with the packages, which they described as not
only indispensable for their courses, but also personally touching, and a sign of being cared for, and truly
welcomed–a tangible manifestation of a teaching practice that centers care and empathy.
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Sustaining long-term community/university partnerships - Lessons from the
GND Studio
Miller, Kristine University of Minnesota, mille407@umn.edu
Rossi-Mastracci, Jessica University of Minnesota, jlrossi@umn.edu
Keywords: studio, urban design, community, Green New Deal
In this paper we will reflect on the lessons learned in planning for and running a Master of Landscape
Architecture vertical studio on the Green New Deal (GND) in collaboration with Juxtaposition Arts (JXTA)
in North Minneapolis. The studio was part of a long-term partnership between JXTA and the University
of Minnesota (UMN) Department of Landscape Architecture called ReMix. JXTA is a Black-founded,
Black-led, non-profit youth art and design education center, social enterprise, gallery, retail shop, and
artists’ studio space located in the heart of the West Broadway Cultural Corridor. JXTA creates a
stronger creative and economic ecosystem for Minneapolis by nurturing community legacy and assets
for future generations. Since 2005, ReMix has collaborated on teaching, research, and engagement
efforts to envision the Twin Cities’ environmental design professions as diverse and equity-focused.
Joining the GND studio became a great opportunity for UMN students to participate in a national
initiative -- and to explore issues of climate change and equity, and looking at JXTA’s organizational
model for ways the GND could be implemented on local and national level. The students studied JXTA’s
campus expansion plan as their studio site, a small urban-scale plaza which allowed students to deeply
explore local identity, program, materiality, planting, managing site stormwater, streetscape typologies,
and larger urban connectivity.
However, JXTA students had already run a campus design studio and were focused on other projects,
and the new campus design was well underway with a professional design team. This led us to design a
framework that created a reciprocal relationship, benefitting both JXTA and UMN students. Through this
process, we learned that: in situations where new people are brought into a partnership, extra lead time
is needed in the planning process to set foundations for new relationships; when typical outputs of the
studio, such as the student work or faculty research products, aren’t directly useful to the community
partners, other products (in this case UMN-led workshops for Enviro students and payment of JXTA staff
for the time they dedicated to the UMN course) must be agreed on in advance and spelled out in an
MOU; and that departmental leadership must be willing to help secure financial resources to support
the work.
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Connecting Ethics and Epistemology through Metaphor
Shearer, Allan The University of Texas at Austin, ashearer@austin.utexas.edu
Keywords: Metaphor, Design Process, Ethics, Epistemology
Metaphor is used commonly to provide rhetorical emphasis, but metaphor is not simply a matter of
linguistic ornamentation. To the contrary, it has been argued that metaphor is the basis for conceptual
thinking and it has been shown that metaphor can aid learning. In some instances, a metaphor is novel
or otherwise conspicuously apparent and the audience is asked to consciously consider similarities and
differences between the source and the target referents. In other instances, the metaphor is so
commonplace that the underlying distinctions between source and target go unnoticed, but a combined
connotation is conveyed. Whether obvious or hidden in plain sight, critically drawing out the
relationships between source and target can contribute to deeper understanding, insight, and
innovation—and sometimes to error. It has been demonstrated through experimentation and historical
studies that using different metaphors to describe the same problem can lead to different goals for
improvement and, subsequently, to different courses of action. As such, using metaphor can greatly
contribute to planning and design outcomes.
The use of metaphor in matters of the built environment is varied and widespread. This presentation
considers a narrow use of metaphor for design development through a framework that establishes and
advances arguments for intentional change. The framework assumes a constructivist perspective in
which a student gains new knowledge by building upon prior experiences and understanding. Metaphor
is used to provide the link between questions of ethics (what ought to be done relative to identified site
characteristics and possible site uses) and questions of epistemology (biophysical and social cause and
effect relationships represented in system dynamics models). This connection calls for interrelated
examinations of subjective and objective aspects of design thinking within an internally consistent
argument.
The presentation introduces the constructivist framework as a general way to structure ambiguity in 'illdefined' design problems. It then focuses on the role of metaphor within the framework as providing a
comprehensive vision or strategy to manage change. Relevant theories of metaphor from linguistics,
cognitive science, law, public health, planning, and design are provided. Emphasis is placed on
methodological and heuristic uses of metaphor, rather than discursive uses. Implications of metaphor as
framing device within ethical and epistemological concerns are discussed. Second year graduate-level
student projects done over several years provide examples. The work offers a basis to observe patterns
of use and the challenges with some metaphors for design development at that stage of learning.
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Reducing Fear and Loathing in the Design Studio
Catalano, Lori Colorado State University, lori.catalano@colostate.edu
Hunt, Jon Kansas State University, jdhunt@ksu.edu
Keywords: Creativity, Procrastination, Resistance, Fear, Design Process
Few in-coming landscape architecture students feel confident in their creative abilities. As a studio
instructor, it is excruciating to watch students struggle with fear and anxiety as they approach their
assignments. Simultaneously, as faculty, we can unknowingly contribute to students’ poor emotional
health while increasing their self-doubt as creative people. Students' lack of confidence, awakened by
the design process, studio environment, and brain physiology, results in some students developing
unproductive behaviors or dropping out because they believe that they are not creative enough to
succeed. Even after graduating, these emerging professionals may continue these destructive patterns,
such as last-minute production, which is not a behavior encouraged in the office, or conducive to an
emotionally healthy and balanced life.
Many of these unproductive behaviors and ways of thinking, such as procrastination and fear, are well
documented, but seldom is the scientific research discussed in depth as part of the design studio. This
presentation shares the research, reflective exercises, and strategies implemented in sophomore design
studios at Kansas State University and Colorado State University. These activities guide students in
understanding their thinking and resistance while providing tools that encourage productive behaviors
and changes in their thinking that shift their mindset past their fears and insecurities to production.
This presentation will include a brief overview of research on how social experiences and our
educational system contribute to students’ struggle with fear. In addition, the framework and methods
for implementing the reflective activities addressing individual challenges in the studios will be shared.
The semester began with discussions on topics such as, creativity, resistance, premature closure,
frustration intolerance, slow-tasking, and having students reflect on their behaviors and emotions. The
second half of the semester focused on skills and techniques to overcome resistance. Students
developed their own diagnostic chart of resistance along with strategies that they can quickly reference
to remember a skill or technique to move forward. The presentation will showcase student results
through a discussion of their reflective statements and diagnostic charts in which they addressed their
fears and anxieties.
Through discussions and activities, students gained awareness of their internal thinking, creative
process, and how much they have grown. They became more comfortable with talking about their fear
and anxiety, realizing that they are not alone; which in turn made the design process less intimidating.
They can understand it, talk about it, laugh at it, and then implement tools and techniques to address it.
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A New Collaborative Teaching Model of Design Discipline Based on the
Pedagogy of “New Liberal Arts”
Tang, Jian Dalian University of Technology, liupai007@outlook.com
Liu, Pai Dalian University of Technology, pail@dlut.edu.cn
Ma, Lin Dalian University of Technology, 827358106@qq.com
Keywords: New Liberal Arts, Design, Collaborative Curriculum, Interaction and Integration
A long-standing controversy in design education is whether it can effectively integrate interdisciplinary
practice which meets the requirements of the times with traditional academic teaching （Ma & Lou,
2016）. In China, the government proposed a new pedagogy for higher education, "New Liberal Arts",
which means breaking the traditional boundaries of teaching and incorporating multiple disciplines and
resources in teaching practice. The core of the pedagogy is to reform the courses from “close” to
“open”. In the context of the "New Liberal Arts" implementation, the design disciplines are facing huge
challenges. What is the effective method of involving multi-disciplinary design in the curriculum? How
do the collaborative courses influence the students’ learning outcomes in design disciplines? Based on
the case analysis of the collaborative teaching modes of the Environmental Design Program at a school
of architecture with long tradition in a university in China, this research aims to explore a new model for
collaborative teaching of design disciplines, including architecture, landscape architecture, interior
design and urban planning. The study used web-based survey to gather comments of collaborative
courses from students and semi-structured interview to collect the feedbacks from faculty. 167 students
and 8 faculty were enrolled. The results illustrated a high preference of collaborative courses from the
students, while the preferences of each category of courses were different. 97% of the students
preferred to participate in future collaborative courses as they felt being benefited from the enrolled
courses. Although faculty proposed the difficulties of teaching, they gave positive comments of
effectively improving the learning outcomes of students by adding collaborative coursed into the
traditional design curriculum. A triangle collaborative teaching model was proposed with three key
modes, cooperation of university and enterprise, cooperation of universities, and cooperation of
disciplines. The three modes reinforced the traditional design education from diverse aspects and
promoting the students’ capabilities of design in both academic and practical manner (Powers, 2016).
This teaching model provides a possible transformation method for the interdisciplinary teaching of
design disciplines, which follows the logic of "New Liberal Arts" pedagogy from "close" to "open”.
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Applied Learning in a Hybrid Design/Build Studio during a Pandemic
Delcambre, Carla North Carolina State University, cfdelcam@ncsu.edu
Stone, Spencer North Carolina State University, sgstone@ncsu.edu
Stanton, Williamn North Carolina State University, wjstanto@ncsu.edu
Keywords: Applied learning, service learning, design build, tactile education, community outreach
This paper discusses a pilot study project between a STEM-focused land grant university, and a Title 1,
STEAM elementary school in Princeville, North Carolina, the oldest town chartered by African Americans
in the United States. After the Civil War, Union troops assisted the recently freed peoples from Tarboro
across the Tar River to settle in a low-lying area that would officially be chartered as Princeville in 1885.
Three years prior, the town’s first public school was opened, signaling an emphasis on education as a
tool for the advancement of future generations. Unfortunately, in 2016, the school experienced
significant flooding damage from Hurricane Matthew that forced it to close for repairs. The school was
slated for re-opening in January 2020 with a new STEAM-oriented curriculum, that would emphasize the
incorporation of Science, Technology, Engineering, the Arts, and Mathematics, but in March 2020 it
pivoted to online learning due to the pandemic. The Design/Build studio at North Carolina State
University (NCSU) was not originally structured to operate as an off-campus model, but generous donors
provided an opportunity for students to continue the Design/Build legacy through service-learning
projects during the pandemic. How does a traditional, hands-on, Design/Build studio adapt to online
instruction? Students faced many design constraints throughout the semester that were unique from
previous years; not being able to implement any in-ground interventions, building and fabricating
structures off-site, and being in a hybrid classroom. A survey developed by the Coastal Dynamics Design
Lab revealed the teachers at Princeville Elementary School had a need and desire for outdoor learning
opportunities during the COVID-19 pandemic. They wanted to alleviate the pressures of traditional
indoor learning settings, while also providing students access to fresh air. Supplementing outdoor
learning with indoor learning has been shown as an integral tool for the intellectual and social growth of
children (Sanoff, 1995: American Institutes for Research, 2005). Landscape architecture students at
NCSU were challenged to design and build an outdoor learning environment using modular design
elements. There was also the need to design elements that could easily and safely be stored inside in
the event of a large storm or designed in a way that could withstand unfavorable conditions.
Throughout the 16-week semester, students collaborated virtually and face to face to design, fabricate,
and install their interventions. End-of-semester evaluations gauge students’ learning outcomes and
identify strengths of service-learning projects that could improve future off-campus, communityoriented, Design/Build studios.
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Collaboration: An Outdoor Classroom for the William S. Baer School, Baltimore,
Maryland
Trautvetter, Sarah Morgan State University, sarah.trautvetter@morgan.edu
Keywords: Collaboration, outdoor, learning, accessibility, therapeutic design
PURPOSE: The pandemic raised the need for schools to create outdoor spaces where returning students
could learn safely. This proposed paper presentation will outline the research purpose of the project:
that using a participatory approach including interviews and follow-up documentation leads to a more
inclusive design. The project was a collaboration between Morgan State University graduate landscape
architecture students, the City of Baltimore Office of Sustainability, and staff of The William S. Baer
School. Funded through Green Schoolyards, the collaboration had three goals: 1) to create a series of
outdoor learning areas, 2) to accommodate a range of student mobility, and 3) to introduce elements
that enhanced student sensory system feedback.
BACKGROUND: The Baer School is a Baltimore City public school for developmentally disabled students.
The mission of the school is “to create an environment that challenges students to reach educational
and therapeutic success.” Approximately 180 students attend the William S. Baer School; 50 of whom
committed to returning to school in the fall of 2020; 12 showed up for class. Faculty and staff of the
school believed that if they could provide safe outdoor learning spaces more students might return.
METHODS: The collaboration employed a modified participatory approach. Five sessions were held via
Zoom, and included Morgan State graduate landscape architecture students, Baer School faculty, and
City staff. A kickoff meeting with the staff and Morgan team lead established the project expectations
and timeline, which were subsequently shared with student volunteers. A listening forum/field visit
included discussions of themes in therapeutic horticulture, inclusive strategies for the mobility impaired,
and the documentation of site conditions. Participants from the Baer School were surveyed before,
during, and after the project. This process of interviews with faculty and staff helped determine the
success of the new learning spaces and ensured a more inclusive experience for everyone associated
with the project. Robin Moore’s “Nature Play and Learning Places” and current trends in therapeutic
schoolyard design were employed as background material for the study.
FINDINGS: The resulting design creates two mission-centric outdoor classrooms: The Sensory Garden
and The Wind Garden. Both gardens include colorful shaded areas and wide serpentine pathways
allowing open circulation for many different types of mobility. The plan reflects the efforts and
willingness of participants to adapt and engage a collaborative approach to outdoor classroom design
for the benefit of students with special needs.
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Teaching Introduction to Landscape Architecture: Embedded Lessons of
Sustainability
Anderson, David Utah State University, david.anderson@usu.edu
Licon, Carlos Utah State University, carlos.licon@usu.edu
Keywords: Introduction to Landscape Architecture; Sustainability education; Sustainability awareness;
Learning assessment; General education
The undergraduate Introduction to Landscape Architecture course supports the Breadth Creative Arts
portion of Utah State University’s general education program. It offers an experiential overview of the
discipline through lectures, speakers, and quick turn-around projects. This course has some of the
largest enrollments of its kind in the US and provides significant exposure of the profession to the broad
university student population. Currently, Intro to LA is also a great recruitment tool for our program.
This course offers an overview of the profession but, embedded in the explicit content of what a
landscape architect does, the students build awareness of the contributions and impact this profession
has to sustainability. The awareness of a connection between sustainability and landscape architecture
can influence student career choices.
Sustainability in higher education calls for transformative, collaborative, and experiential pedagogical
approaches (Filho et al., 2018; Malin, Hannah, Terry, Abid, & Erik, 2019; Sterling, Dawson & Warwick,
2018; Tamura et al., 2018; Trencher et al., 2016). An in-depth review of literature in education for
sustainability in planning and design institutions (Park, 2020) found that courses teaching sustainability
to adopt interdisciplinary and integrative pedagogical approaches as well as problem-based and
participatory teaching strategies.
This review also found these courses include collaboration, problem-solving skills, and critical thinking in
their educational approaches. However, some of the challenges these courses face include the need for
a more robust pedagogical framework, limited opportunities to implement lessons on sustainability, and
time constraints to prepare, deliver, and incorporate sustainability content into design and planning
courses.
As part of the continuous effort to assess learning impacts, this course implemented a sustainability
awareness evaluation (USU, 2020 & 2021). The assessment compares student awareness of
sustainability at the beginning and the end of the semester.
Survey results show statistically significant changes in self-assessed knowledge on sustainability after
taking this course. Findings also reveal students think sustainability is more important after taking the
Intro class. The study also surveyed students’ attitudes to nature, health, and environmental
responsibility. This survey indicates students better understand the connection between landscape
architecture and sustainability. The hope is they can then translate that understanding to their
professional education and future careers. This presentation will also share some of the survey findings
and an overview of learning activities in the course.
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Building a landscape profession in the Republic of Georgia
Schiller, Erik Illinois Insitute of Technology, eschiller@hawk.iit.edu
Henderson, Ron Illinois Insitute of Technology, rhender1@iit.edu
Keywords: Landscape architecture education, education-led practice, environmental justice,
international professional development
An education-led experimental landscape architecture practice in the Republic of Georgia aims to
introduce landscape practice and discipline to the Caucasus region. This initiative has developed novel
educational plans and learning methods to address Georgia’s many challenges, from climate-change
stressors to developmental pressures pushing the urban edge into fragile ecosystems. The educational
program seeks to become a platform for environmental justice, public land use policy, and a launching
pad for sustained advocacy for public places. This paper inventories this work to date with an emphasis
on the academic design workshops and experimental professional work.
The expansion of landscape architecture programs in developing nations is not being adequately met by
institutional efforts or governmental aid. This program demonstrates the benefits and shortcomings of
hybrid pedagogical delivery, in which professional practices, institutional partners, and non-traditional
students can deliver landscape education in difficult economic and environmental conditions. Noninstitutional continuing education is at times a valuable substitute, while still struggling to provide
adequate service for students without stable primary education. Greater cooperation between
established programs, especially in Europe and the Americas, and emerging practices in developing
markets is key to nimble growth of the global landscape profession.
The pilot training program asked students to study urban waterways and the legacy of Soviet
environmental planning in Tbilisi. The windswept terraces of grassland, cypresses, and ravines of the
Arsenal are a valuable, and rare, open space in the heart of Tbilisi. Its scale, ruggedness, and prominence
in the city challenges students and planners to grapple with evolving land use, ecological protection,
public perception, and development for the public good. Students were tasked with analyzing this and
similar sites for their suitability for a range of uses, and to develop proposals for future development.
The students were variously embedded in a small firm, on-site at an early-stage project, or working
independently from home or in the city; methods of lesson delivery were tested for effectiveness in
each setting. The study of the pilot program points to an educational framework that can provide
landscape training in lieu of landscape architecture university programs. Work and study at Arsenal
address spatial issues throughout Georgia that point to a perceptual evolution of neglected natural
resources and, more importantly, to the leadership that landscape architects can bring to this region of
the world.
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A Pedagogy for the Longer Tour
Martin, Michael Iowa State University, mdmartin@iastate.edu
Keywords: Design pedagogy, Experiential learning, Learning communities, Educational Psychology
This presentation addresses (and will illustrate) environmental design pedagogies for two “longer tour”
landscape architectural travel programs that feature direct, sustained experience of different landscapes
for a full semester. Both programs seek to overcome the limitations of mediated “virtual” learning, by
providing full-time/all-senses engagement with landscapes. They also seek to overcome the limitations
of traditional abbreviated field trips, in the intuitive belief that duration and reiteration are at least as
important as distance in creating memorable learning experiences. The pedagogical premise was that
students engaging landscapes physically and analytically in situ would facilitate deeper and “stickier”
learning.
We developed these intuitive pedagogies through several years of experimentation, but have recently
discovered parallels with pedagogical research on effective teaching/learning as described by Peter C.
Brown (et al) in Make It Stick: The Science of Successful Learning. Brown defines a number of strategies
that counteract poor metacognition and the “illusion of mastery” intrinsic to many traditional modes of
learning. We have now applied some of Brown’s principles for our longer-tour programming, including
1. the “interleaving” of interrelated topics or skills; 2. "spacing out practice”, wherein students engage
and re-engage particular course content over the weeks of travel; 3. application of conceptual or
theoretical constructs in a series of separate contexts; 4. “active retrieval”, facilitated through lowstakes quizzes.
As part of our ongoing self-assessment of teaching and learning effectiveness, we are finding that many
of Brown’s research-based strategies—developed for learning in any sort of educational setting—have
greatly enriched learning experiences within our “long tour” programs. Our preliminary findings suggest
that a melding of immersive environments with “sticky” learning methods offers a uniquely valuable
learning experience for students of landscape architecture.
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Tempe Campus Outdoor Learning Space Post Occupancy Study and Review
Sampson, Byron Arizona State University, University Landscape Architect, byron.sampson@asu.edu
Keywords: Post construction evaluation, Outdoor learning spaces, Arizona State University and CDC
Novel Coronavirus safety guidelines and precautions
This paper explores the post construction occupancy satisfaction of the outdoor learning spaces built on
the Tempe campus in response to the Novel Coronavirus pandemic. With the advent of the Centers for
Disease Control and Preventions Guidelines (CDC) issued in March of 2020, Arizona State University
(ASU) implemented measures to address the guidelines and renovate existing learning spaces for
compliance. There was a Pandemic Related Federal Grant that was received to assist the University in
complying with the CDC guidelines. The scope encompassed everything from the physical spaces,
cleaning, access to and from buildings, and classroom scheduling. Beyond the execution of the
guidelines for the interior spaces – classrooms, lecture halls and public buildings – ASU considered
several exterior locations neighboring high-use academic and public buildings. Recent research has
shown there is a growing need for alternative spaces for learning and how technology has created
avenues to rethink what the possibilities could be. Informality and flexibility in educational spaces, how
students learn currently and into the future will have an impact what campuses will look like in the
future.
Four sites were selected from a possible 14 locations across the Tempe campus. The criteria for location
prioritization was based on historic pedestrian traffic patterns and high-volume use buildings. The site
review team (SRT) that developed the criteria and surveyed each of the fourteen locations was made up
of several service departments within the University: The Office of the University Architect, Facilities
Management and Grounds. Five key assessment tools were used to narrow the field, they took into
account the existing site conditions and potential construction impacts.
The sites have been in use for one year and while a small sample survey (n=9) was taken last spring, a
more in-depth analysis was performed to measure user reactions now that the full complement of
students have returned to campus. The initial results indicated that mitigating climatic factors were
essential going forward. On-site post occupancy surveys were taken to document overall satisfaction,
usage, locations and gauge site amenities: seating, lighting, etc. The surveys evaluate the design
consequences of the outdoor learning environments. The data loop of feedback and feedforward is
helpful for all projects in the planning stages. Conclusions and recommendations are developed and
provided for potential pandemic responses in the future.
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A Mid-Career Doctoral Program in Design: The Case for an Alternate Approach
to Doctoral Education
Brooks, Kenneth The Design School at Arizona State University, Kenneth.Brooks@asu.edu
Mejia, Mauricio The Design School at Arizona State University, Mauricio.Mejia@asu.edu
Sanguinetti, Paola The Design School at Arizona State University, Paola.Sanguinetti@asu.edu
Keywords: Doctoral education, transdisciplinary design, mid-career, Design PhD
Significant advances in technology and rapid change in economic, political and ecosystem environment
have led to greater complexity in planning and design endeavors. Organizations, that did not have
designers in the past, are now seeking to recruit designers or incorporate design approaches in
organizational culture. Many design projects are now best served by transdisciplinary design teams and
require significant research and innovation to execute plans and programs that will implement and
advance unprecedented levels of sustainability, resilience, and justice. Doctoral studies in design could
cater the growing demand for analytical and research skills and knowledge in both professional practice
and in professional design education. This need creates an opportunity for developing a mid-career PhD
program that will give both practitioners and academic with traditional professional background the
enhanced capabilities and experience to provide vision and leadership in the professional and academic
practices of today and into the future.
This paper presents the analysis and development of a mid-career doctoral program that accommodates
mid-career design practitioners and mid-career academics in their quest to complement their design
experience with enhanced skills and expertise in the enterprise of applied research, innovation and
transdisciplinary collaboration. Degree candidates will maintain their affiliation in their current public,
private or academic practice positions and upon completion will be prepared for higher levels of
research, knowledge production, and leadership in advancing the missions of their organizations. The
enhanced pedagogic technologies and logistics developed during the pandemic will enrich the learning
opportunities for students, faculty, visiting critics, and collaborating partners engaged with the program.
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Measuring Design Students' Resistance to Premature Closure When Sketching
Tofte, Elizabeth , elizabeth.tofte@sdstate.edu
Keywords: Torrance Test of Creative Thinking, Divergent thinking, sketching
The purpose of this study is to track progress of first-year design students’ divergent thinking and
problem-solving skills using Figural Form A picture-based exercises and scoring criteria of the Torrance
Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT) (Torrance, 2008) as both an instructive example and an assessment
measure.
The TTCT are the most widely used and validated divergent-thinking tests for measuring creativity (Kim,
2006). Examinees’ scores are based on 1) fluency (total number of relevant responses), 2) flexibility
(number of different categories of responses), 3) originality (unusualness of responses), 4) elaboration
(amount of detail in the responses), 5) resistance to premature closure (ability to focus long enough on
the sketch to make the mental leap that makes original ideas possible), and 6) abstractness of sketches’
titles (ability to go beyond simple description and communicate something about the sketches that the
graphic cues themselves do not express without the title).
The TTCT (Torrance, 1966) was based on Guilford’s 1956 Structure of the Intellect model, in which he
argued that divergent thinking of a wide variety of ideas was a significant contributor to creativity
(Guilford, 1967) (Kim, 2006). Skills design students must master to be successful in their chosen
professions.
A mixed method with experimental-control groups was used. The research question posited that
students in two groups would perform differently on weekly sketching assignments due to the control
group not taking the TTCT or learning about the scoring criteria. The Scholarship of Teaching and
Learning (SoTL) concern focused on novice students’ tenancy to become distracted, thereby not
completing their assigned sketches. Data were gathered from students in a 15-week course in Creative
Thinking at a state university. Students (n=117) in the experimental group were administered TTCT
Figural pre-test, then allowed to review the scoring criteria in detail. Students (n=120) in the control
group were not shown the TTCT. Throughout the semester all students were assigned the same weekly
sketching assignments. At the end of the course, all students’ performance was evaluated using the
TTCT figural post-test, written reflections, and evaluation of select sketchbook images based on a
modified TTCT scoring criteria.
Findings suggest early exposure to the TTCT Figural exercises and understanding of the scoring criteria
enhanced students’ sketching fluency and resistance to premature closure (i.e., failure to complete an
idea on paper). More research is needed to understand how the TTCT pre-test and scoring criteria might
be used to enhance other sketching skills.
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Starting Small: The Role of Scale in Beginning Design Pedagogy
Knox, Emily Auburn University, elknox@auburn.edu
Keywords: beginning design, dynamic systems, mapping
Traditional beginning design sequences tend to immediately introduce a professional landscape-scale
project to students in the first semester and year. This paper explores a counter/alternative to that
method, arguing for the value of starting small at the outset of landscape design education.

The paper will examine the pedagogical benefits of this method by presenting the results of four
iterations of a graduate level Studio 1 course run at Auburn University, each built upon a several weeklong study of a very small site – a 1m x 1m square of ground. Through recurrent hand-drawn mapping,
students are tasked with gaining an intimate understanding of the dynamic nature of their sites, closely
observing small shifts in the most basic elements of the landscape - soils, topography, vegetation,
climate and water. The small site allows them to look closely and frequently, to become experts through
intimate engagement over time.

From here, the studio builds up in scale. First, students design and build an intervention that draws upon
the underlying dynamics discovered in their original small sites, engaging their own agency to
meaningfully manipulate the landscape around them through carefully calibrated intervention. Finally,
students design an entirely new terrain – a human-scale public landscape whose form grows from a
sequence of choreographed operations that unfold and interact across time. Each of these exercises
grow from the students’ initial study and rely on the intimate knowledge gained through the close
examination of the original sites. The studio has been tested in various contexts: a working farm, a
demonstration forest, and a post-industrial ruin. Ultimately, each has unique fodder for student
discovery and growth.

The pedagogical benefits of starting small are many. Most prominently, students leave the studio with a
deep and tactile understanding of the landscape and its intricacies which they can apply to larger,
professional-scale projects later in their studio sequence. They learn how to move across and between
scales: shifting from small-scale site analysis and fieldwork into a robust, human-scale design proposal,
and gain confidence in their own agency to engage the landscape around them. Additionally, starting
small in foundational design studios builds upon the burgeoning interest in landscape architecture
programs around the country to return to the outdoors in landscape pedagogy – stepping away from the
digital world and indoor studio spaces to observe, record and learn from the landscapes around us.
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Climate by Design, Case by Case
Wettstein, Emily Harvard University Graduate School of Design (as of January 2022: University of
Virginia), emily.wettstein@gmail.com
Desimini, Jill Harvard University Graduate School of Design, desimini@gsd.harvard.edu
Keywords: climate crisis, climate change, case study, pedagogy, adaptation, mitigation
Designing for an increasingly vulnerable planet necessitates a deeper analysis of the climate crisis and
our discipline’s evolving agency in effecting change by understanding not only of the science behind
climate change, but also the political, social, economic, and cultural contexts on the ground, where
design projects and movements are rooted. Drawing on the authors’ teaching in Climate by Design, the
first required lecture course on climate change in the [Institution redacted for peer-review] landscape
architecture department, this presentation calls for the collaborative development of a living
compendium of practices. These practices become a means to reconcile the global implications of the
climate crisis with the local particularities required for meaningful engagement. The idea is to critically
evaluate design precedents and proposals, over time, to create a repository of viable actions, to equip
future designers with the means to address the rapidly warming plant.
The presentation will cover the course’s case-based pedagogy, analyze its outcomes, and present initial
findings. Over the past two years, the teaching team has developed seven in-depth cases that cover
adaptation and mitigation strategies for a range of climatic conditions. In addition, another over one
hundred practices have been investigated to understand their key strategies and ethics. The cases cover
responses to sea level rise, tidal surge, erosion, pluvial and riverine flooding, drought, desertification,
increased wildfire, soil depletion, food scarcity, carbon emissions driven by fossil fuel use in the energy,
mobility, and building sectors. They extend across geographies, looking holistically at cities, rural areas,
and the interfaces in between.
By centering climate systems within the core pedagogy, and by using a case-based method to develop
strategies, we are preparing future designers with a thick catalog of precedents and toolkits from which
they can draw upon, contribute to, and expand through their designs in the years to come. We see this
as a step in training a generation of climate advocates, designers, researchers, and communicators. The
field of landscape architecture, if it takes seriously climate history, science, politics, economics, and
context, has a fundamental role to play in the decarbonization of our environment. Climate by Design,
and its attendant materials, is a first step and a call for a necessarily more robust climate education, a
climate education that draws from a wider and fuller range of critical practices.
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Land Lab: A Mesocosm for Ways of Knowing through Situated Making
Seibert, Matthew The University of Virginia, ms3sy@virginia.edu
Keywords: landscape laboratory, embodied learning, correspondence, mesocosm, reciprocity,
ontologies
With a world increasingly enveloped by intersecting crises, new ways forward must situate their vision
within an ontology or worldview, understanding new futures as necessarily woven throughout all facets
and domains of life: material, cultural, human, and more-than-human. If landscape architecture is to
meet the challenges of present, how can we cultivate these necessarily place-based ontologies in
practice and education?
During the spring of 2021, with universities still under tight Covid restrictions, I led a studio of University
of Virginia graduate landscape architecture students at a recently christened landscape laboratory(1) to
explore answers to just such a question. In-person and outside, the “Milton Land Lab: A Mesocosm for
Ways of Knowing through Situated Making” studio sought to maximize the discipline’s potential in
affecting change through the study and experimentation of how ways of knowing and thinking-throughmaking cultivate new spatial practices.
This studio pedagogy utilized a 172-acre satellite site of UVA for student-lead design research at 1:1
scale, creating new knowledge and prototypes of new worlds through landscape interaction, relation,
and interrogation. The studio tasked students with researching and designing a mesocosm(2)
investigation to construct, observe, and document over the spring semester. This entailed setting the
situation, motive, key concepts, research question, strategy of inquiry, hypothesis, and budget of the
experiment. In parallel to this often conventional, objectivist, semester-long study orbited a series of
correspondence(3) exercises as guided prompts to catalyze alternative strategies of inquiry through
situated making-with. These other ways of knowing supplemented, challenged, and/or reoriented the
core mesocosm investigation. Correspondences included “Deep Looking - Slow Drawing,” durationally
extensive field sketching; “On Worlding - The Study of a Tool,” the interrogation of a tool in how it
measures and reproduces worlds by giving form to certain information; “Cybernetic Drawing Assemblages, Processes, and Representations,” the refining of a representational language with which
to employ in one’s investigation; and “Performative Prostheses - Curated Action, Embodied Sensing, and
Engaged Knowing,” understanding one’s mesocosm and environmental phenomena through the scale of
the body.
Whereas an architecture school’s often ubiquitous fabrication lab affords a place to fabricate with
largely static media, there is rarely, if ever, a space to intervene, manipulate, and observe the lively
material of landscape in a meaningful and durational way(4). To meet the crises of our time, landscape
practitioners must have first-hand knowledge of working with landscape media and the power it affords
early in practice and education.
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Forensic Hydrology: The Great Black Swamp
Steiner, Halina Ohio State University, halinasteiner@gmail.com
Keywords: Representation, Hydrology, Infrastructure, History, Swamp, Agriculture
Purpose: This presentation outlines the pedagogical methodology and outcomes of Forensic Hydrology,
a landscape architecture seminar currently in its second iteration that explores new approaches to
studying hidden hydrologic systems.
Background: The Great Black Swamp, a 17,600 acre swamped forest located in northwest Ohio and
eastern Indiana was cleared of vegetation and drained, replaced with tile drained agricultural fields. The
invention of the Buckeye Traction Ditcher improved the speed of tile drain installation. Soon tile drains
covered the footprint of the swamp, significantly altering the existing swamp land. This has affected the
water quality and ecology of the region and Lake Erie. Tile drains carry nitrogen and phosphorus from
fields to ditches that feed into the Maumee River, causing algal blooms in Lake Erie. Remnants of the
swamp are evident in conservation lands, subtle topographic shifts, and seasonal flooding.
Importance: Between 1780s to mid-1900’s the state of Ohio lost more than 95% of its wetlands. Public
perception of swamp and wetlands has changed, but the Great Black Swamp has retained a negative
narrative. The Great Lakes hold 21% of the world's freshwater supply. With global water demand
projected to increase by 55% between 2000-2050, how we manage our water, especially agricultural
land will become critical. Visualizations of past swamp and wetland ecologies that helped manage
flooding and clean water can help the public understand complex hidden hydrologic conditions. They
can serve as a call to action, or can inspire new hybridized landscape typologies.
Methods: The seminar investigates the swamp via four focus areas, society, ecology, infrastructure, and
economy. Student teams collected research weekly to share with the group and fuel discussion on new
discoveries and synergies between the focus areas. The students used historic documents coupled with
GIS data and site visits. The shared resources and research are leveraged for individual projects centered
on narrative ‘forensic’ visualizations of the swamp and its history.
Students studied visualizations like the Sanitary and Topographical Map of the City and Island of New
York, The Fisk map of The Alluvial Valley of the Lower Mississippi, anatomical drawings, x-rays, crime
scene diagrams, video games, and landscape architecture representation. This wide range of techniques
provides inspiration for the forensic hydrologic drawings, animations, and models made by the students.
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Towards A [Eco]Sensorial Approach To Landscape: An Exploratory Journey In
Pedagogy And Design
Santo, Duarte Cornell University, ds997@cornell.edu
Keywords: ecologies, sensorial assemblages, research-creation, design studio pedagogies , landscape
architecture
Landscapes are better understood as an assemblage or a working set of vibrant materialities where
materiality cannot simply focus upon the tangible properties of objects but must engage in the dialectic
of living beings and things, their qualities, and experiences (Bennett, 2010). In this paper, I will discuss
how exploratory approaches to the senses and intersensorial interaction were used in a Landscape
Architecture design studio to generate ways of experiencing, interpreting, and representing landscapes.
The overall aim is to reflect on practices of teaching and learning while investigating the interfaces
between the tangible and the intangible reality of the senses, the relationship between material and
immaterial processes, and the experience of more-than-human users as drivers for inquiry and design.
Following methods of research-creation promoting the development of knowledge and innovation
through artistic expression, scholarly investigation, and experimentation (SSHRC,n.d), the explorations
included, site observations, material explorations, the construction of sensory artifacts, together with
analog and digital representation of experiences and atmospheres.
The [eco]sensorial studio delivered three iterations between January 2020 and May 2021, at both
graduate and undergraduate levels, Impacted by the outbreak of the pandemic, pedagogies evolved not
only through adjustments to blended modes of teaching and learning, synchronous and asynchronous,
in-person and remote but also by the potential these contributed to creative forms of interaction,
translation and collaboration.
The studio challenged students to be attentive to multi-sensorial experience as implicated users, to
practices of sensing (Howes, 2005: Ingold, 2002: Pink, 2015) interpretation and narration, on-site and
remotely, Working with materials, objects, things, beings, spaces, and places, students explored,
identified, analyzed, conceptualized, and delivered responses to processes involved in the critical
reflection, translation, and transformation of environments, ecologies, and sensorial experiences. It
included the multiplicity of affective relations in a research-assemblage (Fox and Alldred, 2015).
The sensorium, as the entire perceptual apparatus, is an ever-shifting social, historical construct (Bull et
al. 2006), entangled in a complex assemblage of relations of affect between different agents and the
different environments where these experiences occur (Gibson,1966; Dangles et al. 2009). Through the
individual and collective experience of multisensorial landscapes, the exploration and production of
mappings and cartographies allowed students to affirm landscape as an intersubject(ive) territory and
the sensorial as a layer that generates a multidimensional and expanded notion of landscape, therefore,
reframing practices of design research, analysis, and representation as multiscalar activism.
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Toward a more resilient landscape student
Bussiere, Simon University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa, bussiere@hawaii.edu
Keywords: resilience, pedagogy, landscape, architecture
“We were making sandcastles. Now we must swim in the sea that washed them away.” – Rem Koolhaas
This paper describes an experimental and incremental approach to methods of urban ecological analysis
and design deployed in undergraduate (UG BEnvD) and graduate landscape architecture (MLA)
education. Beginning in 2018, and now with four iterations complete, (2019, 2020 & 2021) the student
work presented in this paper from “ARCH483 Urban Ecological Analysis and Design” illustrates a
recentering of pedagogical and communication tactics when engaging contemporary students with the
seemingly overwhelming complexity of designing for resilience in urban landscapes.
ARCH483 first aims to develop a solid understanding of basic principles of urban landscape ecology - the
study of how organisms in and around cities interact with each other and with the surrounding
environment (Forman, 1995) - followed by exercises in the fundamentals of structures, functions and
dynamic processes of urban landscape regions. This introductory knowledge is then applied through a
range of incremental modules that juxtapose static and dynamic materials under various stresses and
simulated ecological disturbances. With an emphasis on field observations, experimentation, and
analysis and culminating in the design synthesis and application for a set of spatial scales in urban
habitats, students are asked to propose a “more resilient” paving system and a suitable application in a
local test-site here in Hawaii. Student proposals include increased integration of native soils and
vegetation, floodable storm-water and passive irrigation zones, and gradient-based organizational
approaches to hardscape systems and detailing.
Generally, as static materials and constructions are grounded into the layered urban fabric, they
inevitably meet with much farther-reaching and more powerful dynamic natural systems and forces, and
demonstrable and often devastating conflicts emerge (Orff, 2016). The planning and design of largely
mono-functional infrastructure has for decades sought to identify and solve for individual engineering
problems (Kwinter, 2001; Schuler, 2019). Such narrowly focused solutions may work well for a short
period, but when they fail - and they all ultimately fail – it can be catastrophic. Students continue to
learn about these conventional practices in many of our programs, buttressed only more recently by the
inclusion of green infrastructure, BMPs, and the standards of progressive project-rating systems such as
LEED and SITES (Calkins, 2012).
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A Study Of Health and Wellness in First Year Design Students
Powers, Matthew Clemson University Landscape Architecture, powers8@clemson.edu
Hambright-Belue, Sallie Clemson University School of Architecture, shambri@clemson.edu
Keywords: Mental Health, Wellness, Beginning Design, Design Learning
Purpose
This study examines first year design students in landscape architecture and architecture to learn how
their concepts of mental health and wellness behaviors change over time. The study’s goal is to create
intervention strategies and policies that reduce stress and anxiety while supporting student health and
wellness.

Background
Numerous books and articles discuss the important role designers play in creating healthy, therapeutic,
restorative, and healing environments (Latané, 2021; Hamilton, 2013; Guenther, 2013; Marcus & Sachs,
2014; Souter-Brown, 2015; Carr, 2021). This body of knowledge centers on how landscape architects
and architects design places like hospitals, schools, and parks that support healthfulness. In fact, the
affordance of safety, health, and welfare is a fundamental component of professional licensure and
continuing education. Ironically, just as landscape architects and architects have established themselves
as experts at designing healthy environments for others, there are growing concerns about their own
health and wellbeing. As a result, new investigations into mental health and the workplace (e.g., office,
studio, school) are emerging (Hegenauer, 2018; Xie et al., 2021; Alnusairat et al., 2021). These studies
identify unhealthy behaviors and stressful working conditions emblematic of architectural and landscape
architectural practice and education. Implicit in these studies is the notion that if students can learn how
to work in a studio environment without sacrificing their health, then as future professionals they are
even more prepared and uniquely positioned to create healthy, safe, and resilient built environments
for others.

Methods
The study’s primary research question is how do undergraduate landscape architecture and architecture
students' concepts of mental health and wellness behaviors change over time? The study uses multiple
methods to collect data and answer the research question. Methods include concept mapping, surveys,
and focus group interviews. Participants include over 150 first year and more than 50 second, third, and
fourth year architecture and landscape architecture students.

Findings
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Current findings indicate that first year students' understanding of the concept “healthy student” differs
significantly from more experienced students. Study findings suggest that as students progress in the
program, they encounter increasingly challenging projects and situations that often lead to greater
stress and anxiety. This makes the prioritization of health and wellness extra challenging.

Importance
This study contributes to the emergent body of knowledge related to design students’ health and
wellness. This study suggests that when schools cultivate student health and wellness, they can help
their students thrive academically and become more successful.
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Landscape Architecture as Democratic Practice: Pedagogical and Practical
Outcomes
Yang, Nan Pennsylvania State University, nzy8@psu.edu
Bose, Mallika Pennsylvania State University, mub13@psu.edu
Keywords: Democratic Professionalism, Publicly Engaged Design, Practice and Pedagogy
Democratic professionalism and publicly engaged design have gained some recognition in landscape
architecture practice and education in the last few decades. Democratic professionalism emphasizes
being “situated squarely within the public culture of democracy” and pursues ‘“the public good with and
not merely for the public” (Dzur, 2008, p. 130). It encourages lay participation to enhance and enable
collective action and deliberation on key social issues within and beyond the professional sphere (Dzur,
2019). In other words, it conceptualizes the professional as a task sharer and not a task monopolist. In
this context, this study investigates the pedagogical and practical outcomes of landscape architecture
practice/scholarship when guided by the tenets of democratic professionalism and public-engaged
design. Data was collected through semi-structured interviews (conducted between May 2015 to July
2016) with 16 architecture, landscape architecture, and planning scholars/practitioners whose practice
and pedagogy are rooted in participatory and democratic means. The interviews were qualitatively
analyzed using NVivo (March 2020 release), a qualitative data analysis computer software. Analysis of
their experiences and insights draw out patterns regarding characteristics and outcomes of design
pedagogy and practice realized through the principles of democratic professionalization. Key findings
include: 1) a shift in the form and expectations of the products of design projects in the academy, 2) an
emphasis on the process and social impact of projects on local communities, and 3) reciprocal effects on
the community, stakeholders, scholars and student development that resulted from the integration of
design teaching and practice. This study illustrates that democratic processes and public participation in
design practice require a shift in focus from the delivery of traditional physical elements (e.g., a park or
trails) to relatively intangible social outcomes (e.g., increased capacity for organizing, a better
understanding of assets in the community) with consequent implications for landscape architecture
curriculum both in terms of content and delivery. The emphasis on community-driven co-creation and
social benefit contributes to a mutually beneficial practice and persistent benefits for the community.
This study contributes to the discussion of the broader meaning and responsibility of design (and more
specifically, landscape architecture) education in the present times associated with issues related to
climate, social/racial justice challenges, advocacy for social change, diversity, equity, inclusion, and
belonging. It underscores the need for research on democratic methods and strategies in design practice
and education to expand and enrich the toolbox available to design practitioners/scholars.
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Thematic analysis of students’ submissions: Sustainability education in a LA
course
Park, Hye Yeon Utah State University, hyeyeon.park@usu.edu
Licon, Carlos Utah State University, carlos.licon@usu.edu
Keywords: Education for sustainable development, Landscape Architecture education, Thematic content
analysis
Design and planning are integral for sustainable development goals, including, but not limited to,
environmental protection, economic opportunities, and social justice (Khan et al., 2013; Wheeler, 2004).
The application of key educational tools for achieving sustainable development and integrating theory
with practices has produced a new paradigm in education called, Education for Sustainable
Development (ESD) (Barlett & Chase, 2004; Buckler & Creech, 2014). Diverse disciplines, including
planning and design, apply ESD with transformative, collaborative, and experiential learning approaches.
This study explores students’ positions on sustainability through a class assignment in the course,
“Foundations of Sustainable Systems”. Undergraduate students created postcards with images and text
as a part of their course activity. The analysis of the postcards used a sequential explanatory mixedmethod (Creswell et al., 2003) to answer the following questions: “How do students articulate their
thoughts about sustainability?”, and “Has the statements changed over time?” The data from 90
samples from 2016 and 2020 were analyzed using a thematic analysis approach to identify and
determine individuals’ understanding of subjects(Stemler, 2000).
The analysis identified seven main themes. Among them, themes and subthemes related to natural
resources in the environment were viewed as the most statistically relevant. A test of independence
compared the frequencies of themes and determined congruity between years. Environmental and
economic themes showed statistically significant differences between students over time. Overall, the
2020 postcards showed increased interest in environmental themes, like climate change and economic
themes.
The research findings encourage the need for revision of ESD contents for future courses as students’
perspectives or attitudes about understanding sustainability change. Understanding and identifying
students’ thinking is critical in moving forward a comprehensive vision to achieve a successful
sustainability-focused curriculum (Ferreira & Tilbury, 2012; Howlett et al., 2016; Rogers, 2001).
Identifying students’ positions and thoughts will allow design and planning programs to improve their
curricula and advance the awareness and contributions to fully and explicitly integrate sustainability into
their education offer.
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Fabricated Landscapes: Practice and Pedagogy of Tactual Design
Sims, Tameka Ohio State University, sims.377@osu.edu
Keywords: fabrics, textiles, material study, modeling, representation, slow craft, translation
Slow crafts as an artform are produced through repetitive actions such as carving, dying, weaving,
sewing, etc. These craft types are relatable and easily accessible to most and often serve as a coping
method to soothe anxieties set in motion by daily life. As methods of making, these crafts are practices
of experimentation, interpretation, and translation. Focused and detailed-oriented, these practices have
become more widely used to experiment to find new forms across disciplines.
My research and corresponding seminar titled Fabricated Landscapes studies the work of famed textile
artists such as Jean Claude and Christo, Shelia Hick, and of course, Anni Albers. We also study
contemporary seasoned artists and educators of varied disciplines such as Marry Little, Sheri
Schumacher, and Tansy Hargan. These artists' work and mine focus on the material study of fabric and
its use as a tool to conceptualize and represent landscape forms familiar and new. We might add to this
list, fashion designers, tailors, or seamstresses, who create products that are not only functional but
reflective of a particular time, occasion, culture, and place. No matter the craft, each artist takes direct
inspiration from the landscape and its sceneries. Specifically, with my students, my work explores Haute
Coutoure fashion translated as landscape terrain. We read and assign contour lines to these garments,
developing complex topographic plans. In other exercises, sewing techniques such as shirring, darting,
and gathering are tested and applied to various fabrics, generating movements and moments of
landforms in relation to a continuous or interrupted surface.
This work's narratives or interpretations assign meaning to every pleat, fold, cut, and seam. As
landscape designers, we may translate these same acts as natural or artificial processes such as soil
deposition, geologic shifts, or hydrological flows. Fabricated narratives and translations are used to
make and as a pedagogical tool to visualize the interplay of elements, materials, and forms free from
constraints. We create landscapes alien in form and arrangement, a contradiction to their surroundings,
but still, a series of environments that fit seamlessly in place. In this practice, we use relatable materials
to become imaginaries of landscapes yet to be realized.
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Love (not) in the Abstract: an inquiry on the role of positive emotions in
landscape architecture pedagogy
Aragon, Carolina University of Massachusetts Amherst, caragon@larp.umass.edu
Keywords: pedagogy, love, positive psychology, resilience, creativity
The necessity to provide students with the necessary resilience and creativity required to effectively
respond to “wicked” environmental and social challenges, calls for reflecting on our current pedagogical
models (Fleming, 2013; Pelsmakers et al, 2021). While higher education has traditionally focused on the
transmission of knowledge and acquisition of skills, positive psychology, the science of human
flourishing, has brought attention to the role of positive emotions, as one of several elements for
promoting personal well-being (Wade et al, 2015, Seligman 2011). In higher education, these elements
have been linked to intrinsic motivation, resilience and creativity in students (Wade et al, 2015).

While essential to our human experience, emotions are a difficult subject of discussion (David, 2016).
Love remains a challenging—often times avoided— subject within pedagogical contexts (Cho, 2005). In
landscape architecture, this may be made more difficult due to the still dominant positivist inclination of
the profession (Corner, 1990, 1991). Despite this, considering our work is inextricably linked to the
human experience, and positive psychology has demonstrated benefits of positive emotions, it seems
prudent to begin to ask the question: how can positive emotions be harnessed in design pedagogy to
promote resilient and creative designers?
This paper presents descriptive case studies of design work from three courses taught at the University
of Massachusetts Amherst which have sought to pilot engagement with positive emotions (joy, love and
wonder) in the landscape architecture curriculum (Yin, 2005). A review of this work, including analysis of
student evaluations and written reflections, reveals dominant themes: 1) recalling positive emotions in
the landscape (i.e. joy and wonder) increased connection and intrinsic motivation to develop a design
project; 2) using love as a goal to be achieved through design, i.e. to create a “beloved park,” was
perceived as a worthy goal relevant to designing for sustainability; and 3) considering users’ emotional
responses as a design goal opened new possibilities for expanded empathy and creative exploration.
While these findings are preliminary, the work presented here points to a rich terrain for future
exploration. As we grapple with ways to better mediate the human experience in a social and
environmental landscape in crisis, positive emotions may provide new tools to foster resilience and
creativity. The classroom can be a place to start to promote students’ abilities and well-being, and
refocus our professional efforts to a human-centered approach.
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A Three Layer Landscape Architectural Approach to Grounding the Green New
Deal
Wang, Yujia University of Nebraska - Lincoln, College of Architecture, wang@unl.edu
Special Topics: GND Superstudio
Keywords: Green New Deal; Equity; Landscape architecture pedagogy; Vision; Strategy; Urban design;
Process
The Green New Deal (GND) Superstudio, organized by the Landscape Architecture Foundation,
challenged instructors and students alike to employ design expertise to the resolution of environmental,
social, and economic challenges of climate change (LAF 2020). This article will discuss the pedagogical
design to examine the social and environmental equity agenda under the GND from three progressive
layers, that of the vision, of the urban design scheme, and of the public spaces. The three layers moves
from abstract text-based manifest writing, to masterplanning and spatial strategy developing, and finally
to qualitatively define and design major public spaces within the urban scheme. The change in the
“height” of the perspective while the site remains fixed gives students a stable reference point as they
exercise understanding and defining higher level vision and strategy, and translating them to urban
models and landscape spaces, and by doing so grounds the GND from the position of the landscape
urbanist and landscape architect. This paper will present the design of process and learning objectives in
each layer, and discuss the key drawings assigned in each phase that channels the work. It hopes to
present a setting in which upper level thinking of the GND can be articulated while students develop key
competencies and skills as landscape architects through design.
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Balancing renaissance education and professional preparedness in design
programs
Barbarash, David Purdue University, dbarbara@purdue.edu
Keywords: Learning outcomes, internship preparedness, curricular review
Goals and expectations of academic courses and holistic curricula tend to differ from those of
professional design firms seeking to hire design interns and co-op students. While design programs can
be measured by the post-graduation success of their students, what responsibility do university
programs have towards training practice-ready students as part of their larger theoretical, ethical, and
critical thinking skills and competencies?
Accredited design programs are not vocational programs and have a responsibility to follow more
traditional renaissance education principles that follow increasing levels of complexity and competency
as students matriculate upwards through a plan of study. This focus on process and critical discussion as
an area of focus equal to that of output product requires a different approach, mentorship presence,
and time-management expectation of students who will eventually take those skills and workflows to
the time and profit driven space of professional practice. Despite the non-vocational reality of design
curricula, students will likely enter some form of practice post-graduation, requiring some amount of
professional content and process applicability and expression.
One way to identify differences between professional internship expectations (which are not isolated in
the LABOK) and academia is by comparing program-wide mission statements and course specific
learning outcomes with intern-level skillsets expected by practicing offices.
Following Levy’s “Total Studio” model (Levy 1980) where the design studio acts as the master course for
the synthesis of supporting course content, a series of guidelines are proposed for course learning and
product deliverable outcomes focused towards generating course and curricular structures with a
balance between production output and theoretical grounding are proposed. These suggested thematic
and holistic descriptors can be used to construct learning outcomes and associated evaluative measures
designed to foster student abilities to synthesize content and innovate while producing content in both
time and task efficient processes. The case study to be presented will illustrate both process and initial
student and faculty response along with qualitative professional firm evaluation of student abilities
stemming from initiated curricular changes.
Despite the time and energy commitment that holistic curricular review and associated strategic
planning can take, the process allows for better aligned course structures that reinforce one another,
simulating the integrative aspects of real-world design projects. A case study process and associated
student perceptions, both positive and negative, of improvement and abilities are presented along with
faculty issues and concerns identified through the process and post-process course performance.
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The Green New Deal Superstudio: Reflections on the Teaching, Learning, and
Knowledge needed to effect Massive Change
Boone, Kofi North Carolina State University, kmboone@ncsu.edu
Hill, Kristina University of California, Berkeley, kzhill@berkeley.edu
Rovira, Roberto Florida International University, roberto.rovira@fiu.edu
Fleming, Billy The University of Pennsylvania, billy.fleming3@gmail.com
Special Topics: GND-Superstudio
Keywords: Superstudio, Green New Deal, Pedagogy, Climate Justice, Representation
The Green New Deal Superstudio was organized around the premise that a national climate plan like the
Green New Deal (GND) would never be understood through shifts in the density of carbon molecules in
the atmosphere or in the source of the electrons in our circuits. Rather, it was organized around the idea
that the GND will be understood by most people through the landscapes, buildings, infrastructures, and
public works projects that it inspires. Put another way, the GND is poised to radically restructure how
and where we live and relate to each other. There is an essential role for designers to play building out
the just, post-carbon future that Green New Dealers are demanding.
The prospect of a Green New Deal demands critical, imaginative examination if it is to be the vehicle for
a better future. The Landscape Architecture Foundation (LAF) and partners (the Weitzman School of
Design McHarg Center, the Center for Resilient Cities and Landscapes at Columbia’s GSAPP, the
American Society of Landscape Architects, and the Council of Educators in Landscape Architecture) have
undertaken the Green New Deal Superstudio to flesh out what this movement-led vision could mean for
the future and to give form and visual clarity to the scale, scope, and pace of transformation. Panelists
will use the submissions and outcomes from the GND Superstudio to discuss how the work produced
responded to the initial prompt; how did submissions portray strategies for massive change through
projects? How did the submissions address jobs, justice, and decarbonization? How well did they give
form and visual clarity to the scale, scope, and pace of transformation that the GND implies? How did
they address issues facing their regions of interest? And how did they communicate understanding of
the relationship between design project and policy changes? Panelists will connect their observations to
projects (whole or in part) and offer critical reflections on their potential for affecting change. The
review will also discuss gaps and opportunities for pedagogical and curricular innovation to make future
efforts more robust and impactful.
The dialogue generated at this panel will also support further discussion at LAF’s upcoming Summit in
Spring 2022, which will focus on the intersection of policy and design with a broader audience. We
anticipate significant attendance at this panel and will attempt to offer audience participation
opportunities, as many faculty who participated in the Superstudio will attend.
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Teaching Design and Sustainability via Using Recycled Plastic Bottles
Luo, Qing Oklahoma State University, qing.luo@okstate.edu
Keywords: Recycled materials, Plastic bottles, Sustainability, Creativity, Design implementation
The practice of reusing materials has been widely recognized as a means of sustainability as materials
are given another life cycle instead of being disposed to landfills. The purpose of this presentation is to
demonstrate a design studio project that required students to design recycling bins from plastic bottles a pedagogical model using recycled materials as design elements to teach sustainability and design.
During the project, a constructive learning environment with four steps was established: (1) facilitate
collaborative design processes for idea generation; (2) recognize the versatility of visual art principles to
arrive at aesthetically designed objects with intended functions (Dee, 2001); (3) apply the sustainability
principles of reusing materials for newly created objects; (4) evaluate the finished design products as to
their function and usage. The study began with the students being assigned to design ten recycling bins
with plastic bottles as the key materials. The project's goal is to teach students sustainability while
engaging in design learning through actual construction. Students went through team brainstorming
with various forms and functions in the design process to arrive at an agreed concept of a recycling bin
prototype. Students then assembled their recycling bins. Finally, all teams documented their design and
built processes with sketches, photos, and reflections.
A follow-up survey to students was conducted to collect data regarding the application of visual art
principles, the consideration of forms, the effectiveness of functions (Hamann, 1998), the evaluation of
artistic expressions, and reflections of sustainable messages delivered. The data were analyzed with
means, standard deviation, and t-test. The results were presented in histogram charts, data tables, and
preference distribution curves. After the project had been completed, the re-created recycling bin
prototypes were curated by design experts and exhibited in a highly trafficked campus gallery. They
remained on display throughout the semester as artworks to promote sustainability and creativity.
The results indicated that students were able to inventively use plastic bottles and other scrap materials
to design and build functional and aesthetic recycling bin prototypes. While consumption of plastics has
increased every year, landscape architecture students learned about the harm caused to the
environment and proactively conceived creative and sustainable solutions to reduce the amount of
waste going into the landfill. The study also examined the multi-benefits provided by reusing materials
that have an effect on health and social responsibility.
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Re-envisioning Design Education through the Lens of Virtual Reality
Delcambre, Carla North Carolina State University, cfdelcam@ncsu.edu
Elia-Warnken, Todd North Carolina State University, tjeliawa@ncsu.edu
Keywords: Virtual Reality, Higher Education, Built Environment, Design Thinking, Visualization
This paper reveals student outcomes integrating Virtual Reality (VR) as a design tool to teach
construction, materials, and methods in the Department of Landscape Architecture and Environmental
Planning at North Carolina State University. The research examines the design process from virtual
explorations to immersive landscape architecture details and renders. The study discusses key learning
opportunities using VR Sketch to conceptualize design ideations in three dimensions. This paper seeks
to identify design decisions, design obstacles, the efficacy of design solutions, and the VR interactive
mechanism used during the design process. Data collected through surveys and observations provide
evidence of enhanced learning opportunities for integrating VR in landscape architecture design studios
and seminars. Recently, research has focused specifically on the integration of commercially available
VR technologies within a broader built environment curriculum (Hamza and Horne, 2006). This raises
concern relating to the effective integration and application in landscape architecture design classes. In
academic settings, VR is being integrated into educational research, forming highly immersive
visualizations and experiences during the construction process.
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A Study of Green Infrastructure Education for Promoting Its Acceptance
Im, Joowon UT Arlington, joowon.im@uta.edu
Keywords: Green infrastructure; education; public awareness; landscape architecture; educating
educators
Green infrastructure (GI) is a holistic and sustainable development strategy that treats stormwater
runoff concerning its quality and quantity and flooding issues of urban ecology in our built environment.
While GI is useful, there are still challenges in accepting and implementing GI in a community since its
approach is still “new and different”. The challenges include issues with public awareness, technical
difficulties in construction, obtaining funds, multiple stakeholders, maintenance, and setting priorities in
planning. The challenges may prevent communities in need of stormwater management from
opportunities to achieve sustainable environmental improvement.
Among those challenges, this study focused on raising public awareness through providing GI education
to promote more acceptance and successful implementation based on empirical research. Various forms
of public outreach and involvement in the process of planning and design can help to draw more
attention and awareness toward it, which helps successful promotion and application of GI. Further, the
study explored how landscape architecture discipline, as a profession that emphasizes a holistic
understanding of the environment and comprehensive approaches of art & science, could play a role in
creating effective education to better promote GI.
The target subjects were secondary teacher candidates who have great potential to extend the effect of
GI education and knowledge to their future students. This interdisciplinary approach allowed teacher
candidates to learn the opportunities that students identify problem situations and control science and
technology for their communities. The authors first provided the subjects with a GI education session
that was developed with the 5E (engage, explore, explain, elaborate, evaluate) learning cycle model and
then, conducted a survey to self measure the level of understanding of and perception toward GI using
Likert scales (1 (lowest) to 5 (highest)) regarding before and after education and to ask the subjects to
evaluate the education session as teacher candidates.
The survey revealed that the education session had a positive impact in increasing the subjects’
understanding of GI and increasing their intention to incorporate GI education in their future curricula.
The subjects found including graphics and local examples was helpful to understand the importance of
GI because they have more understanding of site contexts. This study is meaningful in measuring the
actual effectiveness of GI education to plan the improvement and better utilization of the educational
materials. The study is also useful in suggesting the implications regarding the effectiveness of
developing educational materials through the lens of landscape architecture.
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A Study of Presentation Graphics and Self-Efficacy of Landscape Architecture
Students through Hybrid Documentation of Skill Building and Reflective Writing
Nobles, Rachel Mississippi State University, rn483@msstate.edu
Fulford, Charles Mississippi State University, tfulford@lalc.msstate.edu
Keywords: pedagogy, self-reflection, self-efficacy, graphic skills, reflective writing, sketching
The purpose of this study is to examine the critical connection between self-efficacy, reflective writing
and graphic quality within a first year Landscape Architecture design studio. Reflective writing and selfefficacy can be studied in order to better understand how to motivate students within a design studio.
Reflective writing is often overlooked as a mode to advancing knowledge in the design process
(Lousberg 2019). Reflective writing promotes learners to think deeply and critically about what is being
taught and the skills that they are developing, it is not just simply re-explaining information, instruction,
or facts (Bean 2011). Along with probing deeper into subject matter and personal opinions, reflective
writing can foster a connection between professor and pupil. Another benefit of reflective writing is the
correlation of longer information retention rate and total class participation (Cannady, Gallo (2014).
Self-assessment through writing can lead to a deeper knowledge and reflection on subject matter
(Dochy et.al 1999). The study utilizes a reflection based approach in design pedagogy integrated into the
curriculum. The data was collected with pre-instruction Likert scale questionnaires and graphic skills
tests, weekly reflective writing prompts, long form writing assignments, and graphic skill building
exercises, which were coupled with a series of timed video drawings every four weeks along with an
associated reflective writing. To determine growth, vocabulary associated with graphic communication
was identified and compiled to create a key. The written assignments were then collected, and the data
was analyzed using word mapping with numerical values assigned. This established the graphic skills
baseline for each student, as well as demonstrated understanding of design lexicon. Baseline data
indicated what graphic skills students have as they began courses in the program, as well as their own
perception of existing skills. The findings are a quantitative and qualitative assessment concerning the
relationship between reflective writing, self-efficacy and graphic skills. Furthermore, bringing awareness
to methods for self- motivated and self-regulated learning promotes students to become life-long
learners, as well as better problem solvers and designers.
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Evaluating effectiveness of video presentations for design
Torres Bustamante, Cesar California Polytechnic State University San Luis Obispo, ctorresb@calpoly.edu
Watts, David California Polytechnic State University San Luis Obispo, djwatts@calpoly.edu
Keywords: presentation, video presentation, video production, design studio
Live presentations in landscape architecture need critical skills to communicate concise, persuasive ideas
[1] . However, with Covid-19 stay-at-home orders, the education field required courses and classes to
meet new issues to ensure students would be able to continue or finish their degrees when moving
online [2] , with concerns in design-related disciplines of how can students present their final studios
proposals: shifting from the face-to-face mode to a new virtual environment posed many challenges and
opportunities. Face-to-face presentations are a distinctive interactive learning activity that prioritizes
oral, spatial and visual communication modes: performative confidence in oral and gestural delivery
contribute to establishing connectivity with peers and tutors [3] . However, face-to-face presentations
are a difficult subject to evaluate given their subjective character, as impressions differ from one
audience member to another, making it problematic to find what is an effective presentation of design
and what is not [4] .
Multimedia presentations offer an opportunity to objectively investigate presentation methods and
evaluate their effectiveness and success. Recorded virtual presentations can give students a platform to
present designs solutions in a virtual environment. Can video serve as an effective medium for the
presentation of design projects? Which tools, practices and standards are needed to make this
successful? This paper will present the findings of analyzing 42 videos produced by second-year
landscape architecture students to present their final project designs. The videos analysis will focus on
examining elements of visual composition, language elements of moving pictures as outlined by
Diefenbach and Slatton [5] , and oral communication as evaluated with the Oral Communication VALUE
Rubric developed by the Association of American Colleges and Universities [6] . The results will highlight
guidelines and best practices for a successful video presentation for design studios.
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Fairwell Parti: Teaching Across Cultural Strengths
Crawford, Katya University of New Mexico, katyac@unm.edu
Keywords: Pedagogy, inclusion, design language,
A primary goal of the American Society of Landscape Architecture and the Landscape Architecture
Foundation is to increase diversity within the profession. The demographics provided to professionals
and educators each year by the Landscape Architecture Accreditation Board show little incline in
diversity. Our student diversity across the nation primarily comes from international applicants. African
American, Native American and Latinx students, practitioners and educators are largely underrepresented. This paper posits that part of the issues stems from inherited Eurocentric design pedagogy,
and offers tested methods for inclusive change in the classroom based on teaching across cultural
strengths.
In 2017 at the ASLA National Conference, Diana Fernandez from Sasaki spoke on a diversity panel led by
Kona Grey. She asked the audience to think about the images we create, and to consider whether or not
a person of color could imagine themselves in that image. She stated that the majority of images coming
out of the academy and the profession represent gentrification. After being a participant for two years
in a multi-disciplinary research group led by Dr. Alicia Chaves and Susan Longerbeam in partnership with
The Office for Effective Teaching at the University of New Mexico, the author posits that not just the
image needs to change, but also the inherited, traditional studio teaching methods—essentially, the
core of a design education. Whereas studio-based learning and peer reviews are seen as a positive
(learning by doing and sharing a communal work space), traditional jury reviews and lack of critique of
one’s own cultural values can lead to a hostile learning environment for minorities with differing
learning styles and cultural values.
Over a six-year period, the author has challenged the Eurocentric teaching model and developed/tested
methods to create inclusive environments that build upon student cultural differences and strengths.
The paper covers alternatives to jury reviews, reflective writing as a tool for identifying cultural biases
and strengths, language (both body and written) awareness, and finally, de-gentrifying the image. The
author has collected surveys on the student learning experience, and accessed the work in accordance
with the learning outcomes. The data reveals a sharp increase in student satisfaction and engagement,
as well as an increase in demonstrating learning outcomes.
Critiquing the image is a start, but we must also change the educational environment in which we teach,
to welcome diverse cultures and create pathways for the underrepresented global majority in education
and the design fields.
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Understanding the academic experience for landscape architecture faculty, with
focus on Black faculty, at Universities in the United States
Bohannon, C.L. Virginia Tech, cbohanno@vt.edu
Canfield, Jessica Kansas State, jesscan@k-state.edu
Jones Allen, Diane University of Texas Arlington, diane.allen@uta.edu
Keywords: Black Faculty, Diversity, Inclusion, Equity, Academic Experience
Universities across the U.S. are increasingly seeking to diversify their faculty. A diverse faculty, with
varied perspectives, benefits student learning and success by broadening what is taught and how. A
diverse faculty is especially beneficial for the recruitment and mentorship of BIPOC students, helping
foster a culturally welcoming and inclusive learning environment (Collins and Kritsonis 2006). Yet, faculty
of color have experienced systemic, institutional barriers in recruitment, retention, promotion, and
overall support for success (Matthew 2016; Williams 2021; 12 Women Scholars 2021[JC1] ). Preliminary
data suggests that less than 2% of some 996 faculty are Black (Solano 2021). This statistic falls below the
percentage of Black students studying landscape architecture in the United States, which is currently
3.8% for graduate students and 2.3% for undergraduate students (LAAB Annual Report 2020). However,
for BIPOC and in particular Black faculty numbers to increase, hiring and retention practices must
change. We argue that the first step in change is to establish awareness about the academic experience
of Black faculty in landscape architecture. Thus, this two-phased mixed methods study seeks to
understand the various challenges that landscape architecture faculty, especially BIPOC faculty, face, in
terms of hiring, retention, promotion, and overall success. The findings discussed in this paper will
highlight the results from the qualitative (phase one) of this study.
The researchers utilized a mixed-methods research design. In particular, this study used a two-phase
exploratory research design with an online questionnaire in phase one and semi-structured interviews in
phase two. The sample size for this study was approximately 16,000 people and included members from
CELA, BlackLAN, and ASLA. The questionnaire centers on questions about faculty member’s personal
experiences and perceptions of recruitment, hiring, and retention, with particular attention on full-time
and part-time Black faculty members in landscape architecture. The survey also asks current
practitioners about their perceptions of obtaining and maintaining teaching positions in landscape
architecture programs in the United States.
The authors anticipate findings from this research providing insight into the experiences of Black faculty
in landscape architecture regarding how they were recruited, retained, and promoted. Findings will also
provide insights through comparative analysis of the success and challenges faculty of color face in
landscape architecture programs in the United States. This study will have implications on diversity,
equity, and inclusion strategies and policy in landscape architecture programs across the country.
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Designing Communities to Improve Social Satisfaction for People Living with
Disabilities During COVID-19
Chamberlain, Brent Utah State University, brent.chamberlain@usu.edu
Johnson, Samuel Utah State University, samuel.johnson@usu.edu
Park, Keunhyun Utah State University, keunhyun.park@usu.edu
Larsen, Teresa Utah State University, teresa.larsen@usu.edu
Novack, Valerie Utah State University, valerie.novack@usu.edu
Sheen, Jeff Utah State University, jeff.sheen@usu.edu
Licon, Carlos Utah State University, carlos.licon@usu.edu
Song, Ziqi Utah State University, Ziqi.Song@usu.edu
Christensen, Keith Utah State University, keith.christensen@usu.edu
Keywords: Disability; Urban Design; Outdoor Recreation; Place Type; Land Use
The combination of nature and the built environment affects opportunities for active living, social
activities and well-being. For those living with disabilities, access to natural and built environment
amenities may not meet their needs, affecting their opportunity for actively living in their community.
Unfortunately, people with disabilities already deal with social disadvantages and vulnerabilities relative
to people without disabilities (Armitage & Nellums, 2020; Constantino et al., 2020; Pineda & Corburn,
2020). There is limited information about what exacerbates these disadvantages and how community
planning and design impact activities of daily community living (ADCL) between these groups.
This empirical study quantified the relationship between land use and disability, and how these play a
role in social satisfaction during COVID-19. Here, land use is associated with specific types of facilities,
we call place types, that are linked with ADCLs. Place types include home, workplace, grocery stores,
restaurants, retails, recreation (indoor and outdoor), community centers, healthcare facilities, and
others. We conducted a national web survey using Qualtrics’ online panel data in November and
December 2020. The final sample includes 161 people with disabilities and 232 people without
disabilities across the United States. Participants estimated their activities “pre-COVID” (2019) and
“during COVID” (2020 after the COVID-19 outbreaks) and identified the extent to which each place type
is related to their social satisfaction. We conducted statistical tests to identify differences between
group, facilities, and time (before/after COVID), as well as socio-demographics.
Our survey produced confirmatory knowledge about COVID-19, and some unique findings associated
with the different study groups: those living with and without disabilities. Unsurprisingly, in both groups
the association of social satisfaction with restaurants and retail dropped. However, there was a
statistically significant drop-off in the association of social satisfaction with outdoor recreation and
healthcare facilities among those living with disabilities relative to those without. This incongruity has
implications in planning and landscape architecture as it relates to the design of and access to outdoor
spaces. As we look toward planning activities to facilitate engagement and equity across the range of
people living with and without disabilities, it is important to understand the mechanisms that create
disadvantages, the implications of which should resonate deeply in the planning and landscape
architecture industries. Reasons for the drop in relying on outdoor recreation places to facilitate social
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literature suggesting multiple health and well-being benefits.
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The Mysteriousness of Developing a College Wide Diversity Plan
Steffens, Ashley UGA, College of Environment and Design, steffens@uga.edu
Keywords: Diversity, recruitment, student impact, Diversity plan
The purpose of this presentation is to explore practical ways to increase student diversity, support an
inclusive environment for those who enter our program, and provide equitable treatment in student
success through the development of a college-wide diversity plan.
Our College had a diversity and equity plan that was intended to provide actionable initiatives between
2015-2020. The plan, digitally buried under years of non-action was reopened due to our Institution’s
commitment to revise their own policies which, in fact, had expired 4 years before ours.
In 2020, the College’s administration was tasked with revising the College’s DEI plan. The first part of this
was to identify members for a committee out of a relatively low diverse faculty and staff pool. Many
faculty & staff didn’t feel qualified or diverse enough to get involved, so the committee started small
and slow. They began researching articles, sharing experiences, and attending University-wide DEI
committees. The University sent out a proposed outline and timeline of activities to occur over the
2021-2022 academic year towards developing unit-level plans. Still, the committee floundered on how
to move forward, especially in the area of recruitment…until we reached out to the students.
Student interviews and group discussions allowed the students to express their ideas. They were quick
and decisive in providing feedback for our committee. The discussions, initiatives, and impacts of these
actions will be presented, demonstrating that practical solutions can be simple.
The relevance of this is to share practical ways of recruitment and retention initiatives for diverse
students, altered in response to societal changes, and with the intent to educate diverse professionals
who will shape our world. The presentation will allow for open discussion.
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Detroit's Joe Louis Greenway: Urban Trail Development as Infrastructural
Necessity, Not Recreational Luxury
Kokroko, Kenneth University of Arizona, kjkokroko@email.arizona.edu
Keywords: "Urban Trail Planning" | "Equitable Development" | "Community Engagement" |
"Underserved Communities" | "Urban Revitalization"
Detroit’s Joe Louis Greenway (JLG) is a planned 27.5-mile non-motorized pathway that will connect
neighborhoods across the city. It provides safe travel options for residents through a combination of offstreet trails, on-street protected bike lanes, and connections to existing mobility infrastructure (City of
Detroit, 2021). Using the planning process for the JLG as a case study, this research outlines why
development of urban trail infrastructure must prioritize access to social, environmental, and economic
benefits for adjacent underserved communities – rather than focus on providing space for
recreation/leisure activities for the general public – to foster equitable development and mitigate
negative impacts for existing communities as infrastructural improvements occur. Additionally, this work
explores inclusive engagement processes, strategies for integrating community priorities, and policy
interventions for protecting existing communities from green gentrification or displacement, and
documents how the planning of the JLG serves as an alternative approach to top-down modes of
planning.
This study is informed by review of literature on equitable development (Fernandez et al., 2019;
Heximer, 2020); urban non-motorized infrastructure planning (Chin & Kupfer, 2019; Fabos, 2004; Keith
et al., 2018); and the social, environmental, and economic benefits of trail implementation in urban
contexts (Corning et al., 2012; Li & Joh, 2017; Nicholls & Crompton, 2005). Also featured is a review of
applied community engagement methods developed by consultants contracted to plan the JLG –
including the author – which detail strategies planner may employ to more meaningfully understand the
needs of communities in which they work (Adams & Singleton, 2020).
The study’s findings highlight how inequitable infrastructural development in underserved communities
may be augmented by multifaceted approaches to planning, policy, and programming that prioritize
community empowerment and capacity building as essential elements of infrastructure planning.
Furthermore, this work explores how these approaches may be applied to address additional
community concerns such as displacement of existing residents, perceptions of gentrification,
environmental injustice, and demographic changes in areas adjacent to proposed improvements.
The capacity for cities to achieve equity in development is one of the foremost challenges facing
underserved communities across the United States. However, community-driven planning processes and
place-based engagement methods can be leveraged to equitably benefit communities often impacted
negatively by trail development. This study identifies approaches to community-guided planning that
target benefits of trail development where they are most needed while authentically responding to
residents’ future aspirations, desired outcomes, and legitimate concerns associated with urban trail
development.
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Evolving Narratives: BIPOC Perspectives in Landscape Architecture History &
Theory
Napawan, Nina Claire University of California, Davis, ncnapawan@ucdavis.edu
Huang, Yiwei Purdue University, huan1655@purdue.edu
Wordell, Alexi University of California, Davis, amwordell@ucdavis.edu
Raffanti, Alex University of California, Davis, alraffanti@ucdavis.edu
Concepcion, Mayra University of California, Davis, megcep@ucdavis.edu
Special Topics: Frederick Law Olmsted
Keywords: diversity; equity; inclusion; history; theory; design education; design pedagogy; BIPOC
perspectives
The rate by which US population is diversifying far outpaces students graduating from accredited
landscape architecture programs, a trend which becomes even more pronounced when examining
senior-level professionals or tenure-track faculty in the discipline. In response, major landscape
architecture organizations have committed resources and actions to address diversity, inclusion and
equity in the field, with a goal to reflect US population demographics by 2060. One of the biggest
hurdles is the lack of mentors in the profession that ‘look like them,’ as identified by participants of the
ASLA’s inaugural diversity summit in 2013. CELA, ASLA, LAF, CLARB,and LAAB have established
actionable items to address these needs, such as diversifying imagery and resources integrated across
their websites, and increasing accessibility of these resources to communities of underrepresented
minorities.
The inclusion of diverse project, designers, and related imagery is an important step in increasing
interest within the profession; however, actual educational content and design pedagogy also requires
interrogation, and potentially, revision. Just as much of American History is being re-examined, and our
old monuments of racial and social injustice are being challenged (and removed), Landscape
Architecture curricula and design pedagogy must also be assessed for its role in supporting diverse
narratives and inclusive practices. For example, can we continue to teach Frederick Law Olmsted as the
‘grandfather’ of our profession, and hold Central Park as the American open space ideal without ALSO
acknowledging Seneca Village -the community of color that was displaced to create the park?
This research presents a new methodology for interrogating existing cannons of normative landscape
architecture theory and history. These methods draw from precedents in the academic discipline of
history and include: 1. Framing theoretical narratives within their historical social contexts, 2. Identifying
individuals and/or communities that are habitually neglected in such narratives, and 3. Deconstructing
the systems of power that enable the persistence of these narratives in landscape architecture. By
utilizing this framework, the authors uncover alternative narratives that challenge three case study
epochs within the profession. This includes the story of Central Park’s conception and construction; the
environmental planning techniques associated with the 1966 Declaration of Concern; and the
institutionalization of community participation methods within the field. These alternative narratives
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demonstrate the contributions of Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) to the profession of
landscape architecture throughout its history.
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Equitably Mirroring the Nation: Black Students’ Experiences in Landscape
Architecture
Belk, Ayana Kansas State University, Ayanabelk@ksu.edu
Rolley, Stephanie Kansas State University, srolley@ksu.edu
Keywords: Landscape Architecture, Black Students, Diversity, Equity, Institutionalized Racism, Higher
Education
Black landscape architecture students are the most underrepresented race in landscape architecture
programs (Pritchard and Martinez Gonzalez 2020, US Census Bureau 2019). Diversity in the profession
begins with increasing the differences in race, gender, and social status of landscape architecture
students. Equitably increasing diversity in the profession requires a commitment to actions focused on
promoting justice and fairness within the procedures and distribution of resources by landscape
architecture institutions (Extension Foundation 2021, 1). Landscape architecture professional
organizations have the goal of diversifying the profession to correlate with the 2012 population-share
estimates by 2025 “while working toward the longer-term goal of parity with 2060 population
projections for the nation as a whole” because they want the profession to better represent the
communities they serve (American Society of Landscape Architects, 2018). Without taking an equitable
approach to reaching this diversity goal the professional organizations will be mimicking the United
States' population demographics without addressing the root causes of outcome disparities within our
profession.
Understanding Black landscape architecture students’ backgrounds and experiences is key to equitably
diversifying the landscape architecture profession. This presentation addresses the descriptive data
collected for a critical narrative case study (Harper et al., 2016; Solorzano et al., 2000) of Black landscape
architecture students, Equitably Mirroring the Nation: Black Students’ Experiences in Landscape
Architecture. The first part of the study, presented here, analyzes students’ backgrounds and the factors
influencing their experiences in discovering, choosing, and navigating the profession and its academic
programs, with the intent of supporting the profession’s goal of increasing diversity. Black landscape
architecture students attending LAAB-accredited United States programs completed an online survey
soliciting information about their experiences while discovering, choosing, and navigating landscape
architecture programs.
The study provides previously unavailable data on Black landscape architecture students, allowing
insights into their discovery and selection of landscape architecture as an academic path. The data
shows key findings such as a majority of participants experienced microaggressions or implicit bias in
their programs and 65% of participants have not had a mentor. Acting on recommendations from study
participants such as having uncomfortable conversations around microaggressions or increasing access
to mentors are tangible solutions to removing inequities from the studio and workplace. The barriers,
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supports, and recommendations identified in this study can inform action towards making landscape
architecture an equitably diverse profession and program of study.
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Advancing Equity Through Landscape Architecture
Miller, Kristine University of Minnesota, mille407@umn.edu
McNamara, Rachel University of Minnesota, mcnam307@umn.edu
Smoot, Amanda University of Minnesota, asmoot@umn.edu
Keywords: equity, justice, practice
This paper describes an interpretive, exploratory study to better understand what Twin Cities
practitioners see as the challenges of and opportunities for advancing equity through their practice. Our
goal was to provide local practitioners with information to support their work and to create an online
survey to expand the study. We defined equity as “just and fair inclusion into a society in which
everyone can participate and prosper.” (Treuhaft, Blackwell, and Pastor 2011).
As Deming and Swaffield have noted, interpretive researchers accept that meaning is “actively
constructed through mediation between researcher and the data.” (Deming and Swaffield 2011). To
create a set of themes from a set of 25 interviews we worked reflexively between the interviews and the
broader themes that emerged as we read, coded, re-read, and re-coded each transcript. Our reflexive
analysis yielded a set of themes which we planned to share back with participants through a member
check in May of 2020. Member checking is a process to help ensure that participants' experiences are
adequately represented in the data interpretation (Creswell 2009).
On May 25, 2020, George Floyd, an unarmed black man was murdered by Minneapolis Police Officer
Derek Chauvin. Floyd’s death prompted ongoing racial justice and police reform protests in the Twin
Cities, where almost all of our participants lived and worked at the time. We decided to use the member
check survey as an opportunity to ask participants how their thinking may have shifted as a result of
experiencing these events.
In the member check survey, participants reviewed the themes and added themes we missed.
Participants then selected additional themes they thought they would have identified if they were
interviewed “today” after George Floyd’s killing and subsequent racial justice protests. Notable
increases (more than 20%) were seen in themes related to the opportunities for advancing equity
through long-term community led action and themes related to the importance of individual landscape
architects holding themselves accountable. Respondents saw increased attention on social justice in
their workplaces, within the profession, and the public at large as positive. But they also worried that
“all of the talk” about social justice might not be followed up by the long and hard work of making
changes to address personal and structural racism. While our study identified opportunities for
advancing equity through practice it also shows how difficult working towards equity is for individual
practitioners, especially those with less individual agency.
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Making Do as Everyday Practice and Production of Space
Chan, Liska University of Oregon, chan@uoregon.edu
Stapleton, Elizabeth University of Oregon, estaple2@uoregon.edu
Keywords: Urban Geography, Cultural Studies, Social and Environmental Justice, Creative Geography,
Geohumanities
“Making do” is a cultural process that has practical value as well as theoretical merit. The everyday
practice of making do – as we define it – is a personalized mode of adapting urban spaces, especially by
those living in socio-economically precarious places. A form of frugal and improvisational engineering,
like jury rigging or “adhocism” (Jencks and Silver 1972), making do is a way to create what one needs
with what one has at their disposal.
At this critical juncture in the social and environmental history of cities, it is crucial to interrogate making
do for its potential to be a subversive or, simply, necessary act through which to claim the “right to the
city”, in the sense that Henri Lefebvre described in La Droit à la Ville (1968). We argue that the practice
of making do unsettles the power dynamics of urbanism and asserts a right to the city for identities
traditionally excluded from the processes of urban planning and design. This act of reclaiming a right to
define and create urban forms, processes, and identities also draws on spatial justice theory as
described by Edward Soja in his book, Seeking Spatial Justice (2010), and postcolonial thought,
particularly the work of Ananya Roy (2011). Using examples ranging from self-building housing manuals
in Mexico to ad hoc pharmacies in Greece and re-imagined marketplaces in vacant strip mall parking lots
outside Toronto, we show how making do is a “tactic” to reappropriate urban voids and streets, so, as
Michel de Certeau wrote in The Practice of Everyday Life, consumers of the city guilefully become the
producers (1984, 34). Augmenting the notion of adhocism, we frame making do as a key and understudied model for vernacular design in obstructionist environments dominated by bureaucracies.
This paper is situated at the intersection of creative geography as articulated by Harriet Hawkins (2020)
and spatial justice. Often overlooked in traditional urbanism praxis and scholarship, creative practices in
ordinary public spaces have been shown to be effective ways to instigate new ideas and positive change.
We argue that the global challenges cities face today require various forms of creativity and knowledge
that are not only beneficial to everyday life, but also eschew gentrification. To that end, this paper
interrogates making do for the multiplicity of its practical solutions to everyday dilemmas as well as its
potential to be powerfully subversive.
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Nature-based Solutions for Climate Justice: Gauging the Gap between Justice
Theory and Landscape Architecture Practice
Cheng, Chingwen Arizona State University, Chingwen.Cheng@asu.edu
Keywords: Nature-Based Solutions, Climate Justice, Green Infrastructure, Environmental Justice, Theory
and Practice
Nature-based solutions (NbS) includes green infrastructure planning and design aiming to integrate
ecosystem functions and services to address societal needs. Landscape architecture is the key profession
to implement NbS to tackle challenges such as climate change, resilience, and environmental justice.
Climate justice refers to inequitable burdens and coping capacity in communities facing climate change
impacts. NbS has been identified as a key strategy to address climate justice (Cheng, 2016; Cheng, 2019).
In what ways do justice theories align with practices in NbS projects? A theoretical framework for NbS to
address climate justice include four concepts: Transitional Justice, Procedural Justice, Distributive
Justice, and Generational Justice (Chang, 2018; Mohai et al., 2009). Transitional justice includes
recognition of past harms and aiming for correction and fair compensation, as well as efforts to prevent
further actions from perpetuating injustice. Procedual justice focuses on fair processes in the decision
making whereas distributive justice emphasizes fair outcomes. Generational justice considers fair
processes and outcomes for past, present, and future generations. An online survey was distributed to
ASLA EJ PPN members in order to understand how practitioners define climate justice and what criteria
they used to evaluate the justice outcomes. The pilot study included 28 participants. The results
demonstrated that procedural justice is the most aligned goal with the NbS practices whereas general
justice is the goal least addressed in practice. In addition, even though participants show the highest
agreement in their organizations’ motivation to address justice in practice, there is a lack of evaluation
mechanism to ensure that the justice goals are met. Several challenges were identified from the
practitioners highlighting the need for institutional transformation to include more diverse members in
practice and in the community we serve. Others identified opportunities to lead by examples and
showcase their work at the frontline to implement NbS and address any of the justice goals. The project
provides the first look in the landscape architecture practice and illustrates a gap to bridge the theory
and practice. This research has implications to understand the role of landscape architecture in NbS
practice in order to prevent systematic injustice from being perpetuated in the decision-making process.
As green infrastructure investment and NbS have been identified as a win-win strategy for countries to
cope with climate change, it is critical to ensure landscape architecture as one of the key NbS
professionals to lead by example working with communities to address climate justice.
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Where are We? A Deep Map Visualizing Black Faculty in Landscape Architecture
Bohannon, C.L. Virginia Tech, cbohanno@vt.edu
Solano, Samantha University of Massachusetts, Amherst, ssolano@umass.edu
Keywords: Diversity, Deep Mapping, Inclusion, Faculty of Color
The topic racial diversity, in particular representational diversity, among faculty of color in higher
education is not a new topic. Nationwide, Black faculty only make up 5% (n=45,748) of the total number
of faculty in the United States which is approximately 832,119 people (2019, United States Department
of Education). In the field of landscape architecture the number of black faculty is far below the national
average representing less than 2% of the total number of landscape architecture faculty in the United
States. Evenmore, this percentage is well below the percentage of black students currently enrolled in
either graduate at 2.3% (n=49) or undergraduate at 3.8% (n=139) landscape programs in the United
States. Where are We? Is a research project that investigates the career journeys and experiences of
black faculty members in landscape architecture as they have navigated their degree programs,
trajectories, and career advancements.
Guided by a conceptual framework using tenets of W.E.B Dubois’ Data Visualizations , Space and Place,
and Deep Mapping, this research investigates the following questions: (1) What are the educational and
career migration patterns of faculty of color in landscape architecture? (2) What role does race and
racism combined with location play in the career journeys of faculty of color in landscape architecture?
(3) How does our racial identity influence our research? (4) How do faculty of color make meaning of
their career journey and their experiences? (5) What are the challenges and strengths of teaching
landscape architecture at minority-serving institutions, predominantly White institutions, or historically
Black colleges and universities (HBCU)? The researchers utilized a qualitatively driven multimethod
research design consisting of narrative inquiry and Critical Race Spatial Analysis with a sample size of 17
faculty of color in landscape architecture programs across the United States. Data sources will include a
demographic questionnaire, an educational and career journey map, and a semi-structured interview.
The authors anticipate findings from this research providing insight into not only the career migration
patterns of Black faculty members in landscape architecture through data visualizations but also the
relationship between race, space, place, and careers. Additionally, this study will have implications for
diversity, equity, and inclusion research, practice, and policy for institutions of higher education, in
particular those with landscape architecture programs.
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USING BLUEWAYS AS AN ECOTOURISM AVENUE FOR AN HISTORIC
ECONOMICALLY-DISTRESSED COMMUNITY IN AFRICATOWN, MOBILE, ALABAMA
Brzuszek, Robert Mississippi State University, rfb7@msstate.edu
Powney, Simon Mississippi State University, sjp350@msstate.edu
Keywords: blueway, historic, African American, community, linkages, ecotourism
Blueways, or paddling trails, are often utilized as a source of recreation along rivers, but can also serve
as a stimulus for ecotourism and economic development (Blair 2012). Economic benefits of blueways to
communities vary in dollar amounts that are dependent upon the number of users and recreation
opportunities within the region, but typical expenditures by paddlers include transportation/gas,
lodging, rental equipment, guided tours, food, and other retail (Ellerbrock 2014). These economic
benefits can provide recreation-based income streams to area communities and can provide an
important source of revenue to economically-distressed communities. In the 2018, the Rivers, Trails &
Conservation Assistance Program within the National Park Service, requested student design assistance
in the development of blueway plans for an historic minority community located within the City of
Mobile, Alabama. Known as Africatown, a National Historic District and a UNESCO Site of Memory, the
community was founded by thirty members of the last cargo of West Africans who were smuggled into
the United States aboard the schooner Clotilda, America’s last slave ship, on July 9, 1860. Students
within an Urban Design studio (junior-level class) visited and met with the Africatown community and
inventoried the points of historic significance to develop proposed blueway on the nearby Mobile River
and greenway connection points. The purpose of this project study was to assess how blueways could
be used to link inaccessible riverine areas for increased ecotourism by using waterways. Student
community research included oral interviews of older members and identifying and researching
important cultural areas. The analysis evaluated existing transportation routes and charted public access
points to develop potential linkages. The resulting designs reconnected historic points back to the
Mobile River and major learning outcomes included the how to develop; blueway site connections, how
to write interpretive signage for ecotourism, how to research historical records, and applying
ecotourism as an economic development strategy. The plans that were generated by students were
utilized by the Africatown leaders to solicit grants and leverage legislative funding for community needs.
A blueway is an effective way for a minority community that has become disenfranchised from their
roots to regain access to the remote sites that have great significance to the founding of this
neighborhood.
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A Review of Factors Shaping Inclusive Urban Design
Eshrati, Dorna Assistant Professor of Landscape Architecture, Ball State University, deshrati@bsu.edu
Unland, M. Kathleen Ball State University, munland@bsu.edu
Keywords: inclusive urban design, inclusive excellence, and universal design
There is presently a lack of comprehensive research on factors that drive inclusive urban designs. While
individual research exists for narrow portions of the broader topic of inclusive design, there are no
comprehensive studies, nor are there methodologies that can be used as forms of evaluation of urban
designs prior to implementation. Much attention has been paid to Universal Design in the built
environment, but other factors, such as socio-economic, racial, and sensory inclusion, have not been
dealt with thoroughly.
This project seeks to develop a comprehensive understanding of inclusive urban design to create just
urban living places defined by US EPA as when all people, regardless of race, color, national origin,
gender or income live in neighborhoods free of health hazards; are able to enjoy equal access to safe,
healthy places; and participate meaningfully in the planning of their communities (Environmental
Justice).
The process involved university students in hands-on experience in inclusive urban design - including,
but beyond universal design – by working with a community partner in a neighborhood in Northern
Indianapolis, IN in Fall 2021. Students, faculty, and the community partner collaborated to gain an indepth understanding of factors shaping inclusive urban design. Selected sites within the neighborhood
were carefully analyzed to capture existing strengths and barriers to inclusivity and identify potential
design alternatives to create multi-faceted inclusive urban spaces. Concurrently with the design process,
a rubric was being developed to evaluate the inclusivity of the site, with the goal of using the rubric to
score and rate other sites for inclusiveness. It is hoped that the outcome of this action-research project
would help students and urban designers identify tangible and intangible factors affecting the design
and use of urban spaces in an inclusive way. The factors suggested in this research would not only
encompass the technical aspects of universal design but also the more adaptive challenges of realizing
inclusive excellence in urban design including the role of individual and collective perception as well as
education, environment, culture, society, politics, and economy.
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Indigenizing Landscape Architecture
Fettes, Anthony Landscape Architecture Department, UNM School of Architecture & Planning,
aefettes@unm.edu
Harris, Catherine Landscape Architecture Department, UNM School of Architecture & Planning,
cphunm@unm.edu
Jojola, Theodore Indigenous Design + Planning Institute, UNM School of Architecture & Planning,
tjojola@unm.edu
Shirley, Michaela Indigenous Design + Planning Institute, UNM School of Architecture & Planning,
mshirl01@unm.edu
Keywords: landscape architecture, indigenous design, indigenizing, placeknowing, storytelling
Multiple agencies and organizations across the US and around the world have declared an urgent need
to include diverse social perspectives in their workplaces. This panel will discuss how Landscape
Architecture programs can decolonize design by incorporating indigenous knowledge and practices. In
this session, attendees will learn about the methods and outcomes of landscape architecture studios
currently working with indigenous communities in NM, in collaboration with the Indigenous Design and
Planning Institute (iD+Pi).
Since its inception in 2011, iD+Pi has worked alongside Indigenous people, collaborating with them to
use culture and identity to inform community development. This requires reframing their experiences
around the concept of ‘place-knowing’ instead of ‘place-making’. Place-knowing is grounded in the idea
that places have been inherited and that the indigenous worldview is a fundamental aspect of their
culture and identity. This process is also characterized by Seven Generations planning and it
acknowledges that the meaningful staging of the future cannot be understood unless we first
acknowledge the past and determine how it influences the present. Such understanding is critical for
both planners and designers when they work with place-based Indigenous communities.
Beginning in 2015, the UNM Landscape Architecture Program partnered with iD+Pi to develop studios
whose clients were the Diné (Navajo) communities of Red Water Pond Road (RWPR) and the Red Lake
Chapter, in Navajo, NM, communities impacted by uranium and timber milling contamination on their
lands. The studio worked with the RWPRC to develop approaches for relocating their housing out of
contaminated lands into a more pristine environment on the upper reaches of their grazing lands. The
community sought a site plan for a new regenerative and self-sufficient township that employed off-thegrid energy technologies and water harvesting. A second effort worked with the Red Lake Chapter in
two phases to create a redevelopment plan for an abandoned, and heavily contaminated timber mill
site, and the adjacent disinvested company town. Both projects were multi-phase, involved direct
community engagement with students, and return projects to continue sustained engagement.
These efforts were followed by another studio which started during the COVID-19 pandemic. With
direct community interaction limited, this studio expanded its effort through personal reflection and a
deep inquiry into understanding the greater ancestral landscape. Informed by key community contacts
and stakeholders, this effort led to a new collaboration between the studio, government agencies, and
tribes to examine the need for co-management of ancestral lands and sacred sites.
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Redefining Food Deserts through Collective Mapping and Community
Engagement
Zawarus, Phillip University of Nevada Las Vegas, phillip.zawarus@unlv.edu
Ortega, Lisa University of Nevada Las Vegas, lvtreelady@gmail.com
Keywords: food deserts, mapping, engagement, community, fruit trees
The state of Nevada has the 12th highest percentage (12.8%) of households living with food insecurity
compared to the US average of 11.1% according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Economic and
environmental benefits of urban forests have been well documented to address issues of climate
change, urban heat islands, and fragmented ecologies, however, in a period of social inequities, urban
forests can serve a vital role in providing environmental justice through agroforestry for communities
identified within a food desert. According to Kyle H. Clark & Kimberly A. Nicholas, “urban food forestry
can be an efficient way to consistently provide free or low‐cost nutrient‐dense food to the people that
need it.”
Grant funding from the USDA Forest Service, student work, and community engagement is assisting in
the identification of communities in need within food deserts throughout Southern Nevada. The main
goals of the process are to redefine a food desert in an arid climate, provide education and training on
proper planting techniques and harvesting, and deliver fruit and nut trees to the residents.
The objectives from this process are to provide a fresh food source for identified food desert residents in
Southern Nevada. The identified areas within the redefined food desert will be provided planting
assistance at pop up tent events by Master Gardeners. After successful training on the planting process,
residents will be provided with a fruit tree to take back and plant in their front yard near public
sidewalks for shared public benefits while considering water needs. Trained individuals will be on hand
to help plant, photograph and engage the residents in proper care of fruit trees. Trees will be GPS’d and
data delivered to the respective City urban forestry programs.
As a result of this process, re-defined food deserts will have been mapped to consider the specific social,
economic, and environmental factors of the arid region of Southern Nevada. These maps will drive the
strategic planting of fruit trees by residents. Lastly, these maps will drive future planting efforts with
priority areas to consider by different municipal officials.
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Spatial Justice: Design Agency in the Production of Space
Lindquist, Salvador University of Nebraska - Lincoln, slindquist@unl.edu
Special Topics: GND Superstudio
Keywords: Critical urban theory, Spatial justice, Counter cartographies, Design activism, Participatory
processes, Spatial agency
Marginalized communities around the world are disproportionately impacted by the distribution of
unjust infrastructure and environmental conditions. However, through distributive, procedural, and
restorative frameworks, it is possible to teach spatial designers to challenge, inform, and reshape the
world toward a more just and equitable future. This presentation delves into the various themes
developed as part of the “Spatial Justice” professional elective at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln,
which offers an interdisciplinary perspective on urban studies, urban design, and the roles that social,
environmental, and ecological justice play in designing a more just and equitable urbanity. Justice is
entangled with many complex systems including biodiversity, economy, energy, extraction, food,
housing, land-use, mobility, waste, and water. By understanding these systems we can develop an
appreciation for how the built environment can influence the nature of lived reality as well as identify
leverage points where design can lead to impactful systemic change.
This course is guided by two parallel streams: Threads and Provocations. Threads are biweekly course
themes in which students engage in through assigned readings, lectures, in-class discussions, and
precedent research utilizing slide decks as the method of interpretation. Course Threads include: Critical
Urban Theory, Design Justice, Counter Cartographies, Design Activism, Participation, and Spatial Agency.
Provocations are prompts that elicit an intellectual response to guide the production of a critical atlas,
which is a hybrid combination of maps, diagrams, drawing, and writing to render legible latent socio
spatial asymmetries. The three provocations are Place, Protocols, and Platforms. Through the course
framework, students were able to better understand their design agency in advocating for marginalized
communities through the demonstration of the use of counter mapping as an emancipatory process,
development of clear and precise research questions to guide design speculation, and exploration of
democratic and participatory design processes. Spatial Justice posits a shift from individual production
to the collective production of built space, and how we as spatial designers can embed design
democracy in our work.
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Place, Displacement and the Politics of Belonging: Insights from Communitydriven Research
Manzo, Lynne University of Washington, lmanzo@uw.edu
McCowan, Kristin University of Missouri, mccowankj@missouri.edu
Wokoma, Inye Wa Na Wari, inye@ijoarts.com
Keywords: gentrification, anti-displacement strategies, community-driven research, belonging
Displacement is characterized by physical dislocation and symbolic/cultural alienation that threatens
resident’s sense of belonging (Atkinson, 2015). It has deleterious effects on the well-being of individuals
and communities (Berney & Dannenberg, 2020). Urban BIPOC communities are particularly vulnerable
to displacement. Fullilove (2016) describes this experience for African-Americans as “root shock” or the
disruption of one’s emotional ecosystem.
Seattle’s Central District is one urban neighborhood where residents are experiencing displacement. The
Central District has been a vital African-American community for over 75 years, but it has seen a
dramatic decline in the Black population due to gentrification. In 1970, Blacks comprised 73% of the
population, and that number has shrunk consistently in subsequent decades. If this trajectory continues,
the Black population will be less than 10% by 2025 (U.S. Census Bureau). Demographic shifts in the
neighborhood underscore the politics of belonging and the determination of the desirability of a place.
Belonging can also be understood at different analytic levels, from social location, emotional
attachments, and ethical and political values (Yuval-Davis, 2006). These dimensions of belonging are
critical to understand when engaging anti-displacement strategies.
The purpose of this presentation is to examine the relationship between place, displacement and the
politics of belonging by presenting a case study of a historically Black neighborhood currently
experiencing significant gentrification pressures. This paper offers insights from the placekeeping efforts
of residents that are relevant both for other communities seeking to retain the right to place and for
designers concerned with equitable practice.
This presentation describes the work of an ongoing community-driven research project. It takes a case
study approach using oral histories and interview methods to understand local residents’ experience of
neighborhood change. Data were collected by a team of trained community-based researchers.
Preliminary findings reveal the rich histories that longer-term residents have in the neighborhood that
that support a sense of well-being and belonging at multiple levels. Findings suggest that culturally
relevant community-based organizations play a key role in helping the Black community remain in place.
This happens through both practical organizing efforts like informational meeting and policy clinics as
well as providing gathering spaces to collaborate and organize.
Lessons from this case study are relevant not only for other communities facing displacement but also
for designers engaged in community collaboration. This work offers insights into how designers can
draw upon place meanings and histories as well as community organizations to help support antidisplacement strategies.
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Confronting the Illusion of Inclusion
Way, Thaisa Dumbarton Oaks, wayt01@doaks.org
Jones Allen, Diane University of Texas Arlington, diane.allen@uta.edu
Yocom, Ken University of Washington, kyocom@uw.edu
Bohannon, C.L. Virginia Tech, cbohanno@vt.edu
Canfield, Jessica Kansas State University, jesscan@ksu.edu
Mozingo, Louise UC Berkeley, lmozingo@berkeley.edu
Solano, Samantha University of Massachusetts Amherst, ssolano@umass.edu
Ndemeye, Lys Divine space2place, divine.ndemeye@gmail.com
Booher, Rachel Landscape Architecture Foundation, rbooher@lafoundation.org
Keywords: diversity, equity, inclusion, Black faculty recruitment, retention, design education and
pedagogy
We are just now beginning to emerge from nearly two years of social and economic turmoil caused by
the COVID-19 pandemic with racial reckoning so keenly amplified alongside the broad recognition of the
insidious and omnipresent persistence of systemic and structural racism in our society and institutions.
Landscape architecture faces a discrete moment in time offering plentiful opportunities to reject a
return to the status quo and instead re-define practice, research and pedagogy to revolutionize how we
serve our communities. This moment calls for a centering of social justice, equity, and inclusion as core
values, critical in their potential to help us re-imagine the future of our discipline and our world.
A radical rethinking must begin in the education of those studying landscape architecture. School is
where students are introduced to the practice and its discipline, offering the opportunity and the
challenge to envision foundational principles and tenets that would support this radical future. While
this work must engage everyone from deans to students, it must begin with the faculty. Faculty in the
academy are responsible for establishing and delivering the pedagogical frameworks for education, that
both teach and model the principles and tenets claimed. By focusing on the faculty, we begin at the
heart of a profession- the very community that serves as the gate-keepers, role models, and most
critically, knowledge-generators, upon which all future practice is grounded. To rethink the pedagogy
and practice of landscape architecture we begin by rethinking the faculty, and it is clear that this faculty
must reflect the communities we serve.
Furthermore faculty must increasingly include and promote Black faculty members. While 5.5% of
university and college faculty are Black, at U.S. programs of landscape architecture less than 1% identify
as Black. How are we to diversify the perspectives and approaches of the profession, when the voices of
our Black communities are nearly, if not entirely, absent in the education we are providing the next
generation of landscape architects.
This panel discussion will report on the findings and recommendations from the Landscape Architecture
Foundation’s Education Committee’s paper, Confronting the Illusion of Inclusion, including power and
gatekeepers, role models and leaders, and knowledge generators. Research will include both primary
and secondary sources and is both quantitative and qualitative. Recommendations will set a path
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forward for re-imagining the academic department, pedagogy and academic culture to assure that new
and different faculty members thrive and contribute.
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Assessing the Social Impacts of Non-profit Urban Farms
Hyer, Mary Mississippi State University, mlh743@msstate.edu
Li, Chuo Mississippi State University, cl1004@lalc.msstate.edu
Keywords: Urban agriculture, Community farms, Food security, Urban sociology
As worldwide urbanization has increased over the past two decades, the practice of urban agriculture –
or the cultivation, production, and distribution of food in an urban area – has become an ever-increasing
topic of research in urban planning, landscape architecture, and sociology. Urban agriculture has
become increasingly regarded as an essential practice in the realm of urban resiliency and selfsufficiency planning in response to increased urbanization. However, this hyper-practical framing often
overlooks the social implications – both positive and negative – of urban agriculture, specifically
eschewing the historic tradition of urban food production as a grassroots undertaking led by minority
and immigrant communities. Additionally, what research does exist of the social benefits of urban
agriculture tends to favor the community garden typology, excluding other community-based urban
agriculture projects from the conversation. This study assesses the true social benefits (and
shortcomings) of urban agriculture through examining non-profit community farms, or urban farms
operated by community-based organizations with the intention to sell/distribute food to said
community. Beyond this broad definition, each farm has its own socially-driven goals in response to
community needs – for example, job creation, nutrition education, provision of public open space, etc.
This assessment examines the success (and thus overall benefit) of three different urban community
farms in New Orleans – Grow Dat Youth Farm, The Acorn Farm, and SPROUT NOLA’s ReFresh
Community Farm – based on both criteria taken from the farm’s own stated goals as well as broader
socio-economic indicators over time such as surrounding property values, in-fill/new development,
community income and employment, etc. Comparison of these two categories of criteria – collected via
independent research of public records and interviews of community members and farm leadership –
ultimately reveals the true social benefits of non-profit community farms and begins to establish a
standard for what makes a community farm successful in a sociological context. Through answering this
question, too, the research reveals the conflicts between what urban agriculture seeks to achieve and
what its actual impacts may become. Within the body of existing literature, this research attempts to fill
a gap that often excludes the study of the social impacts of the urban agriculture typology of community
farms. It also expands upon research into the benefits of and skepticism toward community farms by
assessing the actual success of these farms to achieve their stated goals.
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Developmentally Appropriate Playgrounds: Linking Children’s Developmental
Domains to Landscape Design Decisions
Andalib, S Y Texas Tech University, sandalib@ttu.edu
Monsur, Muntazar Texas Tech University, mmonsur@ttu.edu
Keywords: Child Development, Playground, Design, Diversity, Developmental Domains, Whole Child
Approach
Playground design for early childhood (0-8 years old) predominantly follows the ‘physical activity (PA)’
model – putting children’s moderate to vigorous PA or gross motor activities at the center as the
primary (desirable) behavioral outcome of design and largely ignoring other developmental domains
such as socio-emotional, intellectual, cognitive, self-help/adaptive, language, and fine motor
developments. Playgrounds as a source of nature connections and a place for free play and expressions,
provide great opportunities for addressing the diverse developmental needs of children. While parkbased activities are an important source of children’s PA (Joseph and Maddock 2016), a design approach
focusing only on health benefits would fail to realize the true potentials of playground design.
Considering all developmental domains are equally important in early childhood, the playground design
philosophy needs fresh perspectives to accommodate such diverse needs of children 0-8 years of age.
Based on an ongoing playground design project in a child development research center, this poster
presentation attempts to link early childhood developmental domains with landscape design elements
and design decisions. The first part of the research relies on a literature review of developmental needs
during the early childhood developmental phases from birth to eight years of age. In the second phase,
children’s various developmental needs are grouped and connected with landscape elements and
landscape design decisions that would afford behaviors appropriate for those developmental needs. A
‘whole child approach (Slade and Griffith 2013) is considered for this concept putting equal emphasis on
social, emotional, mental, physical as well as cognitive development of children. The third phase
implements this concept in an actual design of a master plan of a child development research center. In
the long term; systematic behavior mapping data of children will be collected before, during, and after
implementation phases in the site for an evidence-based assessment of this concept of designing
developmentally appropriate playgrounds for young children.
A conceptual model of playground design to address children’s developmental needs holistically and a
masterplan representing an actual site to show the execution of that conceptual model may provide
new insights and inspiration for designers, educators, and policymakers to create more equitable parks
and playgrounds serving the diverse needs of children with all different abilities.
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Decolonizing Design with Indigenous Land-Based Paradigms and Praxis
Bailey, Shawn The University of Manitoba, shawn.bailey@umanitoba.ca
Black, Honoure The University of Manitoba, honoure.black@umanitoba.ca
Keywords: Indigenous Knowledge, Design, Settler, Reciprocity, Reconciliation, Community, Land,
Collaboration
Could it be possible to decolonize the process of design and create a reciprocal praxis for both
Indigenous and Non-Indigenous practitioners, students and scholars? We believe our Five Decolonizing
Design Paradigms for Kahnowiilyaa (Everyone) contributes to this goal. By focusing on a return to landbased knowledge and reconciliation between Indigenous and settler communities, we have developed a
new methodological approach for design in our disciplines. In collaboration as one-part Indigenous
architect and the other part settler landscape architecture scholar, our paradigms embrace the Ojibway
concept of Mino-Bimaadiziwin, which means the good life for all nations people. This promotes land as
pedagogy, Indigenous knowledge, and process-based experiences through exploration, contemplation,
and reflection. Driven by our passion for reciprocity, we have grounded our work in the theoretical
concept of Asters and Goldenrod by Robin Wall Kimmer, which illustrates the dance of cross-pollination
between both plants, understood as a powerful way of being together in this world. Kimmer states:
“After all, there aren’t two worlds [one Indigenous and one settler], there is just one good green
Earth”.1 It is this the decolonial framework that brought us together to co-teach our five paradigms to
our students.
In our paper, we expound our Five Decolonizing Design Paradigms for Kahnowiilyaa (Everyone) and the
non-Western teaching methods that have developed out of these paradigms, which are: Danakamigad:
it takes place, happens in a certain place; Andotan: listen for it and wait to hear it; Bawaajigan: a dream,
a vision; Meshkwad: in turn, in exchange; and Naagotoon: make it show, reveal it. Through the
Indigenous method of storywork, we self-locate while (re)telling our experiences working with each
paradigm and our students. The paradigms were first practically introduced as an experimental case
study when students were asked to respond to the issue of Indigenous homelessness while working with
the street family community in Kenora, Ontario. Indigenous homelessness is expressed as a state of
being which lacks relationships in all forms, preventing one from culturally, spiritually, emotionally, or
physically reconnect with one’s Indigeneity. We asked our students to find ways to strengthen the
homeless community by using each of the design paradigms. This became both a dialogical and
transformative approach that illuminated the wisdom of Indigenous world-views through antioppressive work. As co-authors of these new decolonial paradigms, we believe that we have developed
a way forward for anyone in the design disciplines working towards reconciliation between Indigenous
and settler issues.
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Houselessness in Urban Landscapes: Design Actions for Inclusive Spaces
Ko, Yekang University of Oregon, yekangko@uoregon.edu
Parker, Cory University of California at Davis, geoparker@ucdavis.edu
Hou, Jeff University of Washington at Seattle, jhou@uw.edu
Meier, Briana University of Oregon/Massachusetts Institute of Technology, meier@uoregon.edu
Gonzalez, Jessica University of Oregon, jgonza15@uoregon.edu
Keywords: social justice, homelessness, design activism, design-build, community engagement
As a practice of design for the public realm, landscape architecture is embedded in the issues of social
equity and justice facing unhoused people and questions of the inclusiveness of public space (e.g.
Owens 2002; Amster 2003; Casas 2007). Challenges facing unhoused people are exacerbated during the
pandemic due to economic polarization, health and safety concerns, and access to hygiene and
sanitation (Ko and Parker, 2020). Landscape architects, though, remain largely outside growing efforts to
address crises facing the unhoused, despite how houselessness is a challenge borne in public, in the
open spaces of the city. In our panel presentations, we present three case studies from Sacramento, CA,
Eugene, OR, and Seattle, WA, to demonstrate various ways of understanding houselessness in urban
landscapes and design actions to tackle the challenges.

First, Cory Parker examines a case study of a project in Sacramento, California called SafeGround, a
loose collection of homeless campers along the American River fighting against the civic prohibition of
camping in public space. Through interviews, records from homeless newspapers, and site visits, he
assesses the conditions and motivations for camping in the city.

Then, Yekang Ko and Jessica Gonzalez present their community nursery project working with
Opportunity Village in Eugene (OVE), Oregon, a transitional housing community for unhoused
individuals. The project aims to co-design the OVE village space to grow hundreds of trees that can
provide shade and green amenity and can be sold for revenue generation. Based on participatory
observation, surveys, and monitoring, they will present their design-build process and outcomes.

Third, Briana Meier will share a review of emerging literature on pandemic community engagement and
discuss the engagement approach at OVE during the pandemic. She will share key themes from a series
of surveys administered during 2020 and 2021, ethical considerations, and various ways the team has
adapted to accommodate present circumstances.

Lastly, Jeff Hou presents his lessons of tactical infrastructure for the unhoused from Seattle Street Sink
project, which involved building DIY hand washing stations as an emergency design response during the
pandemic. Jeff will discuss how the project was developed, the challenges the team faced during the
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lockdown, and the process that led to the current outcomes. He will examine possibilities and limitations
of design activism (Hester, 2005) practice and guerrilla approach (Hou,2010) in the face of practical and
institutional constraints during and beyond the pandemic
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Evolving Norms: Adapting Scholarship to Disruptive
Phenomena
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Design Intervention Opportunity Utilizing Artful Rainwater Design in Theme
Parks
Campbell, Natalie The Pennsylvania State University, npc5285@psu.edu
Echols, Stuart The Pennsylvania State University, spe10@psu.edu
Keywords: Stormwater, Artful Rainwater Design, Design Intervention, Research Through Design, Theme
Park
In the 1970s following the Clean Water Act, stormwater management made a shift from a 'remove from
the site and direct downhill' mindset to a 'collect, treat, and/or store' perspective. After this shift, ideas
like green stormwater infrastructure (GSI), best management practices (BMP), and "artful rainwater
design" (ARD) began to develop and become popularized. ARD takes GSI and BMPs a step further by
emphasizing the benefits and importance of showing rainwater processes through aesthetically pleasing
design that celebrates rain and sometimes improves management techniques. (Echols, Pennypacker,
2015) Despite the paradigm shift, most instances of stormwater infrastructure continue to be hidden
out of sight missing the opportunity to educate, engage and entertain the public.
Theme parks have millions of visitors annually, cover hundreds of acres for development, require
extensive resources, and have large environmental footprints making stormwater management a
substantial yet critical task (Rubin, Sands, Timmins, 2019; Clave, 2007). Through the goals and objectives
of ARD, stormwater management could seamlessly turn from a nuisance and chore to a powerful
pedagogical amenity that bolsters themed storylines and offers the opportunity to mitigate the
environmental impact of theme parks.
To explore the extent of this gap in application, an inventory of published documents and keywords was
undertaken and revealed an overall lack of scholarly discussion related to stormwater management
within theme parks. To address this identified gap, a research-through-design study was developed
using a case study theme park with benchmark status within the industry including, high attendance
rates, a company policy that reflects an interest in similar goals to ARD, and extensive published data.
The remainder of the study utilizes research through design, using ARD to develop six proposed
stormwater interventions within the selected case study theme park with the dual goals of enhancing
the visitor experience through engaging displays of rainwater management and employing
environmentally sustainable tactics for stormwater management.
The study concludes with an evaluation and compilation of opportunities and constraints including the
development of a typology that categorizes visible elements and features of “rain trails,” the
conveyance channels of rain that are central to the creation of engaging ARDs. The resulting designs and
data from this study provide a clear idea of what ARD, in the context of theme parks, could look like as
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well as a list of considerations and guidelines necessary to effectively implement ARD into theme parks
post-development.
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Improving Non-Point Source Pollutant Capture: Exploring the Potential of Offline and On-line Green Stormwater Infrastructure Designs
Fegley, Jessica Pennsylvania State University, jnf5096@psu.edu
Echols, Stuart Pennsylvania State University, spe10@psu.edu
Hoffman, Margaret Pennsylvania State University, mch7@psu.edu
Keywords: Off-line, Green Stormwater Infrastructure, First Flush, By-pass, Split-flow, Water Quality
Green stormwater infrastructure (GSI) has become a widely applied strategy to address water quality
challenges across the United States. While specific requirements vary, all GSI designs must address how
runoff volumes interact with a system. GSI facilities may be designed either on-line, where all volume is
accepted by and moved through the facility, or off-line, where only the design volume is accepted by the
facility and additional volumes are diverted (Wanielista and Yousef 1993). It is hypothesized that off-line
systems provide superior water quality treatment by sequestering the relatively higher pollutant load of
the first flush and diverting away additional, relatively cleaner runoff (Echols 2008, Bitter and Bowers
1994). However, constructed GSI facilities are often built as on-line systems, despite their inability to
completely isolate the first flush.
This research aims to achieve two goals: 1) to develop a better understanding of why the off-line flowbypass configuration has been largely surpassed by the on-line flow-through configuration in academic
literature, state-level design guidelines, and built systems and 2) to investigate the capability for off-line
bioretention cells to better sequester and mitigate the pollutant load concentrations of the first flush
compared to on-line bioretention cells. Data gathered via semi-structured interviews regarding the
experiences of leading GSI experts in designing and constructing off-line systems provide a context of
how off-line systems function and where challenges and misconceptions may exist.
Additionally, sets of laboratory-scaled on-line and off-line bioretention cells were utilized to test the
hypothesis of pollutant sequestration discrepancy by applying a controlled, synthetic runoff replicating a
first flush event. Resultant pollutant loads within the overflow/bypass, effluent, and soil of the cells
were recorded. Synthetic first flush - containing dissolved nutrients, suspended solids, and hydrocarbons
- was followed by application of untreated tap water. Preliminary data reveal a notably larger reduction
of PO4, NO3, and NH3 loads and mulch export within the overflow/bypass volumes of off-line cells
compared to on-line cells.
These results suggest the widely accepted norm of designing most GSI systems on-line may be failing to
achieve the level of performance capable of off-line systems at both the individual unit and landscape
scales. Numerous existing norms surrounding GSI design will need to change to better understand how
built systems are actually performing, including: renewed focus on flow configurations, expanded data
collection, and case studies comparing built off-line to on-line GSI systems. Disrupting these existing
norms could lead to substantially increased GSI benefits.
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def designer(): AI and the Future of Landscape Architecture
Fernberg, Phillip Utah State University, phillip.fernberg@usu.edu
Chamberlain, Brent Utah State University, brent.chamberlain@usu.edu
Keywords: artificial intelligence, landscape architecture practice, algorithmic design, design process,
creativity
This presentation examines the role of artificial intelligence (AI) in disrupting, reforming, and rethinking
landscape design. Alongside current social and ecological issues, we argue that AI is driving changes in
paradigms of practice by forcing designers to rethink the way we understand our own process, both
explicitly and subconsciously. From smartphones and personal assistants to search engines and the
conundrum of social media-driven public discourse, AI has pervaded into the way we work, travel,
legislate, recreate, and engage with information. Recent advancements in AI or AI-adjacent statistical
learning applications have sprung up to assist with anything from site inventory, reuse of construction
materials, and urban design to performing analysis and optimization and even autonomously engaging
in artistic performances such as drawing and painting. The latter is of particular interest, as it may
necessitate a rethinking reassessment of the creative acts endemic to the design process and perhaps
the very idea of “creativity” itself.
Existing attempts at AI integration in the design processes remain scattered and singular, with no
framework for us to understand what AI is broadly within the discipline and to what extent it might
influence the future of landscape architecture education and practice. To address this, the presenters
will introduce an ongoing systematic review of AI-LA literature from which they are assembling a
framework to identify where AI currently is or potentially will contribute to the landscape design
process. The framework is organized as a matrix delineating branches of AI or AI-adjacent technology as
well as phases and aspects of the design process affected by said systems. In presenting the matrix, we
hope to open a dialogue about how landscape architects will define the future of practice and pedagogy
in the Age of AI. This presentation builds on the authors’ recent publications in AI ontologies and AI
creativity. Questions to reflect on will include: What exactly is meant by the term AI? What does it mean
to learn, design, or create as a natural or artificial intelligence? How might AI capacity and creativity
affect our role as designers in solving the wicked problems of the 21st Century? The goal of this
presentation is theoretical and speculative in nature, thus the format will aim to incite discussion rather
than report results of any particular study.
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A New Glossary for Landscape Architecture
Napawan, Nina Claire University of California, Davis, ncnapawan@ucdavis.edu
Guenther, Debra Mithun, debrag@mithun.com
Chamorro, Linda Florida International University, lchamorr@fiu.edu
Keywords: landscape, language, diversity, equity, inclusion
Language matters. Words matter. In The Language of Landscape, Ann Whiston Spirn evokes a time
before words existed to define the places and relationships embodied in the term ‘landscape.’ Utilizing
the Danish, Old English, and Germanic roots of the word that includes concepts of ‘dwelling,’ ‘building,’
and ‘shaping,’ she describes an understanding of landscape that is “purposefully shaped,” “sensual and
aesthetic,” and embedded in culture. In such a conceptualization, the landscape architect is a powerful
expert, one who controls culture & aesthetics through their discipline.
But what if our vocabulary to describe places, people, resources, and their relationships is not rooted in
Western culture and values? How might the profession of landscape architecture change if we embrace
alternative readings of the term ‘landscape’ itself?
This presentation will explore how language influences the role of landscape architects by interrogating
the current lexicon within the profession and introducing alternative terms to describe relationships
between people, places, resources, and non-human living beings. This includes exploring non-Western
and –Eurocentric sources for such terms and their relationship to alternative approaches to design and
management of the land.
For example, across the Americas, an understanding and relationship with ‘tierra’ is ancient,
multifaceted, and rooted in non-western values. While ‘land’ or ‘landscapes’ can be owned, framed, and
limited by hard boundaries --tierra suggests something more expansive, living, breathing,
interconnected.
What happens to our practice when ‘designing’ is replaced with ‘making’? How might we reinterpret a
relationship with the built environment if we utilized the Mysk Kubun term ‘kyka’ which simultaneously
means ‘town,’ ‘region,’ ‘world,’ and ‘narrative’?
Developing these norms in scholarship will prepare the next generation of practitioners and scholars to
work in ways that decolonize design practice. Genuine engagement between academia, practitioners,
agencies, and communities relies on an openness to different worldviews that language and meaning
fundamentally supports.
The exploration of alternative terms will be used as a model for ways that public engagement processes
can be designed to explore definitions as part of standard practice, supporting recognition and
acknowledgment of different worldviews, ways of knowing, and interpretations.
By focusing on place-based norms, this discussion seeks to highlight the relevance to social justice ideas
that Ruth Wilson Gilmore calls “abolition geography.” Place-based conversations are local and specific,
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where solidarity is made and remade over time. Shared language and experiences inform the ways that
“people come to consciousness through fomenting liberation struggle.”
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The Changing Climate of Liability in Professional Landscape Architectural
Practice
Barrett, Kirby Kansas State University, kirbs@ksu.edu
Keywords: Professional liability, Climate change, Resilience, Socially responsible design, Professional
practice education
Professional liability is an important cautionary concern for practicing landscape architects and
practitioners in the allied design professions, and is commonly understood through the lens of litigation
related to designer negligence or malpractice resulting in actual or perceived harm to individuals or the
public (Sundloff 2017). This narrow understanding of liability is well-documented due to the potential
impacts to firms and the public from incompetent design and the increasing regularity of litigation
against design firms. For instance, according to the AIA’s insurance partner, architects can expect to
experience claims in around 15 of every 100 projects (Atkins 2015). However, design professionals face
additional risk that appears less understood and documented. Through an exploration of the literature,
public records, and a survey of design professionals, this study seeks to clearly contextualize the
changing climate of risk within the profession of landscape architecture by illuminating the expanding
risk footprint in the context of recent disruptive phenomena.
Humankind faces several global trends which landscape architecture education programs and
practitioners strive to address: increased environmental and social risk and ubiquitous information
technology (Steinitz 2020). Disruptive phenomena highlight emerging risks related to these global
trends: liability associated with continued technological advancement, climate resilient design, and
design that inadequately responds to the need for greater social and cultural inclusivity. In recent years,
the standard of care has begun to evolve with the rise of climate-change and resiliency-focused project
work (Atkins 2008). This type of work will continue to increase in the United States. In 2020, the US
experienced (22) billion-dollar natural disasters, the highest number in a single year on record.
(https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/billions/). Unfortunately, the design professions may not be aware of the
full scope of liability concerns associated with climate adaptability (Moran & Mihaly 2018).
Recent social upheaval events expose a second emerging liability trend for professional landscape
architects. The potential for previously latent liability like that of climate resilience will increase as social
upheaval and the response of contemporary landscape architectural education and socially responsible
design become more apparent in practice. Continued technological advancement brings liability in
several ways which may not be fully appreciated by practitioners (AIATrust n.d.). Dependence on email
and other network-based business tools introduces risk associated with a firm’s data resources
(Insurance Buyer’s Council 2021). Reliance on increasingly complex design software platforms to
communicate ideas and document design intent may introduce additional risk in ways inadequately
understood by practitioners and educators.
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How a Deeper Understanding of Senses of Place Can Help Us Navigate Place
Change and Uncertainty
Manzo, Lynne University of Washington, lmanzo@uw.edu
Raymond, Christopher University of Helsinki, christopher.raymond@helsinki.fi
Williams, Daniel United States Department of Agriculture Forest Service, daniel.r.williams@usda.gov
di Masso, Andres University of Barcelona, adimasso@ub.edu
Keywords: senses of place, place change, socio-spatial precarity, ontological security
Global challenges ranging from climate change toecological regime shifts, to refugee crises and a rise in
nationalism are transforming ecosystems and the social fabric of societies worldwide (Raymond et al,
2021). In the context of intensified and accelerated place change, our senses of place are shifting. Sense
of place has been treated in the social science literature as a set of place meanings that valorize
rootedness (Di Masso et al, 2019), while the design literature on senses of place has downplayed place
meaning and instead emphasizes the defining characteristics and qualities of a setting (Jive´n &
Larkham, 2003). However, an emerging dynamic and relational view of senses of place challenges
sedentaristic assumptions, emphasizes multiple place meanings and suggests that a sense of continuity
and security is flexible.
The purpose of this presentation is: (1) to examine the complexities and dynamism of the concept of
senses of place through the presentation of case studies and; (2) to demonstrate the utility of senses of
place as a frame for understanding human response to place change and disruption.
Panelists will present a set of case studies from various locations worldwide to provide empirical
evidence of the ways that changing senses of place are understood and negotiated. The case study
method is an established tool for gathering evidence to inform landscape architecture theory,
education, and practice (Francis, 2001; Landscape Architecture Foundation, 2021). These cases include
the experience of “reef grief” in Australia, tourism growth and place change in the Faroe Islands,
gentrification processes in Barcelona, and climate change adaptations in US communities. Collectively,
these case studies use observations, interviews, surveys and discourse analysis to gather insights about
shifting senses of place.
Senses of place are a constellation of place interpretations, meanings and values continually formulated
and negotiated among collectives of people developed in relation to the socio-physical characteristics of
the space itself. This research demonstrates that people’s evolving senses of place is a fundamental way
that they experience, navigate and come to terms with place change. Therefore, careful consideration of
the nuances and dynamism of senses of place is essential for helping individuals and communities
respond to change and disruption effectively. In our current context of increased environmental
volatility and socio-spatial precarity, we must reconsider our senses of place to develop a greater
understanding of how it can help us navigate changes. Possessing more resilient senses of place is
crucial for survival and wellbeing.
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Thirdspace, Ad-hoc Urbanism, and Public Practice
Abbey, Susannah University of New Mexico, susannah@unm.edu
Keywords: spatial justice, thirdspace, public practice
It is commonplace by now to state that 2020 was unprecedented. Aside from the enormity of the
COVID-19 outbreak and politically divisive elections, we saw in stark terms the essential and potential
functions of outdoor public space in a democratic society. Streets provided the setting for protests in
response to the killing of George Floyd by police, parks for burgeoning homeless encampments resulting
from increased job loss and evictions, as well as a higher level of use due to restrictions on indoor
gathering. While these improvisatory use patterns are ephemeral, the last two years highlight the urgent
need for public space as commons for living, regenerating community, asserting identity, and
performing civic rights and responsibilities.
Geographer Edward Soja’s Thirdspace, a reiteration of Henri Lefebvre’s espace véçu, or “lived
space,” is a notion that arises from the complex interactions between built environment, politics, the
body, and spatial praxis, exploding the dialectic between urban form and representation to permit freer
spatial thinking. While Soja’s term resists singular interpretation, this presentation attempts to explore
possible meanings by grounding it in the activities of ad-hoc urbanism (an amalgamation of guerrilla,
DIY, and tactical urbanism, as well as unanticipated responses to the vagaries of life): how people
actually interact with their environment outside of programmed functions and institutionally-sanctioned
responses, how they communicate via the landscape and fill needs unmet by the state, corporate actors,
and mainstream society.
Examples of ad-hoc urbanism include street protests, descansos, graffiti, tent encampments,
and guerrilla gardening. Rather than discounting them as nuisances to be controlled or prevented,
landscape architects might observe such activities—and their traces—in order to imagine alternative
design responses. Protests may be interpreted as dissatisfaction with state policy, or as communities
claiming their right to occupy a city’s power centers. A descanso could evidence flaws in street design or
indicate the importance of preserving family history in the public realm. Graffiti communicate political
messages or individuals’ attempts to impress their existence on the urban form. Encampments and
guerrilla gardening might reveal a lack of basic means of survival. And the list goes on. Landscape
architects are uniquely positioned to address ad-hoc urbanism through design as political action, to
question top-down program requirements for public space and accommodate needs and functions that
municipalities usually sideline.
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Ecological Design Now: Adaptation pathways and spatial mosaics
HILL, KRISTINA UC Berkeley, kzhill@berkeley.edu
Keywords: ecology, climate change, adaptation, design practice, pedagogy
The norms of ecological design and planning have evolved rapidly over the last fifteen years (Hill, 2016).
This presentation will present key changes in the strategies and assumptions of ecological design in the
context of a rapidly changing climate, compared with previous methods and assumptions from a review
of the literature and based on over thirty years of the author’s work. From field studies of reference
sites in landscape ecology to today’s demand for adaptation pathways, the author draws on the
literature as well as her own recent experience in design and planning to identify specific changes that
will be necessary in practice and teaching. The focus of this presentation will be on the ways that time
and system dynamics are represented when designers and planners define ecosystems and establish
landscape performance goals. This presentation reflects on the literature describing how adaptation
pathways can be used to represent change over time, and how these practices challenge landscape
architecture to re-introduce spatial reasoning into new policy conversations about ecological and social
goals. Specific examples of findings include a representation of adaptation pathways for coastal
adaptation, discussions of regime shifts in systems, and diagrams of underlying processes that influence
urban hydrology. These new tools are keys to understanding how ecological design can be taught and
practiced today and in the future.
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Ungrading is Risky Business: Encouraging Students to Take Creative Risk and Be
Nice
Bordelon, Louise University of Colorado - Denver, louise.bordelon@ucdenver.edu
Keywords: Ungrading, Assessment, Gradeless, Learning, Grades
Research shows that assigning grades incentivizes product over process, pits students against one
another, stifles creativity, increases student stress, and negatively impacts student mental health. This
research reflects on how I used (un)grading in my Introduction to Graphics class. This course is wellsuited to test alternative approaches to student evaluation because graphics is process based, with no
written examination, and the focus is skill development; the class functioned as a collaborative journey
rather than a test of knowledge acquired.
The purpose of this study is twofold. First, taking the emphasis off grades is intended to free students
from the concerns of getting an A and encourage risk-taking in creative work. Second, by removing
grades (and the bell curve), students are no longer in competition with each other, encouraging a more
collaborative classroom that contributes to student mental health and a positive experience in
beginning design.
Methods used to establish expectations in the class include those outlined by Strommel (2020) including
contract grading, regular one-on-one student-teacher feedback meetings, and online grading software
for a clear record of complete/incomplete assignments. Students received regular oral and written
feedback and had to revise assignments if they were not satisfactory. The final grade was determined
during a final feedback session looking at the notes and original contract that students signed.
Based on my experience teaching this class using grades, and again (un)graded, I did not see a decline in
performance or quality of work. This approach to (un)grading required a significant increase in
coordinated feedback sessions between faculty and students on a regular basis; thus, it is possible that
increased student/faculty interaction and open channels of discussion is (in part) responsible for
improved student experience. I acknowledge that if such an approach were used with typical grading,
student performance may improve. Overall, student feedback about taking the onus off grades and
prioritizing experience was positive. It is difficult to quantify, but the cohesion of this cohort of students
and their support for each other is evident in their personal and creative interactions, future research
might attempt to quantify happiness.
Re-examining how we evaluate students is important. I argue that in the design field, grades are largely
subjective and irrelevant; in the job search process, firms typically ask for a portfolio and not a
transcript. This approach may not work for every class but for an introductory studio environment it is
worth exploring.
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Perry Hill & Utica Mill Hill Villages Opportunity Zone Innovating Community
Development in Context of Climate, Pandemic, and Social Disruptions
Nassar, Hala Clemson University, hnassar@clemson.edu
Helle, Ryan Clemson University, rhelle@clemson.edu
McGirr, Mike Clemson University, mmcgirr@clemson.edu
Keywords: Opportunity Zone, Community, Development, Access, Disruption
Opportunity Zones (OZ) are a federal program created to encourage economic development in lowincome communities through tax incentives (Sage, Langin, & Van de Minne 2019). Effects of OZ on
residents are mixed. Research suggests that OZ redistribute, rather than generate, economic activity by
subsidizing investment that may have occurred regardless. Some evidence demonstrates an increase in
job opportunities for residents (Chen, Glaeser, & Wessel 2019, Freedman, Khanna, & Neumark 2021).
Job creation often benefits skilled workers who may displace current residents (Eastman & Kaeding
2019). Additionally, research indicates that OZ designation affects property values when vacant land is
available or properties have high redevelopment costs, due to the impact of incentives (Sage, Langen, &
Van de Minne 2019, Eastman & Kaeding 2019, Jacoby 2019).
The Perry Hill & Utica Mill Hill Villages Opportunity Zone in South Carolina comprises neighborhoods of
predominately African American residents. The area has endured generations of disinvestment and
withdrawal of support organizations. The community struggles with a lack of infrastructure, food access,
and healthcare access. Further, the past year brought a unique set of challenges including a devastating
tornado, racial tension, and Covid-19 which prompted the community to organize and lead OZ
redevelopment efforts.
This research examines needs, concerns, and priorities for future zone development in context of the
recent challenges. Neighborhood observation and GIS mapping were conducted September through
November of 2020 to identify demographic and behavioral trends. Surveys and key stakeholders’
interviews were conducted between September 2020 and June 2021. The survey, using quantitative and
qualitative questions, was distributed among residents through community centers, local churches and
online According to 221 respondents, residents expressed enthusiasm for change while also voicing
concerns of gentrification.
Residents emphasized the importance of historic sites, businesses, and neighborhoods significant to the
African American community. Residents prioritized infill development facilitating paths to home
ownership, improvement of local infrastructure and public spaces, and spaces whereby local businesses
could operate and grow. Findings reveal disparities in resource access, variations in population
concentrations, and consensus regarding priorities for community development. Concerns concentrated
on safety and access to resources for youths and low-income residents. Additionally, research findings
identify six areas of focus which address community building, improving quality of life for all citizens,
and establishing a vital economy that supports growth and prosperity. The research contributes to the
body of knowledge by identifying effective opportunity zone approaches to redevelopment and
empowerment of local residents.
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Evolving norms of park use during the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)
pandemic
Yang, Bo University of Arizona, boyang17@arizona.edu
Li, Shujuan University of Arizona, shujuanli@arizona.edu
Jackson, Greg City of Tucson Parks and Recreation Department, greg.jackson@tucsonaz.gov
Keywords: Sonoran Desert, urban green infrastructure, landscape features, park visit, performance
evaluation
During the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, many states consider parks to be essential
services. Although the pandemic has arguably shifted people's perceptions and behaviors of park use,
few empirical studies have been conducted on the evolving norms of park use from a park system
performance perspective (e.g. park visit). In particular, less is known regarding if the "new norm"
alleviates or acerbates park equity disparity (Jay et al. 2021). The level of service (LOS) standards
developed by the U.S. National Recreation and Park Association currently lack guidance on park quality
metrics to evaluate park system performance. In addition, for parkland and access LOS metrics, it is
increasingly challenging to maintain the same LOS standards in high-density urban areas, given the
growing population to serve. At the same time, the scarcity of vacant land makes land acquisition cost
prohibitive (Barth 2020). Using Tucson, Arizona, a medium-sized city, as a case study, we evaluated park
use during the COVID-19 pandemic by comparing park visits in 2019 and 2020. We hypothesized that
park visits decreased across different park types due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and parks are
disproportionally impacted due to lockdown measures, community socioeconomic status, and access
restrictions to public transportation. To test this hypothesis, we performed a GIS spatial analysis to
examine the spatial distributions of visits to 139 parks, using cellphone geolocation data and census
population data. Results show that the annual visits dropped by 21.8% from 2019 to 2020 due to the
pandemic. Specifically, 121 parks experienced declines in visits. In contrast, 27 parks, mostly
neighborhood parks, had an increase in visits. Furthermore, the fluctuations in park visits were spatially
heterogeneous—parks in populous, downtown areas contributed substantively to the decline, whereas
parks located in lower-density, more-affluent neighborhoods at the city periphery had steady growth in
visits. In addition, before the pandemic, people generally favored small parks (e.g. mini parks,
neighborhood parks) that are closer to homes during the weekdays and visited larger parks
(e.g.community, metropolitan, regional parks) during the weekends (Bertram et al.2017; Li and Yang
2021). Our results suggest that the same park use patterns and travel behaviors remain nearly
consistent during the pandemic. In summary, this study can be conducive to parks departments to
establish differential park access LOS standards that focus on park quality desirable to the community
and to develop adaptive design and management strategies in the evolving norms influenced by recent
crises.
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Shifting Scholarship: Creative adaptions and lessons for future research
Owens, Patsy Eubanks UC Davis, peowens@ucdavis.edu
Li, Dongying Texas A&M, dli@arch.tamu.edu
Kweon, Byoung-Suk University of Maryland, kweonb@umd.edu
Loebach, Janet Cornell University, jeloebach@gmail.com
Keywords: Youth engagement, Research methods, Health and wellbeing, Big data
The landscape architects' scholarship often adapts to changing field conditions, available funding and
personnel. The COVID-19 pandemic presented an unprecedented challenge to research plans and
presented academics with decisions regarding continuing, changing, or cancelling research efforts (e.g.,
Dwivedi, et al., 2020; Maturana, 2021). This case study, Growing Up in Cities – US, adapted to these
challenges. The team consists of four landscape architecture faculty across the U.S. who are working
with UNICEF Child Friendly Communities (CFCI) – Prince George’s County, Maryland; Houston, Texas;
Minneapolis, Minnesota; and San Francisco, California (GUIC, n.d.). With local restrictions on travel and
in-person gatherings, the research team pivoted to collecting data through online sources and initiated
community partnerships by tapping into existing relationships with youth organizations. In addition, the
team used social media sources to understand youth use of outdoor spaces in lieu of traditional
behavior observations since travel was restricted and behaviors were altered due to the pandemic.
Strategies for team coordination also are examined.
Shifts to prioritizing the collection and analysis of online public data enabled the research team to focus
on zip code-level community conditions such as existing physical environment, demographic, and health
conditions in advance of engaging youth and other community members in focus groups, workshops,
and in-situ tours. Initial results were mapped and indicate that zip codes with low-income households
have poorer health outcomes and fewer environmental amenities (e.g., parks, tree canopy). The
resulting Community Atlas will be valuable in later research stages and provides crucial evidence to
potential community partners as to the sincerity and competency of the research team. The inability to
meet local CFCI leaders in person also prompted the research team to develop these relationships
through existing virtual networks. These networks and discussions have the additional benefits of the
CFCI teams learning from and inspiring each other. Workshops to review and verify the mapping data
with local youth will be held. Lastly, in preparation for behavior mapping and youth engagement
activities, the research team explored existing use patterns through examining Instagram data.
Photographs and posts of public spaces were reviewed for frequency and relevance to youth activities.
Initial informal observations and subsequent interviews provide triangulation of this data. The results of
this case study include lessons that inform the integration of online tools into research data collection,
community outreach and relationship building, and project coordination. In addition, challenges and
cautions associated with these approaches are discussed.
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Disruptive Norms: Landscape Evidence and Unique Landscapes
Nassauer, Joan University of Michigan, nassauer@umich.edu
Keywords: socio-environmental systems, science, scholarship, design, practice, pedagogy
This paper examines whether and how scholarship itself is disruptive of landscape architecture practice,
and how the different disruptive norms of scholarship and design may interact with socio-environmental
phenomena. The paper:
1) describes differences in phenomena that disrupt norms for the practice of landscape scholarship and
the practice of design,
2) considers how these differences may affect change in scholarship and design, and
3) suggests a framework for reexamination of norms for the practice of landscape scholarship and the
practice of design in light of socio-environmental change.
Describing the different intentions of scholarship and design, the paper compares ways in which
scholarly work may disrupt scholarship and society with ways in which landscapes designed to be unique
may disrupt design and society. Each has different implications for responding to their distinct practice
norms and for interacting with societal norms. Both have implications for the practice and pedagogy of
landscape architecture. The practice of landscape architecture invites both types of disruption, but their
relationship is unresolved.
I argue that landscape architecture should disrupt harmful socio-environmental phenomena, and that to
do so, these different types of disruption must inform each other in practice and pedagogy. To discover
sustainable solutions and correct errors of understanding landscape functions across scales, the
discipline should seek and embrace synergies of disruption that test design as evidence and forge
creative discovery from evidence. Such errors and potential innovations have massive implications for
social justice, human health, biodiversity, the climate crisis, and ecosystem services more broadly. Key
questions about how to pursue disruption are: How do we discover replicable innovations or correct
errors of understanding? Whose thoughts, experiences, and knowledge do we pay attention to? How
do we encode our discoveries and instantiate corrections? What is the audience for our discoveries? I
consider these questions in order to suggest how landscape scholarship, design and planning might
disrupt and correct socio-environmental system harms and errors for greater, more sustained benefits.
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Green Infrastructure and Black Settlements: Rethinking Scale and Process to
Validate Community Activism
Holliday, Kathryn University of Texas at Arlington, kholliday@uta.edu
Jones Allen, Diane University of Texas at Arlington, diane.allen@uta.edu
Allen, Austin University of Texas at Arlington, austin.allen2@uta.edu
Keywords: Green Infrastructure, Black Settlements, Community Engagement, Brownfield
Redevelopment
The Reclaiming Black Settlements project and Design Playbook, supported by the 2020 SOM Research
Prize, focus on a series of Freedman’s Towns along the Trinity River in the Dallas-Fort Worth
metropolitan area originally settled in the 1870s and 1880s in the years of Reconstruction. While these
communities originated as places of self-determination in the flood-prone bottomlands of the river, the
sprawl of the metropolitan region engulfed them by the postwar decades. Today, these settlements
survive, but are threatened by industrial zoning and potential gentrification as recreational development
of the riverfront expands. Our project utilizes cross-disciplinary methods involving community
engagement and visioning, land use, policy analysis, archival research, historic preservation, oral history
and ethnography, and mapping to focus on our case studies in Dallas-Fort Worth. There are broad
national implications for this research and the ways it can help reshape design and engagement
processes in landscape architecture and education.
This paper emphasizes two important lessons from the project. First, large scale green infrastructure
projects that address river landscapes must be responsive to small scale communities and settlements.
Large scale planning has neglected the needs of Freedman’s Towns in Dallas-Fort Worth, which have
traditionally been unmapped or considered too small to influence contemporary planning decisions. This
data-driven approach ignores the human history of bottomlands along rivers as places of safety and selfdetermination for Black communities.
Second, while landscape architects have been central to establishing strategies for meaningful
community engagement, those practices must be reinvented today to integrate them more fully into the
design process. The history of land ownership and use must be considered in determining the meaning
of community – many families were displaced from their home communities through hostile zoning
practices, racist planning initiatives, and predatory financial instruments. Those displaced people must
be identified and returned to conversations about the future of bottomlands.
Conventional understandings of scale and the meaning of community must shift to be responsive to the
needs of historic Black communities and to promote anti-Racist strategies for landscape architects. True,
integrative collaboration amongst disciplines, being inclusive of historic preservation, planning, and
public policy, is critical for more just outcomes. The Reclaiming Black Settlements project and Design
Playbook unequivocally shows that we have inherited a system that privileges the systems of local and
regional governance over the needs of communities. For green infrastructure to promote the resilience
and stability of Black communities, its processes must change.
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Digital tools and the Post-Covid design student: iPads, digital apps and missing
pieces of the digital workflow
Blalock, Joe ball state university, jblalock@bsu.edu
Keywords: Digital tools, Design workflow, iPad, Digital studio, Process
In March 2020 many of us sent students home to complete the spring semester from their kitchen
tables or home studios. We had to quickly transition teaching and studio methods, projects,
deliverables, and expectations as we were all expecting a widespread pandemic (actually, we did not
know what to expect!) While our department has a laptop requirement for students, they often do not
have other peripherals such as home printers or scanners necessary to continue the back-and-forth
graphic conversations of the studio. Our traditional/ digital hybrid workflow would not work.
Current design workflow includes many areas that already use digital tools successfully; such as
basemap creation, GIS analysis, CAD drawings and presentation graphics production. What other areas
of a project would we need to convert to keep the products completely digital but not limit the “loose”
exploration of a soft pencil on trace? Is there value, and an advantage, in keeping everything digital? If
so, is it time to rethink the process and embrace a totally digital workflow? And will pandemics or other
pressures require us to be separate and portable. Is this the new norm??
The instructor, utilizing an iPad (with the Apple pencil), recognized that this was an efficient tool for
feedback and communication, and questioned for the student, if this could be a highly mobile and
affordable digital studio!
To answer these questions, the instructor, in the Fall of 2020, created an asynchronous online course
exploring the ideas, tools and workflows of a completely digital process and product.
Mobile tablets could combine the ability to capture information with photography, video, and hand
drawing; connect to information in apps like google earth and the web; include drawing tools to
combine and iterate; with the ability to transfer this work easily to other programs and users.
This presentation will discuss these findings and the opportunities it allows. It will identify how mobile
devices could be best utilized in design and workflow; the mobile software applications that may be
relevant to site reconnaissance, sketching and diagramming, design idea exploration and iteration,
Identify Interoperability between various software and hardware, and recognize ways that new
technology could spark creativity and joy… while also being flexible in location and modality in the postCOVID university.
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Evolving Online Pedagogy; The experience of International Collaborative
Landscape Architecture Design Studios During Pandemic Lockdown
Lavoie, Caroline Utah State University, caroline.lavoie@usu.edu
Sahasrabudhe, Swati BNCA, swatisahasrabudhe.bnca@gmail.com
Nassar, Hala Clemson University, hnassar@clemson.edu
Keywords: collaborative learning, international, pandemic, design studio, online education
The 2020 global COVID-19 pandemic with an unprecedented scope has impacted millions of people
worldwide, causing a drastic change to lives, education, businesses, and the environment (Laker, 2020 &
Schenker 2020). The need to contain the spread of virus caused cities across the world to mandate
shelter-in-place, social distancing, and lockdown measures (Engle, 2020). Universities, colleges, and
schools were forced to shut their doors and pivot to alternative ways of delivering education (Brey
2020). International collaborative landscape architecture design studio, with significant cultural and
global learning goals, faced the challenge of delivering education considering the bans on international
travel. The compulsion of transforming learning and interactions in design studios from on-site mode to
off-site virtual mode on a short notice, pushed design educators to evolve creative and innovative
perspectives in pedagogy. The paper examines the experiences of five international collaborative design
studio focusing on how they transformed constraints into opportunities utilizing available online
platforms and technologies to achieve learning goals and outcomes (Lavoie & Sahasrabudhe, 2021).
The paper analyzes the pedagogical journey of 160 students and 30 professors in international urban
design studios from China, Egypt, India, and United States focusing on the evolving aspect of
collaborative learning (Roberts, 2005) under mandatory lockdown conditions. The study sheds light on
commonalities and differences, complexity, and uniqueness of the international studios’ specific context
and culture. The research methods employed include questionnaire survey and focused interviews with
international students and faculty as active participants. The study analyzes content from recorded
videos of online interactive working studio sessions happening beyond the geographical boundaries.
Student and faculty participants in the study were co-learners from varied cultural and geographical
contexts and were given opportunity to collaborate on common design studio projects, encouraging
interaction through synchronous and asynchronous sessions. Overall research findings were positive
indicating that traditional pedagogical perspectives were redefined to evolve collaborative learning
approaches. Additionally, research findings suggest that human as well as intellectual values such as
compassion for teammates, order in evolving thoughts and actions, vividity in design responses,
innovation in thinking, and diversity of cultural perspectives were highly important during the teaching
and learning process.
This research provides insights and encourages researchers, educators and students of landscape
architecture to test on-line collaborative learning methods in various design contexts and to further
advance research into evolving new context-specific pedagogies in response to future opportunities in
the domain of on-line learning and related technological advancements.
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Crossings and Collisions: A Framework for Identifying Wildlife Crossing Locations
in Teton Valley
Vincent, Alyssa University of Idaho, vinc6478@vandals.uidaho.edu
Cronan, Dan University of Idaho, dcronan@uidaho.edu
Keywords: habitat, wildlife, crossings, connectivity, roads, scenarios, alternative futures, Idaho
Around the world, landscape architects establish linkages between social needs and natural systems
through innovative designs that save lives and protect native landscapes. Population growth has exerted
increased pressures on habitat and wildlife populations globally. In the United States, since 1990,
increased roadway densities have caused a rise in vehicle-wildlife collisions by 50%, contributing to
nearly two-million collisions annually(1). Within the Teton watershed in southeast Idaho, there have
been 291 recorded wildlife-vehicle related crashes between 2010 and 2019(2). Collisions with wildlife
are grossly underreported due to inconsistencies in reporting methods and data repositories(3). This
project explored how standardized conservation best management practices could improve habitat
connectivity for wildlife species and reduce vehicle-wildlife collisions. Decisions were informed by
alternative future scenarios driven by stakeholders involved in the National Science Foundation (NSF)
Established Program to Stimulate Competitive Research (EPSCoR) Genes by Environment: Modeling,
Mechanisms and Mapping (GEM3) project in Idaho. Spatial analysis through Geographical Information
Systems (GIS) and detailed case studies were evaluated to find high priority road sections for
consideration of mitigation measures. Evaluative metrics included historic vehicle-wildlife collisions,
carcass removal records, and GAP wildlife habitat. We considered the long-term implications of wildlife
crossings under a single scenario from the GEM3 project to provide solutions for a future trajectory of
change. Through a mixed-methods approach this project a) analyzed and b) identified locations to
address habitat issues within Teton Valley. A multivariate regression model in ArcGIS Pro was used to
evaluate a set of roadway characteristics(3) that have been shown to influence wildlife-vehicle collisions.
Kernel Density analysis was used on wildlife-vehicle collisions and carcass removal data to find hot spots
for conflict areas along major highways. Finally, by evaluating a set of biological conservation factors
against the results from the kernel density analysis, priority locations were defined. Results showed a
need for mitigation measures at 10 distinct locations and provided support for the greater improvement
of standards of reporting for wildlife-vehicle collisions. This work builds a framework for landscape
architects to use for habitat corridor connectivity, future transportation planning projects, and to
evaluate the need for mitigation retrofits on existing infrastructure.
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Impact of Open Street Transition on Social and Economic Capital: A Study of
Main Street, Ventura, California During COVID-19 Pandemic
Okenwa, Benjamin Cardiff University, okenwacb@cardiff.ac.uk
Nassar, Hala Clemson University, hnassar@clemson.edu
Keywords: Open street, Social and economic capital, Covid-19
The 2020 COVID-19 pandemic, with unprecedented scope impacted millions of people worldwide,
causing a drastic change to lives and businesses (Laker, 2020). The need to contain the virus caused
cities worldwide to mandate lockdown measures. Large cities such as Boston, London, Milan, Paris, and
Vancouver (Stokes, 2020) instigated redesigning their streets as a provisional infrastructure to be more
pedestrian and bike-friendly, leading to the recent popularity of open streets (OS) worldwide (Hawkins,
2020). OS dates back to the Ciclovía movement, which began in Bogotá, Colombia, in the 1970s to create
traffic-free cycling, walking, and play environments (Hipp et al., 2014). Recently, the popularity of
temporarily opening streets to communities and closing streets to vehicles in the US has surged (Eyler et
al., 2014). OS programs are viewed by communities and policymakers as potentially beneﬁcial to
physical, social, environmental, and economic health (Hipp et al., 2014). The sustainability of OS remains
a challenge, especially in the US, where such programs have not experienced success compared to
Europe, Central, and South America (Hipp et al., 2017).
As a part of ongoing research in Southern California, this study examines the impact of OS transition on
socialization, economic improvement, and design characteristics. Ventura is a California coastal
community of 110,000 population located Northwest of Los Angeles. The combination of moderate
climate and extended coastline make Ventura a vibrant location for various recreational outdoor
activities. This research employed an observational study to develop a behavioral map of activities on
Main Street. Additionally, a survey (n-224 participants) was conducted from February to August 2021 to
examine OS usage, spatial elements, and the effects of increased accessibility on socialization and local
businesses. A second survey was sent to local business owners (LBO) in September of 2021, generating
52 responses.
After assessing for factors such as land use, safety, and aesthetics, results indicate that OS transition has
improved specific qualities of Main Street, including walking, outdoor dining, sense of safety, and
socialization which were relatively absent before the pandemic. Furthermore, OS design has promoted
pedestrian experience, social diversity, and a sense of place, positively affecting walkability and
socialization. Visual coordination and appeal were significant challenges that impacted peoples'
experience, suggesting that OS design is critical to improving pedestrians' experience. Subsequent
findings from LBO reveal that over 60% of businesses have experienced 20%-100% growth between May
2020-September 2021, suggesting that the OS has positively impacted most local businesses.
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Mentoring mid-career women in the wake of a global pandemic
Clouse, Carey University of Massachusetts Amherst, clouse@umass.edu
Brause, Caryn University of Massachusetts Amherst, cjbrause@umass.edu
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In their report called “The Gender Wage Gap at UMass Amherst,” authors noted that “women tenuretrack faculty earn on average 84 cents for every dollar men faculty make” (Dominguez-Villegas et al.,
2016, 2). However, they go on to say that rank has a critical part to play in this divide, because in their
study “men and women with similar characteristics in the same college and rank earn similar salaries.”
This data points to a need to address the promotion routes (or barriers) for women faculty, and, along
with compelling information about the discrepancies between men and women relative to the length of
time needed to attain promotion, it suggests that there is an additional mentoring opportunity for midcareer women faculty.

While expectations for attaining tenure at many universities are relatively clear and straightforward, the
move from the associate level to Professor can be more challenging and open-ended, and has almost
certainly been disrupted by the pandemic (Günel et al., 2020). This mid-career milestone comes at a
time when many faculty are assigned expanded leadership and service roles, or perhaps begin to
address entirely new research agendas. These types of pursuits can serve as indicators of career
advancement; but without appropriate framing and mentorship, they can also hamper a clear case for
promotion.

This presentation draws from the collaborative work of a mutual mentoring group sponsored by the
Mellon Foundation. Our goal has been to work together to leverage new ways of working, to find
opportunities to extend and explore networks within our changing research roles, and ultimately, to
view major career shifts as professional assets. In helping ourselves develop professionally, we have also
encountered a number of compelling theoretical frameworks and academic opportunities that elevate
discourse around diversity, equity and inclusion.
In this session, we identify tools and resources to help scholars and their mentors make a case for
promotion, with an emphasis on those moving from the rank of Associate Professor to Professor. This
presentation shares a series of resources developed over a two-year period from 2020-2022, by a group
of mid-career faculty members. The findings include interdisciplinary approaches to promotion,
developed with, and in reaction to, the pressures of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Balancing Business and Design: Inside the Operations of an Award-winning
Landscape Architecture Firm
Michael, Sean Utah State University, sean.michael@usu.edu
Keywords: Business, landscape architecture practice, leadership, firms, research methods
Private practice in landscape architecture is highly competitive, with firms of many sizes and disciplines
vying for the same contracts. For firms to survive in crowded, talent-rich markets, they must provide
valuable design and planning services while maintaining the profitability of their office(s). Without
exception, both of these demands must be met if a sustainable practice is sought. Despite the
imperative, omnipresent role of business practices in landscape architecture firms, little in the way of
scholarly scrutiny has been given to the subject. Analyses of landscape architecture curricula (Rice,
2017) and scholarship (e.g., Gobster, Nassauer & Nadenicek, 2010; Newman, Li, Tao & Zhu, 2019)
suggest the topic has largely remained a blind spot for academics.
To better understand the significance of business practices in the minds of practitioners, a study was
conducted to develop an initial understanding of the subject within the context of one of the oldest and
most successful firms in North America. Design Workshop employs over 150 planning and design
professionals in 8 locations, and has regularly earned such accolades as the ASLA’s Firm of the Year
Award. The business history and operations of this 52-year old firm were studied during 2020/21
through the firm’s Faculty-in-Residence program. As an embedded scholar, the author surveyed,
interviewed and observed the firm’s leadership and employees. Due to COVID-19, the residency
occurred virtually, and the study relied upon video conferencing software, along with audio
transcription software. The resulting portrait of how business practice and mindset can evolve, are
cultivated, and ultimately shape the designs and careers emanating from this award-winning firm
reveals important and unprecedented findings.
The results are relevant to how academics and practitioners can collaborate to increase research that is
applicable to landscape architects, and to the technology-enabled methods that overcame both
distances and safety restrictions. The study suggests that unexamined practice-related research
subjects are numerous and diverse. Examples include: profitability by market sector type, causes and
frequencies of lawsuits, gender barriers to promotion, decision-making relating to opening/closure of
office locations, performance expectations for advancement to principal, financial literacy among entrylevel design employees, rates and causes of failure among new firms, and leadership succession
planning strategies. This presentation discusses these and other findings, as well as the methods it
relied upon, and makes a case for disrupting the traditional topics of scholarship in landscape
architecture by calling for a new topic: the study of business practices in the profession.
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MATEReality Check: Design, Designer, and the Exclusive Condition
Camel, Lydia Cornell University, lmc364@cornell.edu
Gleason, Kathy Cornell University, klg16@cornell.edu
Loebach, Janet Cornell University, jel357@cornell.edu
Keywords: Gentrification, Displacement, Materiality, Human-Environment Interactions, Spatial Justice
Gentrifying environments are ideal sites through which to study ecological dynamics and the ways in
which landscape architecture produces inequity. Gentrifying environments illustrate the existence of
racialized realities within dynamic ecologies and how human-environment interactions operate and
change in real and perceived space (Cahill, 2007). They also exemplify how traditional theories and
practices of landscape architecture function as mechanisms of displacement and fortify racism through
projects like urban renewal and its contemporary, “revitalization.” Revitalization is discernable through
the material transformations that replace existing infrastructure with “symbols of gentrification” that
have been shown to elicit behaviors to varying degrees of emotion, apathy, and active resistance to the
gentrification process (Xu, 2020). Elevated greenspaces, such as the The 606 in Chicago, IL, serve as a
case studies for investigating the relationship between landscape architecture, green gentrification, and
displacement.
While the addition of greenspace may not be enough to spur gentrification, how that green space
functions definitely plays a role in displacement (Rigolon et. al., 2020). Gentrification physically alters
environments which also disrupts the psychological processes of place attachment, place identity, and
place dependence altering the politics of place. The construction of green space also becomes a
production of racialized space as design practices associated with gentrification employ modes of
standardized or what has been referred to as “westernized” or “Americanized” aesthetics (Glass, 1964)
and narratives of nature (Czerniak, 1998). While aesthetics reinforce colonial notions of what belongs in
the landscape, they may also enforce who belongs there, evident in the revitalization of The 606
through place claiming practices such as community policing and the establishment of place rules
related to race, class, and belonging (Harris et al. 2020).
To clarify landscape architecture’s role in gentrification related displacement, gentrifying environments
must be studied as material ecologies. Methods of site analysis position material composition in relation
to specificities of complex system interactions, including species diversity, but when it comes to
considering the human within this system, attention to diversity has been neglected. By assessing the
equitable performance of The 606 project through specific material transformations and their relation to
human behavioral change over time, we can examine the repercussions of landscape architecture
pedagogy and practice. The human “body” acts as a key component to observing the politics of design
decisions within material ecologies of white space, black space, and green space along The 606.
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The Devouring Process: Landscape as Labor, Landscape as Work
Choi, Danielle Harvard University Graduate School of Design, dchoi@gsd.harvard.edu
Keywords: labor, new materialism, working landscape, queer ecology
In the early 21st century, the role of “process” in landscape architecture has been central to the field’s
theoretical debates on the authority of the designer amidst multivalent ecological, social, and economic
forces. More recently, these debates have been complicated by the “social turn” in design through deep
critiques of top-down methods and overreliance on theory. The negotiation of social and ecological
processes is now as accountable to addressing historic inequities as it is to present and future
environmental conditions. To negotiate this rift, this paper offers a conceptual shift from understanding
landscape as process (a framework of distancing) toward landscape as labor, a framework that
embraces novel forms of hybrid productive activity. Who is the “human” doing the work of landscape
and benefitting from its yields? Is there an alternative agenda for idleness and pleasure, distinct from
the 20th century park (or other sites of leisure) where the body is merely recharged of the capacity to
work or the land renewed in its capacity to provide ecosystem services? As a methodology, this paper
will use several case studies from landscape, art, and urbanism to redefine the strict roles of designer,
builder, and inhabitant. This claim is supported by emerging disciplinary interest in theories of the
“more-than-human,” their translation to scholarship, and their diffusion into the profession. Theories
of the more-than-human challenge anthropocentrism as the sole determinant of socio-cultural
relationships; this aspect is compatible with landscape architecture’s claims to environmental
stewardship. However, the concept of the more-than-human has met friction from different realms of
queer theory and black ecology: from the work of Joshua Bennett to Rosi Braidotti, there is no clear
locus of who precisely is the human: “we” have never really been in this together. This paper explores
this paradox of definition and exclusion; to define landscape as labor can offer a project of deuniversalizing, rather than de-centering, the “human.”
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Artscapes in Marginalia
Lindquist, Salvador University of Nebraska - Lincoln, slindquist@unl.edu
Onwenu, Stephanie Ijeoma Land Artscapes LLC, stephanie.onwenu@gmail.com
Keywords: Tactility, Diversity, Artscapes, Underrepresented, Transdisciplinary
Design education requires a framework for incorporating art in connection with diversity, equity, and
inclusion initiatives in beginning design studios. Artscapes in Marginalia is a curriculum re-design for a
second year design studio focused on exploring the role of art in landscape design as a collaborative
enterprise, especially for those at margins. While landscape architecture has emerged as a profession
that aspires to design built environments that contribute to a more just and equitable society, it is
crucial that educators in the field consider landscape architecture's role as a participant in an ensemble
of collaborative and transdisciplinary approaches to design. This paper proposes three
conceptualizations of Artscapes as a collaborative platform for design pedagogy: 1) The understanding
of art as it pertains to the artistic production of landscape design; it’s fundamental compositional
elements and how landscapes can define an inimitable sense of place. 2) The potential of the landscape
to integrate art and its potential for it to craft an intense dialogue between art and user. 3) Art as a
process for co-design, using tactility as a bridge between designer and user. The curriculum is intended
to expose students to diverse perspectives in the field of landscape architecture as well as more
effectively communicate design intent in marginalized communities through expanding “tactility” in
prototyping, model making, and drawing to break down linguistic barriers. Through the first iteration of
Artscapes in Marginalia, students were exposed to a broader diversity of designers and case studies,
introduced to model-making as a tactile process to communicate design intent, and given the
opportunity to engage with a local community in the reimagination of an underserved community park.
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Navigating Post-Pandemic Realities and Plural “Fields” of Landscape
Architecture Education: Pedagogical Strategies for Shifting Paradigms in Plants
Classes and Beyond
Wren, Leslie Kansas State University, redwren@ksu.edu
Keywords: plant, field-based, teaching, online, paradigm, pandemic
Plant identification courses in landscape architecture curricula are typically modeled after horticulture
classes: a weekly slideshow-anchored lecture coupled with an extended field walk. However, the
realities of the COVID-19 pandemic Campus closures (or threat thereof); remote instruction; and
multiple quarantined or ill students attending class from afar rendered this approach unsuited for a
consistent semester-long learning experience. Similarly, university safety protocols, student health
needs, and faculty responsibilities forced professors to innovate instruction to meet their duties.
This session presents a case study of two 2020 and 2021 semesters of an introductory plant
identification class. Various alternate pedagogical strategies were employed to maintain feasible,
meaningful instruction. These included (1) redefining the professor from dispenser-of-knowledge to
curator-of-exploratory-learning, (2) recognizing that, in professional practice, going out in “the field” to
research plants for a project often means navigating online databases and nursery catalogues, (3)
prioritizing repeated exposure to plants over performance on high-stakes assessments, and (4)
facilitating independent engagement with new plants in real life. In a class flip, the information covered
lecture videos, audio files, and digital reference documents was provided through the online course
platform. Additionally, students prepared study documents by researching reputable online sources.
Quizzes and exams were digitally automated to enable students to repeat them if desired and to
facilitate grading. Lastly, students were encouraged to share plants encountered on a course Instagram
account and earn extra credit by reporting plants identified using the app Seek.
Course evaluations revealed that students felt that learning plants remotely was suboptimal, and they
preferred when they could attend and be introduced to plants in person. Similarly, students navigated a
steep learning curve digesting online sources of plant information, which required additional grading
time early in the semester to provide adequate feedback. At the same time, providing opportunities for
students to use plant identification apps and share their plant finds on social media afforded them the
opportunity to engage with real-world plants in ways that fit their lifestyle. And optimizing the course’s
digital dashboard per distance education good practices not only made course delivery easier, but also
revealed an opportunity for creating an online version of the course. These strategies and lessons
learned are also relevant to other courses in a landscape architecture curriculum. Specifically, they invite
discussion of pedagogical changes that facilitate meeting new professorial demands, incorporating web
and social media resources, and optimizing in-person field-based learning post pandemic.
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Unsettling Landscape: On the Future of Landscape Architecture (Scholarship) in
a Disruptive World
Langhorst, Joern University of Colorado Denver, joern.langhorst@ucdenver.edu
Keywords: Resilience, Values, Environmental justice, Participation, Landscape Scholarship
Despite wide-ranging statements positioning landscape architecture as “the” discipline to address the
pressing issues of climate change, sustainability, resilience, environmental justice, health and wellbeing
(e.g. “New Declaration”, LAF 2017), there has been little or no discussion of the fundamental and
incisive changes necessary within landscape architecture to enable it to fill its self-ascribed role. The few
attempts at criticism (e.g. Fleming 2019) have been largely dismissed by the academic and professional
mainstream, and there seems to be a pervasive attitude of clinging to norms and processes more
traditional than innovative and more aimed at maintaining the status quo than responding to
disturbance and disruption.
This paper, focusing on concepts, practices and methodologies central to resilience attempts,
investigates select examples from post-disaster recovery and urban renewal to
a) provide a substantive and methodological critique of the way norms and values are operationalized in
landscape architectural theory, practice, and scholarship;
b) interrogate landscape architecture’s inadvertent complicity in and lack of critical distance to the
actors and processes responsible for the very conditions landscape architecture aims to improve;
c) interrogate inherently unjust and inequitable assumptions and practices underlying traditional
practice and scholarship, and
d) lay out alternative foundations for landscape architectural scholarship and practice that emphasizes
meaningful, just and equitable change.
It identifies consensus, central to spatial design and planning practice and scholarship, as in itself
problematic, frequently camouflaging hegemonic agendas, serving as a means of control, and a way to
depoliticize planning and design processes. In re-imagining a more relevant, just, equitable and diverse
landscape architecture, consensus is a key issue to be addressed.
Looking at current sustainability and resilience discourses in New Orleans and other communities, the
paper proposes that to develop practices and research agendas which empower diverse communities to
imagine and enact new and alternative forms of future human-environment relationships we need to
shift from “the building of consensus” to the “monitoring of dissensus” (Kaika 2017:94). Instead of
building consensus, the monitoring and fostering of dissent and contention emphasize and rely on
“agonistic space” (spatializing Mouffe’s concept of “agonistic pluralism”), on conceptualizing landscape
as situated “assemblages” (Latour 2005) or as “thrown-together” (Massey 2005).
These could inform disruptive and activist scholarship, pedagogies and practices (e.g. DiSalvo’s (2012: 5)
“adversarial design”) to realize landscape architecture’s potential to act as a catalyst, a driving force, to
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increase and differentiate participation in the making and unmaking of landscape, and ultimately society
itself.
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Thinking Upstream and Preparing Change: An Applied-Philosophy Approach to
Remake Sociality and to Speculate
Champagne, Alexandre University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, champag2@illinois.edu
Keywords: Applied-Philosophy, Precarity, Phenomenology, Sensorium, Design Fiction
In cities today, the phenomenon of precarity –“life without the promise of stability” (Tsing, 2015)– is not
a “passing or episodic condition, but a new form of regulation” (Butler, 2015). While radical and
universal modernity exacerbates neo-capitalism (Giddens, 1990), precarity expands, taking dramatic and
complex forms as it challenges socio-economic paradigms globally (Pierret, 2013; Kraemer & Dörre,
2006). To face such symptoms of crises and start “commonly remaking the wealth of sociality” (Allison,
2013), it is urgent to think about pedagogical innovations in landscape architecture.
Historically, since the “Pleasure Ground” era of the nineteenth century (Cranz, 1982), problems have
been addressed by landscape architects using an applied-science approach. Dominant in education and
practice, this approach is no longer effective. Today, a viable model should be based on an appliedphilosophy approach generative of proactive strategies. Such model would unfold in five phases: 1)
acquisition of philosophical concepts, 2) enunciation of derivatives, 3) activation within urban landscape,
4) modification of sensorium and alteration of symbiotic milieu, and 5) elaboration of new socialities.
Through this model, precarity points towards the philosophical notions of selfhood and otherness and
the acquisition of three significant concepts: openness (Maldiney, 1973), recognition (Ricœur, 2004),
and emancipation (Rancière, 2008). It then leads to three derivatives –indetermination, pedagogical
space, and reorganization of common values– which, once activated in the urban context, can
reconfigure the environmental, social, historical, and cultural mediation of the senses and the shaping of
perception (Hamilakis, 2013). Individuals, signifying persons (Williams, 1999), then start to collectively
alter the symbiotic milieu in which they dwell (McHarg, 1968), to finally elaborate social wellbeing.
To illustrate this process, I proceed with thought experiments, a creative tool to re-framing the present
and imagining a city embedded with “idealects” (Vial, 2015), meaning concepts based on broader
philosophical ideals. Three scenarios are being developed. One focuses on abolishing the systemic
programming of space that reproduces disciplinary norms that maintain the social status quo. Another
deals with challenging the authoritarian regime of vertical knowledge and implementing within space
the apparatus for democratic knowledge. And finally, one is aimed at undoing the dehumanized power
of technology to counteract deeply rooted imposed views of the modern era that have hinged human
agency to mechanistic views.
To remake sociality and to speculate, academic design curricula should discuss the potential of an
applied-philosophy approach in which landscape architects reimagine urban design as a practice of
allocating human capabilities.
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Evolving Norms: Adapting Leadership to Disruptive Phenomena
Li, Ming-HanMichigan State University, minghan@msu.edu
Artunç, Sadık Mississippi State University, sa305@msstate.edu
Clements, Terry Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, tclement@vt.edu
Jones Allen, Diane University of Texas at Arlington, diane.allen@uta.edu
Keywords: COVID-19, pandemic, landscape architecture education, administration
The coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has disrupted the world and changed how people interact with
each other for the time being. The resulting social relationship gap may be temporary and could restore
once the pandemic is behind us. Yet, one can only speculate how the society would evolve in the future.
Although the impact from the pandemic is unprecedented and long lasting, the silver lining is that we
have observed, experienced, or performed what used to be difficult or impossible in landscape
architecture education and administration.
The purpose of this panel is to compile and share various adjustments, nimble and creative changes,
actions that were risky but proven successful, and lessons learned from four panelists who have been
leading a landscape architecture program, department, or school since March 2020. Specifically, the
panelists have been dealing with the sudden change of teaching modality, reduction of permanent
budgets, frequent leadership change at the university level, faculty and staff turnover, faculty and staff
burnout, student crises, etc. While they continue to adjust and lead their unit during the pandemic, they
have been attempting to turn the crisis into opportunities.
Subjects are arranged in three groups: 1) inward facing issues, 2) outward facing issues, and 3) lessons
learned and speculations of future landscape architecture education and administration. Inward facing
issues may include what essential priorities leaders should focus on for their units; how to handle
frequent policy change from the university; how to maintain a viable and cohesive teaching/learning
community; what support should leaders provide to studio instructors who are unfamiliar with online
teaching; what messages should leaders convey to their colleagues when social/political unrest occurs
and how; and how to conduct crucial conversation with those who are burning out.
Outward facing issues may cover what messages leaders should convey with their advisory boards; how
to recruit students when no in-person events can be held; how to convince potential employers to
participate virtual career fairs; how to recruit and evaluate candidates in virtual interviews; how to
convince students, parents, and state legislators that we still have students’ best interest in mind, and
how leaders continue to cultivate prospective donors.
The panelists will conclude by articulating lessons learned about what the lockdown experience resulting
from the pandemic has brought to landscape architecture educators and administrators, as well as
speculating the prospect of landscape architecture instruction, research, and scholarship in the
immediate and longer-term future.
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Are women underrepresented in landscape architecture education?
Steffens, Ashley University of Georgia, steffens@uga.edu
LeBleu, Charlene Auburn University, leblecm@auburn.edu
Özer, Ebru Florida International University, eozer@fiu.edu
Nassar, Hala Clemson University, hnassar@clemson.edu
Keywords: Women, Representation, Inclusion, Recognition, Leadership
Landscape architecture has a long-standing history of being a male-dominated field. Only one of the 11
original founding members of the American Society of Landscape Architects was a woman, Beatrix Jones
Farrand (ASLA, 2021). This panel investigates the disparities between men and women in The Council of
Educators in Landscape Architecture (CELA) in the areas of representation, inclusion, and recognition.
We pose the question: Are women underrepresented in landscape architecture education? To answer
this question, we established a research collaboration among four female faculty members who
previously served on the CELA Executive Board together, to facilitate conversations and information
data sharing. This research aimed to identify best practices of diversity, equity and inclusion, and assess
the degree to which these practices are incorporated in CELA. The panel surveyed CELA members in
addition to analyzing historical data on women's roles in CELA leadership and the number of women
CELA award winners, and Fellows. A thorough review of CELA officer rosters indicates that women held
leadership roles 38% of the time and served as CELA regional directors 41% of the time since 1989.
Females were only about 40% of the time as CELA presidents, 13% of the time as CELA treasurers, and
37% of the time as CELA secretaries.
The collection and analysis of survey results were in progress at the time of this abstract submission. The
panelists envision that the survey findings, primarily those originated from open-ended questions will
provide valuable insights in exploring issues related to women’s representation. In addition to collecting
participant profile data on gender, age, education, type of academic appointment, administrative role,
etc. the survey also included questions relating to participant perception of struggles and opportunities
affecting women’s unequal representation within CELA leadership and landscape architecture
education.
This panel is important to educators in landscape architecture because it focuses on the experience and
contributions of women as educators in landscape architecture and encourages discussion on the
recognition of women within landscape architecture education.
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Peer-Reviewed Publishing in Landscape Architecture: Three Editors’
Perspectives
Ozdil, Taner R. University of Texas at Arlington, tozdil@uta.edu
Nassauer, Joan University of Michigan, nassauer@umich.edu
LaGro, James University of Wisconsin-Madison, jalagro@wisc.edu
Keywords: Research methods; Research capacity; Evidence-based practice; Peer-reviewed journals;
Impact factor; tenure
The mission of The Council of Educators in Landscape Architecture is “to encourage, support and further
education in the field of landscape architecture specifically related to teaching, research, scholarship,
and public service.” The American Society of Landscape Architect’s mission is to “advance landscape
architecture through advocacy, communication, education, and fellowship” while the Landscape
Architecture Foundation’s mission is “to increase the capacity, influence, and impact of landscape
architects to create a more sustainable, just, and resilient future.”
Is our current research methods “toolbox” in landscape architecture limiting the discipline’s ability to
accomplish these ambitious goals? The aim of this panel is to review history, content and international
ranking of two peer-reviewed journals (Landscape Journal, Landscape and Urban Planning), and one
peer-reviewed online publication (Landscape Research Record), and to discuss the process and
implications of publishing research and scholarship on landscape planning, design, policy, and
management within the scope of the landscape architecture discipline. The panel intent is to bring
together students, scholars, and three editors of these publications to discuss questions including but
not limited to:
- Who are landscape architecture scholars aiming to reach when they publish in a journal and why?
- How can landscape architecture's scholarly journals more effectively support those aims?
- How can scholarly training and education in landscape architecture more effectively support those
aims?
- To accomplish these aims, what can landscape architecture learn from other disciplines?
The cultural and environmental context for land planning, design, and management is becoming ever
more complex. Allied discipline faces new challenges as well as emerging opportunities to advance
evidence-based practice. For example, experimentation, prototyping, evaluation, and refinement are
common in the fields of architecture and engineering. What is the potential of these methods to
advance evidence-based practice in landscape architecture?
This panel session will be 60 minutes with an approximate schedule as follows:
1.

Moderator’s welcoming remarks, panel introductions, and framing the issue (5 minutes)

2.

Presentations by each panelist (10 minutes each; 30 minutes total)
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3.

Audience questions and comments; panelist responses (20 minutes)

4.

Closing statements by the panelists (about 1-2 minutes each; 5 minutes total).
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Research in disruptive times: reflections on the new ‘new normal’
Bowring, Jacky Lincoln University, Jacky.Bowring@lincoln.ac.nz
Swaffield, Simon Lincoln University, sswaffield@gmail.com
Keywords: Research protocols, uncertainty, adaptive strategies
In 2011, knowledge production and consumption was declared the ‘new normal’ in landscape
architecture (Deming & Swaffield 2011). Yet even while the research terrain was being mapped, the
discipline’s emerging methodologies were themselves being disrupted by environmental, economic and
social upheavals. The magnitude and speed of change in the 21st century challenges how research can
respond while negotiating climate change’s accelerating effects, financial crises and trade wars, and
pandemics. Extreme events disrupt local communities and landscapes, while social media and
increasingly polarised political and social movements challenge knowledge institutions and public policy
formation.
What are the implications of such multi-scalar disruptions for research and scholarship? How can useful
and valid knowledge be created in rapidly changing circumstances? What is the emerging new ‘new
norm’? We reflect critically on the methodological implications for landscape architecture research
when contexts, values and priorities change faster than conventional research cycles, drawing upon 25
years of academic editing and peer review, analyses of the disciplines research methodologies, and our
direct experience of multiple disruptive events over the past decade in Canterbury, NZ, including
earthquakes, wildfires, a major terrorist attack, and covid-19.
Such disruption has multiple dimensions. Research settings become more dynamic and follow
unpredicted trajectories; new research questions emerge quickly and demand rapid responses; research
institutions become unstable, and traditional roles (e.g. publication gatekeepers) are questioned;
previously unheard voices demand greater equity and justice. These dynamics challenge current
landscape research protocols, many of which are still provisional, and require ways to quickly create,
evaluate and share knowledge during disruption while remaining are ethical, valid, and trustworthy?
Several potential pathways to a ‘nimble’ new normal are identified:•
Fitness for purpose - designing methodologies and validating new knowledge based upon
context and need rather than normative protocols.
•
Inclusive and grounded - drawing values from indigenous and local ecologies and cultures and
foregrounding a wide range of different voices to scope and prioritise action. Inclusive methodologies
include ‘Citizen science’ and action research.
•
Adaptive - learning from design practitioners’ flexibility and diagnostic techniques, using actionbased strategies, and framing inquiry through cases that reveal distinctive qualities while enabling
comparison.
•
Collaborative - parallel processes rather than sequential directed stages, cross disciplinary and
international networks, and collaborators who include non-traditional researchers.
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These four potential pathways offer perspectives on ‘rapid response’ research approaches, and this
paper includes examples of an emerging set of strategies in this dynamic setting.
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A Los Angeles River Adaptation Studio: Teaching Design as an Infinite Game
Billig, Noah University of Arkansas, nsbillig@uark.edu
Kjer, Tori LA Neighborhood Land Trust, tkjer@lanlt.org
Keywords: Adaptation, Los Angeles River, Emergence in Landscape Architecture
While there is much attention given to designing for adaptive and resilient systems, many landscape
architecture teaching studios still end in relatively static conclusions. Although end-state visions might
always be a part of design, this paper posits that true resiliency and adaptation must plan for various
changes and feedback loops. While this concept is not new, its application in academic design studios
can fall short. This paper evaluates, as a case study, a landscape architecture design studio focused on
designing and planning adaptive landscapes that are part of the Los Angeles River and its surrounding
neighborhoods. Students were charged with planning for change over time and designing multiple
scenarios that assume various forms and vagaries in management, care, environmental conditions, and
policies, while also connecting to community needs and desires. Their designs were not perspectival
snapshots, but rather guides that envision a field of possibilities—feedback loops that create
environmental and social resiliencies providing value over time. The studio and this paper build on Joan
Woodward’s work suggesting several shifts in landscape design practice for progressing toward
resilience landscapes that accommodate surprise (2008, 106). Students used her “Strategies for Shaping
Resilient Landscapes” to guide their projects, which include: establishing diverse structural conditions to
support processes; utilizing ambient processes to spread self-maintaining structure; optimizing
conditions when establishing new designs; and utilizing strategic communication to "tip" the
acceptability of resilient landscapes (2008, 102-103). Incorporating these practices in their designs
pushed students’ understanding of the capabilities and responsibilities inherent in landscape practice.
The studio provided many lessons, including the need for more understanding of how designs and
management scenarios might scale up to larger systems. The case study methods evaluating the studio
approach included external and internal reviews of students’ work, student surveys and written
reflections regarding the course, and instructors’ reflections of the work. Some reviewers felt the
paucity of final state perspectival moments in students’ work equated to diminished design rigor. While
some students pushed back on such a different scope of landscape architecture practice, other students
embraced the opportunity to look deeply into systems beyond fixed design solutions, such as providing
economic resiliency toolkits and best practices that could unfold and adapt over time based on a
particular neighborhood’s needs and desires. Overall, the studio provides a teaching example advancing
Woodward’s concepts and pushing toward her goal of seeing design as an infinite rather than finite
game (Carse 2011; Woodward 2008).
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Hybrid Realities | Hybrid Representation: Recording Western Rurality Through
Film
Fox, Kris University of Calgary, mk.fox1@ucalgary.ca
Keywords: Film; Hybrid graphics / representation; Site documentation; Regionalism; Alberta
This paper is meant to introduce a critical discourse on hybrid representation in (student) filmmaking as
part of the greater discourse of representation in landscape architecture. Hybrid graphics combine both
analogue and digital means and were (arguably) first mentioned as an analytical and revisualizing
technique in the essay Eidetic Operations and New Landscapes (Corner, 1999) and as a “how-to” in
Drawing the Landscape (Sullivan, 2004). While Corner’s examples have become somewhat dated given
the advancements in digital technologies and Sullivan does not delve into the “why”, later publications
such as Representing Landscape Architecture (Treib, 2008) and Representing Landscapes: Hybrid
(Amoroso, 2016) offered more refined definitions of hybrid graphics. Yet, in each of those books, the use
of film gets scant mention. Helphand even goes so far as to explicitly mention that little discussion on
the subject has taken place (Helphand, 2008). So, while there are publications on hybrid representation,
there is not a primary reference to navigate the medium of film through the lens of landscape
architectural representation. This becomes particularly critical when studio instructors choose to pursue
film as a deliverable.
In my case, it was the Regional Landscape Studio at the University of Calgary, where students used film
as part of their suite of deliverables while exploring the badlands of arid Southern Alberta. This region
allows for tremendous graphic exploration because of its unique and extremely distinguished
characteristics of steeply diving canyon walls, bluffs with multi-colored strata, and hoodoos creating an
almost other-worldly landscape. Students were first challenged to “break free from the ‘sameness’ in
visual communication” (Amoroso, 2016) or to leave the ubiquity of “Planet Photoshop” (Weller, 2015),
and were then offered the opportunity to critically assess their approach through utilizing hybrid
graphics and film.
This paper will illustrate the myriad ways these students utilized hybrid graphics in film with techniques
ranging from “stop-motion” to superimposed sequences that overlay drawings, models, and digital site
footage. In addition to discussing the technical aspects of hybrid films, the paper will discuss how the
films helped students better connect to project sites, express time, mood, and the act of exploration. It
also discusses the impacts on their design processes and representation expression, and how students
strategically used their film as part of an overall presentation that included technical and artistic
drawings and models to better express their work.
This film was submitted under the Communication and Visualization Track
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Hoʻomanawanui
Bussiere, Simon University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa, bussiere@hawaii.edu
Laylo Feducia, Pag-ibig Ara University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa & Nella Media Group, ara@nmgnetwork.com
Keywords: Resilience, Community, Landscape, Architecture, Film
Resilience is site-dependent. Its principles are local, not globally universal, and a landscape’s ability to
adapt to change and rebound to disturbance depends largely on the conditions, compositions and
connections between its geography and its humanity.
And no two landscapes are the same. No two identical memories or moʻolelo (stories) of that same
territory exist either. Each site, each story and each perspective is distinct and sacred, characterized by
unique material, cultural, economic, political or spiritual factors. Yet despite that individualistic
impression left behind many of the arguably more authentic landscapes within Hawaiʻi share a common
bond to a profound sense of place. That imprint of place-based identity is deeply rooted in a heritage
that is at once ancient and modern, storied and yet freshly poised for newness, or nowness.
And this presents a striking paradox – the contrasting elements of the ages against the needs to remake
and regenerate for the future. All are simultaneously on bright display in the productive loʻi (terraced
aqua/agriculture) valleys and stream corridors or each ahupuaʻa (land division or watershed).
Amidst a global pandemic, and likely in the post-pandemic context, the search for meaning and
belonging, the tracking and seeking of connections between our place and ourselves, like the search for
one’s own sense of authenticity in Hawaiʻi is threaded tightly to ecological resilience.
Hoʻomanawanui offers but a small glimpse into the contemporary story of Hawaii’s extraordinarily
adaptable and resilient ʻĀina (land, landscape), through contrasting natural textures and atmospheres,
and with a prospective vision and voice shared by Kupuna (elder, grandparent, ancestor) and keiki (child,
little one) alike.
Hoʻomanawanui was developed for and featured in the Italian Pavilion: "Resilient Communities", at the
2021 Venice Biennale.
This film was submitted under the People-EnvironmentTrack
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Route Based Study on the Significance Viewpoint Samplings: Finding a
Threshold Between Sampling Rate and Model Accuracy in Urban Environments
Lee, Doo Hong Utah State University, doohong.lee@usu.edu
Openshaw, Garet Utah State University, garet.openshaw@usu.edu
Chamberlain, Brent Utah State University, brent.chamberlain@usu.edu
Keywords: Landscape Planning, Viewshed Analysis, Visual Magnitude, GIS, Spatial Analysis, Perception
The role of spatial analysis to understand changing landscape has become more critical due to
unprecedented population growth and rapid urbanization (Zhou & Wang, 2011). Spatial analysis can
help quantify the relationship between urbanization and access to greenspace, the latter which is known
to provide restorative effects from stress (Brown, Barton & Gladwell, 2013; Nutsford, Pearson, Kingham
& Reitsma, 2016). Access to greenspace can include physical access to parks and open space but can be
extended more broadly to visual access. Viewshed analysis as a spatially explicit tool to measure if
natural elements can be seen, though this analysis only provides a binary result (e.g. visible areas or
not). Alternatively, visual magnitude can provide a quantified, scalar amount of visibility, which can help
planners and designers understand the landscape at the human's perceivable and visible range
(Chamberlain & Meitner, 2013). However, visual magnitude has not been tested urban contexts. In this
study, we ask: What is the optimal number of viewpoints that can reduce analysis time and increase
accuracy so that visual magnitude analysis can be used in urban environments? The purpose of this
research project is to identify if a route-based analysis can objectively and accurately measurement
visibility of green space within an urban area.
We systematically identify the optimal tradeoff between the number of viewpoints and accuracy by
testing different sampling intervals of viewpoints sets (Openshaw & Chamberlain, 2021). We use
different interval distances of viewpoints along roadways to simulate a route-based experience (e.g.
walk, drive, bicycling). The analysis is conducted on segments of a high-rise downtown, urban and
suburban areas. We control for the total route length, extent of visibility and viewpoint interval. We
then run a correlation analysis to compare internal reliability between the different sampling intervals.
We expect to see that reduced viewpoints lead to a reduction of model accuracy, though in ratio that
favors increased model accuracy over lower viewpoint sampling rate (Openshaw and Chamberlain,
2021). Further, we test the distribution of residual errors to the target objects between different interval
sets to identify over all error between viewpoint sampling intervals. We will find an optimal tradeoff
point as we reduce the number of viewpoints within the various urban environment. This study is
expected to reduce analysis time and provide a systematic approach to measuring the extent of visible
green space and amenities from within the urban areas of circulation.
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Parametric[ism] – Exploring Parametric Design to Inform Educational
Opportunities for Landscape Architecture
Ashari, Afshin University of Guelph, aashari@uoguelph.ca
Amoroso, Nadia University of Guelph, nadia.amoroso@uoguelph.ca
Keywords: Parametric Design, Computational design, Digital Landscape Architecture
It is believed, “if a real threat exists for landscape architecture in the coming decade, it is that of being
flattened and packed in to a zoned-out 2D abstraction based on scientific methods belonging to another
age” (Cantrell, 2018). Depending on the designer, many traditional design techniques utilized in
landscape architecture today provide singular, or possibly few outcomes, to a design challenge; typically
limited alternatives in design and analyses may be generated. Landscape architectural education has
depended on a traditional approach since its inception. This study explores current utilization and
benefits of parametric design tools appropriate to landscape architectural practice through case studies,
comparative analyses, and key informant interviews, to help identify what may be important within
landscape architecture education.
With origins in architecture, and now influencing most design disciplines, including landscape
architecture, parametric design can utilize various applications such as generative algorithms to provide
complex geometries, data-driven analyses, form modeling and analyses, algorithmic-based
compositions, and optimization to address the concern for design homogenization. Currently, there is
no consensus on the complexity of learning and applying parametric design in landscape architectural
education. Of interest to landscape architecture education would be, not limited to, data-driven
environmental analyses, landform and terrain modeling, and algorithm-based composition related to
design. Parametric[ism] is an avant-garde computational design movement that has been growing and
maturing and its appeal to landscape architecture and curricula is timely.
With intent to explore project cases, projects were sought that utilized parametric applications and
processes, demonstrated parametric design and analyses, that were prepared and completed by
landscape architects, and that are well-known and award-winning in the profession. Three cases were
selected to be studied including Xi’an Flowing Gardens by Groundlab (2011), South Park by Fletcher
Studio (2017), and Little Island (Pier 55) by Heatherwick Studio and Mathews Nielsen LA (2021). Key
informants, were sought and were provided with a questionnaire centered on the rationale and purpose
of the utilization of “parametric design tools” over traditional techniques, requisite skill-sets, and staff
preparedness and training.
Based on the comparative analysis and questionnaire findings, the outcome of this study offers guidance
on how landscape architecture programs may better prepare future landscape architects with
parametric design as a tool. Additionally, this study helps identifying the gaps between academia and
practice and the possible integration of parametric design curricular activities to landscape architecture
programs.
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The COLORADO BRIGHTFIELDS Project: A Land Use Initiative at the Intersection
of Renewable Energy and Contaminated Sites
Carman, Scott Colorado State University, scott.carman@colostate.edu
Keywords: land use, renewable energy, solar, wind, GIS, brightfields, brownfields, contaminated sites,
Colorado, geodatabase, web mapping application
Like many other states, Colorado has set ambitious goals related to renewable energy generation in
recent years, including the conversion of the state’s electrical grid to 100% clean, renewable energy by
the year 2040 (Colorado Energy Office, 2018). This transition presents serious land use challenges,
however, since land-based renewable energy sources such as wind and solar require up to 370 times
more land area to generate the same energy as carbon-releasing sources like coal and natural gas
(Merrill, 2021). We’ve seen this issue playing out already, with most renewable energy development in
Colorado to date focused on large projects sited on open, primarily agricultural land. As this land
becomes more scarce and the inherent conflicts of this development pattern become more complex
(Rule, 2014), energy developers will need to shift to a new paradigm with the development of smaller
projects sited in closer proximity to electricity demand and minimal, if any, requirements for
transmission upgrades.
This niche can perhaps best be filled using a model developed by the US Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) in 2012 known as the Brightfields Initiative, which encourages the development of
renewable energy on contaminated sites, such as brownfields (Environmental Protection Agency, 2012).
These compromised properties often possess attributes that make them attractive for renewable energy
development, including proximity to population centers and utility infrastructure, the potential to make
productive use of property that may otherwise remain abandoned, and physical configurations that are
conducive to the requirements of wind and solar energy (Marcacci, 2017).
Our team of faculty and graduate students worked in collaboration with the EPA, the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), the Colorado Governor’s Office, and energy industry consultants
to establish the ‘COLORADO BRIGHTFIELDS’ project, with the goal of helping energy developers and
communities across Colorado capitalize on the benefits offered by brightfields (Brodie, Carman, &
Puckett, 2021). Supported by a grant from the Colorado Evaluation and Action Lab, the team utilized
geospatial information systems (GIS) technology and geospatial analysis to build a geodatabase and web
mapping application that enables renewable energy developers, communities, landscape architects, and
other stakeholders to identify, visualize and assess brightfield sites in Colorado, streamlining the process
of reaching statewide renewable energy development goals. This presentation will tell the story of this
innovative project, describe the processes used to build the COLORADO BRIGHTFIELDS site inventory,
demonstrate the web mapping application, and discuss the project’s current uses and future potential.
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Visualizing the centrality of public spaces in urban social network: a data-driven
case study in Laredo, Texas
Yang, Haoyue Texas A&M University, momoyizan@tamu.edu
Song, Yang Texas A&M University, yangsong@exchange.tamu.edu
Lee, Chanam Texas A&M University, chanam@tamu.edu
Keywords: Social Cohesion, Social Network Analysis, Spatial Analysis, Public Space, Big data
The social environment plays an essential role in placemaking, health, and quality of life. Public spaces,
where most social engagements occur, serve as important venues for vibrant social environments.
Previous studies have examined individual public spaces for their associations with social cohesion
(Jennings & Bamkole, 2019; Peters, Elands, & Buijs, 2010). There is a knowledge gap about the combined
and differential impacts of diverse types of public spaces on social outcomes. Further, such social
outcomes are highly dependent on the specific socio-cultural contexts of the community.
Using Laredo, Texas, a primarily Hispanic community along the US-Mexico border, as the study
community, we employ a social network-based approach to address two research questions: 1) which
public destinations (Points of Interest, POIs) play more significant roles in connecting different people
group, and 2) people with which social-economic characteristics have greater opportunities to
encounter others at public destinations. These answers can be translated into strategies to improve land
use planning to enhance social connections and mitigate urban segregation.
We performed a geospatial analysis of existing big data (SafeGraph) to visualize the role of diverse public
destinations (POIs) in attracting populations from different block groups in Laredo, Texas. SafeGraph
provides trip information of mobile phone users based on census block groups. We categorized POIs
that allow for public use/access into parks and green spaces, religious organizations, historical sites,
cultural institutions, clothing shops, grocery stores, and eating places. We then constructed a social
network data structure in which POIs and block groups are considered as network nodes and POI
visitations as network links. Centrality measures were calculated to identify the most central, socially
connected, POIs and block groups of the city. Geo-weighted regression was used to highlight the
relationships between the block group level social-economic factors and social centrality.
This study visualized the likelihood of different census block groups meeting and connecting at different
POIs. We identified highly connected locations in parks and greenspaces, and grocery stores. Our results
may challenge the current understanding of planning practice regarding accessibility and segregation.
Typical spatial methods based on buffers and coverages may not be appropriate for investigating social
benefits. While this study is limited to the geospatial aspect of social connection, it offers an approach to
consider land use planning from well-covered to well-connected public places. Such an approach can
become increasingly important with the growing concerns of social isolation and mental health
problems among urban residents.
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Isochrones as an Expression of the Cultural and Physical Landscape:
Comparisons from Health Landscape Analyses
Tulloch, David School of Environmental and Biological Sciences, Rutgers University,
tulloch@crssa.rutgers.edu
Keywords: isochrones, geohealth, drive-time analysis, walk-time analysis

Since many community residents often convert linear distances to drive-time or walk-time as a common
semantic tool for communicating distances (e.g., “that place is 20 minutes away”), the representation
take on added value. Substantial improvements in computing time coupled with vast global data
describing street networks and movement have created dramatic improvements in the ability to rapidly
produce sophisticated representations of these areas (isochrones) within a specified temporal limit.
While derived as a literal estimation of distances, the resulting drive-time polygons are representations
of their physical and cultural landscapes. Drive-time polygons are shaped by impassable terrain and
political investments in infrastructure and can be more meaningful than arbitrary administrative
boundaries or natural boundaries like watersheds. As such, these polygons, and basic data about them,
can serve to inform about more than basic appearances.
One application area for travel-time estimates is in describing the landscape’s impact on human health,
as demonstrated with similar approaches at a neighborhood level (Bissonnette et al. 2012) and across
an entire country (Hanna et al, 2020). Using examples from a project estimating access to the healthcare
in Colombia, this paper presents ways that these isochomes (drive-time polygons) represent and
communicate multiple dimensions of the landscape that could inform and shape geodesign.
While isochrone mapping has been a potential tool for decades (e.g. Dijkstra 1957; Niemann and
Niemann 1996) recent innovations make their generation much easier. Concomitant with increased ease
of generation of drive-time polygons is the creative exploration of new avenues for leveraging the
polygons as tools.
These isochrones can simply circumscribe an area as a simple boundary or they can convey additional
information. The seemingly innocuous GIS-generated shapes are, in fact, multidimensional images of the
natural landscape, the cultural landscape, the built landscape, and temporal landscapes with the
potential to become an important foundation for design and decisions. The natural landscape is filled
with impedance to travel -- steep terrain, impenetrable wetlands, uncrossable stretches of river. The
built landscape combines sophisticated highways, engineered to promote rapid travel across vast
distances, with small streets, organized for non-automotive or multi-modal transportation. Similarly, the
cultural landscape has imbued the landscape with social values that shape the road networks, preserve
less efficient patterns, and determine behaviors of people who impact travel.
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Planning for Preservation: A Conceptual Model for Protecting Tiger Habitat and
Indigenous People
Summerlin, Peter Mississippi State University, ps111@msstate.edu
Gallo, Cory Mississippi State University, cgallo@lalc.msstate.edu
Yu, Yongxin , yy281@msstate.edu
Keywords: Geographic Information Systems, Suitability Mapping, Human-Wildlife Conflict, Bengal Tiger,
Chenchu People
Human-wildlife conflicts exist throughout the developed world and are largely a product of modern
civilization. These conflicts are most acute when they threaten keystone species on which entire
ecosystems depend. Moreover, they become difficult to define when the human settlements that are
identified as being in conflict are indigenous people that are part of the overall ecosystem and have
evolved alongside the keystone species. Indigenous peoples are more likely to see their culture as a part
of nature rather than apart from it (Colchester, 1994). This perspective holds true for the Chenchu
People of the Nallamala Forest Preserve in Central India and their relationship to the Bengal Tiger. Even
though the Chenchu have coexisted alongside the Bengal Tiger for millennia, their way of life is being
threatened. Current Indian government initiatives see any human interaction as a negative impact to
protecting endangered tiger species (National Tiger Conservation Authority, 2019). Within the Nallamala
Forest Preserve these policies create a conflict where protection of the Bengal Tiger may result in losing
the cultural heritage of the Chenchu people, whose ancestral lands most often overlap with pristine
tiger habitat.
This study presents a regional framework using a McHargian overlay method in Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) that prioritizes Bengal Tiger habitat while still providing Chenchu settlements in the
Nallamala Forest Preserve. While the creation of remote sensing, GIS and advanced modeling tools
have been successfully implemented to identify and protect wildlife (Ekwal Imama et al, 2009), these
models typically focus on a specific species or ecosystem and view human development as another
modeling criteria like topography or vegetative cover. Similarly, this study explores an approach to
which uses the keystone species to form the basic map for nature conservation. However, the study
additionally analyzes Chenchu settlement locations and characteristics as a subsequent overlay in an
effort to weave the settlement zones around prime Bengal Tiger habitat to abate the perceived humanwildlife conflict in the preserve. This is achieved through a spatially explicit methodology for
systematically thinking about conservation landscapes in terms of biological requirements for keystone
species while preserving human habitation requirements for indigenous people.
This presentation documents the regional framework applied in the planning of Bengal Tiger and
Chenchu settlements in the Nallamala Forest Preserve, allowing it to serve as a model for addressing
and potentially reconciling spatial conflicts (whether real or perceived conflicts) between species.
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Mobility studies in the era of big data: Toward the future of environmentbehavior research in landscape architecture and beyond
Song, Yang Texas A&M University, yangsong@tamu.edu
Lee, Chanam Texas A&M University, chanam@tamu.edu
Lee, Sungmin Texas A&M University, sungminlee@tamu.edu
Fernandez, Jessica University of Georgia, jessica.fernandez@uga.edu
Towne, Samuel University of Central Florida, samuel.towne@ucf.edu
Keywords: big data, mobility, public health, environment-behavior research
Introduction:
Big data could play a significant role across industries and disciplines in solving complex urban problems
and understanding dynamic environment-behavior relationships [1]. With the increasing availability and
use of big data and advanced technologies, urban informatics have become popular as a means to tackle
important urban issues that are otherwise too complex or difficult to address. Landscape Architecture
(LA) is a discipline that deals with a wide range of public issues including sustainability, health, and social
problems for which big data can be helpful. Despite the recent surge of big data research especially
during the COVID-19 pandemic, its use in LA has been limited [2,3].
Objectives:
This panel brings LA and public health researchers who have used big data to address various topics
around environment-behavior relationships, to discuss: (1) what big data is and what types of big data
are available; (2) how big data (SafeGraph as an example) can be used in LA research within the larger
interdisciplinary context; and (3) what challenges and opportunities exist in addressing LA research
questions using big data.
Structure:
The panel will begin with an introduction of the emerging big data sources available for LA research
including SafeGraph, Google Street View, Instagram, Tripadvisor, etc. Next, each member will present
examples of their current big data studies utilizing SafeGraph (a national dataset on mobility) to address:
(1) longitudinal studies on how amenities, and socioeconomic and climate factors affect changes in park
visitations; (2) space-time investigation of varying travel distances to different destinations; (3) the
relationship between Bus Rapid Transit implementation and mobility changes; (4) identifying
popularities of non-work-related places for small rural towns in US; and (5) effects of the COVID19
pandemic on mobility. The panel will then discuss new methodologies empowered by large datasets,
such as space-time analysis and panel data analysis. It will conclude with a short discussion to explore
how to pave a path to future success in integrating big data in LA research.
Learning Outcomes:
Attendees joining this panel session will be able to gain and share insights related to the three objectives
outlined above. In particular, they will be able to understand a wide range of big data applications in LA
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research and learn about how longitudinal and place-based studies are conducted using big data.
Attendees will also be able to see and discuss emerging opportunities to engage in data-backed LA
research with short and long-term goals.
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Geodesign as Consensus-Based Multi-Scalar Adaptive Pathways Planning for
Flooding Scenarios
Rising, Hope Hui Texas A&M University, hope.rising@tamu.edu
Olorode, Abimbola Texas A&M University, btexas_15@tamu.edu
Segovia, Walter Texas A&M University, segovia_w8173@tamu.edu
Newman, Galen Texas A&M University, gnewman@arch.tamu.edu
Welsh, Alexandra Texas A&M University, awelsh@tamu.edu
Pleasant, Reiss Texas A&M University, reiss-ann_pleasant@tamu.edu
Special Topics: GND Superstudio
Keywords: Geodesign, Adaptive Pathways Planning, Flood Resilience, Infrastructure Planning, MultiScalar
Geodesign is an iterative non-linear process for cycling through representation, evaluation, change,
impact, and decision models. The process has been largely used to forge consensus across disciplinary,
rather than geographic boundaries. Multi-scalar integration of blue, green, and human infrastructure
systems is necessary for adapting communities to large-scale extreme flooding scenarios timely and
effectively. This project tests the feasibility of converging geographic perspectives from smaller-scale
units of analysis, such as networks of water resources regions into a higher-order consensus at the
continental level through the use of geodesign in adaptive pathways planning for flash flooding from
dam breaks, tidal surges from polar reversal, and rapid sea level rise due to extreme solar events.
During the representation phase, geodesign game participants were organized based on their disciplines
and geographical familiarity with a particular network of water resources regions. Each geodesign team
helped inventory priority intervention types and sites for blue, green, and human infrastructure
components within its respective network of water resources regions. During the evaluation phase, the
participants were reorganized into continental teams with an equal number of representatives from
each of the four network teams to integrate the regional inventories of priority intervention sites and
types into continental frameworks to be evaluated by two independent raters. Three of four continental
frameworks were rated to be suitable for convergence into a consensus-based framework with
sufficient interrater reliability. During the change phase, the participants returned to the original
network teams to realign their previous network-level frameworks with the consensus-based
continental framework and to identify priority focus areas for site-specific interventions within each
network. The impacts of the intervention types for the priority focus areas were assessed through
performance-based post-game surveys to help select the final focus area and intervention types for the
decision phase.
As the unsuitable continental framework was generated by a team with missing representatives for
specific networks of water resources regions, maximizing diversity of perspectives within each team was
essential to facilitating multi-scalar consensus-based decision-making using the six phases of geodesign
in three three-hour-long online workshops. Without the diverse geographic representations in the other
three teams, the convergence of continental framework alternatives into a consensus-based continental
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framework would have required more workshops to be conducted. The teaming strategies and
geodesign process can be applied to adaptive pathways planning for flooding scenarios to facilitate
effective and timely updates to infrastructure framework plans based on ongoing risk-monitoring of
disruptive extreme events.
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Mapping Traces of Human Migration at the Mexico/US Border
Quinteros, Cami University of Massachusetts, Amherst, cquinteros@umass.edu
Clouse, Carey University of Massachusetts, Amherst, clouse@umass.edu
Riahi, Pari University of Massachusetts, Amherst, priahi@umass.edu
Keywords: Southern Border, Artificial Intelligence, Mapping, Mexico/US Border, Machine Learning
The US/Latin America relationship is enveloped the disruption and destabilization of autonomous
countries as the result of interventionist foreign policies (Galeano,1997). This has resulted in financially
backed dictatorships during the 70s as well as abusive trade agreements during the 90s(Gies, 2021).
These events, in combination with severe environmental conditions and an abusive migratory system,
have resulted in the current, but foreseeable, migratory crisis (Munshi, 2021).
The borderland territory bisects urban centers, infinite deserts, and family members. As a line, it lives 20
feet within the United States, avoiding diplomacy. As an artifact, it expands and contracts, gaining
thickness in urbanized regions, and disappearing in the most arid areas of the desert (Rael, 2017). As a
piece of propaganda, it plagues news channels where the narration of its condition is dependent on
political affiliations. As a myth, the wall stands as a Goliath that must be defeated as a rite of passage.
The borderland as a territory isn’t fixed, it starts at the Mexico/US border, but its presence expands both
North and South. It lives in people’s imagination prior to crossing, and it becomes marked in their spirit
and soul once the crossing is finally done (Munshi, 2021).
In such a complex context, mapping is a tool for unveiling and exposing the multiple permutations of the
borderland territory and is a method of abstraction that can capture the experiential and relate
elements in space that are at times visible and invisible (Corner, 1999). Focusing on migration by foot
through the Mexican territory, a method of map making is the use of Artificial Intelligence to capture the
experience of travel. Two algorithms are used, one in which access to Open Street Maps data is used to
plot travel distances and understand the multiple paths of travel a migrant might take, and a second in
which data scraping from Google Street View API according to latitude and longitude are placed within a
large dataset and then fed into a StyleGAN network that merges, multiplies, extrapolates, and interprets
landscapes. While the first algorithm provides recognizable foot travel in plan view, the second leaves an
impression of the imaginary and experiential, delving into the phenomenon of migration and travel. This
work seeks to memorialize the path of migrants, moving away from the victim-oriented method of
remembering that has been dominant throughout Latin America and centering memory for the
processes of truth, justice, and social healing.
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Mauerpark Berlin – Dissolving Form in an Urban Park
Sleegers, Frank LARP, sleegers@larp.umass.edu
Keywords: Design Theory, Park Design, Form in Landscape Architecture, Spatial Perception, Aesthetics
Abstract: The Mauerpark Berlin is a recently completed, contemporary park in Berlin(GER). The park was
designed by German landscape architect Gustav Lange on the void of the former Death Strip of the
Berlin Wall. Spatially, Lange preserved the openness of the urban void in his concept and concentrated
his design work to building interventions that base on basic geometric shapes. This creates a balance of
legible design elements and a randomness within the interstitial spaces from small to large scale.
This paper investigates the language of form as space-building-spatial design elements as they
accommodate and stimulate flexible programming and use for a diverse contemporary urban park. It
provides a design analysis at various scales including revisiting historic and current design plans, and
interviews with the designer and stakeholders of the park. Prevailing geometrical forms of design
interventions are categorized including the palette of materials. In a second step it is described where
formal elements define focal points in the park and what portions of the park are kept free.
Findings reveal that the design language – mainly application of a formal design vocabulary that focuses
on principal geometric compositions and shapes- is balanced with a variety of variations and exceptions
within these legible interventions. This phenomenon is increasing gradually from the larger scales to the
smaller design scales. From a more close-up perspective geometries and lines are broken up to reveal
gaps and thus increase diversity and intricacy in the design.
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Xenia Miller and the Making of a Modernist Icon
Eischeid, Mark R. University of Oregon, marke@uoregon.edu
Keywords: Xenia Miller, Miller Garden, Dan Kiley, modernism, garden
Widely regarded as an exemplar of modernist landscape architecture, the Miller Garden (Columbus,
Indiana; Dan Kiley, landscape architect) has been the subject of extensive scholarship since the 1980s.
Like every garden, the Miller Garden has evolved over time, requiring the collaboration of the
commissioning client (J. Irwin and Xenia Miller), the designer (Dan Kiley), various contractors, and the
gardeners tasked with maintaining the garden. Only recently have publications begun to address the
roles of those outside of the designer/designed binary (which tends to simplify the execution of any
design): for example, see Connie Ziegler’s biography of Xenia Miller, which focused on her preservation
efforts in Columbus and her design contributions to the Miller House (Xenia Simons Miller: Prairie
Modernist, Indianapolis: Commercial Artisan, 2018), and the author’s interview with the current site
manager, Ben Wever (“Every Branch and Blade”, Landscape Architecture Magazine, July 2019). Building
upon Ziegler’s book, and based on correspondence and photographs in archives for the Miller Garden
(Indianapolis Museum of Art) and the Miller family (Indiana Historical Society), this presentation will
focus on Xenia Miller’s role in the design and maintenance of the Miller Garden.
The archives demonstrate Xenia’s growing interest in 20th century design and art, her central role in
decisions regarding the garden, and her appreciation of the garden. While not originally trained in
design or art, archival material suggests that Xenia was introduced to 20th century design and art during
her courtship and early years of her marriage with J. Irwin, and developed her knowledge through close
collaboration with Alexander Girard, the interior designer for the Miller House. Although there were a
few designs for the woodland—located at the eastern end of the property along the Flatrock River—by
Kiley’s office, it was Xenia’s ideas for this area that were implemented. Of all the family photographs,
Xenia is the only person photographed in the woodland, reinforcing her appreciation of the woodland
she designed. Photographs of her with Henry Moore suggest that she was also instrumental in the
introduction of art into the garden, while extensive correspondence with Kiley’s office (along with
corroborating interviews with Ben Wever) documents that she was central to decisions regarding the
maintenance of the garden.
This presentation will offer a more nuanced history of one of the 20th century’s most iconic gardens,
foregrounding the pivotal role of a heretofore underexamined figure in its design, maintenance, and
appreciation.
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Tourist Images: A Tool for Understanding Tourist Behavior
Bordelon, Louise University of Colorado Denver, louise.bordelon@ucdenver.edu
Keywords: Postcards, Instagram, Tourist Photographs, Cultural Landscapes
This research examines traveling landscape-objects in tourist environments and their use in
understanding tourist behavior. Traveling landscape-objects include any form of tourist paraphernalia or
representation of cultural landscapes. For these purposes, I studied different forms of tourist
representation of the Natchez Trace Parkway, an entity of the National Park Service. Research areas
include the content, location, and changing medium of traveling landscape-objects, while also
addressing their meaning, frequency, quality, role and the future of tourist representations.
Methods include detailed cataloguing and analysis of over one thousand images of various shapes and
forms ⎯ ranging from early illustrations of the Natchez Trace Parkway to historic photographs, postcards
and finally digital images found on flickr.com and Instagram.
Results suggest that we can identify prominent cultural landscape icons by acknowledging where
tourists collected the most representations or traveling landscape-objects. In addition, the form or
medium of traveling landscape-objects affects their meaning, frequency, and quality in that tourists
value the tactile quality of representations. Lastly, the intrinsic value of representations (even in nonrepresentational arenas) is confirmed, and their future secured.
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Genealogy of Cultural Landscape Definitions: A Comparative Review of Scholarly
and Institutional Definitions
Alrayyan, Kawthar VIRGINIA TECH, kawthar85@vt.edu
Clements, Terry VIRGINIA TECH, tclement@vt.edu
Keywords: Genealogy, Cultural Landscape, Terminology, Definitions
Cultural landscape studies have developed rapidly in the United States since the 1920s, and the term has
been defined and interpreted broadly. While the breadth of the literature of cultural landscape evolved,
especially during the 1950s, and continues to be studied in multidisciplinary areas, comprehensive
definition to frame cultural landscape as a term, framework, or application remains challenging. An
academic genealogy review of the term “cultural landscape” from institutional and scholarly
perspectives highlights the differences and similarities of how the term has been defined.
A chronological literature review methodology was used to analyze the term’s evolution within different
disciplines. The review traces and compares definitions from compilations of cultural landscape studies
and leading US governmental and international non-governmental organizations’ documents that have
guided cultural landscape management, such as National Park Service and UNESCO, from 1920-2020.
Addressing the variation across time is fundamental to a comprehensive understanding of what “cultural
landscape” means today.
Similarities in the definitions used by scholars and institutions between 1950-1970 gave way to a
continual redefinition and appropriation of the term to suit the academic work within and across
different disciplines ever since. While this paper highlights the breadth and depth of the existing body of
knowledge through an accessible history of the scholarly and institutional definitions that made cultural
landscape a significant term, it also connects theoretical perspectives to practical applications in order
to open a conversation about the term’s scholarly and practical use, application, and perception for the
new scholars of cultural landscape.
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SheepScapes - Integrating Sheep into Campus Landscapes
Kiers, Haven University of California, Davis, ahkiers@ucdavis.edu
Special Topics: GND Superstudio
Keywords: Olmsted, Sheep, Community Engagement, Health, Maintenance
When Frederick Law Olmsted designed Central Park’s Sheep Meadow, he envisioned it as a refuge from
the stresses of urban living, where grazing sheep were celebrated as “useful, pastoral features that
contributed to the aesthetic and the well-being of New Yorkers.” Combining picturesque aesthetics with
inexpensive, practical management, the sheep provided multiple benefits: they created a sense of
identity for Central Park, educated and engaged visitors, soothed stressed city dwellers, reduced
maintenance labor costs, produced wool to sell, and improved the ecology of the site.
Faced with ongoing health and environmental crises, we can learn from this Olmstedian model of multifunctionality and redefine our urban landscapes as spaces that not only improve human health and
support ecological sustainability, but also contribute to the beauty and identity of a site, encourage
community engagement, and provide opportunities to pilot innovative management operations. The
Sheepscapes project, which utilizes campus sheep to maintain college landscapes, brings Olmsted’s
pastoral vision back into the spotlight, while addressing the question: how can science, design, and
practice converge to inform the creation of accessible, multi-functional greenspaces that maximize
cultural and environmental values?
Sheepscapes is made up of two primary components, a pilot “Sheepmowers” case study project
currently taking place at the University of California, Davis to explore the ecological and cultural benefits
of integrating sheep into the university’s maintenance regimes, and a “Sheepscapes Catalogue”
produced by undergraduate student researchers in the UC Davis Landscape Architecture Program. The
catalog graphically illustrates the multiple ways sheep can be integrated into college campuses,
demonstrates the ecologic, social, and economic benefits they provide, and proposes a grazing
implementation plan that can be easily adopted by colleges and universities worldwide.
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Keeping Skies Dark: The Establishment of the International Dark-Sky Association
Kurnos, Juli Ball State University, jnkurnos@bsu.edu
Eshrati, Dorna Ball State University, deshrati@bsu.edu
Keywords: Dark Sky, Flagstaff, Light Pollution, Movement.
As a result of artificial lighting, nearly two-thirds of the world’s population does not have access to a
view of the Milky Way. Light pollution is a growing problem, outpacing population growth by nearly 4%
and continually growing. In response to this inaccess to clear night skies, the Dark-Sky Movement was
created in the 1950s in Flagstaff, Arizona by hobbyist and professional astronomers who found
themselves having to drive further from developed areas in order to find clear night skies less effected
by skyglow. Largely a grassroots effort, the Dark-Sky Movement expanded beyond Flagstaff to the entire
state of Arizona, before eventually transitioning into an international movement. Since its formation,
the movement has expanded to include environmental health, human health, energy use, and even
community aesthetics. The more tangible effects of light pollution on various insect populations, bird
migration patterns, and/or human are the underlying reasons why humans – and environmental
designers in particular – should be paying particular attention to this issue.
While there is no central organization for the Dark-Sky Movement, the International Dark-Sky
Association (IDA) has become a leader in dark sky research and policy advocation, locally and
internationally. Although the main goal of the IDA is to raise global awareness of the value of a dark starfilled night sky and to protect the night sky from the effects of light pollution, the organization also
contributes in other ways including supporting local businesses, providing resources to stakeholders,
supporting local dark sky promotions or events, and guiding policymaking efforts. These contributions
have helped environmental designers to understand the impacts of light pollution and how to design
lighting to have minimal impact on the night sky.
This study aims to outline the evolution of the Dark-Sky Movement, with an emphasis on the
movement’s beginnings in Flagstaff, Arizona. Understanding the beginnings of the Dark-Sky Movement
will answer the primary research question: how and why did the Dark Sky Movement emerge and how
has the movement evolved into the present-day efforts to protect the environment from light pollution?
To answer this main question, a case study exploration of Flagstaff, Arizona, the first town to adopt a
lighting ordinance, will be performed. To further understand how dark skies are being protected
internationally, this study will review the efforts of the IDA and what environmental designers could
learn from IDA efforts to work toward the protection of night skies.
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The value of nostalgia for creative regional designs.
Hopman, David The University of Texas at Arlington, dhopman@uta.edu
Keywords: nostalgia, psychological resilience, regionalism, design aesthetics, design theory
Recent environmental psychology research reveals the benefits of nostalgia as an adaptive psychological
mechanism to mitigate stress, including the stress of ever-accelerating changes in the built environment.
It turns out that surprisingly, and somewhat counterintuitively, nostalgia may support the public
acceptance of creative contemporary regional designs. This presentation discusses the complicated
relationships and value of nostalgia to creative regional design and to critical regionalism.
Critical regionalism began as a critique of modernism that seeks to avoid a post modernism of
academicism, eclecticism, and kitsch in the design process. Nostalgia is often conflated with kitsch by
writers about regionalism and thereby dismissed as a design tool that merits serious attention. This
presentation will present psychological studies that demonstrate how nostalgia triggers lead to positive
psychological outcomes, examples of creative regional projects where nostalgic elements have been
successfully used, and frame the value of nostalgia in a critical regionalism design ideology. The research
turns an aversion to nostalgia on its head and demonstrates that nostalgia is not always the pathology
commonly ascribed to it. Rather, it is a coping mechanism by populations of all ages that “enhances
psychological health and well-being, and . . . promotes adaptive psychological functioning among
individuals at risk for poor mental health.”
The value of creating social spaces in a culturally relevant and accessible way that can trigger nostalgia
enhances well-being in at least two ways. First, it creates experiences that are intrinsically linked to
feelings of connection and wellbeing. Second, these experiences provide a repository of memories that
people can use “to meet belongingness needs, reassuring themselves that they are socially competent
and that there are people in their lives who value them.” Nostalgia triggers even stronger perceptions
of meaning than thinking about a recent positive experience or a desired future experience. Nostalgia in
the built environment can thus be a palliative for the stresses experienced by people with meaning
deﬁcits, can improve well-being, and can help people cope with stressful experiences.
This research used an extensive literature review, interviews with designers, and site observation and
documentation of projects to extract grounded theory for the discussion. The research reinforces the
idea of Nostalgia as a coping mechanism by populations of all ages and across the globe.
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The Gardens of Gary Hollow, WV: A Story of Cultivated Land and Gardeners'
Pride
Orr, Elisabeth "Lisa" West Virginia University, elisabeth.orr@mail.wvu.edu
Staniscia, Stefania West Virginia University, stefania.staniscia@mail.wvu.edu
Keywords: company towns, coal towns, gardens, garden competitions
A model coal company town, Gary, West Virginia, was developed by a single corporate entity, the United
States Coal and Coke Company (USC&C), which was formed by United States Steel in 1902. From those
first years until the region’s decline beginning in the late 1950s, Gary Hollow, as it is known, was the
largest coal mining operation in the world (Schust, 2005).
For the first four decades of the twentieth century, southern West Virginia coalfields were what Lewis
defines as a rural-industrial setting – as opposed to the urban-industrial. Lewis explains “the agricultural
character of many Appalachian coal towns” and that “extensive gardening and raising livestock was
widespread.” (1993, p.302) This was because the mining workforce was composed of former local
mountain farmers, foreign immigrants – mainly from unindustrialized countries – and southern blacks –
usually sharecroppers – who all had some prior experience with farming. Subsistence farming helped
miners’ families survive in the coal camps supplementing wage labor. Women and children played a key
role in cultivating gardens and raising livestock and barnyard fowl.
These regional characteristics coalesced in Gary with USC&C corporate paternalism (Garay, 2011).
Gardening was encouraged “to instill desirable values, such as a personal improvement orientation, and
individual competitiveness.” (Lewis, 1993, p.303) and “as a way to organize the workers’ free-time
hours” to discourage “activities the company deemed inappropriate, whether spending time in saloons
or engaging in union activities and labor agitation.” (Alanen, 2007, p.205) Gardening was also rewarded.
The coal operator supplied land – both yard gardens/home plots and hillside areas – seeds, and
fertilizers and sponsored annual garden competitions awarded with cash. In 1932, for example, the area
judged exceeded 1,100 acres of land (Schust, 2005).
Archival records of garden competitions exist in local newspapers, and pictorial evidence abounds at the
Eastern Regional Coal Archive in Bluefield, WV, yet little has been written about this landscape
phenomenon in West Virginia. This paper explores questions such as the gardens’ importance in the
lives of miners and their families; USC&C agenda and role in the promotion of gardening; the provision
of labor in the gardens; garden location typologies; and the types of plants cultivated. Exploring the
broader context relating the Gary experience to other contemporary company/mining towns in
Appalachia and the United States, this paper argues that gardens were important pieces of the cultural
landscape of Gary Hollow and are worthy of further study and documentation.
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Where the Wild Things Are: Thematic Design and Creating the Illusions of
Authenticity in Zoos
George, Benjamin Utah State University, benjamin.george@usu.edu
Gottwald, Dave University of Idaho, dgottwald@uidaho.edu
Keywords: Zoos, Thematic Design, Cinematography,
While thematic design has often been criticized for creating inauthentic environments, adding theming
to zoos has actually made them feel more real, both to visitors and animals alike. Thematic design
creates zoo environments which better mimic natural habitats in ways both subtle and obvious. Over
the last few decades, contemporary zoos have been reshaped by the use of thematic design, a cinematic
approach to placemaking, which has happened concurrent with the adoption of habitat immersion to
create more naturalistic animal enclosures. The use of theming at zoos has become widely accepted and
recognized by industry as essential to superior visitor experiences. Yet less examined are the
cinematographic principles which underlie thematic design, and how these principles contribute to
uninterrupted and cohesive environments within a zoo.

This research examines the use of thematic design at several zoos in North America and Europe to trace
how zoo design is increasingly leveraging cinematographic principles such as point-of-view,
storyboarding, staging, sequencing, and transitions. Case studies of these zoos demonstrate that the
environments produced using this approach help visitors navigate zoo campuses and have meaningful
interactions with animals. While these principles are explored within the context of zoo design,
designers may find them applicable to many other areas of design as a means of enriching visitor’s
experiences on a site.
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A Historic American Landscape Survey for the NDSU campus tracing the early
planning ideas of Morell & Nichols
Visilia, Anna-Maria North Dakota State University, annamaria.vissilia@ndsu.edu
Fischer, Dominic North Dakota State University, dominic.fischer@ndsu.edu
Keywords: History, American heritage, landscape planning, campus landscape design
University campuses are considered valuable cultural heritage landscapes that embody each University’s
philosophy, characteristics, aesthetic values, and educational mindset. In addition, they have a
reputation for being laboratories of progressive ideas in agriculture, horticulture, and landscape studies.
There has been a tradition of university campuses to be designed in isolation from the city rather than
engaging with its urban fabric. The United States of America has a rich history of campus planning and
design fully developed in the 19th century and early 20th century which has historically been in rural,
land grant, settings establishing an enclosed landscape of grass and trees and emphasizing separation
from the disorder of the city (Bender,1984; Coulson, Roberts, & Taylor, 2010; Dober, 1996; Turner,
1995; Way, 2016). Although campus planning and design have received extensive attention in the
landscape architecture profession in recent years, research, and studies on the significance of American
campuses in the fields of urban planning, landscape architecture, and architecture is given less
attention. Most studies place emphasis on the architecture of campus buildings rather than the
landscape as a significant component to establish cultural, ecological, aesthetic, and social connections.
NDSU campus is a Historic American Landscape that features the natural and cultural atmosphere of the
region within its historical context. Its thorough survey as a vibrant contributor to the establishment of
NDSU’s grounds and the larger urban landscape of the city of Fargo await to be explored. This research
is a historical study (~1900 - 2020) and analysis of how the NDSU landscape evolved over time since the
implementation of Morell & Nichols initial design plan in 1910. The aim of this study is primarily to shed
light and expand the discipline's understanding of the Morell & Nichols oeuvre with an emphasis on the
firm’s first 2 years of practice and the evolution of their planning concepts; and to study the history and
nature of campus/urban/rural development in North Dakota. Our survey follows the Historic American
Landscape Survey (HALS) format to structure this paper: Site History, Existing Conditions, Analysis,
Significance and Evaluation, Recording. This historical study relies heavily on the NDSU Archives, along
with examining aerial photographs 1910 - 2020, maps, and local newspapers to complete an accurate
description of the campus history and significance to the profession of landscape architecture, to the
State of North Dakota, and to the catalog of American universities campus design.
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The Lakes of the Minneapolis Park System: Aesthetics, Ecology, Engineering and
Equity
Hohmann, Heidi Iowa State University, hhohmann@iastate.edu
Keywords: history, park system, hydrology, engineering, equity
Based on archival research, this paper examines the history of Minneapolis Park System’s water system.
This ribbon of lakes—including Cedar Lake, Lake of the Isles, Bde Mkaska, Lake Nokomis, and Lake
Hiawatha—surrounds the city’s downtown and meanders through its residential neighborhoods. Though
widely considered natural features, the lakes are in fact a highly manipulated hydrological system,
construction of which began under H.W.S Cleveland with the aesthetic dredging of a singular wetland.
Later, under Theodore Wirth, the design expanded to encompass the manipulation of three creek
watersheds. Thus, begun as a process based in Olmsted’s 19th-century ideas of scenic preservation, the
dredging of wetlands into a navigable lake system became increasingly grounded in a 20th-century faith
in engineering. Tied to the construction of the city’s potable water and sewer systems, the chain of lakes
also became a natural infrastructure that directed the city’s growth. However, the system was naively
engineered, and the lakes proved unstable and difficult to maintain. Perennially reconstructed from the
1920s to the present day, the water system has, for example, been revised to raise water levels during
droughts, improve stormwater management, or meet changing recreational trends.
An explication of the lake system’s evolution shows both the positive and negative ways the landscape
has affected the city’s construction and perception. On the one hand, the manipulation of the lakes
created Minneapolis’s pleasant, leafy neighborhoods and invented its durable identity as the “City of
Lakes.” On the other, the city’s signature landscape became exclusive, at first due to the speculative
economics of park construction and later due to racial covenants attached to properties surrounding the
lakes in the early 20th century. These historic circumstances are conflated today in the contradictory
perception of Minneapolis as a progressive, eco-friendly city blessed with “the country’s best park
system” and as a segregated urban environment grappling with racism (1). Yet the seeds of an identity
that combines both environmental and social equity perhaps lie fallow in the instability of the
landscape. Rebuilt many times to respond to changing environmental conditions, could future
reconstructions aid in promoting social justice?
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Trapped in a triad? Questioning landscape architecture as art, science, and
society
Melcher, Katherine University of Georgia, kmelcher@uga.edu
Keywords: philosophy, aesthetics, ethics, epistemology, landscape theory, phenomenology, pragmatism
Landscape architecture is frequently defined through the triad of art (aesthetics), science (ecology), and
society (ethics) (Blanchon-Caillot et al., 2012; Thompson, 2000; Treib, 2018). Each of these three realms
describes a unique and valuable dimension of the practice. But when landscape architecture searches
for legitimacy through any one of the disciplines of art, science, or ethics, it is found lacking. It is too
practical and tied to nature to be pure art, too subjective and contextual to be pure science, and too
entangled with existing power structures to represent an ethical ideal.
This perceived conflict between these three realms has its roots within Western thought. Enlightenment
philosophers developed mutually exclusive categories of human thought: where truth is studied by
science; beauty by art and aesthetics; and good by ethics and politics (Cousin, 1854; Guyer, 2013;
Habermas, 1987; Martin, 2017). Landscape architecture theory relies on the language of these “three
great empires of academia” (Thompson, 2017, p. 40) to define its practice; but in this language is an
implied incommensurability between the three.
This paper uses phenomenology (Abram, 1996; Merleau-Ponty, 2007) and pragmatism (Dewey, 1980;
Johnson, 2018) to suggest that lived experience, as the original ground of scientific knowledge, ethical
decision-making, and aesthetic experience, can help us better describe landscape architecture practice.
Scientific knowledge develops out of our direct interaction with the natural and cultural world;
therefore, scientific facts remain linked to the subjective experiences and cultural values within which
they were discovered (Abram, 1996; Johnson, 2018). Similarly, ethical decisions are entangled with
biology and culture and are worked through on site rather than being applied from above. Rethinking
aesthetics as “the interaction of the live creature with his surroundings” (Dewey, 1980, p. 14), suggests
that aesthetic research “becomes the study of everything that goes into the human capacity to make
and experience meaning” (Johnson, 2007, p. x).
Design as lived experience combines four senses: the practical, critical, aesthetic, and creative (Brady,
2021; Di Paola, 2021; Manzini, 2015). Practical sense requires scientific knowledge but that knowledge is
tempered by a critical sense that points out its cultural context. Aesthetic sense cultivates awareness
and appreciation for the environment as we experience it directly, and creative sense explores new
possibilities rather than relying on standardized solutions. If we think of these senses as skills, they
become qualities that can be developed through education and practice.
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Equestrian Design in the Gardens of Versailles
Pollack, Yvette Cornell University, ytp2@cornell.edu
Gleason, Kathryn Cornell University, klg16@cornell.edu
Keywords: Versailles, Gardens, Equestrian Landscapes, Landscape History, Le Nôtre
This paper evaluates to what extent the gardens were designed for or adapted to equestrian sport and
equestrian pleasure, which is a generally understudied topic in garden history (Worsely 2004). Louis XIV
had commissioned Adam Perelle and Israël Silvestre to make engravings of events and everyday
occurrences in the gardens to document the gardens and provide distinguished guests with souvenirs
(Wellington 2016). These highly detailed engravings accurately capture many aspects of the equestrian
experience in the garden in a few different sports. A wide selection of known engravings were compiled
and plotted onto a garden plan. The position in which the horses’ legs were drawn were carefully
examined to estimate if the horses were moving fast, slow, or performing haute école (a sport similar to
modern day dressage). From the evidence of the mapped data and connections drawn between allées, it
is evident that horses were indeed used for a variety of equestrian sports as well as pleasure rides
around the garden.
The Apollo Basin on the centerline of the Garden of Versailles (Wellington 2016) depicts four excited
horses pulling Apollo in his chariot up with the rising sun. Northeast of the basin, near the structure of
the palace and a gate entrance, the Grotto of Tethys had featured marble statues of tritons grooming
Apollo’s horses. As a self-described embodiment of Apollo (Barlow Rogers 2001), King Louis XIV
assembled the finest collection of horse breeds in the two most luxurious stables in Europe (Château De
Versailles 2019). The appropriate horses or teams would have been fetched to quickly traverse the
garden with either a single rider, as part of a carriage team, a hunting mount, or to exhibit haute école
(Château De Versailles 2019). Most literature analyzes the palace gardens from the perspective of a
pedestrian (Beneš & Harris 2001; Hazlehurst 1980; Wellington 2016).
Understanding equestrian activities in the gardens at Versailles is important today, as the Versailles
palace grounds have been chosen as the equestrian venue for the 2024 Summer Olympics. Revealing
the original, historical equestrian displays in this iconic garden may promote equine-related design
elements and events at the Olympics. These, in turn, could enliven the experiences of horse-friendly
towns internationally, such as Aiken, South Carolina and Mackinac Island, Michigan, as well as privately
owned properties.
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Construction of a National Identity in the Post-colonial Era: Louis I Kahn’s
National Assembly Building Complex, Dhaka, Bangladesh
Samayeen, Nubras University of Illinois, Urbana- Champaign, samayee2@illinois.edu
Keywords: National Identity, Post-Colonial Landscape, Modern landscape, South Asian Modernity,
Hybridity, Louis I Kahn
The landscape designs of modernist architect Louis Kahn (1901–74) are so far an unexplored topic. This
paper examines Kahn’s National Assembly Building Complex (1963–82) in Dhaka, Bangladesh, asking
how his designed landscape aided in the formation of Bangladesh's national identity in its post-colonial
(1947) and post-independence (1971) eras. The key questions it asks are: How has the paradox of the
design’s manifesting both a Western receptivity and a traditional sensibility operated in its role as a
national symbol? By investigating Kahn's thoughts on the design as well as interviews with key scholars
and stakeholders, my paper aims to reveal the particularly pluralistic ideas that undergird popular
thinking about both the Complex’s built environment and the nation writ large. In so doing, this paper
explores the role that Kahn's landscape has played in the formation of Bangladesh's multilayered
postcolonial identity. I aim to examine the respective roles of landscape and architecture in
constructing identity and examine public interpretations, reception, and response to the site which is
deemed to be the democratic civic space of the country. Holistically, my study probes into Western
colonialism and modernism’s instrumentality in homogenizing history, tradition, and culture across the
globe.
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Gathering Clouds: What’s To Be Learned Fom a Cloud Atlas?
Godfrey, Anne C SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry, acgodfre@esf.edu
Keywords: Clouds, Photography, Atlas, Representation
The George Eastman Museum exhibit, Gathering Clouds (2020), examined the long and complicated
relationship between photography and the desire to represent clouds across the 19th, 20th and 21st
centuries. Clouds are ephemeral and ubiquitous. They move, transform, and disappear, so are finicky
photographic subjects. Throughout time photographers have implemented various strategies to expose
photographic negatives and paper in ways that show, emphasize and enhance the beauty and drama of
clouds. Historically, photographic images of clouds have been manipulated, double exposed, painted,
and inserted through multiple physical maneuvers. Today, clouds are easily plucked from one digital
image and inserted into another. Clouds are sought after subject matter to be transformed by the
photographer and printmaker’s own desires.
Clouds spark the imagination. Humans find pleasure in watching clouds pass, gather, form. Our minds
create associations and images in the clouds. Clouds indicate what the day may bring. Clouds are tied to
feelings and emotions. Because of this, Landscape architects care about clouds. Most pointedly we use
them to enhance our renderings of design proposals because they capture and entice the imagination.
These clouds, like the clouds utilized by Muybridge and other early landscape photographers (Solnit),
are often brought into these renderings from other sources. They are used to increase drama, heighten
contrast in light, shadow and color and trigger strong phenomenological response in the viewer. Clouds
make people notice.
To examine this situation more closely, the author presents an atlas of clouds found in contemporary
landscape architecture digital renderings. Atlas making, collecting a particular phenomenon en masse,
and then comparing the unique individuals to one another (and those found in the field), is a common
way to cultivate understanding of typologies as well as see unique characteristics or anomalies (Datson).
For our purpose, the construction of this contemporary atlas creates a place where the use of clouds in
renderings can be more pointedly ascertained. What types of clouds are used perpetually? What color
pallets are favored? What types of clouds rarely or never appear? The answers to these questions
construct the foundational backdrop to larger questions: What effects do these clouds have on
viewers? What is the reaction to these same renderings when the inserted clouds are removed? And
finally, what are the implications of such representational practices with clouds when conveying design
proposals?
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Embodied Care: Landscape Labor and Environmental Publics
Hansen, Maggie University of Texas at Austin, maggiehansen@utexas.edu
Keywords: labor, participatory practice, embodied care, phenomenology
This paper introduces the concept of “embodied care” as a component of social and environmental
practice in participatory land care projects. Feminist scholar, Maurice Hamington identified ‘embodied
care’ in the methods of social activism practiced by Jane Addams and her colleagues at Hull House.
Through shared, ritual labor, or “caring habits,” toward a civic good, understanding and community was
formed across difference. This, in turn, supported an expansion of empathy, curiosity, and imagination
in all participants. Landscape architects at the Gowanus Canal Conservancy (GCC) use methods of
“embodied care” to create events, installations, and prototypes that connect diverse audiences through
a shared experience of a site and the labor of caring for it. Over the last 15 years, the GCC’s engagement
strategies have been refined to use a variety of stewardship activities to build dialogue and
understanding across difference. An exploration of GCC’s engagement strategies will demonstrate how
the experience of a site through repeated collective care, is choreographed to build shared knowledge,
expand a public imaginary, and develop a coalition from diverse communities.
Ideas of embodied experience in landscape are not new but the social and political potential has been
less explored. Merleau- Ponty’s writing on embodiment was central to shaping ideas of landscape
urbanism. Corner described approaches to design rooted in the informed by the idea that our individual
perspectives emerge from ongoing communion with our environment. This has informed designs that
embrace change over time, particularity of place, and emergence. While Merleau-Ponty contends that
the body is built for perception, feminist scholars contend that the body is built for care. Through
knowledge, habits, and imagination, human beings have the capability to build empathy for other beings
and engage in dynamic relationships toward common (public) interests.
Finally, the paper proposes that while the activities of these land care events may be localized, the true
impact is in creating a collective – a public – with knowledge and cohesion to advocate for broader
environmental and social change. Judith Butler observed that when human bodies gather to work in
service for a common purpose, opportunities to build strong connections and understanding across
social differences occur. Quite simply, political and social movements can be strengthened by the power
of gathering together.
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The Challenge of History in the Evolving Norm
Way, Thaisa Dumbarton Oaks, wayt01@doaks.org
Meyer, Elizabeth University of Virginia, ekm7a@virginia.edu
Miller, Marc Pennsylvania State University, mlm693@psu.edu
Hirsch, Alison University of Southern California, alisonh@usc.edu
Keywords: history, pedagogy, narrative, race, gender, design
What is landscape history, who teaches it, and why does it matter? Even a cursory knowledge of current
challenges and evolving norms argues that designers must be prepared to fully engage real and enduring
change. This work demands a robust examination of the questions we ask and the observations we
recognize as well as the responses we imagine. Designers must know their histories writ large, and how
to engage in history as a method of inquiry. History expands the capacity to understand the root
complexity of our contemporary issues, to ask questions and understand place through its relations of
natural and cultural systems. It opens up a method of interrogating place and its narratives past and
present including revealing the histories that have been erased or re-written to support an alternative
narrative. Every site holds memories remembered and forgotten, acknowledged and erased. All places
have meaning and thus have a history, in fact multiple histories. Every site is thick with history.
As scholars who teach landscape history we have the powerful responsiblity to offer an alternative
narrative to the canon of design history focused on the work of white men as sole genius artists. In the
past year we have collectively sought to identify topics, readings, and activities that might be
incorporated into a different landscape history including ideas of networks of historic sites and cultural
landscapes connected via the concept of racialized topography, the role of intersectional theories and
practices of speculation, and the identification of traces of community resistance embedded in place,
among others. This work is intended to build an alternative narrative of design and its development
while building the capacity for designers and planners to use the tools and methods of historians.
We propose to share our work modeling our interrogations and discourses as we learn as we teach. We
would begin with a broad consideration of teaching and scholarship grounded in social justice, equity,
and inclusion that interrogates the role of design as a profession, a practice, and a discipline in the
imagination and construction of our built environments. We would then share ways in which we
incorporate this thinking in our courses and our experiments with approaches to alternative histories
that shape how we define landscape architectural practice and the discipline. This would then open to a
broad discussion of what we teach as well as who teaches history in design programs.
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Promoting Physical Activity in Multifunctional Landscapes
Winslow, Jane Futrell Texas A&M University, jfwinslow@tamu.edu
Keywords: multifunctional green infrastructure, health promotion, physical activity, ecosystem services,
stormwater management
Interest in urban green infrastructure (UGI) continues to increase for its role in providing solutions that
promote both human and ecological health. Current trends in research include both ecological and
urban design approaches to environmental challenges such as climate change, air quality, water
quantity and quality, urban heat islands, habitat diversity, human physical inactivity, and relief from
chronic stress. Visits to parks and recreation areas have provided human health benefits as cultural
ecosystem services, yet there remains an inequitable distribution of resources in cities worldwide. This
paper explores the concept of multifunctional landscapes to provide affordances for physical activity in
built and engineered stormwater management green infrastructure projects. Through a literature
review of multifunctional urban green infrastructure between 2005 (concurrent with the issuance of the
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment) and 2020, current trends and emerging opportunities for regulating
and cultural ecosystem services are identified using keywords of multifunctional green infrastructure,
parks, and stormwater management. To tease out issues, representative project features and processes
are compared in terms of the spatial area allowed for ancillary recreational uses, and governance of
facilities. Findings assess compatibility in practices and challenges encountered. Successful projects
represented local partnerships among agencies and/or special interest groups. One particular challenge
resulted from expenditures allocated for ancillary recreation uses.
The study highlights the need for additional research in optimizing ecosystem benefits in urban
multifunctional landscapes.
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Who visited parks and trails more or less during the COVID-19 pandemic, and
why?: A mixed-methods study
Park, Keunhyun University of British Columbia, keun.park@ubc.ca
Garcia, Ivis University of Utah, ivis.garcia@utah.edu
Kim, Keuntae University of Utah, keuntae.kim@utah.edu
Keywords: green space; equity; health; SARS-CoV-2; urban forest; urban planning
•PURPOSE: This study explores the relationships between park/trail use during the COVID-19 pandemic
and socio-demographic and built environment attributes in Salt Lake City, UT, USA.
•BACKGROUND: While the COVID-19 pandemic caused a decrease in travel and social activities, there
was an exception—travel to parks and trails. Urban residents needed refuge to relax, exercise, and
socialize, and thus, to overcome physical and mental issues caused by shelter-in-place and lack of social
relationships. Nevertheless, trips to parks and trails vary by socio-demographic characteristics,
disadvantageous to those having health issues or low-income. Without appropriate community design
and planning interventions, such conditions may worsen existing environmental injustice and health
issues.
•METHODS: To provide a more holistic understanding of park and trail use during the COVID-19
pandemic, this study employs mixed methods combining quantitative analyses of the questionnaire
survey data and qualitative analyses of the focus group interview data. Data comes from an online and
intercept survey (parks, natural areas, supermarkets, etc.) with 4,325 responses and focus groups with
52 participants in Salt Lake City, UT, USA. Quantitative analyses have two parts: bivariate analyses of the
demographic profile of park and trail users and regression models. Two regression models explain the
frequency change of park and trail uses in 2020, respectively, regarding personal and neighborhood
environment characteristics. Our qualitative analysis examines how residents feel about their use of
parks and trails during the pandemic and how they would improve them in the future.
•FINDINGS: Quantitative analyses show that park and trail use during the pandemic decreased among
older adults, females, homeowners, and low-income households. Also, people living in a denser, more
walkable, and more park/trail accessible neighborhood likely increased their park/trail visitations.
Respondents in disadvantaged neighborhoods (low income, more Hispanics) felt safe visiting parks,
highlighting the value of urban nature as a resilience infrastructure and community asset during a time
of crisis.
•IMPORTANCE: We call for temporary design and programming interventions during the pandemic,
especially for low-mobility populations and those without private recreational space. Also, cities can
implement preemptive planning approaches to improve the accessibility and usability of parks and trails.
Finally, we present suggestions to engage communities and promote stewardship, which are relevant to
other cities looking into the New Normal.
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The Relationship between Greenspace Metrics and Rural Americans’ Health
Status: A Mapping Study
Jiang, Shan West Virginia University, Shan.Jiang@mail.wvu.edu
Datta, Udday West Virginia University, usd0001@mix.wvu.edu
Keywords: Rural communities, public open space, public health, social determinants of health,
geographic information system, survey
Intensive research findings have demonstrated the benefits of various types of greenspaces on people’s
mental and physical health (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; De Vries et al., 2003), and the correlation between
greenspace exposure and human health in urban areas is particularly significant (Kardan et al., 2015;
Kondo et al., 2018). However, for rural areas, that is, populations not in urban areas or urban clusters
(Ratcliffe, 2015), there has been insufficient investigation regarding the relationship between
greenspace metrics and human health status (Verheij et al., 2008). The rural population, which makes
up nearly 20% of the U.S. population, has been influenced by the spatial disparities in the distribution of
public greenspaces and inequitable access to health care (National Rural Health Association, n.d.; Wen
et al., 2013). This study is intended to explore and map the relationships between a variety of
greenspace metrics and adults’ public health measurements in rural areas of 420 counties across 13
states in the Appalachian region (Appalachian Regional Commission, n.d.). Adopting a mapping research
framework, this study consists of two components, including (1) a scoping review of the existing
literature on this topic and (2) the analysis of regionally representative data from sources including the
U.S. Census Bureau and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Employing the Geographic
Information System (GIS) and remote sensing techniques, investigations are conducted at the regional,
state, and county levels to analyze residents’ accessibility to public greenspaces, outdoor attractions,
and physical activity opportunities in relation to the self-reported health statuses, physical activity level,
and the rate of noncommunicable diseases in the designated regions. A mapping study is a type of
review that seeks to identify linkages and relationships within a domain but does not discuss the findings
or explain the causes (Cooper, 2016). Therefore, a series of conceptual and spatial maps are generated
from the scoping review and archival data analysis aiming to demonstrate the relationships between
various greenspace metrics and population health measurements. This in-process study sheds lights on
the equitable distribution and access of greenspaces in rural Appalachia and emphasizes the importance
of social determinants of health (WHO Commission on Social Determinants of Health, World Health
Organization, 2008).
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Landscape Spatial Design and Your Brain: A fMRI Study
Chang, Chun-Yen Department of Horticulture and Landscape Architecture, National Taiwan University,
cycmail@ntu.edu.tw
Pan, Min-Chi Department of Horticulture and Landscape Architecture, National Taiwan University,
minchipan630@gmail.com
Keywords: Brain activation, Ordering, Landscape design, Built environment
The city is the main living area for humans being nowadays, however, citizens feel stress daily. Through
the landscape design method, such as creating aesthetic, orderliness, visual accessibility with landscape
elements, can the urban environment restore our brain? Studies stated that natural forms such as
curvilinear, informal, naturalness, etc. in landscape gardening design elicit visual appeal and have a
potential effect on positive psychological and physiological benefits (Elsadek et al., 2019; Twedt et al.,
2016). The aforementioned focused on comparing the psychological and physical health benefits of the
urban environment and the natural environment, while seldom discussing the relationship between the
spatial design method in the built environment and human brain activations. By adopting the ordering
principles from architecture design (Ching, 2014) into landscape architecture, such as axis, symmetry,
hierarchy, rhythm, and datum, those may lay out the meaningful, functional, and beautiful design that
links to healthy landscape in the built environment (Booth, 2011; Hunter & Askarinejad, 2015).
We invited 50 participants to join our experiment. By using the ordering principles within the graphics
software, we built 3D models of the built environment to control the conditions such as design
elements, contexts, complexity, colors, textures, etc., and record videos as our experimental stimulus.
For example, in the axis space, we set up a linear road with a water feature of the focus point at the end
of the pathway. One sample t-test was used to analyze the relationship between the ordering space and
brain regions. The results found out that axis, symmetry, hierarchy, rhythm, and datum setting all
activate in the Middle Temporal Gyrus and Precuneus (i.e., the spatial perception); Hippocampus,
Parahippocampal Gyrus, and Posterior Cingulate Cortex (i.e., scene recognition); Thalamus, Middle
Cingulate Cortex, and Middle Frontal Gyrus (i.e., emotions). Moreover, the axis setting evoked the
activations of emotional and aesthetic judgment in the brain; however, the hierarchy setting is the one
design method that does not foster the activations of aesthetic judgment in the brain. The results
indicated that high visual accessibility and ordering with repeated landscape elements provide legibility
for understanding and recognizing the space. Besides, the design method could influence our aesthetic
judgment. These findings may suggest the benefits of landscape design to improve our perception of
landscape and health.
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How we perceive biodiversity: Visual and auditory cues in the restorative
process
Ha, Jaeyoung Kansas State University, ha2096@ksu.edu
Kim, Hyung Jin Kansas State University, hyungjin@ksu.edu
Alam, M. M. Lekhon Kansas State University, mmlekhon@ksu.edu
Keywords: Perceived biodiversity, Wellbeing, Urban green space, Multisensory, Landscape design, Plant
structure
Remarkable progress has been made in exploring the linkage between landscape biodiversity and
restorative effect over the past decade (Fuller et al., 2007; Carrus et al., 2015; Ha and Kim, 2021).
However, what determines the perception of biodiversity and how this perception can lead to the
restorative process are far less studied. An ecologically rich landscape may contain numerous visual and
auditory cues, possibly more (or different) than a low-biodiverse environment. Multisensory cues
involved in interactions with nature may play a significant role in the perception, and thus interpretation
of the environment.
The aim of this study is to investigate how the visual and auditory stimuli have an impact on human
perception of landscape, including perceived biodiversity, restorative potential, and preference.
Specifically, this research focuses on two folds of research questions 1) What visual aspects of the
natural environment (plant eveness/height/color) determine the human perception of biodiversity? 2)
How the integration of visual and auditory stimuli has an impact on the restorative process?
To answer research questions, this study will conduct the posttest-only randomized experiment design
among 50 college students. To design a comparable experimental setting, an animation of a
hypothetical site will be created using virtual reality (VR) software –Twinmotion. Participants will be
randomly assigned to the combination of landscape elements such as plant structural evenness, color,
and height with the absence and presence of natural sound via the simulation. An analysis of variance
(ANOVA) will be performed to examine the effect of the environment variables (planting structure
eveness, height, color, and sound) as well as their interactions on human perception. The anticipated
result of this research is that the visual cues with more even, higher, and colorful vegetation will lead to
higher perceived biodiversity, preference, and restorative effect. The auditory cues might create the
moderation effect by increasing the visual perception. Proposed measurements will take place in the
period of December 2021 - January 2022, supported by Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences Small
Grant Program at Kansas State University.
This research explains the linkage between perceived biodiversity and visual/auditory elements of urban
green spaces. The findings of this study may verify key landscape elements that can increase the
perception of biodiversity, and subsequently help the enjoyment of green spaces as well as
enhancement of mental health. Additionally, this research will suggest landscape design guidelines and
policy implications that can support designing for biodiversity and mental well-being.
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The influence of Urban Biodiversity on Human Health
Wu, Chia-Ching University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, cwu87@illinois.edu
Chang, Chun-Yen National Taiwan University, cycmail@ntu.edu.tw
Sullivan, William University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, wcsulliv@illinois.edu
Keywords: Urban nature, Biodiversity, Psychological health, Physical health
The vast majority of human evolution took place in settings with considerable biodiversity (Sullivan,
2005). But today, plummeting levels of biodiversity are disrupting most of the ecosystems on earth.
Dramatic reductions in biodiversity are threatening ecosystems, diminishing access to natural resources,
and reducing the resiliency of environments and people. In many urban settings, where access to nature
is too often tenuous, lower levels of biodiversity are increasingly apparent (Isbell et al., 2017). These
changes have taken place at a time when the growing body of evidence demonstrates that contact with
nature is salutary (Hartig et al., 2014; Bratman et al., 2019; Sullivan & Li, 2021). There is also some
emerging evidence showing biodiversity may be tied to human health (Marselle et al., 2021). In light of
these collective trends, we ask: To what extent does exposure to plant species biodiversity impact
human health and wellbeing?
To begin addressing this question, we are conducting two studies. First, we created simulations that
manipulate plant species richness and the Shannon-Weiner diversity index so that we have low,
medium, and high levels of biodiversity visible in the images we have created. In each of the simulations,
we hold vegetation density constant. Then we explore the extent to which people’s preferences,
emotions, and acute stress levels vary as a function of the level of biodiversity to which they are
exposed.
In the second study, we measure plant biodiversity in the landscapes surrounding people’s homes at
various distances from their home addresses. Next, using surveys, we measured the residents’ health
status through assessments of chronic stress and wellbeing. We will report the result from the first
study: the preference, emotions, acute stress, and diversity study.
We anticipate that the result of these two studies will add to the growing body of knowledge that
landscape architects can access as they work to create more biodiverse, resilient, health-promoting
ecosystems and sites.
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Do Age and Gender Affect the Restorative Impact of Micro-Interaction with
Vegetation in Built Environments?
Saedi, Hossein NC State University, hsaedi@ncsu.edu
Rice, Arthur NC State University, art_rice@ncsu.edu
Keywords: Attention Restoration, Restorative Environments, Perception and Cognition, Age and Gender,
Vegetation, Residential High-rise Lobby
Recent studies have demonstrated that micro-interaction with vegetation in built environments can
positively impact individuals’ attention level and rehabilitation from mental fatigue (Saedi, Einifar, &
Barati, 2021). In addition, this research has shown that the restorative effect of an environment’s
subjective measurement of perceived restorative quality does not necessarily coincide with objective
measures of improved cognition. This research looks specifically at the role of age and gender in the
restorative ability of micro-interaction with vegetation.
One hundred and eighty-two residents of a high-rise residential building were randomly assigned to
walk through, via VR goggles, one of two versions of the building's lobby modeled as a fully immersive
virtual reality (FIVR). One version contained, and the other did not contain vegetation consisting of
indoor plants. To measure the two environments' perceptual impact, after experiencing them,
participants filled out a Perceived Restorative Scale (PRS) questionnaire (Hartig et al., 1997). To assess
possible improvement in attention level through cognitive processes, participants completed, before
and after experiencing the environment, a Sustained Attention to Response Task (SART) (Jung et al.,
2017).
When the cognitive results were analyzed, there were significant improvements in participants’
cognitive performance among those who experienced the lobby with vegetation. However, the
difference in improvement between the male and female participants’ cognitive performance after
experiencing the lobby with vegetation was not significant.
The perception results obtained from those who experienced the lobby with vegetation and those who
did not, demonstrated no significant difference in their perception of the restorative quality of the two
lobbies. Similar results emerged when the participants’ ages were factored into the analysis. However,
when the participants’ genders were considered, male participants who experienced the lobby with
vegetation found it significantly more restorative than the female participants.
It can be concluded that less than a minute interaction with vegetation in the residential building lobby
has a significant positive impact on individuals’ cognitive performance, although the participants’
perception showed otherwise. The outcomes of this research suggest that the impacts of age and
gender on participants’ perceptions of the restorative quality of space are not necessarily aligned with
the actual impacts on the individuals’ cognitive performance. However, the perceived restorative impact
of vegetation differed significantly between male and female participants. This result underscores the
fact human perception might not be a precise indicator to measure the restorative quality of an
environment.
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Time to Become More Objective: Quantitative Methods as a Measurement of
the Restorative Quality of an Environment
Saedi, Hossein NC State University, hsaedi@ncsu.edu
Keywords: Attention Restoration, Restorative Environments, Virtual Reality, Sensation-PerceptionCognition, Vegetation, Residential High-Rise Lobby
“Sensation-Perception-Cognition Model of Human Interaction with Their Environment,” suggests that
human interaction with their environment consists of three phases that happen concurrently
(Balasubramanian, 2014). Interaction with an environment may affect each of those phases
independently. Thus, to explore the restorative impacts of an environment on individuals, all phases
should be considered separately. So far, most of the studies that explore the restorative quality of an
environment have utilized perception and cognition measurements. Moreover, the results obtained
from these measures do not always support each other. The contradictory outcomes make it harder for
researchers to identify an environment as restorative, especially when sensation processes are not
considered.
The Attention Theory and Biophilia suggest that there are physiological traits that are inherent in
humans. Those traits are triggered at the sub-conscious level when individuals face certain situations.
The advancement of technology makes it possible to quantify those traits and identify certain patterns
in them. The eye movement is among those traits that has proven to demonstrate certain patterns in
restorative situations.
This research reports on an experiment that measures the restorative impact of microinteractions with vegetation in a residential building lobby through sensation, perception, and cognition.
182 participants were randomly assigned to walk through one of the two versions of a virtual reality
lobby using the VR goggles for less than a minute. One version contained plants and the other version
did not. Participants took SART cognitive test before and after experiencing the lobby. They filled out the
Perceived Restorative Questionnaire at the end of the experiment to report their perception of the
restorative quality of the lobby. Participants’ eye-movement patterns were recorded by the VR goggles
throughout the lobby explorations as indicators of participants’ physiological responses.
The result demonstrated no significant differences between the two groups’ perceptions of the
restorative quality of the lobby. However, individuals scored significantly higher in the cognitive test
after experiencing the vegetated lobby. Moreover, the eye-movement patterns for those who
experienced the vegetated lobby were aligned with the patterns related to restorative environments
and significantly different than those who experienced the lobby with no vegetation.
This research underlines the fact that perception measures are subjective and may be less
reliable for evaluating an environment’s restorative quality and that physiological responses were
supported by cognitive performances. Current research suggests a more holistic approach to measuring
the restorative quality of an environment.
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Greenspace morphology associated with morbidity depends on existing city
conditions
Wang, Huaqing Texas A&M University, huaqingwang452@gmail.com
Tassinary, Louis Texas A&M University, ltassinary@mac.com
Keywords: greenspace structure, landscape architecture, prevalence of disease
Neighborhood greenspace has been linked repeatedly to positive health outcomes, yet few large-scale
epidemiological studies have assessed the association between greenspace morphology on morbidity, as
well as whether and to what extent such effects vary across city conditions. This study investigates the
relationship between greenspace morphology and morbidity risk in five major metropolitan areas in the
United States, collectively representing a population of approximately 17 million people. Spatial pattern
analysis was used to measure the coverage, size, fragmentation, connectedness, aggregation, and shape
of greenspace based on high-resolution (1m) satellite data and examined their associations with the
prevalence of poor mental health, coronary heart disease, stroke, diabetes, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, and physical inactivity by using eigenvector spatial filtering regression at the census
tract level. We observed reduced morbidity of the studied chronic diseases and unhealthy behavior in
neighborhoods with more connected, aggregated, coherent, and irregularly shaped greenspace
morphology, controlling for major geographical, demographic, and socioeconomic factors. The observed
effects varied across cities and health outcomes such that megalopolises with more disconnected,
dispersed, fragmented, and regular shaped greenspace showed a larger number of significant
associations, reflecting the greater potential for these urban areas to promote public health via
greenspace alterations. We believe the underlying mechanism lies in the likelihood of greenspace
exposure in the daily lives of residents altered by greenspace morphology. Our study offers greenspace
spatial morphology evidence for landscape and city designers and policymakers who routinely rely on
spatial maps and aiming at promoting public health via landscape design interventions.
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Urban (Infra)structure for Pedestrian Health: A Methodological Exploration
Li, Dongying Texas A&M University, dli@arch.tamu.edu
Lee, Chanam Texas A&M University, chanam@tamu.edu
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Lee, Hanwool Texas A&M University, list1205@gmail.com
Ding, Yizhen Texas A&M University, yding@arch.tamu.edu
Keywords: pedestrian health, environment, nature, biosensing, methods
Introduction: Physical activities (PA) such as walking and biking protect against various chronic diseases
(Anderson & Durstine, 2019). Characteristics of the urban environment, such as green space, may
influence PA and the psychological and physiological conditions while people engage in PA (Sugiyama et
al., 2008). To date, most research has focused on the environmental factors associated with a single
domain of health (e.g., physical activity, mental health, microclimate comfort), while the synergy that
walking/biking in pleasant urban environments remains inadequately investigated (Barton et al., 2016).
A critical gap remains in the methodology of assessing the health impacts of walking and cycling in
various ambient conditions. This research aims to develop a protocol that integrates the assessments of
the environment, pedestrian activities, and pedestrian health outcomes using state-of-the-art
environmental monitoring and biosensing devices.
Methods: We utilized an experimental design to establish and test the protocol. Thirty-two participants
took part in a 60-minute driving-walking-biking activity along a predefined route through two different
areas (a park and a mixed-use housing area) in College Station, TX. Each participant was equipped with
wearable devices, including a Qstarz GPS to capture the location data, an ActiGraph accelerometer for
measuring the PA intensity, and an Empatica E4 to measure physiological conditions (e.g., heart rate
variability, skin conductance). In addition, participants also wore a cap with a mini camera that captured
videos of their environment and carried a smartphone app named Daynamica to record their travel
routes and modes. While a participant completed their walking and biking portions, a researcher
accompanied them with the Maximet portable weather station to measure microclimate conditions and
an air quality sensor to assess black carbon aerosols. These devices provided continuous recordings on
the locations and eye-level visual experiences, PA, and physiological conditions, as well as
environmental conditions as participants moved through the urban space.

Results: Data were cleaned (e.g. noise removal for physiological data) and analyzed (e.g. descriptive
statistics, multivariate analysis) at the individual, travel mode, and street segment levels (with a future
plan for more fine-grained analysis, such as every 5-15 seconds). Different data curation and analysis
methods to compare PA and physiological conditions with relation to environmental characteristics will
be discussed. The strengths and challenges of integrating the data from multiple instruments for
comprehensive investigations are discussed.
Conclusion: The protocol may be appropriate for experimental studies that investigate the impacts of
the pedestrian environment on multifold health outcomes.
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Psychological implications of walking in Urban nature
Saeidi-Rizi, Fatemeh Michigan State University, saeidirizi@gmail.com
Sullivan, William University of Illinois, wcsulliv@illinois.edu
Keywords: attention restoration, affect, mood, healthcare workers, anxiety
Healthcare workers, who are constantly under pressure to deliver high-quality care, rely continuously on
their capacity to direct their attention to solve problems, remember details, and deal with challenging
social situations. Because of these pressures, healthcare workers are subject to mental fatigue, mood
disorders, and anxiety on a daily basis (Cimprich and Ronis 2003; Sullivan and Kaplan 2016). How might
healthcare workers respond to the intensity of the pressures they face, given that they spend the
majority of their time inside a hospital and clinic?
One possible way to enhance attentional functioning, increase affect and reduce anxiety is to get some
form of exercise (Ashdown-Franks et al. 2020). Perhaps the easiest way to exercise during the work day
is to go for a walk. And indeed, there is considerable evidence demonstrating the physical and
psychological benefits of walking. Walking improves self-perception and self-esteem, cognitive
functioning, memory, attention, mood, sleep quality and reduces stress, anxiety, and fatigue (Johansson,
Hartig, and Staats 2011; Neale et al. 2019).
But is any walk as good as any other walk of similar physical demands? Perhaps not. Some studies have
shown that walking in greener settings is more likely to enhance a person’s capacity to pay attention
(Berman, Jonides, and Kaplan 2008; Faber Taylor and Kuo 2009). Those studies, however, focused on
students. Do the benefits of walking in green spaces documented with students extend to healthcare
workers who face unrelenting pressure due to the demands of their work? To what extent are other
reported benefits of green spaces, such as more positive moods (Jiang et al. 2019) and less anxiety
(Barton et al. 2009), available to these healthcare workers?
We explore these questions through a randomized experimental study with healthcare workers as the
study participants. The experiment consisted of three separate walks in a urban-green or urban-barren
setting, followed by three questionnaires of the attentional functioning index (AFI), Affect Grid, StateTrait of Anxiety Inventory (STAI).
We found that walking in the urban-green setting had significant impacts on measures of attention,
affect, and anxiety. The green setting resulted in higher total attention and affect scores and lower
scores on anxiety. It is interesting to note that the urban-green walk treatment had 67% higher AFI
scores, 60% higher Affect scores, and 35% lower anxiety scores compared to the urban-barren walk
treatment.
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Park characteristics and changes in park visitation before, during, and after
COVID-19 shelter-in-place order
Ding, Yizhen Texas A&M University, yizhend2@tamu.edu
Li, Dongying Texas A&M University, dli@arch.edu
Sang, Huiyan Texas A&M University
Keywords: COVID-19 lockdown, Park features, Park visitation, Safegraph
The COVID-19 pandemic has limited people's visitation to public places because of social dis-tancing and
shelter-in-place orders. However, Google’s Community Mobility Reports have shown that park visitation
has had a general upward trend in many countries compared with be-fore the outbreak. The boost may
be partly attributable to the increased psychological restora-tion and physical activity needs of
populations. However, little is known about park visitation changes before, during, and after the shelterin-place order, and the park attributes that are asso-ciated with these changes. Therefore, we aimed to
examine the associations between park charac-teristics and percent changes in park visitation in Harris
County, Houston, TX, for three time pe-riods: before, during, and after the shelter-in-place order of
Harris County. We utilized SafeGraph’s point-of-interest data to extract weekly park visitation counts for
the Harris County area. This dataset included the weekly number of visits for each park from March 2 to
May 31, 2020, as well as the size of park. In addition, we measured park characteristics including greenness density using the normalized difference vegetation index, park type (mini, neighborhood,
community, regional/metropolitan), presence of sidewalks and bikeways, sidewalk and bikeway
quantity, and bikeway quality. Results from linear regression models indicated that the less decrease in
park visitation after the shelter-in-place order was issue was significantly associ-ated with greenness
density of the park. This trend continued after the order was lifted. Howev-er, after the shelter-in-place
period, neighborhood park visitation decreased compared with those during the shelter-in-place period.
The presence of more sidewalks shown to have less vis-itation after the shelter-in-place order. These
findings can guide planners and designers to im-plement parks that promote public visitation during
pandemics and potentially benefit people’s physical and mental health.
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Supportive Environments for Mental Health Facilities: Lessons from Therapeutic
Landscapes and the Reasonable Person Model
Hadavi, Sara Kansas State University, sarahadavi@ksu.edu
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Keywords: Mental health facilities, Reasonable Person Model, mental fatigue, clear-headedness,
evidence-based design
Green outdoor settings can greatly contribute to stress reduction, clear-headedness, and feelings of
being integrated into one’s living environment (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Franco et al., 2017). With an
increase in mental health diagnoses across the world, and a new wave of healthcare design interests,
evidence-based design of such spaces is necessary. Although meeting the needs of patients in such
healthcare settings is a priority to designers, the staff’s wellbeing and needs are as important and crucial
to the well-functioning of such facilities. This study aims to integrate two theoretical frameworks,
therapeutic landscape guidelines and the Reasonable Person Model (Kaplan & Basu, 2015), to offer a set
of evidence-based guidelines to create more supportive environments for those who spend long hours
in mental health facilities. Focusing on three State Hospitals that provide services to severe and
persistent mental illnesses (SPMI) in Kansas, including Larned, Parsons, and Osawatomie, survey data
were collected from 140 staff members who were in daily contact with mentally ill patients.
Six objectives for supportive environments were included in the photo-survey with five-point rating
scale including fascination, wayfinding, privacy, social connection, exercise, and meaningful action.
Participants responded to three different types of simulated environments that met each of the six
objectives of supportive environments (total of 18 images). Self-reported mental wellbeing was also
asked through questions on stress level, mental fatigue, social connectedness, and moods. T-tests,
frequency and regression analyses were conducted in SPSS. The results showed that community park
with large trees was the most preferred space that encouraged meaningful action and helped with clearheadedness, followed by outdoor learning environment and farmer’s market. Art space was the most
favored social space followed by outdoor lounge. Walking trails with large trees were the most favorite
elements that encouraged exercise and clear-headedness. Among the fascination images, garden
gazebo got the highest rating score for clear-headedness. The participants seemed to like the idea of
implementing more integrated activities and spaces between the hospital and the local community.
Comfortable outdoor seating, socializing opportunities, more sunlight, safety, abundance of plants, and
views to green and water features were among the participants’ needs. In many of the examined
themes, no statistically significant association was found between preferences and the self-reported
wellbeing. This study offers insights to design of outdoor spaces in mental health facilities where long
working hours may cause the staff members mental fatigue and decreased effective functioning.
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How Do Rural Parks Stack Up? A Physical Activity Resource Assessment of Park
Systems in the Mississippi Delta
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Physical Activity is commonly recognized as an essential component of a healthy lifestyle (Berentzen,
2007) and community park systems play an important role in boosting that type of activity (BedimoRung et al, 2005; Mowen, 2008). Park systems become even more important in the rural Mississippi
context. Mississippi Delta communities represent the highest rates of adult obesity within a state that
ranks highest in the nation. While rates of childhood obesity in Mississippi have seen a decline over the
last decade, the current rate of obesity among 10-17-year-olds is still the highest in the nation (Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation, 2019). Along with alarming rates of obesity, the Mississippi Delta represents
one of the poorest parts of the country with 21.1% of residents below the poverty level (Borzsonyi,
2018).
Given the heightened importance of community park systems in the Mississippi Delta, how do these
rural park systems compare to other park systems in the state and across the country? To answer this
question, this study utilized the Physical Activity Resource Assessment (PARA) instrument to document
the quantity and quality of amenities and features as well as incivilities within three community park
systems in the Mississippi Delta. The subject communities are Belzoni, Itta Bena, and Lexington,
Mississippi, each with a population between 1,400 and 2,100 residents. The data was evaluated using
the prescribed PARA methods (Lee, 2005). The composite results were compared to PARA data from
urban communities in Mississippi and national data from the National Recreation and Parks Association
(2021). The presentation will articulate the details of these amenities and incivilities along with relevant
context about connections, demographics, and usage.
The findings indicate that, when adjusted for population, the number of amenities and features are not
significantly different from those in more affluent and populated parts of the state or from communities
across the country. There was, however, a significant decline in the quality of the amenities and a
significant increase in the number of incivilities in the park systems. This insight reinforces similar
findings from previous research examining rural communities in other parts of the country (Pyles, 2013).
Furthermore, the results expand the current knowledge of rural community park systems and provide
valuable data for funding and enhancement decisions made by landscape architects, planners, and
policy makers. It also provides a benchmark for future data comparison in tracking the quantity and
quality of these rural park systems over time.
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Walkable Communities: Lessons learned from designing and studying the
Mueller Community in Austin, Texas
Lee, Chanam Texas A&M University, chanam@tamu.edu
Zhu, Xuemei Texas A&M University, xzhu@arch.tamu.edu
Adams, Jim McCann Adams Studio, jima@mccannadamsstudio.com
Ory, Marcia Texas A&M University, mory@tamu.edu
Hefner, Pam City of Austin
Keywords: Walkable Community, Design for Health, Walking, Physical Activity, Social Interaction
Significance: Place matters in health. In 2015, US Surgeon General issued a Call to Action to Promote
Walking and Walkable Communities. It highlighted the importance of walking as a way to incorporate a
healthy dose of physical activity into people’s daily routine and the role of walkable communities as a
vehicle to facilitate such lifestyle changes. This topic is even more important during COVID-19 because
walking in the neighborhood is a valuable means to stay active and cope with mental health challenges
resulting from social isolation. However, much of the existing empirical evidence on the environmentwalking relationships remains “correlational” instead of “causal.”
Purpose: This panel shares lessons learned from the Mueller community in Austin, Texas, providing
insights for others interested in creating and studying walkable communities. Examples of lessons to be
discussed include the importance of partnerships and interdisciplinary approaches, the multifaceted
benefits of walkable communities, and the values and challenges of implementing causal research using
objective measures.
Panel Description: The panel first discusses the past two decades of professional efforts and lessons
learned from designing and developing Mueller (Jim Adams, Principal of McCann Adams Studio and
master architect of Mueller and Pam Hefner, Redevelopment Project Manager from the City of Austin).
It then shares the past ten years of research activities in Mueller aimed at evaluating its health impacts
(e.g. walking, physical activity, social interactions) of moving from an automobile-oriented community to
Mueller through their natural experiment project (Chanam Lee, Xuemei Zhu, and Marcia Ory, PIs of the
NIH-funded project from Landscape Architecture, Architecture, and Public Health, respectively, from
Texas A&M University).
Panel Structure: This panel session will include three parts. Part 1 will feature short presentations by the
panelists showcasing the methods and findings from the professional and research efforts in Mueller.
Part 2 will include discussions of challenges and lessons learned from these efforts. Part 3 will be an
interactive session that engages the audience to discuss recommendations for future research on
walkable communities, especially those striving to identify “causal links” and “dose-response
relationships” between community environments and walking or other behavioral/health outcomes.
Learning Outcomes: Walkable community continues to be at the center of environment-health research,
practice, and policy. Attendees to this panel session will learn about the theories and realities of
walkable communities and recommendations for future research that can generate a solid evidence
base to guide necessary policy changes toward creating more walkable communities.
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Landscape Architecture for Health: Emerging Ideas and Technologies
Sullivan, William University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, wcsulliv@illinois.edu
Chang, Chun-Yen National Taiwan University, cycmail@ntu.edu.tw
Suppakittpaisarn, Pongsakorn Ching-Mai University, psuppak@gmail.com
Lee, Sungmin Texas A&M University, sungminlee@tamu.edu
Saeidi-Rizi, Fatemeh Michigan State University,
Hung, Shih-Han National Taiwan University, shellyhung6327@gmail.com
Keywords: Health, Disruptive ideas, technology
In recent years, there has been a burst of publications addressing the impacts of landscapes on human
health (Kondo, et al., 2018). These papers have examined the health implications of urban and rural
landscapes (Chang, 2021), small scale landscapes (Suppakittpaisarn, et al., 2020) and regional
landscapes. Investigators have explored the impacts of varying landscapes on health outcomes such as
mood (Li, et al., 2018), exercise (Zhong, Lee, & Lee, 2020), neural activities (Tang, et al, 2017), COVID-19
(Lu, et al., 2021), capacity to pay attention, safety (Lee, et al., 2021), and general health (Jiang, X., et al.,
2020).
Recent articles have also addressed the health implications that landscapes have for people across the
lifespan: including children, adolescents (Li, et al., 2019), adults and older people. Recent work has also
examined the extent to which there are cultural differences in ways that landscapes impact health.
With so much work, by so many scholars, across so many different landscape types and health
outcomes, it is fair to ask: What are the most critical questions regarding the impacts of landscapes and
human health today?
In this panel discussion, we address this question and raise a variety of pressing issues related to
landscape and human health. We consider how (a) emerging strategies and (b) advances in technologies
offer opportunities for new research and theory regarding the landscapes we design and build and their
impacts on people.
Panelists. This panel brings experts in Landscape Architecture for Health research who address a range
of topics including (a) neuroscience tools – Chun-Yen Chang; (b) duration of exposure to green
infrastructure and obesity – Pongsakorn Suppakittpaisarn; (c) walkability and street crime – Sungmin
Lee; (d) functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging – Fatemeh Saidi-Rizi; and (e) Biophilia and human
health – Shelly Huang.
Structure. The first half of this session will feature nine-minute presentations by the panelists
showcasing their current research. The second half will be devoted to an open discussion with all in
attendance. We will end by creating a list of exciting ideas that are worthy of pursuit.
Learning Outcomes. Participants in this panel discussion will be able to describe:
•

Two technologies that provide new insights into how landscapes impact human health;

•

Three pathways (or mechanisms) through which landscapes impact human health; and
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•
One or more areas of emerging research that are related to their own expertise and that they
might want to explore further.
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LA for Health Across the Lifespan
Chang, Chun-Yen National Taiwan University, cycmail@ntu.edu.tw
Sullivan, William University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, wcsulliv@illinois.edu
Lee, Chanam Texas A&M University, chanam@tamu.edu
Kweon, Byoung-Suk University of Maryland, kweonb@umd.edu
Jiang, Bin University of Hong Kong, jiangbin@hku.hk
Li, Dongying Texas A&M University, dli@arch.tamu.edu
Chang, Po-Ju National Taiwan University, pojuchang@ntu.edu.tw
Keywords: Lifespan, Health outcomes, landscape
Many recent publications have explored the impacts of landscapes on human health (Sullivan & Li,
2021). These papers have examined the human health implications of rural and landscapes, small-scale
and regional landscapes (e.g., Jiang et al., 2021). Investigators have explored the impacts of varying
landscapes on outcomes such as mood, exercise, neural activities, COVID-19, capacity to pay attention,
safety, and general health (e.g., Jiang, et al., 2019; Lee, 2021; Tang, et al, 2017).
Recent articles have addressed the health implications that landscapes have for people across the
lifespan: including young children (Zhou, Li, & Larsen, 2016), adolescents (Li, et al., 2019), adults (Hung,
et al., 2019), and older people (Lee et al., 2018). Recent work has also examined the impact of cultural
differences in ways that landscapes impact human health (Sullivan & Chang, 2017).
The quantify, quality, and diversity of this work makes it fair to ask: To what extent do important
questions regarding the impacts of landscapes and human health remain?
This second-panel discussion focuses on landscapes and health for children, adults, elders, etc. at
various stages along the lifespan to address the impact of contact with landscape and human health. We
consider how (a) emerging ideas across the different populations and (b) advances in technologies offer
opportunities for research, theories, and application on major health changes across the issue.
Panelists. This panel brings experts in Landscape Architecture for Health research who will address a
range of topics including (a) active living for vulnerable populations – Chanam Lee; (b landscapes of
health and the health of people – Byoung-Suk Kweon; (c) population-level analyses of landscapes and
COVID-19 infection rates – Bin Jiang; (d) children’s development, senses, and creativity – Dongying Lee;
and (f) health landscapes for seniors – Po-Ju Chang.
Structure. The first half of this panel session will feature nine-minute presentations by panelists
showcasing their current research. The second half will be devoted to an open discussion with all in
attendance. We will end by creating a list of exciting ideas that are worthy of pursuit.
Learning Outcomes. Participants in this panel discussion will be able to:
●Describe two mechanism or pathways through which landscapes impact human health at various
stages along the lifespan;
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●Three or more landscape characteristics that support health across the human lifespan;
●One or more areas of emerging research that are related to their own expertise and that they might
want to explore further.
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Urban tree canopy and heat-related illness rate during heat days among older
adults: Does homeownership matter?
Lee, Sungmin Texas A&M University, sungminlee@arch.tamu.edu
Lee, Kanghyun University of Oklahoma, leeman233@gmail.com
Li, Dongying Texas A&M University, dli@arch.tamu.edu
Brown, Robert Texas A&M University, rbrown@arch.tamu.edu
Keywords: heat-related illness, older adults, tree canopy, homeownership
Background: Excessive heat is creating public health problems among older adults. Elderly people are
facing greater exposure to health risks during extreme heat events. Meanwhile, urban tree canopy
provides ecological, social, and health benefits to the residents of urban neighborhoods. Although
considerable research has examined the relationship between older adults’ heat exposure and their
health outcomes at the individual level, relatively few studies have paid attention to the role of tree
canopy cover in health-related illnesses for older adults at the neighborhood level.
Purpose: This study aims to investigate whether there is an inverse association between tree canopy and
heat-related illness rate during heat days in Marin County, California, one of the cities with a growing
senior population.
Methods: Negative binomial regression was used to identify block-based tree canopy cover associated
with heat-related illnesses at the census block level (n=2,219). The dependent variable in this study was
the heat-related illness rate among older adults aged 65 years or older in days above the 85th percentile
(29.4C) of the daytime temperature between May to October (2013-2019) using emergency medical
services data. The major independent variable was the tree canopy coverage rate. Finally, the total
population aged 65 and older variable was included as an exposure variable. Home ownership rate was
also used as a moderator.
Results: An inverse relationship was found between tree canopy coverage and heat-related illnesses
among the elderly, indicating that areas with higher tree canopy cover have fewer heat-related EMS
incidents among the elderly than areas with lower canopy cover. We also found that homeownership
can moderate the relationship between tree canopy and heat-related EMS incidents among the elderly.
In areas with lower homeownership rates, the magnitude of the inverse relationship between tree
canopy and heat-related illnesses was stronger than in the areas with greater homeownership rates.
Discussion: These results have important implications for the benefits of tree canopy as a way to
mitigate thermal discomfort, which can potentially reduce heat-related illnesses, particularly in elderly
populations. Since the benefits of tree canopy in mitigating heat-related illnesses were higher in areas
with lower homeownership rates, more attention should be paid to those living in areas with lower
homeownership rates to maximize the buffering role of tree canopy cover against the heat-related
illnesses in older adults.
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Environmental Interventions to Promote Physical Activity and Healthy Lifestyles
for West Virginian Communities: A Pilot Project
Jiang, Shan West Virginia University, shan.jiang@mail.wvu.edu
Pawar, Pooja West Virginia University, pkp0002@mix.wvu.edu
Keywords: Therapeutic landscapes, healing garden, rural health, community wellness center, evidencebased design
Although West Virginia has highly ranked forest coverage and abundant natural resources, citizens in
rural communities—particularly seniors, the disabled, and the medically underserved—have limited
daily access to public open spaces and physical activity opportunities (Vogt & Smith, 2017; WV
Department of Health and Human Resources Health Statistics Center, 2018). Health care researchers
and practitioners have jointly coined the community wellness center concept, which integrates walking
trails, playgrounds, and therapeutic landscape features to support outdoor activities on the sites of
community clinics or microhospitals. Community Care of West Virginia (CCWV) is a federally qualified
health center that serves low-income and underinsured patients. The CCWV at Big Otter (Big Otter
Clinic) in Clay County, West Virginia offers an array of medical services, including comprehensive primary
care and chronic disease management for the entire family. The clinic is seeking to renovate the outdoor
spaces by introducing therapeutic programs and landscape features, such as a walking trail loop, small
healing gardens, and multifunctional spaces to increase access to physical activities and health events
for residents in the county. Following an evidence-based research and design framework (Becker &
Parsons, 2007), the site design is informed by survey results from patient (N =48) and staff (N = 8)
representatives regarding their site usage preferences, and a review of relevant research findings. The
immediate goal of this project is to create a supportive walking trail through universal and inclusive
design strategies as a safer alternative to vehicle roads in the community. The trail could also be used by
patients for clinical physical activity prescriptions and referrals, or for walk-and-talk sessions with mental
and behavioral health patients. The clinic staff members can also use the outdoor space for breaks
during work, to reduce stress and burnout, and maintain quality care for the patients. The anticipated of
the project is to transfer a traditional clinic site to a wellness center that connects to a more extensive
trail system in Clay County. The wellness center will connect health care, physical activity, and
therapeutic landscapes and become a catalyst that promotes the overall well-being for the local
communities in Clay County, West Virginia.
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Park access affects physical activity: New evidence from geolocated Twitter
data analysis
Li, Chuo Mississippi State University, cl1004@msstate.edu
Zhao, Jing Penn State University
Yin, Junjun Penn State University
Chi, Guangqing Penn State University
Keywords: park access, physical activity, social media, big data
Social media provides valuable spatial and temporary data about individual behaviors and activities. The
research examines the distribution of parks in metropolitan Atlanta and considers the association of
those parks with physical activity such as walking, jogging, and biking. We used Twitter data to analyze
individual physical activity, along with GIS data covering the location and size of parklands. Based on the
Planning GIS Open Data of the City of Atlanta, there are 373 parks in the city. The parks are categorized
into 9 types: regional park, community park, neighborhood park, playlot, nature preserve, green spot,
special facility, park in holding, and others (City of Atlanta, n.d.). To capture the physical activities
occurring near the parks, we extracted 147,821 tweets within and around the city boundary from
January 1st to December 31st in 2017. We took out the data by using keywords such as “run,” “bike,”
“walk,” “jog,” and accommodated possible modifications such as “ran” and “biking,” as well as the
variations of upper/lower cases such as “BIKE” and “Bike.”
We considered two essential factors when investigating how parks attract people to conduct physical
activities—park distance and park size. For each factor, we also considered how park types affect the
correlation with physical activity. A simple descriptive statistic was adopted to test the correlation
between the number of tweets and distances to the parks. The ANOVA was conducted to measure the
correlation between the distances to the parks and the park types. We used linear regression to
measure the association between park size and the number of physical activity-related tweets and
tested the correlation between tweet numbers and park size based on park types by using a linear
regression model.
The results show that areas within a 0.5-mile distance to a park tend to attract more physical activity
compared with areas located farther than that. Playlots are the most attractive park type for physical
activity. We also found that park sizes do not have a significant impact on physical activity. But for
playlots, the park size was positively correlated with physical activity. The research indicates that
geotagged Twitter data are a viable source of information for researchers inquiring about factors of
urban open space that can contribute to public health. Such information has implications for urban
planning and design, enabling the creation of urban open space systems that promote human health
and well-being.
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Protecting People From Skin Cancer – Exploring A Practice-oriented Assessment
Methodology For Schoolyards In New Zealand
Sukumar, Anupriya Lincoln University, anupriya.sukumar@lincolnuni.ac.nz
McWilliam, Wendy Lincoln University, wendy.mcwilliam@lincoln.ac.nz
Wesener, Andreas Lincoln University, andreas.wesener@lincoln.ac.nz

Keywords: UVR overexposure; Skin cancer; Climate change; Sun protection design; Sun protection
behaviour; Landscape architecture
Overexposure to solar ultraviolet radiation (UVR) leads to significant adverse health effects globally, the
most dangerous being skin cancer. Current approaches to reducing skin cancer rely on building public
awareness of the dangers and individual sun protection measures (e.g., wearing hats and applying
sunscreen), which has been found to be inadequate. While landscape design can help prevent
overexposure, the focus has only been on shade provision. Studies indicate many people are not using
shaded areas, and even if they do, they are not adequately protected from UVR exposure. For children
to be protected in open spaces, based on existing research findings, the study proposes four key design
objectives that need to be met: 1) protection from direct UVR overexposure, 2) protection from indirect
UVR overexposure, 3) ensuring thermal comfort, and 4) providing attractive activities or play
opportunities. Based on the four key objectives, the study intends to develop a more simplified and
user-friendly methodology to make quick qualitative judgements that allow practitioners and decisionmakers to make strategic decisions—the study proceeds in three steps. First, to develop preliminary
design guidelines by summarizing and synthesizing the latest evidence-based findings to identify critical
design components affecting the four key objectives. Second, to establish suitability criteria for
measuring the objectives. Third, using the overlay mapping method, developing factor maps based on
inventory and 3-D modelling to determine landscape units that meet the suitability criteria established
for the four key objectives. Using schoolyards in Christchurch, New Zealand, the proposed methodology
is tested in a pilot study. The results of the pilot study are used to discuss the potential opportunities
and constraints around developing and testing the methodology. Some preliminary findings identified
the methodology to be effective in translating complex, inaccessible evidential data into
comprehensible, applicable spatial forms. The overlay mapping provides a powerful visual and analytical
method to identify the landscape units meeting/not meeting the suitability criteria. Clearly, we need to
move toward embracing sun protection behaviour design for open spaces as the new norm if we are to
ensure the health and welfare of our children, and such practice-oriented methodologies are essential
to inform decisions where effective and efficient implementation is critical.
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Research within the Landscape Architecture Office
Ryan, Robert University of Massachusetts- Amherst, rlryan@larp.umass.edu
Keywords: Research, professional practice, methods
Design and research labs are an emerging trend in landscape architecture firms. However, while the
scope of research within the academic programs in landscape architecture has been studied (Milburn
and Brown, 2016; van den Brink et al., 2017), little research to date has looked at the role that research
plays in landscape architectural offices. This pilot study explored the range of research conducted by
firms, their motivations for engaging in research and its relationship to their consulting practice, and the
research methods they used. Interviews (n=10) were conducted with research leaders and principals of
US landscape architectural firms that promoted research as part of their services. The firms were
primarily mid to large size (50-100 persons), and varied geographically from Northeast to West Coast.
The study found that firms had a range of organizational strategies for promoting research from
research labs with dedicated personnel to internal research grant programs. Firms engaged in research
as part of a creative outlet to explore research topics, such as urban plants, children’s play, and
sustainable materials, and to inform existing and future projects. Engaging in research helped firms
promote innovation and leadership in the profession and differentiate themselves from the
competition. Research allowed practitioners to follow topics that they were passionate about beyond
the constraints of project contracts. In general, research was not part of fee for services but funded
through overhead.
Firms engaged in research as a strategy to recruit and retain new employees, indicating that new
graduates were eager to continue the research and creative exploration from their studies. Staff
continuing education included disseminating new research insights through guest lectures, web-pages.
Interviewees thought that it was important for academic landscape architectural programs to teach
research and critical thinking skills, and that new graduates should be able to justify their design
decisions with research and articulate research questions.
Interviewees indicated that there was a mismatch between most academic research and firms’ projectbased research needs. This study shows that while some firms partnered with academics on research,
there is a need for more partnerships to help practitioners answer the urgent questions facing the
profession such as climate change and social justice. Firms are increasingly being asked by clients to
justify their projects using landscape performance benchmarks, which need to be emphasized in
professional programs.
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A National Survey Measuring Professional Attitudes Toward Sustainability and
Sustainability Metrics
Nelson, Kathryn Texas Tech University, kathryn.nelson@ttu.edu
Ross, Michael University of Tennessee, mross28@utk.edu
Sievers Ross, Olivia olivia.ross@ttu.edu
Park, Sohyun University of Connecticut, sohyun.park@uconn.edu
Zhang, Pan University of Connecticut, pan.zhang@uconn.edu
Keywords: Sustainability, ecosystem services, sustainability metrics, professional attitudes
Sustainability within the landscape has become an important concept in design, development, and
planning. The establishment of sustainability metrics has been touted as a way to provide accountability
for potential outcomes and has been tied to further efforts to measure landscape performance. The
field of landscape architecture utilizes these ideals and techniques in part as evidence of results based
on forward-thinking practice. This practice promotes the creation of responsible design, construction,
and maintenance of our landscapes to improve human and environmental health.
While the message of sustainability is recognized by the leaders of the profession, the physical evidence
of implementation is unclear. The use of available metrics and the certification of projects is not
uniformly distributed in built environments. While the potential for verifiable sustainable outcomes is
understood, the apparent gaps in use and distribution of certified projects pose multiple questions
concerning professionals’ familiarity and attitudes towards sustainability, metrics as guides, and
certification programs.
In an effort to quantify professional’s attitudes towards sustainability and sustainability metrics, such as
SITES®, an anonymous sampling instrument was distributed through national and regional networks.
Over 340 responses were returned and analyzed to discern: 1) professionals’ attitudes toward
sustainability, 2) attitudes and adoption of available metrics, 3) regional differences of professional
attitudes and implementation of sustainable landscapes, and 4) professional attitudes and evaluations
of implemented certified SITES® projects.
Initial data indicates that the value of implementing sustainable work was commonplace. The results
show that client buy-in is at the lead of obstacles, playing heavily in practitioners’ decisions to engage in
the certification process. Additionally, preliminary results show there is no significant difference in
respondents’ interest of sustainable landscape development, however, there is a noticeable difference
in respondents’ strength of knowledge concerning sustainability and metrics.
The investigation of professional attitudes toward sustainability and regional associations will provide
insight into noticeable location variances in sustainably built environments and certified projects.
Results could have the capacity to recognize areas of potential focus to concentrate education efforts
concerning the importance of sustainable landscapes and the use of available metrics. Further
investigation is necessary to determine the role certification programs have in educating potential
clients in the value of these programs. Future studies aim to correlate student expectations with realistic
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sustainability metrics.
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Assessing Cultural Sustainability of Community-Owned Blue-Green
Infrastructure Systems
Rising, Hope Hui Texas A&M University, hope.rising@tamu.edu
Yang, Dong-Yu Texas A&M University, dyyang@tamu.edu
Keywords: Blue-Green Infrastructure, Place Attachment, Willingness to Pay, Willingness to Maintain,
Pro-Environmental Behavior
Attachment to natural places leads to pro-environmental behaviors (Williams, 2010). Place attachment
mediates the relationship between recreational destination attractiveness and environmentally
responsible behaviors (Halpanny, 2010). Few have examined these relationships based on the
perception of residents toward neighborhood settings. To help fill this gap, this study investigated the
extent to which design parameters of blue-green infrastructure (BGI) influence place-based attitudes
and stewardship behaviors towards BGI as destinations within residential neighborhoods. The design
parameters included were water retention and reuse and visual appearance.
A total of 99 residents from the Green Benefit Districts (GBD) participated in an online visual preference
survey about six BGI prototypes, including hydroponic green streets, hydroponic green spaces, canals,
vegetated swales, daylighted creeks, and water parks/plazas. The prototypes were identified from
literature review and fine-tuned through three community workshops on developing BGI as communityowned water utilities to be financed and maintained by GBD residents who elected to establish their
own utility taxing districts separate from the rest of San Francisco.
The visual preference survey presented six prototypes one at a time with or without water retention,
water reuse, and an image to measure the effects of water retention, water reuse, and visual
appearance on 1) three place-based attitudes, i.e., place dependence (PD), place identity (PI), and place
attachment (PA) as functional, cognitive, and emotional attachment to BGI; and 2) stewardship
behaviors as willingness to pay for (WTP) and willingness to maintain (WTM) a BGI prototype. To
quantify PD, PI, and PA, survey questions accounted for the extent to which the participants rely on BGI
prototypes for quality of life, identify with it as an extension of their sense of self, and are likely to visit it
frequently as a destination.
Path analyses were conducted to analyze 99 responses for the following conditions: 1) water retention
without an image; 2) water retention with an image; 3) water retention and reuse without an image;
and 4) water retention and reuse with an image. The results suggest that residents are willing to finance
and maintain BGI with water retention regardless of its visual appearance. In addition, when water
reuse is also incorporated, BGI becomes less of an extension of residents’ sense of self but more
important for their quality of life. Water reuse is more likely to motivate stewardship behaviors and
visitations to destinations further away from the semi-private zones near residences to encourage more
physical activities and social interactions.
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Turfgrass design and water maintenance perceptions and preferences of
homeowners
Kraszewska, Katherine Washington State University, k.kraszewska@wsu.edu
Keywords: stormwater, green infrastructure, infiltration, best management practices, low impact
development, artificial recharge, design, landscape architecture
The growing impacts of water resources and the subsequent cost of water demands on homeowners,
has led many residents to consider alternatives to traditional turf as replacements for their lawns. This
research seeks to better understand what current homeowners and new to market homebuyers are
looking for in their home landscapes as well as determine willingness to adopt alternative strategies to
management in keeping traditional lawn turf. This research project will examine the general consensus
of homeowners and developers with regards to turfgrass maintenance and acceptance of more resilient
design applications in order to 1.) provide quality grass species in residential design development and 2.)
promote ecologically minded and aesthetically valuable design alternatives to homeowners in the PNW,
western United States and the nation at large. The overall goal of this research is to determine the
attitudes and values of recent homeowners with regards to turfgrass maintenance and the adoption of
new more resilient forms of stormwater management on site.
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Landscape Performance and Linear parks: a case study of the Lafitte Greenway
in New Orleans
Serrano, Nicholas Louisiana State University, nserra2@lsu.edu
Mathieu, Sasha Louisiana State University, smathi8@lsu.edu
Keywords: heat island, pedestrian safety, linear parks, greenway
Greenways have long been lauded for the unique benefits provided by their geometry as linear parks.
Whereas larger green spaces with more balanced perimeter dimensions create wider buffers from
surrounding blocks, greenways have much greater perimeter contact with the urban fabric, allowing
their benefits to contact larger areas of the city. This paper presents the landscape performance benefits
of the Lafitte Greenway in New Orleans, LA. conducted as part of the Landscape Architecture
Foundation’s case study investigation series. Although the greenway’s benefits are many, the paper
focuses on those unique to its features as a linear park and how this guided research methodology.
The Lafitte Greenway is a 2.6-mile linear park and varying from 50-475 ft wide that connects 8
neighborhoods along 27 city blocks from the French Quarter to the historic Bayou St. John. Previously an
abandoned polluted industrial shipping corridor, the greenway began as a grassroots effort to save one
of the few remaining open spaces in a city that was recently designated as the most severe urban heat
island in the United States. Today the 32-acre linear park provides residents with environmental,
recreational, and cultural amenities including over 200,000 sqft of bioswales, over 600 native trees,
18,000 sqft of permeable concrete paving, a 12-foot-wide multi-modal trail, recreation and athletic
facilities, public art, and community programming.
The research team identified landscape performance benefits based on the project goals, design intent,
built features, and unexpected outcomes. Researchers gathered data from publicly accessible online
sources such as real estate listings, tax assessor records, and newspaper archives, and also collected
data on site using air sensors, radar guns, and analog measurement tools. Data were analyzed using GIS,
publicly accessible online tools including the EPA National Stormwater Calculator, and spreadsheets to
process batched calculations. The data show the greenway reduces average air temperatures 5-10
degrees, increases publicly accessible open space by 30% for residents within ½ mile, reduces vehicular
speed by 15%, and contributed to a 60% increase in residential real estate values, among other benefits.
This paper will discuss these findings with respect to the unique situation of linear parks in dense urban
environments. The project is significant as the first LAF case study in Louisiana, providing an important
local precedent that advocates for the value of sustainable landscape architecture in a region uniquely
susceptible to climate change, but with historically low investment in environmental resources.
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Augmented Decision-Making: Hybridizing Performance Metrics for User
Evaluation
Zawarus, Phillip University of Nevada Las Vegas, phillip.zawarus@unlv.edu
Keywords: landscape performance, augmented reality, computational modeling, decision-making,
engagement, interaction, user interface
Nature-based solutions are being further appreciated beyond their aesthetics and are being recognized
for their ability to sustain, mitigate, and service our progressive intentions of preservation and
enhancement of the environment (Beck, 2015). For the profession of landscape architecture to properly
evaluate the necessary preservation and enhancement procedures, our process must shift to a divergent
method of asking questions to direct solutions so outcomes are not limited or preconceived (Lahaie,
2016).
Through the emergence of landscape performance and the integration of quantitative metrics into
outdoor spaces, nature-based benefits can become more attainable and tangible to comprehend the
complex ecological, social, and economic relationships of a different environments. My approach
models these dynamic landscape benefits using an Augmented Reality (AR) platform of both physical
demonstration pieces and digital interfaces to reach a universal audience. Augmented reality is not only
gaining traction as an innovative representation tool but with the integration of parametric modeling
and performance metrics it can also serve as a decision-making process (Duenser et al., 2008). Students,
community members, and stakeholder groups can rapidly generate scenarios that align with design
program objectives that relate to social, economic, and environmental benefits for measurable
outcomes. With the augmented interface, information and data becomes perceptual and responsive to
real-time data, performance parameters, and user decision making. With the influx of real-time
quantitative data that updates during this process, there is a profound opportunity to fundamentally
shift design thinking and action based on these augmented outcomes. By embedding measurables and
metrics, a new design process and methodology can potentially emerge that enables the respective
parties to generate scenarios for accessing and evaluating with their goals and objectives.
This approach uses a mobile AR station that demonstrates varies examples of landscape performance to
create a “discovery exhibit” for K-12 students, college campus groups, and the surrounding community.
The advanced augmented sandbox can be calibrated to communicate basic landform characteristics and
standard performance methods and metrics of tree benefits and stormwater management. The
gameboard scenarios can be developed, monitored, and evaluated with the digital tracking of user
engagements to cross-reference with surveys to evaluate the effectiveness and friendliness of the
interface and intended learning outcomes. This mixed reality provides an opportunity to evaluate
whether data outputs impact or influence design decision-making by the user from the survey forms
(Wang et al., 2013).
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Unpacking a Case Study / Cornell Tech Campus
Birkeland, Jennifer Cornell University, jb2597@cornell.edu
Keywords: Resiliency Planning, Campus Design, Waterfront
The Case Study Investigation series hosted by the Landscape Architecture Foundation is building a dense
inventory of landscape projects around the world. Observing their implementation and influence, this
collection of work is providing a dense and detailed reference for designers when presented with
various project types. This study observed the University campus located on Roosevelt Island, in the East
River between Manhattan and Brooklyn. A 12.5-acre former hospital site was transformed into an
applied sciences and engineering satellite campus for Cornell University. Situated between the larger
residential Roosevelt Island community, and Four Freedoms Park memorial, the site has a unique set of
conditions that required sensitive planning and programming. Designed by James Corner Field
Operations, Cornell Tech, is a highly complex, multi-phase project, established to support the
community that resides and visits the island. The first phase of the project completed in 2017, consists
of 3.5 acres of campus lawn and amenities, and an additional 6.5 acres of meadowlands to be developed
with new campus buildings in later project phases. The campus landscape features pockets of green
spaces between buildings, linked together by an internal path network that function as gathering
spaces, recreation areas, and outdoor laboratories. The tech-inspired campus incorporates innovative
design strategies to enhance sustainability, combining stormwater management and rainwater
harvesting systems, geothermal heating systems, smart site furnishings, solar panels, smart buildings,
and native plantings to reduce runoff, energy, and water consumption. The waterfront site was
designed to be resilient during flood events; using excavated materials from the construction phase
were incorporated to lift the lawn and building entrances above the 500-year flood elevation. Since its
construction there have been a series of successes and learning opportunities with have occurred with
the new high-tech systems between the buildings and the landscape, that serve as a compelling
precedent for those looking to utilize similar strategies. This continues to build on the importance of the
CSI series, as a tool for designers to understand, critique, and further their own research and practice.
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Measuring Baseline Condition: A suggestion on improving the rigor of Landscape
Performance Evaluation
Luo, Yi University of Florida, yi.luo@ufl.edu
Chen, Kanglin University of Florida, kanglinchen@ufl.edu
Wei, Jinxing Texas Tech University, jinxing.wei@qq.com
Keywords: baseline data; pre- and post- comparison; metrics; design goals; landscape performance;
measuring tools
The Landscape Performance Series (LPS) by the Landscape Architecture Foundation measures a built
landscape’s performance, providing a glance of its status at one point in time and suggesting whether
applied design strategies are achieving the design goals. Performance must be compared (e.g. against
benchmark/baseline) to indicate changes, and design strategies and data availability normally decide
how performance is compared. Baseline is “a standard measurement or fact against which other
measurements or facts are compared” (Longman Dictionary, n.d.). The field of landscape architecture
lacks a culture of collecting baseline data. Therefore, in many instances, LPS research teams had to
compare performance with traditional developments or standard benchmarks, even though comparing
with baseline data is more effective and accurate (Ellis et al., 2014). The importance of baseline data is
commonly recognized. Deming and Swaffiield (2011) claimed one must collect a site’s baseline condition
to conduct meaningful POE. Ndubisi et al. (2014) asserted that without reliable baseline data, it is
difficult/impossible to evaluate landscape performance. A 2021 CELA panel, All About That Base, further
emphasized the need to document baseline conditions.
Despite growing interests, evaluating a site’s baseline condition is rarely a part of common landscape
practices. Clients typically do not include in-depth research in a project’s scope, schedule, and budget,
and most practitioners are not experienced enough in performance evaluation to collect baseline data
(Luo et al., 2021). The goal of this study is to highlight the importance of baseline data and to
recommend metric/method selection based on project goals and design solutions.
In this project, we studied 163 LPS cases. First, the sustainable features and performance benefits of
each case were entered in separate columns in a spreadsheet. Next, possible cause-and-effect
relationships between design strategies and performance were identified based on common landscape
planning and design knowledge. This process builds a connection between design strategies and
performance, making metric/method selection more straightforward.
This research reveals that baseline data is compulsory before implementation in numerous situations.
For example, design strategies such as “narrowing down streets” would possibly change baseline data
(e.g. vehicular speed). In situations like this, data should be collected before construction starts.
However, in design strategies that create “avoidance and savings” benefits in comparison to their
conventional counterpart (e.g. reducing carbon footprint), there is no need to collect baseline data for
those strategies. We expect this study to help practitioners collect baseline data and promote evidencebased landscape practices.
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Measuring landscape performance for a subdivision in Canterbury, New
Zealand: Reflections and critique of methods
Chen, Guanyu Lincoln University (New Zealand), Hanley.Chen@lincolnuni.ac.nz
Bowring, Jacky Lincoln University (New Zealand), Jacky.Bowring@lincoln.ac.nz
Keywords: Landscape performance, evaluation, residential subdivision, sustainability, wetland,
evaluation method
Completed in 2019, Te Whāriki (Phase 1&2) is a 144-acre residential subdivision adjacent to Lincoln
University in Canterbury, New Zealand. The project transformed a dairy farm into a high-performance
residential landscape featuring a series of constructed wetlands. According to its design goals, Te
Whāriki is expected to help support local biodiversity, improve downstream water quality, reduce car
dependence, encourage the use of alternative transport, and provide opportunities for food collection
and harvesting. With support provided by the Landscape Architecture Foundation (LAF) and the design
firm - Earthwork Landscape Architects, we measured the actual performance of Te Whāriki, as a part of
the 2021 LAF Case Study Investigation (CSI) programme.
A series of performance metrics were firstly selected according to the design goals and other associated
benefits. The selected metrics include the number of observed species, frequency of using cars and
alternative transport, and pollutant load reduction. These metrics were then evaluated by using a range
of methods, including a resident survey, on-site measurements, and the Pathfinder landscape carbon
calculator. Apart from these standardised CSI evaluation methods, we have also applied some
innovative or modified methods as many standardised CSI methods are developed in the North
American context, with embedded North American standards or requiring specific datasets that are not
available in New Zealand. These innovative and modified methods include iNatualist data queries, a
modified System for Observing Play and Recreation in Communities (SOPARC), and a modified
Watershed Treatment Model (WTM).
The evaluation results show that Te Whāriki generally performs well and has met most of its design
goals. We also found that the wetlands and walking tracks within the residential landscape are
significant in encouraging the residents to exercise more, and contribute to their self-reported improved
mode and quality of life. The evaluation also identified lessons learned from the management and
maintenance practices, including the need for more interpretive information regarding the use of edible
elements of the landscape.
This presentation aims to 1)share the key findings and lessons learned from this evaluation, 2)highlight
the innovative and modified evaluation methods we applied in our evaluation, and 3)building upon past
discussions related to the CSI evaluation framework [1-3], offer a series of reflections on the CSI
framework, related to broader issues around landscape performance evaluation practices. By sharing
these findings and reflections, we hope to catalyse further conversations on the current evaluation
framework and contribute to its further iteration and improvement.
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Multifunctionality of Public Play Spaces
Zhang, Weishunhua UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA, ZHANGWEISHUNHUA@UFL.EDU
Nawre, Alpa UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA, alpa.nawre@ufl.edu
Keywords: Multifunctionality of Public Play Spaces
The development of public play spaces in marginalized communities often faces many challenges,
including financial constraints. Therefore, improving the multifunctionality of public play spaces
becomes necessary to satisfy the diverse community needs and justify the need for funding and
resource utilization. It also ensures that a community gets the maximum value from the invested
resources (Stafford, 2017). This study contrasts the landscape performance and multifunctionality of
two public play spaces. The play spaces were chosen because they cater for marginalized populations in
the communities they are situated. This study uses a secondary literature review and case-study
method. Seattle Children's play garden and Yanaguana Garden at Hemisfair public spaces accommodate
various public functions and serve as a playground for children. The facilities are constructed in middleurban communities to create an opportunity for children and adults of all abilities to relax and engage in
play activities. The study determined that the two public playgrounds have a high landscape
performance across different categories. Seattle Children's Play Garden's benefits include capturing and
infiltrating stormwater and providing outdoor recreational activities for all children, including those with
disabilities (Seattle Children's PlayGarden, 2021). In mainstream facilities, the needs of children with
special needs are often overlooked, denying them the chance to actualize like their peers (Jeanes &
Magee, 2012). Hence, it is vital to ensure that significant resources are directed towards the needs of
this segment, especially in marginalized areas where access to social amenities is limited. Similarly, the
Yanaguana Garden helps the city capture and infiltrate stormwater and provides a cool
microenvironment for visitors of all abilities (Yanaguana Garden at Hemisfal, 2021). It allows all children,
including wheelchairs, to enjoy all recreational activities and encourages interaction (Yanaguana Garden
at Hemisfal, 2021). According to Sundevall and Jansson (2020), children should be provided with an
accessible, inclusive, and conducive playing space characterized by healthy air, micro-micro climate, and
protected sun. The comparison revealed the imperative need to take care of vulnerable populations in
society. Notably, the play spaces lacked the ability to hold public gatherings and rallies that are critical
aspects of multifunctionality in marginalized areas. Because of scarce resources, it is recommended to
have spaces that cater for social and formal gatherings. Additionally, while Seattle Children's Playground
creates employment opportunities, the Yanguana play space lacks the functionality, which would help it
raise funds and support the local population.
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Land use drivers for flooding in Midwest: Longitudinal assessment of land use
composition and configuration in growing and depopulating regions
Xu, Zhicheng Michigan State University, xuzhich2@msu.edu
Sohn, Wonmin Michigan State University, wonmin@msu.edu
Keywords: urban flooding; imperviousness connectivity; stormwater management; green infrastructure
The increasing use of impervious surfaces due to urbanization causes excess stormwater runoff during
heavy storm events, challenging many metropolitan areas (Barnes et al., 2000; Chithra et al., 2015). The
Chicago-Naperville and Detroit-Warren-Ann Arbor combined statistical areas (C-N and D-W-AA CSAs) in
the Midwestern United States have experienced severe flooding. Two regions demonstrated different
land development trends in association with their contradictory population changes. From 2000 to 2019,
the C-N CSA has a recorded 3.8% growth in population and decline in the gross vacancy rate since 2015
(Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning, 2010; Ramsey, 2012; US Census Bureau, 2021), while the DW-AA CSA’s population has decreased 2.4% and presented a growth of vacant lands after the 1950s
economic boom (Detroit Future City, 2016; US Census Bureau, 2021). Considering socioeconomic
statuses and land development trends, current municipalities in these regions expanded their green
infrastructure (GI) to manage stormwater in the face of increasing flood risks accelerated by climate
change (City of Chicago, 2015; Detroit Future City, 2019). Given these conditions, it is unclear how
different land use approaches have shaped the resilience of these two Midwestern regions, and how
changes in the quantity and quality of development and GI longitudinally have affected the regional
flooding response.
The purposes of this study are to 1) monitor the temporal and spatial patterns of flooding and land use
at five-year intervals from 2001 to 2016 in association with demographic changes in the C-N and D-W-AA
CSAs, and 2) identify the longitudinal impacts of the quantity and quality of urban development and GI
on annual runoff depth and peak flow. Ordinary least squares (OLS) regression, panel data, and quantile
regression models will be developed in both regions to predict runoff depth and peak flow with a set of
independent variables featuring development composition, GI patterns, climatic factors, and
geophysical variables.
As result, the positive association of TIA and hydraulic connectivity with runoff yields is expected. A
larger, more connected GI would contribute to mitigating runoff depth and peak flow over time. The
Chicago region would have experienced greater flood impacts than Detroit. The impacts of development
and GI patterns on runoff yields are expected to vary by region. The research findings will be useful to
develop a framework for policymakers and communities seeking to formulate strategies for future land
development and GI plans in response to demographic changes, while also securing local flood storage
capacity.
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Assessing Fire Regime Change Under SES Stakeholder Driven Scenarios and
Iteratively Embedding (Coupling) Solutions in the Owyhee Area
Vincent, Aaron University of Idaho, Vinc1696@vandals.uidaho.edu
Cronan, Daniel University of Idaho, dcronan@uidaho.edu
Keywords: Assessing Fire Regime Change Under SES Stakeholder Driven Scenarios and Iteratively
Embedding (Coupling) Solutions in the Owyhee Area
Wildfire regimes in the western US have changed drastically post Euro-American settlement of the area
(Abatzoglou & Williams, 2016; Westerling, 2016). Wildfire activity, amount of area burned, and the
number of large fires per season have all seen a marked increase beginning in the mid 1890’s; a trend
that has only continued through to today with stark increases to that upward trajectory occurring in the
past half century (Abatzoglou & Williams, 2016; Westerling, 2016). Increase in wildfire prevalence,
intensity and length of the burn season has led to instances of widespread forest mortality, increases in
carbon emissions, growing periods of degraded air quality, and a substantial increase in fire suppression
expenditures (Abatzoglou & Williams, 2016). Being that most of this increase has occurred in the
ecoregions of the Northwestern US, steps must be taken to help better understand and manage the
region both pre and post fire to lessen the occurrence of detrimental ecosystem-altering fires and or
mitigate their effects (Abatzoglou & Williams, 2016; Wildland Fire Leadership Council, 2012; Westerling,
2016). We hypothesize that if fire regime change in the sagebrush steppe ecosystem of the Owyhees,
driven by externalities from contributing variables, could be better understood and managed then an
umbrella suite of adaptive best management practices can be developed to prevent and or mitigate the
detrimental effects of fire regime change in similar, but spatiotemporally unconnected ecosystems.
This project employs stakeholder-driven scenarios identified in the National Science Foundation’s (NSF)
Established Program to Stimulate Competitive Research (EPSCoR) Genes by Environment: Modeling,
Mechanisms, and Mapping (GEM3) program’s Owyhee site (in southwest Idaho) to determine plausible
alternative futures with respect to fire regime change and best management practices (BMP’s) in the
region. Our mixed-methods approach makes use of spatiotemporal Geographical Information System
(GIS) data, local knowledge and ideals, as well as statistical modeling, specifically forest-based
forecasting, to create a clearer picture of what the future of the region could look like given stakeholderdriven scenarios of future land use and land cover change. Results provide a framework for
disseminating the process as well as potential solutions to address fire uncertainty. Our goal is to
contribute to the body of knowledge of landscape planning by producing a suite of fire-wise BMP’s that
can not only be used in the Owyhee region of southern Idaho and western Oregon, but in comparable
environments to help combat the rapidly intensifying impacts of disturbances.
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Tree Canopy on Vacant Lots: Neglected Resources for Landscape Connectivity
Zhang, Pan University of Connecticut, pan.zhang@uconn.edu
Park, Sohyun University of Connecticut, sohyun.park@uconn.edu
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Vacant land in cities has been treated as negative spaces associated with high crime rates and
environmental degradation. However, vacant land also provides ecological value such as biodiversity
and habitat restoration as much of the land is covered by trees, flora, and fauna (Anderson & Minor,
2017; Garvin et al., 2013; Kremer et al., 2013). Nevertheless, tree canopy on vacant lots is
underappreciated and little literature has examined the importance of tree canopy on vacant lots,
especially in the context of landscape connectivity. This study aims to examine the landscape
connectivity of urban tree canopy (UTC) on vacant lots in Hartford, Connecticut by simulating scenarios
of diminishing trees that often occurs when vacant lots are transformed. An integrated approach using
morphological spatial pattern analysis (MSPA) and network-based connectivity indices was applied to
quantify the composition of tree canopy in the entire urban forest landscape in Hartford, and the
landscape connectivity value of tree canopy on each vacant lot. The baseline setting included 16.28% of
UTC as core patches and more than half of UTC as islets indicating a pattern of high fragmentation in
UTC. We simulated five UTC demolition scenarios on vacant lots based on the status quo where the
whole UTC on vacant lots is maintained (Scenario 1). We also simulated four additional conditions where
20%, 50%, 80%, and 100% of the UTC on vacant lots is removed for future development (Scenarios 2-5).
The findings indicated that when more UTC-covered vacant lots are developed, the loss of tree canopy
area and core and bridge forest patches decreased considerably. Landscape connectivity also decreased
significantly in Scenario 5 along with the largest loss of core habitats and links (stepping stones). Each
forested vacant lot was assessed using four network-based patch-level indices (e.g., intrapatch
connectivity, interpatch connectivity, connector contribution, and integrated connectivity value). We
identified four vacant lots with the highest landscape connectivity values that are worth preserving and
protecting from urban development. The results provide practical methods for urban forest
management and planning development decision-making to utilize this synergic workflow to evaluate
urban forest habitats and identify key patches on vacant lots for urban ecological preservation and
restoration.
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Envisioning a Future Circular City through the integration of aquaponics systems
in Seattle’s watersheds
Horn, Erin University of Washington, gundula@proksch.co
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Transitions
As the need to equilibrate urban systems into a regenerative balance grows, there is an opportunity to
envision circular city futures within the context of existing urban regions and local ecologies. Seattle,
Washington, has a close physical, economic, and socio-political connection to its local waters. Within the
past 170 years, the imposition of industrial, linear modes of management of Food-Water-Energy nexus
resources in Seattle and the surrounding Cascadia bioregion has altered natural systems significantly
through engineered interventions and urban expansion. This paper investigates the transitions
associated with a future scenario for Seattle in which urban water-based food production creates
ecological benefits to mitigate anthropogenic environmental challenges.
Creating science-based scenarios and future thinking is an essential mode of working for landscape
architects, architects, and designers. This speculative scenario of what a future sustainable food and
ecosystem could look like is based on detailed research of environmental change, food production
systems, sustainable technologies, land use planning, and environmental legislation. The scenario
asserts that societal motivation and transdisciplinary design at the nexus of water, food, and energy can
create ecological benefits. Outdated, caustic, industrial modes will be rejected while an ecologically and
socially-minded circular city movement redefines what makes a thriving city productive, resilient, and
adaptive. Seattle may reconcile the demand for different urban agricultural practices for its food system,
including integrated aquaponics facilities. Various factors of place, such as local ecology, indigenous
history, hydrological systems, and effects of climate change in the Pacific Northwest, are studied
through literature review and analyzed for potential synergies. The significant role of salmon in the
region is closely considered. The analysis finds multiple water-based systems, such as the urban water
and nutrient cycle, marine habitats, waterways, hydro energy systems, and aquaponics systems, are not
sufficiently integrated despite their close interconnections.
The investigation accordingly assesses the confluence of multiple factors -- ecological, climatic,
geographic, cultural, historical -- that might contribute to a more sound urban ecology, biodiversity, and
food system in a future Seattle. Integrative approaches are needed to mitigate adverse impacts on the
natural environment. Circular production modes (like aquaponics) pair industrial symbiosis and naturebased solutions to foster sustainable food cultivation in synergy with Seattle’s waterscapes. The
development of applied environmental strategies reflective of local contexts and supportive of broader
sustainability transitions shapes regenerative urban landscapes of the future.
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Enhanced Methods to Assess Impact and Protect Imperiled Aquatic Species on
Linear Transportation Projects
Vick, R. Alfred University of Georgia College of Environment and Design, ravick@uga.edu
Calabria, Jon University of Georgia College of Environment and Design, jcalabr@uga.edu
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University of Georgia landscape architecture faculty participated on a multi-disciplinary research team
to develop enhanced methods to protect imperiled aquatic species potentially impacted by state-funded
roadway projects. Georgia has numerous protected freshwater species, and the Georgia Department of
Transportation (GDOT) must frequently consult with federal and state agencies to identify measures to
avoid, minimize and mitigate impacts to imperiled aquatic organisms.
As part of the consultation process, US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and Georgia Department of
Natural Resources (DNR) may require special provisions. Such provisions may include limits on in-water
use of equipment, sedimentation minimization practices, noise restrictions, timing restrictions that
prohibit work below the water surface during the spawning season and the use of stormwater BMPs.
While these measures are based on sound science and are presumed to be necessary for minimizing the
impact to sensitive species, there has been no comprehensive examination of the benefits of these
practices to the different species. Some of these measures impose substantial costs on GDOT projects
and the current system also provides limited flexibility. A comprehensive review of these practices is
therefore warranted.
Our team developed a system for assessing the impact of road construction projects on imperiled
freshwater species that accounts for project characteristics, site characteristics, and species sensitivity.
This “Total Effect Score” (TES) is based on a comprehensive assessment of the tolerances and traits of
111 freshwater species and a thorough review of the literature on the efficacy of construction and postconstruction BMPs. It employs a risk-based system to assess construction-phase effects and postconstruction effects over a 50-year time horizon, making it possible to identify tradeoffs among
alternative management practices. The post-construction BMP component of the project was led by the
landscape architecture faculty on the team. While the construction phase component was led by
engineering faculty.
Additionally, law faculty led the development of a template for a programmatic agreement (PA) that
uses the TES as the basis for a streamlined system for evaluating projects. To support the adoption of
the PA, ecology faculty on the team conducted a biological assessment of all species.
Adoption of the PA and the TES system should provide substantial cost savings for GDOT while
improving outcomes for federally and state protected freshwater species. This session will focus on the
development of the post-construction BMP component of the Total Effect Score and the methodology
used to integrate the other components into a comprehensive assessment.
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Territory of Trees
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This paper and visual analysis documents forest communities, tree abundance, and the biotic and abiotic
factors affecting their changing territories. This paper is envisioned to broaden awareness for
identifying areas of outstanding biodiversity as climate change and development pressures threaten the
health and quality of our forests. Forests are critical to the state’s natural resources, forests hold wood,
provide habitat, store carbon and provide spaces for recreation. Forests in northeast Ohio are changing
due to development and are fragmented and declining in adundance. Timber demands continue to
increase while forestry management standards in Ohio are voluntary and only 4% of forest landowners
have management plans.
Intensive timber harvesting has created even-aged stands, and tree vectors continue to threaten tree
species diversity. In Ohio, most of the urban and rural forests are in a climax condition and over 70% are
privately owned, making management a challenge. The Cuyahoga County Urban Tree Canopy
Assessment Update 2019 noted the net loss of about 6,600 acres of canopy and represents a 6.1%
decline from 2011. Territory of Trees sets out to describe Northeast Ohio’s unique forest communities,
specimen and cultural landscapes as a guide for conservation priority efforts and propose species into
the forest communites as it faces unknown futures.
In this study, we mapped Northeast Ohio’s beech-maple- hemlock forest changes in canopy
fragmentation, community composition and abundance. Research synthesized USDA’s datasets,
compared with changes in species abundance between 1800-2018 from Kathryn M. Flinn’s research on
old growth forests between 1932 to 2018 in Ohio.
Findings show northeast Ohio’s forests are abundant in tree species but continuous disturbance in
forests promote ruderal species and stands of Tsuga canadensis have had the greatest decline, displaced
by Fagus grandifolia, and Acer saccharum. Impacts of disturbance from development create a more
homogenous landscapes while urban ecosystems are trending similar to other cities rather than native
ecosystems therefore losing habitat, and diversity.
Another finding shows that in recent decades changes in moisture availability have had stronger impacts
on vegetation dynamics than temperature and tree species are shifting westward, drastically changing
the canopy and cultural understandings of our forests (Fei 2017).
The urbanization of northeast Ohio’s beech-maple- hemlock forest, climate and moisture availability led
to regional homogenous landscapes. The need to promote biodiversity is upon us, with climate
predictions this study concludes with speculations on new forest communites and future species
abundance based on climate trends.
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Biodiverse and Resilient Living Roofs: Theory and Principles for Success
Dvorak, Bruce Texas A&M University, bdvorak@tamu.edu
Skabelund, Lee Kansas State University, lskab@ksu.edu
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Biodiverse (biologically diverse) and resilient living roofs (green roofs) can accomplish much more than
retaining stormwater, preventing urban heat islands, and conserving energy use in buildings (CookPatton and Bauerle 2012, Sutton and Lambrinos 2015). When appropriately designed and maintained,
biodiverse living roofs can serve as hotspots for local and migrating wildlife, and be resilient (Brenneisen
2006, Partridge and Clark 2018). This presentation covers background theory and principles learned
from expert green roof designers, building owners, and maintenance staff taking care of green roofs.
The theory and principles are new insights gained from our recent collaborative work on green roofs
(Dvorak and Bousselot 2021, Dvorak and Skabelund 2021).
The principles presented in this study were developed from the authors’ reflections and synthesis of
literature related to urban ecology and biodiversity (Schaefer, et al. 2004) and biodiversity on green
roofs (Cook-Patton and Bauerle 2012, Cook-Patton 2015, Sutton and Lambrinos 2015), as practical
knowledge learned from design observations (Nijhuis and de Vries 2019), and data collected during the
writing of the book Ecoregional Green Roofs (Dvorak 2021, Dvorak and Skabelund 2021). These include
insights from informal discussions with those that design, maintain, or oversee the success of the green
roofs, from lessons learned across case studies in Ecoregional Green Roofs, and from publications on
green roofs and rooftop ecosystems. Principles support the idea that native vegetation can provide
habitat for local and/or migratory wildlife.
Principles reported in this study include practices that designers and decision-makers use to design and
maintain biodiverse and resilient green roofs. They consist of good practices that can be replicated on
green roofs to make them more attractive to wildlife and able to recover from adverse climate or
human-made events. Some of the green roofs included in the case studies are innovative and
biodiverse. Some of the green roofs were designed by well-established firms, and some were designed
by firms stepping into green roof design for the first time, however, they teamed up with experts that
could guide major decisions toward time-tested decisions.
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Re-reading Teron's post-war developments in Ottawa, Canada as new models
for ecologically-supportive housing and new town development
Bassett, Shannon McEwen School of Architecture, Laurentian University, sbassett@laurentian.ca
Keywords: Ecological planning, environmental new town movement, post-war suburbs, Ian Mc Harg,
post-occupancy research
Much has been written regarding the critical alternative models of post-war suburban development
exemplifying "ecological planning practices" undertaken in the US. Included are Ian McHarg’s seminal
environmental design for Woodlands new town near Houston, Texas. Little has been written about
notable post-war developments constructed in Canada, including projects by the Canadian developer
William Teron in Ottawa, Canada. (1)
Four case studies of alternative models for post-war housing and new town development highlight
important ecological planning practices. Ottawa underwent a radical transformation in the 1950’s with
the implementation of the modernist-inspired Gréber plan, including urban renewal and
implementation of a Green Belt. First, the new town of Beaverbrook, Kanata, outside of Ottawa’s
Greenbelt is examined. Beaverbrook’s design and planning integrates ecological and hydrological
systems. Housing clusters and Village Centres are separated by green infrastructure systems and
corridors. Second, the planned neighborhood, Qualicum Park, within the interior edge of the Greenbelt
is examined. Qualicum’s design integrates natural ecological systems with hydrological systems. Unlike
Kanata, a new town planned with social amenities, mixed-uses and light industry, Qualicum was singleuse in its zoning – with housing the sole focus. Third, Island Park Estates is examined. A marketing
brochure describes it as “an urban garden home”, adjacent to an urban park system within the heart of
the urban core. Parking is relegated to the perimeter of the site. Effective integration of landscape
buffers housing units from each other, creating a quasi-private realm. Teron later became
Chairman/President of CMHC and Deputy Minister of the State for Urban Affairs. In this context he
worked on other demonstration projects, including a narrow urban townhouse typology used at
LeBreton Flats, where large urban renewal/expropriation projects undertaken by the National Capital
Commission (NCC) occurred the 1960’s. In this fourth case study, balconies are experienced as outdoor
living rooms - where landscape is integrated as vertical gardens.
Interpretive historical design research probes these four post-war development projects to determine
how they integrate landscape and ecological systems across nested scales of planning. Findings from
resident interviews and post-occupancy assessments are synthesized. Through literature review, the
following are examined: changes of ownership structure(s); expansions, new phasing, and adjustments
of original design objectives; and the pressures and outcomes associated with densification encouraged
by Ottawa’s approved new Official Plan. Additionally, new models for development are examined within
the context of pandemics and human health – namely the demand for decentralization from dense
urban cores.
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Investigating the Pathways of Key Landscape Characteristics' Impact on Stream
Biota in The Southeastern United States with Structural Equation Modeling
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The southeastern United States has experienced extreme changes in land use since 1800s. Land use
indirectly affects stream biota mainly through three pathways: hydrology (eg. overland flow, baseflow),
water quality (eg. nutrients, contaminants), and sediment (eg. erosion, bed stability) (Nagy et al. 2011).
Previous studies investigated the pathways in agricultural landscapes (Riseng et al. 2011; Schmidt et al.
2019) or land uses associated with oil and natural gas development (Walker and Walters 2019).
However, there is limited understanding of the pathways through which urban landscapes affect stream
biota. Moreover, previous studies in the Southeast focused on the relationship between land uses and
stream biota rather than pathways. To investigate the complex processes of urban landscape impacts on
stream biota in the Southeast, this research uses structural equation modeling (SEM) to investigate
potential pathways. The objective is to represent the impact process, identify the most important
pathways, and compare the pathways with those of agricultural landscapes. Identifying important
pathways is helpful for environmental planners, ecologists, and related practitioners to develop targeted
and cost-effective management strategies to improve stream health. Based on relevant ecological
theories and empirical studies, we specify SEM model specifically for the Southeast. The USGS Southeast
Stream Quality Assessment (SESQA) data (Journey et al. 2014) simultaneously characterized multiple
water-quality factors—contaminants, nutrients, sediment, streamflow, and toxicity—along with
instream biological conditions for 77 sites along urban gradients in the Southeast. Considering the
comprehensiveness of the data, we use it to develop structural equation model and investigate the
direct, indirect, and total effects of key landscape characteristics on stream biota. In order to develop a
parsimonious model, we use landscape development intensity index (LDII) to represent urban landscape
gradients instead of different land uses. Preliminary results show that LDII and mean basin slope
significantly affect stream macroinvertebrate through watershed hydrology and stream physicochemical
environment. LDII has stronger total effect on stream macroinvertebrate than mean basin slope. Stream
physicochemical environment has stronger direct effect but weaker total effects on macroinvertebrate
than watershed hydrology. Different from previous findings, riparian forests have insignificant effect in
alleviating the negative effects of urban landscape on macroinvertebrate. Finally, considering the
usefulness of SEM to simultaneously represent the complex interactions among landscape factors,
stream environments, and stream biota, we develop an ecological restoration tool to predict biological
and stream environment responses to changes in land use and environmental factors, which helps
planners to find optimized restoration scenarios.
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IMPLEMENTING SUITABILITY ANALYSIS TO INFLUENCE AND SUPPORT NORTH
COUNTRY TRAIL EXPANSION ACROSS THE STATE OF MONTANA USING GIS
Kirkwood, Matthew North Dakota State University, matthew.kirkwood@ndsu.edu
Kollman, Morgan North Dakota State University, morgan.kollman1@gmail.co
Keywords: Landscape planning, trail connectivity, online mapping technology
The current North Country National Scenic Trail (NCNST) is the longest in the National Trails System,
spanning over 4,700 miles across eight states from North Dakota to Vermont. Presently, the trail
meanders through more than 160 federal, state, and local public lands, including 10 National Forests,
four areas of National Park Service, and over 100 state parks, forests, and game areas. Pristine
farmlands, large metropolitans and vast prairies, riparian ecosystems and mountainous landscapes are a
few of the diverse landscapes encountered throughout the duration of the current trail layout. This
large-scale approach will focus on expanding this trail through the state of Montana, with future hopes
of extending to the edge of the west coast in subsequent social media studies and geoinformation
spatial analysis. Locating nodes within the state of Montana will bring unique cultural, environmental,
and recreational experiences to fruition that do not presently exist. Utilizing Instagram as a social
analysis platform will inform desirable and well-visited destinations by Montana residents and its
visitors. Suitability analysis of feature classes and datasets will be reclassified and weighted by a system
of layer importance. The end result will reveal a computed surface raster that will assist in identifying
the connection of cultural and physical points of interest such as national parks, forests, cityscapes, and
other unique ecosystems that will inform appropriate trail design intervention. Implementation of this
expansion will boost tourism and educational opportunities while providing further recognition
westward into new environments currently unreachable by way of the existing NCNST. The goal of this
study will ultimately be used to create a comprehensive list of program suggestions to aid trail builders
in identification of best-fit trail planning for expansion along the NCNST across the state of Montana.
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Oh Hell...Bender Habitat, where art thou?
Calabria, Jon UGA, jcalabr@uga.edu
Shelton, James UGA
Gerrin, Wesley UGA
Floyd, Thomas GA DNR, thomas.floyd@dnr.ga.gov
Hitchcock, Dan Clemson University, dhitchc@clemson.edu
Lowe, Tripp UGA
Keywords: Terrestrial LiDAR, Sonar, Hellbender
Understanding where Hellbenders occur is vexing land managers in the Southern Appalachian
Mountains. Clean, cool running mountain streams are preferred habitat, which is threatened by legacy
sediment and anthrpogenic changes. We investigated habitat potential at landscape to understand
environmental factors. We are also interested in technology to determine microhabitat and could see
how this would inform management strategies to prioritize habitat preservation and restoration
strategies.
Presence of Hellbenders at 49 sites in four watersheds was sampled over a decade. Landscape scale
investigations suggest preferred stream reaches by distilling environmental data. We modeled species
distribution with MaxEnt using the EarthEnv dataset at 1 KM resolution to create a model. The model is
based on species response to the a variety of biotic and abiotic factors and results will be presented at
the conference.
We will also present proof of concept that seeks to integrate ground and flight based terrestrial LiDAR
with a mobile SONAR system that maps freshwater streams. The combination of these data can help
determine unique characteristics to better understand microhabitat at sites where Hellbenders were
present.
These data will help inform suitable reaches for landscape planning conservation efforts and identify
possible microhabitat locations that may be undetected by conventional techniques.
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Urban tree patterns impacts on urban microclimate
Flohr, Travis The Pennsylvania State University, tlf159@psu.edu
Heris, Mehdi Hunter College, mehdi.heris@hunter.cuny.edu
Keywords: Urban heat island, Urban forest, Microclimate, Mitigation, Landscape metrics
This paper presents preliminary findings regarding the impacts existing urban tree patterns have on
simulated urban microclimate within Baltimore, Maryland, USA. Cities are experiencing an increasing
rise in urban microclimate air temperatures due to the urban heat island effect (UHI) and climate
change. As a result, urban areas have been exposed to extremely high temperatures, creating significant
environmental injustices, quality of life, and ecological issues. For example, Baltimore, MD, experienced
37 or 28% of heat-related deaths in 2003 (Round, Conner, Rowley, & Banisky, 2019). Ecological impacts
include but are not limited to disrupted pollinator services due to premature soil warming and
microclimatic phenological shifts (Livesley, McPherson, & Calfapietra, 2016). Climate change
exacerbates UHI conditions due to record-breaking high temperatures, prolonged high heat index
seasons, and extreme weather events. These events are not anomalies and are expected to get worse.
Indeed, researchers project, using climate change modeling, that Baltimore will have 65 days with a heat
index of 37.8° C by the end of the century (Dahl et al., 2019).
Research has shown that cities can lower temperatures through surface material changes (Tan, Belcher,
Tan, Menz, & Schroepfer, 2021) and leverage ecosystem services, explicitly increasing urban tree canopy
coverage (Horváthová, Badura, & Duchková, 2021). While cities are adopting programs to increase tree
canopy cover and emerging research literature supports these efforts, a theoretical gap still needs to be
addressed. In particular, little is known about the impacts various urban forest patterns have on UHI
mitigation; thus, there is little guidance available to design an UHI mitigating urban forest other than
increasing tree canopy coverage (Mirzaei & Haghighat, 2010).
Our methods consisted of a spatial analysis of 42 landscape metrics (independent variables) (e.g., the
proportion of cover, Euclidean nearest neighbour, fractal dimension) computed using the PyLandStats
Python Package and their relationships with ambient temperatures (dependent variable) computed
using ENVI-MET. We compiled all data variables in Python. Statistical analysis consisted of repeated
measures of ANOVA.
Preliminary outcomes reinforce the significance of the proportion of tree cover and other tree
characteristics related to the amount of shade urban tree canopies produce (e.g., leaf area density and
canopy volume). However, initial results suggest landscape-related metric effects of tree patch patterns,
such as edge density, fractal dimension, and effective mesh size, that mitigate hotter temperatures. The
broader impacts of this work will improve urban forest planting guidelines by contributing spatial
patterns that better mitigate urban heat.
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Hoʻomanawanui
Bussiere, Simon University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa, bussiere@hawaii.edu
Laylo Feducia, Pag-ibig Ara University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa & Nella Media Group, ara@nmgnetwork.com
Keywords: Resilience, Community, Landscape, Architecture, Film
Resilience is site-dependent. Its principles are local, not globally universal, and a landscape’s ability to
adapt to change and rebound to disturbance depends largely on the conditions, compositions and
connections between its geography and its humanity.
And no two landscapes are the same. No two identical memories or moʻolelo (stories) of that same
territory exist either. Each site, each story and each perspective is distinct and sacred, characterized by
unique material, cultural, economic, political or spiritual factors. Yet despite that individualistic
impression left behind many of the arguably more authentic landscapes within Hawaiʻi share a common
bond to a profound sense of place. That imprint of place-based identity is deeply rooted in a heritage
that is at once ancient and modern, storied and yet freshly poised for newness, or nowness.
And this presents a striking paradox – the contrasting elements of the ages against the needs to remake
and regenerate for the future. All are simultaneously on bright display in the productive loʻi (terraced
aqua/agriculture) valleys and stream corridors or each ahupuaʻa (land division or watershed).
Amidst a global pandemic, and likely in the post-pandemic context, the search for meaning and
belonging, the tracking and seeking of connections between our place and ourselves, like the search for
one’s own sense of authenticity in Hawaiʻi is threaded tightly to ecological resilience.
Hoʻomanawanui offers but a small glimpse into the contemporary story of Hawaii’s extraordinarily
adaptable and resilient ʻĀina (land, landscape), through contrasting natural textures and atmospheres,
and with a prospective vision and voice shared by Kupuna (elder, grandparent, ancestor) and keiki (child,
little one) alike.
Hoʻomanawanui was developed for and featured in the Italian Pavilion: "Resilient Communities", at the
2021 Venice Biennale.
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Examining the Effect of Green Spaces and Built Intensity on Mitigating Racial
Disparity in SARS-CoV-2 Infection Rates in the USA
Xu, Wenyan UEHHVR Lab, HKUrbanLabs & Division of Landscape Architecture, Department of
Architecture, The University of Hong Kong, xuwenyan@connect.hku.hk
Jiang, Bin UEHHVR Lab, HKUrbanLabs & Division of Landscape Architecture, Department of Architecture,
The University of Hong Kong, Jiangbin@hku.hk
Chen, Bin Division of Landscape Architecture, The University of Hong Kong, binley.chen@hku.hk
Lu, Yi Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering, City University of Hong Kong,
yilu24@cityu.edu.hk
Chen, Long Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering, City University of Hong Kong, lochen6c@my.cityu.edu.hk
Yang, Yuwen UEHHVR Lab, HKUrbanLabs & Division of Landscape Architecture, Department of
Architecture, The University of Hong Kong, ywyang@hku.hk
Keywords: Racial disparity, Health disparity, SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19, Green spaces, Low intensity
development
There is striking racial disparity, especially for white and black, in the severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection rates in the United States (Lu et al., 2021; Song et al., 2021; Wolch
et al., 2014). Although many health benefits can be obtained from green spaces, they are often less
accessible in the communities of color and the low-income with the rapid urbanization (Figueroa et al.,
2020; Geary et al., 2020; Mitchell & Popham, 2008; Russette et al., 2021; Spotswood et al., 2021). The
study examined the associations between green spaces, built intensity and racial disparity between
black and white groups of SARS-CoV-2 infection rates across 1416 counties in the contiguous United
States. The data of 4,370,477 cases of black or white population in SARSCoV-2 infection was retrieved
from 1 Jan. 2020 to 31 Dec. 2020. The three types of green spaces with predominant natural elements,
and three built levels of intensity. Population-weighted green space exposure was calculated in Google
Earth Engine (GEE) using the NLCD 2016. Residential population densities were estimated at a 30-m
resolution for the contiguous United States using Population Data with 2010 demographics each county
( http://www.socscape.edu.pl/). Hierarchy regression linear analysis was used to examine the
associations between green spaces, built intensity and racial disparity after controlling for multiple
categories of confounding for socio-economic and demographic factors, healthcare and testing rates,
pre-existing chronic diseases, political, behavioral, and environmental factors. We found a higher
exposure to greenspaces at the county level is significantly associated with a lower racial disparity in
infection rates. Living in the developed low intensity areas can also mitigate the racial disparity of
health. Further extending the buffer distance to the land cover factors, we find that allocating black
people live in the lower intensity area and lower distance to forest can contribute most health efficiency
and help mitigate the infection disparity.
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Toward a Waste Commons
De Almeida, Catherine University of Washington, cdealmei@uw.edu
Keywords: Commons, Waste, Landscape Citizenships, Landscape Democracy
Attitudes form the basis for citizenship, and the land to which people belong or do not belong. This
affinity for place forms an emotional relationship between people and land, or a landship as described
by Kenneth Olwig in 2005. As a common resource, landscapes are a Commons. David Bollier describes
the commons as more than things and resources; they are ‘a resource + a community + a set of social
protocols’. Peter Linebaugh uses labor to describe social practices, and advocates for the use of
‘commons’ as a verb—‘the activity of commoning is conducted through labor with other resources.’ As a
democratic form of participation, ‘commoning’ is an activity in a commons that generates a landship
grounded in attitudes about landscape and community, resulting in behaviors that dictate how
resources are exchanged and shared, including waste, which was once a useful and valuable aspect of
common life in Medieval England that carried social meaning.
As a case study for contemporary practice, this presentation examines the English Commons as a critical
moment in human history in which waste materials and landscapes played a significant role in social
formations of landscape citizenship. It reveals the potential for transforming waste landscapes into
shared, multi-functional, accessible places. Questions of citizenships relative to participation and
democracy in waste landscapes are examined through three contemporary case studies. One case study
exemplifies involuntary citizenship—a radioactive landfill—that materializes due to environmental
injustices, forcing citizens of a place to take ownership over a harmful landscape condition in order to
create visibility and stimulate actions toward change. Another case study exemplifies voluntary
citizenship—the Leslie Street Spit—in which a change in attitude toward a landscape initially seen as
undesirable becomes one that is beloved. The final case study—the Blue Lagoon—demonstrates both
involuntary and voluntary citizenship, and provides a cautionary tale about the potential for a waste
commons to be lost through commodification. Recommoning waste as a resource of the commons may
be one of our greatest challenges in the 21st Century, possibly making waste the antidote to waste.
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The value of a street-side garden: Convivial greenstreets in two Philadelphia
neighborhoods
Titcombe, Emmy The Pennsylvania State University, eht17@psu.edu
Tamminga, Kenneth The Pennsylvania State University, krt1@psu.edu
Keywords: Convivial greenstreet, streetside gardening, resident-created space, streetscape
Gardening is a human activity carried out in rural areas and densely populated cities alike. In dense
urban areas where residences have minimal to no yard space, people may set out pots or remove pavers
to create gardens within the streetscape itself. When enough of this activity occurs on a given urban
street, it is called a convivial greenstreet (Tamminga 2017). In a convivial greenstreet, the plantings and
decorations are not specified by a planner or landscape architect. Instead, they are resident-created
places; expressions of personal autonomy and grassroots engagement in community building and placemaking. Convivial greenstreets can be important avenues of self-expression and serve as a symbol of
care for both community and place. They play a crucial role in humanizing a neighborhood and, by
extension, a city. In a rapidly urbanizing and warming world, convivial greenstreets have the potential to
enhance individual and communal wellbeing, mitigate climate change factors, and provide habitat for
urban fauna. Given their potential to positively impact communities, informal streetside gardens and
gardeners deserve the attention, respect and support of landscape architects and urban design
professionals. This presentation explores some of the social impacts of streetside gardens using two
Philadelphia neighborhoods, Fitler Square and Fishtown, as case studies. It draws on survey findings to
show how streetside gardens are valued by residents, how the gardens contribute to conviviality, and
issues faced by streetside gardeners within the study neighborhoods. Finally, this presentation
concludes with recommendations for both residents and urban design professionals interested in
supporting informal streetside gardens.
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Walkability as an Indicator of Social Inequity: Examining the Neighbourhoods of
the Buffalo Olmsted Parks System
Burger, Don South Dakota State University, donald.burger@sdstate.edu
Tofte, Elizabeth South Dakota State University, elizabeth.tofte@sdstate.edu
Wilson, Donovan South Dakota State University, donovan.wilson@sdstate.edu
Special Topics: Frederick Law Olmsted
Keywords: Buffalo Olmsted Parks System, Pedestrian Environment Data Scan (PEDS), neighbourhood
walkability, environment audit, GIS, social justice
In 1868, the City of Buffalo invited Frederick Law Olmsted and Calvert Vaux to design a complete parks
system for their growing industrial city (Beveridge and Hoffman, 1997). Immigrants who created the
working bedrock upon which the city was built, had segregated into ethnic subcommunities in distinct
neighborhoods (Dillaway, 2006; Goldman, 2007; Williams, 1999). The designers took a comprehensive
approach to assure these ethnically distinct neighborhoods had recreational opportunities that met
their unique needs within walking distance of their homes (Beveridge et al, 2007). Today, the
neighborhoods surrounding the parks have very different demographic characteristics (US Census
Bureau, 2019). This article reports on the walkability and demographic characteristics of six distinct
neighborhoods served by the Buffalo Olmsted Parks System (BOPS) (Herrera-Mischler, 2008; Newman
and Crockatt, 2019).
This walkability audit adds to the growing volume of walkability studies evaluating the pedestrian
environment from home to park (Appleyard, 1981; Cleland et al, 2010; Arvidsson et al, 2013; Clark and
Scott, 2013). The researchers posit that there is a direct correlation between walkability scores and
socio-economic indicators: the higher the walkability score, the higher the socioeconomic status of the
neighborhood.
Walkability scores were aggregated and compared with socio-economic and demographic indicators to
evaluate whether a correlation exists between a neighborhood’s walkability and its general
socioeconomic status (Ewing and Cervero, 2001; Kerr et al, 2007; Yin, 2009; Forsyth et al, 2009; Lowe,
2016). Walkability scores were assigned using the Pedestrian Environment Data Scan (Clifton et al, 2007;
Wimbardana et al, 2018) evaluation metric on all streets within a three-quarter-mile walking distance of
the six primary facilities within the BOPS. The ¾-mile distance is the limit of most persons’ willingnessto-walk threshold for routine pedestrian trips (Yang, 2012). Streets were assessed using Google
StreetView imagery. 5% of all evaluations were randomly selected for ground-truthing with in-person
site visits. Walkability scores and demographic information were spatially compared and analyzed using
ESRI ArcGIS.
This study found that walkability is linked to both race and socioeconomic status therefore, walkability
can be an indicator of social justice issues affecting the neighborhood.
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Traits of a Bloom: Tree Planting Initiatives and Evolving Norms for Urban
Landscape Planning
Eisenman, Theodore S. University of Massachusetts-Amherst, teisenman@umass.edu
Flanders, Tamsin University of Massachusetts-Amherst, tamsinibiona@gmail.com
Harper, Richard W. University of Massachusetts-Amherst, rharper@eco.umass.edu
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Lieberknecht, Katherine University of Texas at Austin, klieberknecht@utexas.edu
Keywords: urban greening, green infrustructure, urban ecology, tree planting
Municipal leaders worldwide are showing substantial interest in urban greening. This encompasses
incentives, policies, and programs to vegetate urban landscapes, and it often includes urban tree
planting initiatives (TPIs). Over the past decade there has been a seven-fold increase in scholarly use of
terms denoting TPIs, and roughly two-thirds of associated studies address TPIs in the United States
(U.S.). This reﬂects a bloom of scholarly interest in TPIs that is also reflected in practice. Indeed,
contemporary TPIs and associated programs may reflect a significant chapter in the historical arc of
urban greening that has direct implications for landscape planning and design norms. Yet, there has
been limited research on contemporary TPIs as historically situated cultural phenomena, and there has
been no nationwide assessment of TPIs across municipal scales. Addressing these gaps, this article
presents ﬁndings from a survey of 41 TPIs across the United States. We report on typical traits of U.S.
TPIs across six themes: background, dates and goals, public awareness, funding and governance,
planting, and stewardship. Respondents identiﬁed over 115 traits that distinguish TPIs from typical
urban tree planting activity – operational (e.g., park planting; replacement of dead trees or those
removed during construction) and ceremonial (e.g., tree planting conducted in honor or in memory of
people or events) planting. This suggests that TPIs are a discrete form of urban forestry. Over two-thirds
of TPIs are funded separately from traditional urban forestry, and lack of institutionalization raises
questions about long-term viability. TPIs mobilize political and ﬁnancial resources for program launch,
tree purchasing, and planting, but there may be a need for greater investment in stewardship activities
and the social infrastructure that undergirds green infrastructure. Large shade trees for ecosystem
services and native trees are the principal factors informing TPI species lists. Beautiﬁcation and
regulating ecosystem functions are, in turn, the principal potential beneﬁts animating tree planting
goals, yet few TPIs have conducted research to assess the fulﬁllment of associated outcomes. This study
provides a foundation for future interdisciplinary scholarship on TPIs, and a basis to explore the
normative implications of TPIs for landscape architecture in urban settings.
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Landscapes of Repair: Lessons from the National Memorial for Peace and Justice
and the Memorial to Enslaved Laborers
Reed, Robyn LSU Robert Reich School of Landscape Architecture, reed3@lsu.edu
Keywords: memorialization; spatial narratives; inclusivity; representation; topographic
One of the many impacts of George Floyd’s death in 2020 was to reinvigorate public debate on the role
of monuments and representation as part of a larger national conversation about race and power. This
debate raises questions for memorial practices of landscape architecture regarding whose stories are
told and how, what design language is used, and the role of site and scale. While this topic has been
explored in some depth regarding the Vietnam (Wasserman, 1998; 2002;), Holocaust (Young, 1999), and
9/11 Memorials (Kimmelman, 2002), the role that minimalism plays within these projects in establishing
a singular narrative versus a more diverse one merits re-evaluation as we challenge assumptions
regarding whose narratives landscape practices represent.

This paper will look at this question of representation by comparing two recent memorials designed to
honor Black Americans: The National Memorial for Peace and Justice (NMPJ) in Montgomery, Alabama,
and the Memorial to Enslaved Laborers (MEL) at the University of Virginia in Charlottesville. Both
projects are significant for their frank acknowledgement of America’s legacy of slavery and have
parallels in their use of formalism and their architectural precedents. However, in the ways the two
projects construct their narratives and engage their sites, they differ greatly: while the MEL relies on
formal and largely cerebral methods of representation, the NMPJ more directly engages the body
through sculpture, topography, and sound. Using project documents, client statements (McFadden,
2018), recent architectural criticism (Beamon, 2021; Kennicott, 2018, 2021), and the author’s own site
photos, this presentation will highlight key takeaways from these case studies that provide lessons for
future memorials and other landscapes of repair. The comparison of these two projects points to the
importance of topographic and representational forms as key methods for engaging the body more
directly and for creating greater inclusivity in future landscape designs.
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Not in My Front Yard: Social-Aesthetic Barriers to Green Infrastructure in the
Public Realm
Cholakis-Kolysko, Katherine Pennsylvania State University, kmc7441@psu.edu
Pennypacker, Eliza Pennsylvania State University, exp8@psu.edu
Keywords: Green infrastructure, Aesthetics, Sociocultural norms, Ecological design
Landscape architects nationwide believe in the many benefits of green stormwater infrastructure (GSI);
but, for this strategy to succeed, the public must want these installations—in their yards, parks, schools,
and neighborhood streets. This paper presents a study of positive and negative public reactions to the
appearance of GSI, focusing on rain garden installation within the municipal streetscape—technically a
public space, but perceived by homeowners as part of their front yards. Public resistance to rain gardens
inserted into the streetscape can be found across the U.S. In the media, some residents regard these
streetscape rain gardens as “ugly pits” (Dil, 2019) or even “pits of death” (Reed, 2018), while others
think they “look[ ] great” (Reed, 2018). The aesthetic appearance of rain gardens can hamper these
facilities’ appreciation by the public. A community's appreciation for rain gardens is thus critical to their
“cultural sustainability,” a term used in Joan Nassauer’s seminal text, Placing Nature (1997). Negative
reactions can stall and prevent implementation, even when the gardens are completely sited within the
right-of-way (municipal land). This study builds upon existing research and theory transecting the fields
of landscape architecture and environmental psychology to identify the likely drivers of public concern
regarding appearance and potential solutions.
The study interviews designers and municipal program managers of “green streets” projects in two U.S.
areas. These regions—Kansas City, Missouri, and Montgomery County, Maryland—have robust green
stormwater infrastructure programs yet different demographics and regulatory drivers. Analysis of data
from semi-structured interviews with these key informants results in a set of guidelines for maximizing
positive public reception of rain gardens through both design and participatory strategies.
The value of GSI will only increase with the effects of climate change; but its success depends on public
appreciation. GSI has potential to improve water quality and reduce flooding while also improving
human health and quality of life. Kevin Robert Perry, FASLA, testified in 2021 to the U.S. House of
Representatives on behalf of these benefits. Municipalities have been experimenting with GSI over the
past thirty years as a means of complying with ever-strengthening federal and state regulations, while
demonstrating how GSI can align with community values regarding health and environmental
stewardship. Analyzing the successes and failures of these experiments will support progress in the
profession. This work demonstrates the value of academic research in supporting the on-the-ground and
increasingly relevant work of landscape architects.
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River Tapi Rejuvenation: Elevating the Ecological Corridor of Surat City
Desai, Kinjal Beckett & Raeder Inc., kinjal6940@gmail.com
Clouse, Carey University of Massachusetts, Amherst, careyclouse@gmail.com
Keywords: Landscape Urbanism, Green Urbanism, Resilient cities, Urban Ecology, Riverfront
development, People and Environment
With rapid urban sprawl in developing countries, come new challenges to the trends in urbanization.
The recent trends in urban development bring urban systems and urban experiences into daily contact
with natural habitats (Pickett, 2001). Thus, it is extremely important or perhaps urgent with the climate
crisis to consider natural systems in play while designing for an urban ecosystem and the lens of
landscape urbanism principles provides a strong foundation to unfold an era of coexisting with nature.
This design exploration extends those principles to rethink and design an existing 65km stretch of urban
riverfront development project (Times of India, 2020) and rejuvenate a city’s most substantial natural
amenity, its river. The work challenges traditional design practice of space making focused on financial
benefits and community (without actual involvement of the users) while subtly ignoring the health of
ecology around it. Instead, through the lens of integrative system approach (Newman, P., & Jennings,
I.,2008), it integrates Natural and urban systems to develop design strategies for the ecological
restoration of the River Tapi (located in Surat, Gujarat, India) and an environmentally efficient riverfront.
In earlier stages, the research focuses on gathering site data through discrete resources for a holistic
understanding of existing site details and impacts. It follows a mixed-method approach including
literature review, mapping analysis, public survey, on-site observation, and activity mapping for in-depth
site analysis. The process reflects a spectrum of overwhelming site concerns and opportunities. The
complex concerns are then strategically distributed into three primary categories as River Ecology,
Pollution Sources and Community. These three categories together cause fourth category i.e.
Environmental concerns. Each category has identified predominant sources that are responsible for the
successive concern. This method of strategic distribution of complex concerns into a system of
categories is a by-product of the research which can be used as a module for site assessment and design
strategies in any developing countries. Building upon these categories are design interventions to
combat individual concerns in each category. These interventions range from xs to xl scale, to holistically
rejuvenate River Tapi, connect the community to the city’s ecological amenity and increase economic
opportunities. The suggested design strategies are then implemented on selected site-area to validate a
prototypical site design. This prototypical site design can be used as modules to apply to the different
parts of the site and further develop an environmentally efficient Riverfront.
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Evaluating Visual Preference of Bioswale in an Urban Street
Karmacharya, Pranisha University of Georgia, pk44293@uga.edu
Calabria, Jon University of Georgia, jcalabr@uga.edu
Keywords: Bioswale, Choice Based Conjoint Analysis (CBC), Green Infrastructure (GI), Visual Aesthetics,
Visual Preference Survey
Green Infrastructure (GI) is increasingly adopted across many landscapes; however, barriers to its
implementation and acceptance still exist, visual aesthetics being one of them (CWAA 2011; Keeley
2013; Nir 2017). Documentation on such barriers points out residents’ reluctance to accepting GI, such
as rain gardens and bioswales, installed in their streets because of their appearance (Nir 2017; Rainer
2017). Yet, visual aesthetics have the ability to attract viewers and inform them of the intentional design
of the landscape (Nassauer 1995; Mozingo 1997; Gobster et al 2007). In the case of green infrastructure,
too, it is essential to establish GI attributes beforehand that people prefer to improve its acceptance and
preserve its intended value. As perception differs according to people, knowing where the preferences
of people lie is the key to help designers achieve what they intend to through a concise and coherent
design. If not designed according to their preferences, people do not seem to pay much attention, and
the landscape seems to be neglected as they tend to value less what they are not familiar with and what
they do not like (Drobney 1994). Understanding preferences and perceptions of GI can help cross the
barrier of visual aesthetic issues and lack of community support related to GI, especially in public spaces.
To establish some GI attributes that people prefer, this research explored visual preferences of
bioswales, one of the components of GI. Respondents participated in a web-based survey using a Choice
Based Conjoint (CBC) method to indicate their preferred bioswale design with attributes such as
material use, check dams, and vegetation types: vegetation diversity, density, and height. Based on the
Counts, Logit, and Hierarchical Bayesian (HB) analysis, the results suggest that mulch and gravel
materials, and high diversity, and high and medium density vegetation hold significant preferences
(p<0.01), whereas the presence or absence of any check dam did not have much significance. While
preferences vary with individuals, results from this study may guide better design and management of
bioswales. Green Infrastructure is one of the prominent contributions in the field of landscape
architecture, therefore, for successful implementation, the thoughtful design of GI by aligning people’s
preferences with its ecological benefits may evoke acceptance and appreciation among people towards
such low-impact designs.
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Guest Room: Multispecies Condenser
Boles, Katherine University of New Mexico, kboles@unm.edu
Keywords: Cohabitation, Habitat, Nonhuman ecology, Biodiversity, Chihuahuan Desert Ecoregion,
Adaptive architecture and landscape architecture
We are in the middle of the Sixth Extinction. Biodiversity is threatened worldwide. Cohabitation
between humans and nonhumans is essential to our mutual health and survival. The design fields of
architecture and landscape architecture shoulder the burden of their contribution to a reduction in
biodiversity, but within these same disciplines lies the potential to restructure humans’ relationships
with other species. When we design spaces for humans, we are also, often unintentionally, designing or
destroying spaces for nonhumans. What happens if this is thought of as a design opportunity? How can
lessons learned from ecosystem-based design in landscape architecture be applied to new thinking in
architecture? This paper, presented as a series of conceptual design provocations sited in the
Chihuahuan Desert Ecoregion (CDE), focuses on how the practice of design can be a tool to rethink
human-nonhuman relationships. In the CDE, one of the most biodiverse arid regions in the world,
climate change, overgrazing, increased water use and urbanization threaten important ecosystems such
as grasslands and aquatic biodiversity hotspots (Pronatura, 2004, p. 1). In addition, urban areas have
developed new ecologies which are often less biodiverse than the ecologies they replace. What if we
imagine a world where design generates positive impacts for humans and nonhumans simultaneously?
Design thinking in this research revolves around the idea of an expanded wall section to reconceive wall
layers as habitable spaces, and the guest room to question who we design for and when spaces are
utilized. Resultant hybrid architectural-landscape architectural explorations are presented as conceptual
“slivers” of buildings and landscape intentionally without the context of a larger building plan or
program. Yet, they are intimately linked to place by redefining “site” not as a parcel but a specific
ecological community to which the project is attuned. The section is utilized as the primary design tool
to emphasize systems thinking and generate iterations that exist somewhere between typology and
singular design project, which can themselves be tools to inspire new design concepts. These theoretical
paper architectural proposals are discourse generators, not design solutions. This paper accepts design
as a practice that inherently alters human and nonhuman spaces and realigns design to shape shared
conditions from a multi-species perspective to support human and nonhuman co-survival.
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Assessing the Restorative Value of Dog Play Scene in Urban Dog Parks using EEG
Lee, Jeong-Yeon Kyungpook National University, hyo04031@gmail.com
Lee, Hyung-Sook Kyungpook National University, soolee@knu.ac.kr
Keywords: Dog Park, Dog Play Scene, Restorative Value, Perceived Restorative Scale,
Electroencephalography(EEG)
Kaplan(1995) asserted that contact with nature is restorative and we can have health benefits via
‘nearby nature’ such as gardening, viewing natural scene, and interaction with companion animals.
Studies have proved the human health benefits of observing plants and natural scenes, but few has
examined the restorative value of observing domestic animals in urban park environment(Ulrich et al.,
1991; Hartig et al., 2003). The purpose of the study is to investigate the restorative effect of observing
dog play in urban dog parks by measuring the brain activity, emotional states and perceived
restorativeness.
To study the physio-psychological restorative effects of watching dog play, we combined a psychological
approach (perceived restorative scale; PRS) with physical approach (electroencephalography; EEG). This
experiment was conducted at Kyungpook National University campus in Korea. In experimental design,
57 college and graduate students were randomly exposed to videos of various scenes including; urban
scene (e.g., traffic, pedestrian and building), park scene (e.g., people walking in the park, various
vegetation) and dog play scene (e.g., playing dogs in the dog parks). Brain activity was measured by
electroencephalography while the subjects were exposed to urban, park and dog play scene video for 3
minutes. On completion each activity, participants filled out the questionnaire using the Perceived
Restorativeness Scale (PRS) and Profile of Mood States (POMS).
First, the results showed that relative alpha, theta, alpha/beta power spectrum was significantly lower
and beta power spectrum was higher while watching the dog play scene than the urban scene. The
study results suggests that when watching dog play scene, subjects are mentally awake and focus
accepted as an interesting stimulus. Second, in the recovery environment perception scale evaluation,
"attractiveness" was the highest recovery environment factor in the dog park scene. In POMS, the
participants feel fun, energy, and interest compared to the city and park video. The results suggest that
dog parks have positive effects on even non-dog owners indirectly by improving people’s mood and
enhancing restorative experience. This indicates that when designers offer safe space around the dog
parks, non-dog owners can get psychological restoration while watching dog play scene.
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Higher ratio of green and blue spaces linked to less fatal police shootings: a
nationwide study in the United States
Liu, Xueming Virtual Reality Lab of Urban Environments and Human Health, HKUrbanLabs, Faculty of
Architecture, The University of Hong Kong, liuxm02@connect.hku.hk
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Architecture, The University of Hong Kong, jli11@connect.hku.hk
Helbich, Marco Department for Human Geography and Spatial Planning, Utrecht University,
m.helbich@uu.nl
Rigolon, Alessandro Department of City & Metropolitan Planning, the University of Utah,
alessandro.rigolon@utah.edu
Jiang, Bin Virtual Reality Lab of Urban Environments and Human Health, HKUrbanLabs, Faculty of
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Background: Green and blue spaces may be associated with fewer urban crimes and violence
(Sanciangco et al., 2021; Wolfe & Mennis, 2012). Police violence, especially shooting, has caused deaths
and widespread concerns from all over the society (Jacobs & O'brien, 1998; Linnemann et al., 2014), but
few studies have examined the relationship between green and blue space factors and police violence
issues. The knowledge gap might impede the consistent effort to reduce such tragedies from the
perspective of urban planning and landscape design, urban management, etc.
Methods: The study examined the relationship between green and blue space factors and 21-year
deaths caused by police violence or happened when police are present after controlling for
socioeconomic and demographic (SES) factors (from January 1, 2000 to May 26, 2021) (MRLC
Consortium, 2021; Burghart, D. B., 2021, May). The data covered all 2346 counties in the contiguous
United States. Three hierarchical linear regression models were employed. Regression model 1
examined the associations between county-level mortality rates by police violence and SES factors,
behavior factors. Then, we added three green space factors, including tree canopy ratio, Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), open space ratio in regression model 2. Finally, we added one blue
space factor which is open water ratio to regression model 3, open water ratio. We compared R2
changes of the three models.
Findings: Green and blue spaces at the county level have a significant negative association with mortality
rates after controlling county-level population density, percentage of Black non-Hispanics, and
percentage of Hispanics, Gini Index, median home value, unemployment rate, education level (Desmond
et al., 2016; Kania & Mackey, 1977). We found the significant increase of adjusted R2 of model 2
(β=0.104, p≤0.000) and model 3 (β=0.109, p≤0.000) compared to model 1 (β=0.059, p≤0.000). Among all
green space and blue space factors, NDVI yields the strongest negative association (β=-0.251, p≤0.000).
And we found NDVI, open space ratio (β=-0.062, p≤0.007), and open water ratio (β=-0.077, p≤0.000) at
the county level have a significant negative association with total 21-year mortality rates.
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Importance: To our best knowledge, this study is an initial effort to examine the association between
green and blue space factors and mortality rates caused by police shootings. Our findings can benefit
urban planning, urban management, and police authorities in seeking environmental intervention to
reduce the death caused by the interaction with police.
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Daily mobility and stress of urban residents: exploring the relationship using
real-time and real-world experiment data
Lee, Hanwool Texas A&M University, list1205@gmail.com
Lee, Chanam Texas A&M University, chanam@tamu.edu
Park, Amaryllis Texas A&M University, apark27@tamu.edu
Ding, Yizhen Texas A&M University, yizhend2@tamu.edu
Li, Dongying Texas A&M University, dli@arch.tamu.edu
Keywords: Green exposure, Stress relief, EDA, NDVI
Introduction
A large body of literature has documented positive impacts of green exposure on mental health and
wellbeing of urban residents. Drawing from the Stress Reduction Theory by Ulrich (Ulrich, 1986; Ulrich et
al., 1991) and the Attention Restoration Theory by Kaplan and Kaplan (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Kaplan,
1995), many studies have explored the restoration effect of natural environments (Huang et al., 2020;
Jiang, Chang, and Sullivan et al., 2014; Van den Berg, Jorgensen, and Wilson, 2014). However, a limited
number of studies have addressed such effect among people engaging in their normal daily activities
which entail more complex and intertwined behavior-exposure conditions. This study explored changes
in participants’ physiological conditions using wearable devices, while they are engaged in daily activities
including walking, biking, and driving in urban settings.
Method
A total of 36 participants completed a field experiment in Spring 2021, that involved walking, bicycling,
and driving along a 45-min study route while wearing research devices. Electrodermal activity (EDA),
physical activity intensity and location, and video-recordings were collected during the experiment. In
addition, microclimate and air quality were measured by one research staff who followed each
participant. Normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), GIS, and machine-learning based eye-level
image data were used to quantify natural and built environmental variables along the study route.
Bivariate and multivariate analyses were executed to explore the impacts of route characteristics and
participant activities on skin conductance level (SCL).
Results and conclusions
Driving along the built-up urban arterial resulted in higher levels of stress compared to walking along the
trails near a park with abundant greenery (EDA mean difference=4.64, p<0.001). Even while engaging in
the same walking activity, EDA values were significantly higher when participants walked on the street
with multi-story mixed use buildings than in the greener and lower-density environment (EDA mean
difference=2.50, p<0.001). Multivariable regression results suggested that NDVI was associated with
EDA, after controlling for demographics (age, gender), weight conditions, and activity types.
Future analyses will consider more detailed and real-time data to better assess the impacts of multilevel exposure variables on stress-related outcomes. Additional exposure variables include tree canopy
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data, eye-level greenery measures, and ambient environmental qualities (e.g. air, heat, and noise). Also,
the event-based analysis will be executed.
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Creating a Novel Framework for Urban Parks through Social Media Data
Assessment
Fernandez, Jessica University of Georgia, jessica.fernandez@uga.edu
Song, Yang Texas A&M University, yangsong@tamu.edu
Padua, Mary Clemson University, mgpadua@clemson.edu
Liu, Pai Dalian University of Technology, pail@dlut.edu.cn
Keywords: public space; social media; experience of place; site qualities; Bryant Park
For people living in cities, parks play a vital role in human health and well-being. The Coronavirus
(COVID-19) disease pandemic has recently underscored the need and value of public parks, particularly
in urban areas. It is critical to understand the social dimension of site user experiences and perceptions
of successful urban parks to maximize the benefits of these public spaces. Social media data allows for
the evaluation of public places over time through the shared perceptions of a large number of site users.
Recent studies use social media data to assess urban public parks, plazas, greenways, and other wellvisited places through a primarily quantitative approach (Donahue et al., 2018, Song et al., 2021).
However, taking a mixed methods approach has the potential to provide a deeper level of
understanding of site user experiences and semantic content.
To assess the experience of place of Bryant Park, New York, this research uses 11,419 Tripadvisor
reviews from 10,615 users in a multi-step process that focuses on an in-depth qualitative content
analysis. Building upon a previous study that concentrates on LDA topic modeling creation and
definition, this study applies extensive concept and axial coding to the LDA topics to decipher the more
intricate and insightful meanings within the data. LDA is a method to perform topic modeling tasks that
use a generative machine learning algorithm to uncover relationships in a set of online review corpus
(Guo, Barnes, & Jia, 2017). A new framework was developed that merges categorical information about
site user experiences and perceptions with positive user sentiment.
Site design elements and considerations are revealed as a major positive focus of site users within this
framework, where reviewers mentioned the aesthetics of the space, how it meets their needs, and how
the environment encourages engagement with place and with one another. Furthermore, users focused
on the activities within the park which are unique to its size and context, such as people-watching and
playing games; the site’s location in relation to other places and their own movements, including
recognition of the importance of convenience and ease of access; and their emotions and feelings about
the space, dominated by vibrance and a sense of respite. The findings share insight into why Bryant Park
is successful as qualified by awards, high quantity usage, and positive online rankings, providing
empirical evidence which could be used to inform the design and programming of other medium-sized
urban parks.
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The Perception and Use of Native Plants in the Landscape: Understanding
Perceptions of Practicing Landscape Architects in the Southeastern U.S.
Wichlan, Megan Mississippi State University, mw2199@msstate.edu
Seymour, Michael Mississippi State University, mseymour@lalc.msstate.edu
Keywords: perception, landscape perception, native plants, planting design
Native plantings have the potential to improve ecological function and create habitats for local wildlife.
The lack of natives in a landscape can cause issues for the species that are reliant on them for food and
shelter. Douglas Tallamy touches on this topic in his book Bringing Nature Home (2016) when he
discusses that habitat fragmentation equals extinction. The separation or clearing of native plants for
human consumption has a ripple effect on the inhabitants of these fragile ecosystems. Current
landscape architects and designers have the option to design the plantings in a landscape with native or
exotic plants. Though neither method is considered right or wrong, and both methods have their
benefits, the question at hand is why choose one way over the other? Some reasons that could impact
decision making are those of the client, the availability of the plant material, and designers’ intent and
aesthetic goals in a design. This study aims to explore this area and answer the question: How do
practicing Landscape Architects use native plants?
Perception studies regarding native plants have been conducted in the past to evaluate the views and
opinions of the public. Landscape perception studies are conducted to provide answers to the question
“What do people notice when they look at the land?” (Nassauer, 2007 p.2). This presentation focuses on
the perception of landscape architects and their plant choice decisions. It uncovers what might stop
landscape architects from designing with native plants, how landscape architects make planting design
choices, and how human perception can impact the decisions made that can affect the environment.
Another main focus is to understand the relationships between firm type and size and plant choice.
These questions were answered through conducting an online survey, through Qualtrics, using certified
and practicing Landscape Architects in the Southeast as the population group. The term native is defined
for participants using the USDA’s definition: “Native plant - A plant that is a part of the balance of nature
that has developed over hundreds or thousands of years in a particular region or ecosystem. Only plants
found in this country before European settlement are considered to be native to the United States.” The
type of questions included in the survey range from open-ended to Likert scale and some rankings. This
variety of questions allowed for unique answers throughout the study.
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Deep Soak: Scenarios for Temperate Urban Forest Bathing
Heavers, Nathan Virginia Tech, heavers@vt.edu
Keywords: Forest bathing, Shinrin-yoku, Forest therapy design
Forest bathing is the practice of spending time in forests to improves one’s health and well-being. In
1982, Tomohide Akiyama coined the term shinrin-yoku, meaning forest bath, in order to promote
forests as health centers for urban populations in Japan. In North America, some prefer the term forest
therapy for similar practices (Clifford, 2021). Scientific research, especially the work of Dr. Qing Li, has
begun to identify the mechanisms and processes by which forest bathing works. These include:
improved immune function due to exposure to phytoncides and Mycobacterium vaccae; decreased
stress, blood pressure, and pulse rate; increased sleep, greater relaxation, and improved energy, among
others (Li, 2018).
Forest bathing experts generally agree that it is possible to take a forest bath in a wide range of treed
contexts. These include remote forests to single trees in urban parks. Moreover, in Japan, for example,
dozens of forest bathing centers have been established, often in managed native forests. While it is
widely argued that many tree species and forest types promote well-being, few forests, parks, and
gardens have been planted and are tended specifically for forest bathing.
Drawing on the emerging scientific literature, guidebooks, and the author’s forestry experience, this
paper presents three scenarios for drawing an urban forest bath: 1) enjoy it as it is (an eclectic mix), 2)
steep in natives (a local species infusion), and 3) super-charge it (an international species brew). The
scenarios are speculatively set in East Potomac Park (Washington, DC) and consist of planting schemes
and management plans presented as section/elevations. The management plans include an invitation to
tend the forest, bringing people in contact with soil, plants, and microorganisms. While a meaningful
and beneficial forest bathing experience might be had from all three scenarios, the qualitative
differences between the three are significant and suggest that landscape architects might design
specifically for forest bathers, creating different moods, conveying degrees of mystery, and yielding
opportunities to get away. In the context of East Potomac Park, the international brew seems to provide
the greatest benefits to forest bathers because of its diverse mix of phytoncide-rich evergreens, which
establish a soft forest floor suitable for barefoot walking, sitting and wandering and provide separation
from the city, all of which are highly recommended characteristics of a deep soak. The scenarios are
contextualized with a discussion of the forest qualities and bathing/spiritual practices in Japan, West
Indies, Brazil, and Finland.
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Green Stormwater Infrastructure and Neighborhood Satisfaction: A Comparison
Study on Familiarity, Aesthetic Preferences, and Feelings of Safety
Seagrist, Eliza Kansas State University, ecs11999@ksu.edu
Hadavi, Sara Kansas State University, sarahadavi@ksu.edu
Keywords: Green Stormwater Infrastructure, Neighborhood Satisfaction, Familiarity, Environmental
Awareness, Aesthetic Preferences, Feelings of Safety
Flooding and water quality are predominant issues in cities worldwide with combined sewer systems
overflowing into rivers, streams, and other bodies of water (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment Board
2005). While the direct, positive impact of green stormwater infrastructure on flooding and water
quality has been widely documented, the preferences of residents on the characteristics of green
stormwater infrastructure has been less explored. Understanding residents’ preferences, specifically
aesthetic appreciation and feeling of safety, is important when gauging neighborhood satisfaction,
which may indirectly influence their overall well-being (Hadavi & Kaplan 2016, Hur et al. 2009). This
study aims to address these issues by examining residents’ neighborhood satisfaction as well as their
aesthetic preferences concerning three different types of urban greening: un-maintained landscape,
traditionally manicured landscape, and landscape designed for managing stormwater.
A random sample of 120 participants from two different study areas with relatively similar demographic
makeup in Kansas City, Missouri will participate in a photo-survey featuring photos of existing landscape
conditions in their neighborhoods. Participants will be residents from the North Town Fork Creek and
Marlborough neighborhoods. North Town Fork Creek lacks green stormwater infrastructure, implying
that residents have low exposure to this level of urban greening, while the Marlborough neighborhood
has green stormwater infrastructure currently in place. The survey includes visual images of the three
types of existing urban greening which are linked to questions assessing neighborhood satisfaction and
preferences regarding participants’ exposure to such types of urban greening. More specifically,
participants will be assessed on their familiarity and environmental awareness to these landscapes as
well as their aesthetic acceptance and feelings of safety to characteristics associated with the design of
green stormwater infrastructure: high biodiversity and the use of native plant species (Suppakittpaisarn
et al. 2017). Results of the survey will be assessed and compared between the two study areas. The
findings of this study will offer more insights into how familiarity and environmental awareness to green
stormwater infrastructure may influence residents’ aesthetic preferences and feelings of safety towards
such landscapes and how these are associated with neighborhood satisfaction. The broader outcome of
this study would be to inform city officials, planners, and landscape architects about the role of green
stormwater infrastructure within residential neighborhoods beyond their physical functions; how their
aesthetic characteristics are preferred by residents; and how they impact neighborhood satisfaction.
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A Site-level Overtourism Risk Assessment Tool of the Classical Gardens of
Suzhou UNESCO World Heritage Site
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Overtourism has become a topic of great concern for many urban tourist destinations, especially those
designated by UNESCO as World Heritage Sites (WHS). Problems attributed to overtourism include
alienation of residents, degradation of tourists’ experiences, overloading of urban infrastructure,
undesirable changes to urban spaces, and erosion of tangible and intangible heritage values (Goodwin,
2017; Koens, Postma, & Papp, 2018; Milano, Cheer, & Novelli, 2018; UNWTO, 2018). Consequently,
scholars and international organization have attempted to assess overtourism risks at both the city and
regional level (McKinsey&Company & World Travel & Tourism Council, 2017; Peeters et al., 2018). A
number of case studies have documented overtourism problems at particular sites (e.g., Gonzalez, 2018;
Luque et al., 2018). To date, however, no research has developed a site-level overtourism risk
assessment tool for cultural heritage sites. Such a tool would offer a more accurate and specific
evaluation of the threat that overtourism poses for a particular site.
With this goal in mind, this research builds on past regional- and city-level overtourism research to
develop a site-level overtourism risk evaluation framework for the Classical Gardens of Suzhou WHS
(UNESCO, 1997). The framework assesses overtourism risk for eight gardens included in the WHS
designation via six indicators: tourism density (number of visitors per km2 in site), tourism intensity
(number of visitors per residents per km2 in the neighborhood), online reviews regarding overtourism
issues, online reviews regarding community use, site prevalence, and neighborhood land
commercialization (size of commercial land to size of residential land in the neighborhood). For each
indicator, the gardens are grouped into quartiles with relevant credits indicating the gardens’ relation to
overtourism issues. The gardens then can be placed on a one-dimensional spectrum ranging from those
that are most at risk by overtourism to those that are least threatened by overtourism.
The evaluation illuminates how the WHS gardens in Suzhou have experienced different development
histories (Suzhou Chorography Edit Commission, 1985), and reflects the different positions they now
occupy within Suzhou’s tourism market. While numerous case studies have explored overtourism
problems at specific sites, this research is believed to be the first site-level overtourism risk assessment
tool for cultural heritage sites. This tool provides a course grained evaluation of overtourism risk to
determine overtouristed sites for further detailed research, and it's six indicators may be applied to
evaluate their overtourism risk at other cultural heritage sites to thereby helping to generate effective
responses.
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Public Perception of Vertiports: A novel land use and our values
Hall, Katelynn Utah State University, katelynn.hall@usu.edu
Chamberlain, Brent Utah State University, brent.chamberlain@usu.edu
Park, Keunhyun University of British Columbia, keun.park@ubc.ca
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Recent innovations in technology and regulations toward unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) are
spawning new discussions about integration into the current fabric of our communities. The private
sector is advancing UAV technology and the public sector is preparing for its integration through new
regulations and the determination of landing sites. A critical missing piece in the future of planning and
design of UAS is how these systems are understood and perceived by the public. A major aspect of this
preparation is identifying uses and locations for UAS in existing land use. Adapting to new land uses will
necessitate an understanding of public opinion and perception of UAS. Such an understanding is vital to
the integration of UAS in communities.
In this project, we focus on one aspect of UAS – vertiports. Vertiports are hubs used to facilitate
interaction with ground-based transportation systems, and a vital aspect of UAS integration (NUAIR,
2021). We are interested in understanding how vertiports will be distributed and as related implications
(Vascik & Hansman, 2017) as UAV represents a form of disruptive transportation (Adam Cohen, 2020)
and there is currently no literature on the public perception of vertiports. We ask two primary research
questions: 1) what is the public perception of UAS and vertiports in residential neighborhoods, and 2) to
what extent does the distance from vertiport influence the willingness of the public to accept the
vertiport for residential UAS services? To answer these research questions we developed an online
public survey. The survey was completed by 200 participants in the greater Salt Lake region. Data
collected included demographics, location, general perceptions of UAV and scenarios of proximity to
UAV vertiports. Findings indicate that perceived concerns and benefits of vertiports may be related
more to the demographic and environmental profile of a neighborhood. Specifically, women are most
concerned about vertiports and perceived their benefits to a lesser degree, and people who live in urban
areas are less likely to be concerned about the distraction and security aspects of UAS and perceive
more benefits of vertiports. We also found a NIMBY effect when vertiports were designated solely in
residential areas, but NIMBYism waned when vertiports were associated with community centers. The
integration of UAV into existing land use represents a novel and potentially disruptive new system. This
study provides empirical evidence to support policy and spatial planning endeavors to prioritize the
location of vertiports within residential communities.
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Four Season Garden Design
Given that people’s plant observation and interaction in a designed environment is transient, immersive,
subtle, and personal, it is difficult to gather on-site data without interrupting the visitors experience and
joy of plant appreciation. The research project developed a method of analysis that used crowd-sourced
data to comprehensively evaluate visitation of a perennial garden using multiple analysis to reveal the
rich, complex, and subtle plant appreciation and garden activities over a long-time span. Through image
interpretation and analysis, voluntarily posted social media record framed scenes, individual, plants
groups, and related texts that provides a sufficiently rich data set that reflects the dynamics of human
garden appreciation. A popular destination among Chicago citizens and city visitors since 2004, the 2.5acre Lurie Garden located at the southern end of Chicago’s Millennium Park provides an opportunity to
study people-plant preference and interaction. The authors reviewed 6700 Instagram pictures and
hashtag texts posts from 2013 to 2017. Using Artificial Intelligence technology combined with manual
efforts, each picture was coded for plant species, views of individual and group plant compositions, and
the mood referred to in text.
Along with the embedded time information of the data, the analysis generated the following findings:
(1) A detailed ranking of plant species popularity was resulted that demystifies Oudolf’s plant
vocabulary. The herbaceous flowering perennial and grasses attract the greatest visitor attention, which
shows that Oudolf’s unique design aesthetics is well received by visitors. (2) The review of Instagram
photos reveals a wide variety of views of the garden, including panorama, plant grouping with
compound compositions, and close-up plant portraits. It concealed a seasonal pattern over 60 months
how visitors shifted their views, which could ascribe to planting design species and patterns. (3) People’s
appreciation of post-blooming-season seed head views is a phenomenon not reported in any other
gardens, which validates Oudolf’s all-season design ideas. (4) By engaging textual information, visitor’s
seasonal perception about naturalness, beauty, and healing are divulged, as well as their subtle
differences and associations.
The study has both theoretical and practical values for landscape architects in that it presents the
observations and perception of a public perennial garden in a larger and more systematic manner. The
voluntarily posted social media data could be so far the BAD (Best Available Data) source to study
people’s site-scale garden appreciation patterns, the limits and prospects of which could be further
addressed in the future.
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Centering race in a sustainable landscape: Latinx and Filipinx experiences in
South Lake Tahoe, CA
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Lake Tahoe’s notable social diversity is overshadowed by dominant narratives of natural beauty and
luxurious resort living. Through these narratives, the ecological health of the basin is often expressed in
aesthetic terms through the motto: “Keep Tahoe Blue.” Similarly, the region’s economy is usually
measured by the benefits that accrue to its already privileged stakeholders (Valle, 2011). Meanwhile,
connections between multicultural social dynamics and the region’s ecology or economy are largely
absent from planning processes. Consequently, planning and development strategies have created
aesthetic improvements and housing policies that exacerbate inequality and gentrification (Checker,
2011; Immergluck & Balan 2018). In public discourses about sustainability, little consideration is given to
the experiences and perspectives of year-round residents who support the various tourist attractions
through their employment in the service industry, or to the places of significance to these
communities.This is especially true of the region’s Latinx and Filipinx communities; although comprising
approximately 40% of South Lake Tahoe’s population, little has been documented about their stories or
places of significance (Martinez-Curiel, 2016).
This participatory research project elevates missing perspectives of Latinx and Filipinx residents to
visibilize their important roles and spaces within the Tahoe area. It does so by capturing historical and
contemporary narratives and by creating maps focused on social issues. Building from connections with
South Lake Tahoe’s Multicultural Alliance, the project is conducting between 25-50 in-depth interviews
with residents, focused on perceptions of belonging, place, identity and resilience. The creation of
maps—highlighting demographics, housing, transportation, places of cultural significance, and
supporting institutions—will solicit interviewee input to locate these narratives within geographical
space. The maps aim to provide crucial information for policy-makers and community leaders to design
and implement sustainable practices more inclusively (Cravey, et al., 2000). Both the interviews and
maps are expected to examine themes that were earlier clarified through research design: narratives of
social decline that parallel official narratives of progress; contradictory perceptions of belonging and
racism; the invisibility of housing precarity; and disconnections between successive generations of
migrants. The bulk of this research will be completed by December 2021 and has been vetted through
an IRB process. This paper will summarize the key themes of the interviews and will also present the
resulting maps. It provides value to landscape architecture through an illustration of cultural landscape
research and mapping that is able to reveal themes and issues that are critical for sustainable and
equitable urban design and planning.
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North of the Island | A Study of Development, Incentives and Community
Engagement
Chiessa, Dennis The University of Texas at Arlington, chiessa@uta.edu
Keywords: Urban Development, Community Engagement, Urban Design, Urban Policy, Latino Urbanism
The Northside of Fort Worth, with a strong Hispanic culture, is home to the historic Stockyards (once the
economic engine of the city). Historically, the river and industry have served as a physical barrier
between the Northside community and the rest of the city. This has contributed to the social, cultural,
and economic isolation that has plagued the neighborhood for generations. The stockyards and the
meatpacking industry attracted workers in the early 20th century, but the economic decline of the
stockyards began in the 1960’s with the departure of meat packing industry and the disinvestment
resulting from white flight.
As neoliberalism has become ubiquitous and cities compete for investment dollars, public-private
partnerships have become a necessity in the creation of public space and other public amenities. As the
13th largest city in the country (and within the fourth largest metropolitan area), Fort Worth is
celebrated for accomplishments in developing a vibrant downtown, redeveloping the historic stockyards
into a tourist attraction, and Panther Island, an ambitious flood control and real estate development
project designed to mitigate flooding resulting from unprecedented development and growth 1. Rapid
growth often victimizes underinvested communities of color by capitalizing on the oft-told narratives of
urban decline that ignores existing communities, their heritage, and their success in creating vibrant
local neighborhood economies. By analyzing current developments and examining neighborhood
history, this study posits that community engagement, participatory processes, and analysis of existing
conditions are necessary to ensure equity in the redevelopment of underserved neighborhoods.
This study will show that reinvestment in the stockyards as a Cowtown tourist district perpetuated an
incomplete history that reinforced stereotypes and alienated the community residing in the Northside
from the stockyards business class. A new Stockyards Design District will expand the boundaries of the
Stockyards with new hotels, housing and mix used buildings into the residential fabric of the
neighborhood. Conversely, financial incentives such as TIF districts, urban village master plans, and
neighborhood empowerment zones, have had little impact on investment in the existing residential
parts of the neighborhood.
Understanding larger socio-economic and political issues is critical for design educators as the design
disciplines are increasingly engaging their students in community-based research projects. This study
examines the detrimental effects that large scale developments, ineffective small scale financial
incentives, and the lack of community participation can have on underrepresented, underserved, and
underinvested communities of color such as the Northside of Fort Worth.
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Mapping Conversations: A Novel Method for Exploring Environment-Behavior
Relationships in Early Childhood Learning Landscapes
Monsur, Muntazar Texas Tech University, mmonsur@ttu.edu
Andalib, S Y Texas Tech University, sandalib@ttu.edu
Trina, Nazia Afrin Texas Tech University, ntrina@ttu.edu
Keywords: Environment-Behavior, Mapping, Conversation, Early Childhood, Learning Behaviors, GIS
With a growing interest in nature-based learning in early childhood settings, innovation is needed to
develop systematic research tools for observing locational learning behaviors of children. Developed by
Ittelson et al. (1970) five decades ago, observational behavior mapping is still an effective method to
record behavior as it occurs in a designed setting (Marušić and Marušić 2012). The technique has long
been used for data collection in childhood settings and it is particularly effective to analyze overt
learning behaviors and their relationships with learning environment design in early childhood (0-8 years
old) when children spontaneously learn from their surrounding environments. In such contexts,
environment-behavior mapping provides a flexible and versatile tool to help researchers to understand
the behavioral consequences of design decisions in learning environments. Moreover, the recent advent
of cloud-based GIS platforms has made it possible to conduct environment-behavior mapping on cell
phones and tablets on live maps; providing a flexible and seamless way of data collection (Monsur and
Moore 2019).
One of the limitations of behavior mapping is that the researcher can code only a limited number of
behavioral outcomes of children. However, how children learn from their surroundings, especially from
a natural outdoor learning environment, is a complex phenomenon with many possible environmentbehavior outcomes of interest. With limited behavioral outcomes to code, researchers get to see where
children’s learning behaviors happen, but the motivations behind the actions may remain obscure
(Martin, Hanington, et al. 2012). To overcome this limitation, the proposed study aims to develop an
environment-behavior mapping protocol to code children’s conversations (child-child and child-teacher)
in the context of an outdoor natural learning environment. Teaching and learning moments are coproduced through conversations where verbal and non-verbal interactions are the points where critical
learning takes place (Bateman 2016). The goal of the protocol is twofold – 1) to enable researchers to
code complex learning behaviors, and 2) to capture conversational learning behaviors in the mapping
process.
Using a combination of ArcGIS Field Maps, ArcGIS Collector, and video data; authors of this research
have mapped conversations of preschool-aged children in outdoor learning environments on five
different days in two early childhood institutions to produce several ‘conversation maps’ to understand
and visualize underlying environment-behavior relationships related to nature-based learning. Data
collected by two different coders were compared to understand the reliability of the process. The study
was approved by Texas Tech University’s Human Research Protection Program Office.
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Cultivating a Design Practice of Land Care: Teaching at the Intersection of Land
and Labor
Hansen, Maggie University of Texas at Austin, maggiehansen@utexas.edu
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Keywords: Land Care; Maintenance Design; Labor; Subversive Stewardship; Engaged Pedagogy;
Alternative Practice Models
For landscape spaces created from living materials and shaped by human use, labors of care
(maintenance, advocacy, stewardship) are essential actions that produce and sustain landscapes over
time. Care-work’s impact is cumulative, requiring attention and patience, and specific knowledge of
local conditions (Mattern). However, care-work is often seen as unskilled. It runs counter to both our
narratives of design and the constraints of the construction contract. In the United States, the physical
labor of installation and maintenance is often performed by low wage immigrant workers and people of
color. As we reorient our design tools to challenge the inequities embedded in our environments, we
must also expose and challenge our discipline’s hierarchies of labor and knowledge, and recognize the
range of expertise needed for a project to succeed. Radical care has served as a liberatory tool for
marginalized communities to build individual and collective resilience. Through expanded modes of
practice, designers can contribute to a broader project of liberation and environmental stewardship,
while creating spaces truly rooted in the dynamics of ongoing change.
Recent scholarship has called for a recovery of the tools of care in landscape practice: Raxworthy calls
for a return to the garden; Way highlights the contributions of early women as stewards, activists,
artists, and horticulturists; and Jacobs notes the importance of seeing human influence in novel
ecologies. Alongside this recovery of land care practices is the larger discussion of ‘essential labor’ in our
society, which builds on feminist care ethics calling for the revaluing of the physical actions of
caretaking.
This panel will present approaches and learning outcomes from design courses across the United States:
a community-based native plant laboratory in Los Angeles’s public parks; drift mowing experiments on a
riverfront site in Oregon; community-led garden projects on ‘Lots Next Door’ in New Orleans, and an
exploration of the designer's multi-faceted role in representing landscape labor. These projects offer
models of foregrounding maintenance actions, toward equity in our profession and to address climate
mutation.
A facilitated discussion will explore the potentials and challenges of addressing care labor through
design. How might the everyday actions of care-taking, advocacy, and maintenance generate alternate
ideas of landscape form? When must design engage subversive stewardship and when can we openly
build a culture of care? What alternate models of practice might revalue care-labor within a discipline
grounded in land ownership?
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Assessing the usefulness of the Living Room Learning Gardens at Leland High
School, Starkville Partnership School, and Galloway Elementary School
Gunter, Ben Mississippi State University, blg315@msstate.edu
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As more schools incorporate learning gardens into their campuses to help educate school children on
nutrition (Parmer and Stumper,2009), connect students to nature (Bucher, 2017) and grow healthy
food; there is a need to better understand how the physical design and components of the garden
facilitate the use and programming of the gardens. Numerous studies exist on the benefits for children
who use learning gardens and challenges for educators tasked with implementing them. However, there
is little research on how the physical characteristics of a garden impact both the benefits and challenges
of garden-based education. This study seeks to assess the usefulness of an intentionally designed garden
typology that has been implemented at three different school sites. The typology includes unique
components including storage, chalk boards, seating, vertical growing, informational graphics, and lowmaintenance watering technologies arranged in a unique composition designed to focus kids’ attention
in a classroom setting. By documenting the differences between the three gardens, surveying faculty
and staff, and interviewing teachers responsible for the garden, the study identifies which components
and configurations are most useful to garden instruction. The results indicate that the intentionally
designed gardens are used more like classrooms by the entire school, reduce overall maintenance for
teachers responsible for the gardens, and help to facilitate food nutrition education in a more structure
environment. In effect making a more sustainable garden for the schools. Contributing literature related
to garden-based education will promote, explain, and sustain the popularity around school gardening.
By adding to the literature surrounding school learning gardens, better learning gardens can be designed
and built, helping both teachers and students get more use out of the spaces designed to facilitate
learning.
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Human-nature relationship: A study on biophilia, preference, and emotional
wellbeing in urban green space
Hung, Shih-Han Department of Horticulture and Landscape Architecture, National Taiwan University,
shellyhung6327@gmail.com
Chang, Chun-Yen Department of Horticulture and Landscape Architecture, National Taiwan University,
cycmail@ntu.edu.tw
Keywords: Landscape perception, Perceived biophilic design, Positive emotion, Landscape preference,
Built environment
Biophilia is a sense of initial connection between humans and interaction with nature (Kellert & Wilson,
1993). A significant advantage of experiencing urban nature is positive restoration. Those raise biophilic
design as a landscape design method in the built environment, which enhances the opportunity for
humans to connect with nature and relieve psychological stress, improve cognition, and provides
physical benefits (Gillis & Gatersleben, 2015; Kellert, 2008). Meta-analyses studies have indicated an
important link between one’s sense of natural connection and subjective happiness that could influence
one’s attitude and behavior toward nature (Capaldi et al., 2014; Nisbet et al., 2011). Therefore, to what
extent does environmental perception of the positive emotion (PA) to negative emotion (NA) ratio (i.e.,
emotional wellbeing) influence landscape preference and biophilia? What environmental elements
affect one’s emotional wellbeing in the urban green space?
This study used a dataset with more than 400 valid data points collected online. We asked participants
to upload their favorite built environment photos and reviewed their psychological perception between
the environment and their subjective emotional wellbeing. The environmental parameters of urban
green space included landscape preference and the perception of biophilic design. The subjective
emotional wellbeing, which according to the average ratio of positive emotion to negative emotion
ranging from 2.3 to 5.1 (Larsen & Prizmic, 2008). Our study’s range was from 0.94 to 4.7. A PA-to-NA
ratio of 3.2 is considered “flourishing”; “not flourishing” is 2.1 (Fredrickson & Losada, 2005). We and
then grouped three levels of the PA-to-NA ratio to test those relationships with the environment. The
results showed significant correlations among environmental perception of PA-to-NA ratio, landscape
preference, and perception of biophilic design. The high PA-to-NA ratio influenced landscape preference
and one’s perception of biophilic design more than the low one, which means the urban green space
supported our positive psychological state and were related to our perception of “nature” in the space.
With the photos provided by participants and then used Google Vision AI to detect the possible content
of landscape elements within the favorite built environment photos, the research found that the most
impact of landscape elements that elicit one’s subjective emotional wellbeing could be “tree,” “plant,”
“grass,” and “sky. Those elements could be linked to the perception of biophilic design and further on
landscape design. To conclude, this study tried to understand the dynamic relationship between
environmental perception and one's subjective emotional wellbeing in the built environment.
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The Web of Extraction: A Telecoupling Analysis of Hydraulic Fracturing and Land
Use Land Cover Changes (LULCC)
Sharmin, Afsana Texas Tech University, afsana.sharmin@ttu.edu
Keywords: Energy Extraction, Coupled Human and Natural Systems, Telecoupling
Hydraulic Fracturing or Fracking is the controversial technological process of petroleum extraction that
involves injecting high pressure liquid mixture to open up the subterranean rock formation. Although
debated for its negative environmental consequences, fracking is commonly considered as an agent of
accelerated economic growth. This method of extraction also becomes an actor of change in urban
fabric for the population explosion that it brings in during the booming production cycles and a rapid
decline during the bust period. These changes, that occur both in the human and non-human
components of urban system, create a novel genus of urbanism beyond its apparent spatial limits along
with a complex network of law, policy, housing, land use, energy, transportation and more. As a result,
fracking, as a sociotechnical system calls to be investigated through the lenses of architecture and
urbanism. This study aims to provide answers for this call by examining the land use land cover changes
driven by hydraulic fracturing in the Permian Basin area of West Texas, in the urban context of the
towns Midland and Odessa through mapping the local and distant interactions between a wide range of
variables in multiple places using the Telecoupling Framework. Remote sensing techniques are used as
methods of investigation and representation by mapping multilayered spatial and temporal changes in
events like loss of farmlands, urban expansion and fracking sites spreading across the landscape as a
force of transformation. Geospatial platforms like the ‘Telecoupling Toolbox’ are used to study the five
major components of Telecoupling framework: systems, flows, agents, causes, and effects in the context
of hydraulic fracturing in West Texas. This analysis facilitates sustainability research and practice by
identifying the actors and their interrelationships in the energy extraction landscapes as well as provides
guiding principles for policymaking.
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Using Behavior Mapping to Study Behavior Directed toward Others: Lessons
from Studying Adult Supervision in Public Parks
Jost, Daniel North Carolina State University, djost.1983@gmail.com
Moore, Robin North Carolina State University, rcm@ncsu.edu
Keywords: behavior mapping, method, human-environment relations, playscape, playground, park,
supervision, supervision behavior, interaction, shade, GIS, loose parts
Behavior mapping is an established method for observing and quantifying the relationship between
many individuals’ behaviors and fixed aspects of the physical environment. When the behavior being
studied is directed toward another person or is connected to an aspect of the physical environment that
is dynamic or “loose,” this can create unique challenges. Some examples of dynamic aspects of the
physical environment include shade (which changes with the seasons, over the course of the day, and
with the weather) and loose parts like cell phones, books, or toys being used in a play environment. This
presentation draws lessons from the author’s experience of designing and carrying out behavior
mapping protocols to study the relationship between both fixed and dynamic aspects of the physical
environment and adult supervision of children in four public park playscapes.
Previous studies, building on the System for Observing Play and Recreation in Communities (SOPARC)
have often limited their measurement of adult supervision to adult presence (e.g. Floyd et al., 2011).
Building on definitions of supervision by Morongiello (2005), protocols were developed for using
behavior mapping to study physical supervision (proximity), visual supervision, and vocal supervision, as
well as playful engagement between an adult and a child. Information on visual and audio distractions
was also gathered. In the very early phases of the research design, the researcher considered using tools
in ArcGIS Pro to analyze relationships between data points after the data was collected, but it became
clear that the time it would take to collect each individual data point would prevent such analysis from
being useful. By the time you map an adult following a child through an area and note even the most
basic attributes related to demographics and behavior for the adult in GIS Collector, the child they are
following will likely have moved somewhere else.
One way to address the challenge of interactive behaviors and dynamic aspects of the environment is to
map behaviors directed toward or from other people as attributes during data collection. However, this
may present its own challenges and limitations, which need to be thought through when developing the
protocols for scanning the environment; establishing observation points and behavior mapping zones;
analyzing data; and drawing conclusions. One limitation of this of collecting certain information via
attributes is that information may not be as visual—and so collecting other types of data—such as
photos or video—may be desirable.
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Odology – Lessons from J. B. Jackson’s Life on the Road
Michael, Sean, Utah State Univ., seanemichael@gmail.com
Keywords: J. B. Jackson, odology, cultural landscapes, travel, methodology, motorcycle
John Brinckerhoff Jackson’s legacy as the father of cultural landscape studies earned him a lasting and
revered reputation as a champion of places and peoples that have traditionally faced inattention, if not
outright disdain. His decades-long efforts to study, chronicle and herald the virtues of vernacular
landscapes shaped the thinking of academics and practitioners alike, many of whom were his students
and became peer educators. For these reasons, Jackson’s personal journey and intellectual evolution
have been chronicled by an array of scholars (e.g., Horowitz, 2020). Despite the depth of those works,
one of the most curious and persistent methodologies of Jackson’s landscape studies has received little
critical scrutiny.
Odology was a term coined by J. B. Jackson as being the “study of roads” (1986, p.21). Although there is
reason to believe that he had first proffered the concept decades earlier as hodology in a Landscape
magazine attributed to an apparent pseudonym (de Jonge, D., 1967-68), the concept likely spanned the
majority of Jackson’s career. The term’s etymology is rooted in the Greek noun οδος (hodos), the
common term for road or street. (H)odology captures Jackson’s tireless interest in the byways and
roadside attractions that make up vehicle-centered land development. However, Jackson’s studious
observations of these landscapes were themselves grounded in a reliance upon motor vehicles to enable
far-reaching, in situ experiential travels. To date, analyses of Jackson’s methodologies have primarily
focused on his photography (e.g., Ballesta, J. 2016) and sketching (e.g., Mendelsohn & Wilson 2015).
Equally important, however, were his modes of travel.
This presentation describes the vehicle-based odological methods employed by Jackson, beginning with
his role as an intelligence officer in WWII, where his roving study of the countryside allowed him to
analyze German military strategies. It draws connections between his pre- and post-war travels, his
enduring relationship with motorcycles, and the travel adaptations he used in later life. Findings were
derived from interviews with Jackson’s former students and colleagues, along with the work of
contemporary researchers who have chronicled his methods. They also are derived from study of the
Jackson archives, supporting literature from the disciplines of motorcycle studies and adventure travel,
and uniquely from the author’s emulation of Jackson’s two-wheeled travels, including a number of his
routes. The results expand understanding of Jackson’s iconoclastic personality, but more significantly
they suggest that a study of odology—with emphasis upon mobility and immersive landscape travel
experiences—is warranted.
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Re-thinking Research Methods
Douglas, FASLA, Lake Louisiana State University, wdougl1@lsu.edu
Keywords: Research Methods; Lanscape Architecture Pedagogy
Instruction in research methods through a design-oriented (rather than science-based) lens is relatively
new for some landscape architecture curricula. Yet professional practice increasingly demands research
skills as components of the design process, and the academy, beginning with undergraduate studies,
must prepare students to function in a research-oriented arena, whether office practice or advanced
academic work. Usually, landscape research instruction employs theory-oriented lecture/discussion
formats derived from science-based precedents (qualitative, quantitative, or mixed-methods
techniques), often with a final research-based paper demonstrating those skills. Yet for design students,
research instruction requires not only understanding new techniques but also overcoming obstacles,
including minimal prior experience in foundational research-based process and anxieties about writing
skills with which many are ill-equipped. Instructional-based barriers are an absence of consensus about
what “research” is; limited space in curricula, considering time constraints and required courses; a lack
of faculty resources with advanced research expertise, and relatively few text options. Two strategies
can address these obstacles: first, moving research-based pedagogy from a stand-alone theory-based
model into a format that aligns research with existing curricula (e.g. studio); and second, using past
formats of research design (such as what has appeared in Landscape Journal) as models for hands-on
research in topics of students’ interest. Either can effectively enter undergraduate and graduate
curricula as an exercise that prepares students for research-based practice or future advanced academic
work. This paper discusses the second option, based on experience at the graduate level from fall
semester, 2021.
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Sound of the City: Creating a Balanced Sound Composition in Urban Green
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Sound in the landscape is an important and often-ignored aspect of the human experience. Seemingly
cacophonous sounds can create a symphony through combinations of beloved sounds of nature and
humans with the often less desirable, but no less important, sounds of traffic and sirens. This symphony
of sounds forms a soundscape, a “sonic environment” (Schafer, 1977) that humans experience, and
much like landscapes, soundscapes can vary greatly depending on the sound sources. This thesis puts
the urban soundscape, and its relationship to the landscape and design, under a microscope. The work
of this thesis began with an investigation into the theories of composers John Cage and R. Murray
Schafer, along with key research of outdoor soundscape design and application. By establishing ways in
which sound had previously been explored from a musical perspective and practical application, the
creation of a new design theory and methodology for surveying sound was formed. The design theory
demands that the existing soundscape of a landscape be documented and analyzed to ensure that it
best suits the wants and needs of its users. Once the soundscape has been documented and the needs
established, any necessary changes can be made by altering the landscape. The sound documentation
methodology was formed in using both auditory and visual components. This combined method allowed
for sounds in the landscape to be recorded for both the eyes and ears, showing the many attributes of a
soundscape over the course of 10-minute intervals. The auditory portion for this sound documentation
methodology has the surveyor take auditory recordings using a portable recording device. The visual
portion was created in this thesis and inspired by styles of notation in Western Classical Music, John
Cage, R. Murray Schafer, and Landscape Architect, Lawrence Halprin. To test the theory and method,
they were then applied to the re-making of an urban soundscape and landscape. Located in Washington
D.C., the site was chosen based on a variety of factors including but not limited to, sound sources, size of
space, and geographic location. To begin the design process, the site was then analyzed both sonically
and visually. The resulting soundscape and landscape design created a more varied and engaging sonic
experience, further exploring the impacts of sound on the perception of place and a close examination
of the conscious, subconscious, beautiful, and necessary in the design of landscape.
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Performative morphologies: representing fallow -scapes along the Erie Canal
National Heritage Corridor, NY
Goula, Maria Cornell Univeristy, mg987@cornell.edu
Vannuchi, Jamie Cornell Univeristy, jlv29@cornell.edu
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This paper explores the opportunities maps and diagrams offer as devices to trigger interpretations of
time/space scales of abandoned agricultural lands along the Erie Canal National Heritage corridor in
New York State, a navigation channel and flood protection infrastructure that connects the Midwest
with the port of New York city from 1825 to the present day. Shared here are our first explorations, as
part of an ongoing research funded by USDA NIFA, where we explore the potential for adaptive climate
mitigation near Montezuma Wildlife Refuge, around both the Erie canal and its historic section [18251860] that inadvertently drained adjacent wetlands. The research in general, aims to explore design
research contribution to a higher performance of secondary forests and fallow land for carbon
sequestration and storage, while at the same time activating economic territories and improving their
landscape qualities. Fallow lands, abandoned over time due to hydrological and geomorphological
conditions that make farming difficult, such as periodic flooding, ponding, and steep drumlin slopes, are
examined in time through mapping, fieldwork, and interviews with farmers and experts. Testing these
lands with forest designs reveals their potential to become a landscape armature (Cowles 2016), and
sink for carbon. This paper aims to explore the role of representation as an inquiry for design,
specifically for the fallow, and discuss entanglements of scale through maps, transects and diagrams of
landscape patterns in the areas mentioned above.
Research questions: Rural fallow lands are commonly invisible. How can representations of the spatial
orders of the fallow explore its multiple performances across timescales, from a growing season to
“permanent” carbon storage, as well as design decisions? How does drawing entangled scales of time
and space allow design researchers to engage with the complexities of landscape since ecological time is
not linear, but a series of cycles and disturbances?
Findings: Unveiling the relationships between morphologies, materialities and their performance is
critical to make responsible decisions that relate Co2 mitigation, better understanding of heritage and
forest values and potentially economic resiliency. Drawings that bridge the systemic with the particular
give response to the lack of and mismatch between official registration of vacancy, landcover data by
remote sensing, and actual conditions [especially species data]. Design scenarios that test all the above
become communication tools to increase the applicability of nature based- mitigation knowledge in the
area.
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Factors Influencing Long-term City Park Visitation for Midsize US Cities: A Study
Using Smart User Mobility
Sun, Shu University of Oklahoma, shusuncoco@ou.edu
Song, Yang Texas A&M University, yangsong@tamu.edu
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People's well-being, including their mental and physical health, is greatly enhanced when they have
access to green spaces and parks. The environment and the economy can also be improved by parks.
While studies of the factors influencing parks in metropolitan areas have been conducted extensively,
long-term park visitation in mid-sized cities is not widely studied. Using big data technologies, we
integrate mobile phone mobility data to investigate park usage and determine park users' spatial and
temporal distribution. The data from twenty-eight parks in the College Station and Bryan metropolitan
areas were included, which was conducted over a two-year period. We use fixed effects regression to
detect the relationship between park visitation and environmental, social, and economic factors. Our
findings indicate the heterogeneity in park service areas. Playgrounds and water bodies, for example,
are the most critical factors in increasing park visitation, while sports facilities, walking paths, and
pavilions have less significant effects.
Contrary to previous research, we discovered that residents in high-income block groups are less likely
to participate in park activities than other residents. This study presented how smartphone mobility
data can be used to collect empirical evidence about parks' performance. Furthermore, the factors we
identified can help future park managers and designers in mid-sized cities.
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Investigating water quality under different urban planning scenarios with a
combination of empirical and physical hydrological model approach
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Evaluating the effects of urban development patterns on water quality is crucial to inform reasonable
urban planning policy and watershed management plan. The existing studies mainly focused on the
effects of land cover, population growth, and green infrastructure on water quality. Few studies
explored practical urban planning scenarios composed of multiple urban form spatial metrics.
In this study, we proposed a novel framework of urban planning scenarios that consider both spatial
metrics and their hydrological implication. Scenarios will be generated based on three urban planning
components, which are residential development patterns, traffic networks, and green space systems.
Then a water quality index (WQI) model based on the transport factor and source factor of non-point
source pollution will be used to evaluate water quality risk associated with the generated scenarios. The
study sites include several growing cities (Wixom, Brighton, South Lyon, Ann Arbor, Ypsilanti, and Flat
Rock) in the Huron River Watershed located in Michigan, US. Specifically, we will implement the
following analytical steps: (1) Quantify urban form metrics of three groups, which include residential
development patterns, traffic networks, and green space systems in multiple urban sub-watersheds. (2)
Find the relationship between each group of urban form metrics and water quality with regression
models. (3) Design multiple hypothetical urban planning scenarios with different combinations of the
above three urban form metrics groups according to their influence on water quality. (4) Use the index
model to simulate water quality under different planning scenarios and suggest an optimal scenario for
water quality protection.
The preliminary study conclusion suggested: (1) Warm weather was found to have interaction with
urban form variables to increase pollutant concentrations. (2) Low-density development is a more
important factor to predict high pollutant concentration than high-density development. (3) The rough
street surface (concrete, brick) is more likely to generate pollutants than the smooth street surface
(gravel, asphalt). (4) Areas with low infiltration soil are very sensitive to urban development, which
might be attributed to higher runoff potentials.
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Assessing How the Spatial Pattern of Urban Green Space Affects its Equity in
Southeast Michigan with Bayesian Quantile Regression Approach
Guan, Jianxing University of Michigan, keyline@umich.edu
Wang, Runzi University of Michigan, runziw@umich.edu
Van Berkel, Derek University of Michigan, dbvanber@umich.edu
Liang, Zhongyao University of Michigan, zvl5373@psu.edu
Keywords: Urban green space equity; Bayesian quantile regression; Environmental justice; Landscape
ecology
Urban green space (UGS) is essential to provide multiple benefits for the ecosystem and human beings.
Previous studies indicated that UGS could provide ecological benefits such as noise reduction (Margaritis
and Kang, 2017), carbon storage (Davies et al., 2011), and stormwater management (Zölch et al., 2017).
As for the social benefits, UGS has been proved to be important for public health both physically and
mentally (Lindley et al., 2018; Bratman et al., 2019). Though essential for urban dwellers, UGS is not
evenly distributed for them to get equitable access to in most cities, and this becomes an important
environmental justice issue. The existing research on UGS equity focused more on the mismatch
between the needs and supply of populations with different socioeconomic status (SES). The potential
spatial factors affecting UGS equity such as the spatial distribution and configuration of UGS and how
this effect varies in different regions and equity levels is incompletely understood. To address this gap,
this study explored how UGS equity varied among different spatial patterns of UGS with the Bayesian
quantile regression model. We investigated this question among different sub-regions and
socioeconomic gradients in Southeast Michigan.
In this study, we use the Gini coefficient to be the index of UGS equity and quantify the UGS spatial
pattern with landscape metrics. A Bayesian quantile regression (BQR) model is applied to explore the
relationships between landscape spatial patterns and UGS equity at regional and sub-regional levels.
Our result informs that overall, patch density (PD), large patch index (LPI) and mean patch shape index
(SHAPE_MN) are negatively correlated with UGS equity. In urban areas with high population density, PD
is the most significant factor while in urban areas with low population density, LPI together with PD
affects the UGS equity. The result also indicates that the top priority for regions with extremely poor
equity is to increase the amount of UGS. To maintain and increase the UGS equity in comparatively
equitable regions, the government should avoid the fragmentation of existing UGS and develop
complex-shaped UGS patches with longer perimeters to serve more communities.
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The Eudaimonic Tree Pilot: A Study of Public Engagement in Participatory Art at
Three Sites
Ashjian James, Olivia Umass, Amherst, ojames@umass.edu
Hamin, Mark Umass, Amherst, mhamin@umass.edu
Clouse, Carey Umass, Amherst, clouse@umass.edu
Keywords: Design Research, Participatory Art, Spontaneous Co-Creation, Community Engagement
The engagement approaches on which many planners and designers rely do not typically aim to access
deeper questions in society. Surveys, public meetings and focus groups seek tangible results that target
specific issues. They are often conducted out of context, taking the public out of the environment at
issue to answer questions on a defined topic. What tools do professionals designing our urban
environments have for discovering unknown issues in a more spontaneous and practice-based way, in
places where a sense of community exists perhaps only latently?
We explored this question through the Eudaimonic Tree Pilot using the framework of eudaimonia to
guide the process (Aristotle & Beresford, 2020; Aristotle & Kenny, 2011; Ryff, 2013). The objective of this
study began with a desire to inspire a sense of well-being, eudaimonia, in the community during a time
of great loneliness and mental health decline due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic (Ammar et al.,
2021), exacerbating a national trend that started well before the pandemic occurred (Berry & OkuliczKozaryan, 2011). In response, we produced three installations using trees in the landscape to offer the
public a means of expression. Each tree housed a different prompt rooted in eudaimonic sentiments and
blank note cards for public response. Their messages hung from tree limbs and became an embodiment
of the participatory process.
The planning and design fields do not currently have a framework to assess whether well-being is
evoked by designs and projects in the landscape. Through the novel approach of using participatory art
as a form of public engagement this study serves as a proof of concept, adapting a prominent
eudaimonic well-being scale developed by Dr. Carol Ryff (Ryff, 1989; Ryff, 2013) to assess whether wellbeing was evoked by our projects. Using her Six Dimensions of Eudaimonic Well-Being as a framework
(Ryff, 1989; Ryff, 2013) we coded each message for all dimensions that applied, finding that different
prompts and trees appeared to evoke distinct responses that aligned with distinct dimensions.
Several profound implications for design fields were uncovered, including that participatory art can
catalyze new modes of community dialogue and highly co-created initiatives are likely to generate a
eudaimonic effect. This study suggests that the development of a eudaimonic framework intended for
geographic application would support the creation of projects that elicit well-being in an effort to serve
deeper needs of the community through engagement in participatory art.
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New Agronon - A Communal Supertall
Scelsa, Jonathan Pratt Institute, jscelsa@pratt.edu
Birkeland, Jennifer Cornell University, jb2597@cornell.edu
Keywords: Urban Agriculture, Infrastructure, Speculation, Research by Design
The first decade of the twenty-first century, witnessed a new form of land - use speculation surrounding
a series of plots south of Frederick Law Olmsted’s, Central Park. Born from the marriage of incentivized
up zoning and subsidized bank-loans, this area of Manhattan, commonly referred to as Billionaire’s Row,
birthed the novel urban luxury typology of the Pencil Tower. Herein, eager pre-pandemic developers
entered speculative risk that private-floor single-family domestic plots of land, hovering over one
thousand feet above earth’s crust with an exclusive view of Olmsted’s curated nature, would be highly
desirable and garner mega-profit. This speculative investment represents the apotheosis of the
paradigm of center - periphery density established in the twentieth century, wherein land value is
greatest in the center of the city. This modernist condition of value has been predicated upon the
construction and continued maintenance of vast infrastructural and logistical shipping networks
connecting cities to their regional and global hinterlands of production - a system which continues to be
one of the leading causes of contemporary carbon emissions.
The Tower of New Agronon, represents a different form of super-tall speculation, born out of an
alternate paradigm that values proximity to agricultural production in lieu of externalization. While its
peer pencil towers house five hundred people on half-acre lots as supported by three hundred arable
acres externalized to the hinterlands, New Agronon utilizes its vertical abundance of space in support of
a commune of twenty-six and all their food requirements each year. The super tall’s form, derived from
the nutritional food pyramid, establishes individual sub-towers each stewarded by a single family for
one component of the American diet: collectively creating a vertical village of codependency. The
denizens of New Agronon seek out a new density of living with the reduction of their carbon footprint,
chartering a new balanced diet of sustainable pescatarian means with excess, due to selective thermal
enclosures of indoor multi-cycle cultivation, able to provide for the immediate city population.
The project provokes the notion that a world in search of solutions to the climate crisis, must develop a
new paradigm of urbanism that fosters more sustainable forms of speculative risk, privileging localized
production over its regional or global importation. Despite its ambitions for a world of change, this
project stands tall as an absurdist surreality.
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Urban Floating Wetlands: Living Shoreline Research on the Duwamish River
Rottle, Nancy University of Washington, nrottle@uw.edu
Andrews, Leann Penn State University, LAndrews@psu.edu
Engelke, Jennifer University of Washington, jengelke@uw.edu
Keywords: Floating Wetlands, Community Science, Urban Restoration, Urban Habitat
A third of Puget Sound’s coastline and 97% of Seattle’s urban core shoreline is armored, replacing
historic wetland and riparian habitats that once lined the edges of rivers and estuaries and removing the
food source, refuge, and ecological estuarine processes that five species of salmon require to survive. In
the Duwamish River, juvenile salmon must swim from their natal streams through a gauntlet of urban
industry and a toxic cocktail Superfund site to reach Puget Sound and the Pacific Ocean. Where riverside
industry provides essential services traditional restoration is often not possible, and innovative habitat
restoration techniques for urban salmon migration corridors are required. The Duwamish River Floating
Wetlands project combined design and research to determine if constructed floating wetlands (CFWs)
can increase salmon habitat and improve water quality to support the survival of outmigrating salmon
smolts in these constrained environments, while also engaging community scientists during two years of
monitoring.
The Duwamish River Floating Wetlands project designed, constructed, deployed and monitored CFWs in
“Biobarges” for the 2019 and 2020 seasons of outmigrating juvenile salmon runs on the urban
Duwamish River. The scientific objectives of the monitoring program were to determine if CFWs
positively influence juvenile salmon behavior, increase invertebrate production, support plant growth,
and improve water quality in a proof-of-concept research study (Ahern, 2011). The CFW designs and
community science involvement were also evaluated. The project took an adaptive design approach,
building on the lessons learned each year.
This presentation will focus on the lessons learned from deployment and research during the 2019 and
2020 seasons, including impact on the design of third-generation prototypes. The interdisciplinary
project team considered lessons from Year 1 about the size, weight, form and composition of the
structures, as well as deployment location relative to both salmon use and environmental conditions. In
both years, invertebrate collection and analyses were compared between the CFWs and control sites,
and substrates and plants tested for heavy metal and nutrient sequestration. While the pandemic
presented unique challenges for the 2020 field research, our community science approach was critical to
our research process.
Lessons learned and questions raised from the Duwamish Floating Wetlands have continued to provide
direction as the Living Shoreline research has continued in 2021. These Living Shorelines may provide
critical missing wetland and aquatic habitat to restore juvenile salmon migration corridors, while also
educating and engaging publics with the ecologies of their urban waters.
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Curbing Sediment
Steiner, Halina Ohio State University, steiner.298@osu.edu
Keywords: Infrastructure, Hydrology, Sustainability, Urban Design, Sediment, First Flush Toxins
Purpose: This presentation outlines the methodology and outcomes of Curbing Sediment, a research
project, testing the alteration of curbs and aprons to collect sediment from roadways.
Background:
According to the USGS, stormwater runoff transports pollutants including sediment, nutrients from lawn
fertilizers, bacteria, pesticides, metals, and petroleum by-products often discharging to waterways
without treatment. Once in the water, they affect aquatic ecosystems because they are nearly
impossible to collect.
Accumulation of sediment in catch basins requires maintenance and when clogged can cause localized
flooding. Accumulation of sediment in bioswales is also problematic. Most notably, the accumulation of
large sediments and trash reduces a bioswale’s ability to filter contaminants. In their technical
memorandum “Operation and Maintenance of Green Infrastructure Receiving Runoff from Roads and
Parking Lots,” the U.S. EPA explains how sediment accumulates on impervious surfaces and, when
routed to bioretention areas, builds up at inlets, clogs soil, and smothers plants.
Methods:
To help mitigate these issues, concrete curbs and adjacent aprons can be altered to collect sediment in
advance of entering a storm drain or bioswale. Altered curb faces can also aid in reducing the velocity of
stormwater runoff, ultimately reducing strain placed on existing stormwater management
infrastructure.
The research team tested twenty alternatives to the standard concrete curb and apron. The
interdisciplinary team included students and faculty from landscape architecture, civil engineering, and
environmental science. Simulated storm events pumped sediment-filled water over full-scale CNC milled
foam models. During these eight-minute tests water turbidity was monitored by sensors and samples to
measure sediment inputs and outputs were taken every two minutes. A minimum of three storm events
were run on each model. An iterative design process was used to leverage data from each round of
testing originating with tactile paving as inspiration.
Findings:
All designs collected sediment, three performed noticeably better. A provisional patent has been filed
for all designs tested. Currently, the research team is meeting with representatives of ODOT and Ohio
State University(OSU) to build pilot projects on local roadways.
Importance:
This landscape architecture led project follows current discourse in the academy and practice.
DLANDstudio secured patents for the Gowanus Canal Sponge Park and HOLDS System. Professor Jake
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Boswell, OSU, has a patent for floating concrete islandss. Professor Richard Hindle, Berkeley, has written
extensively on the subject of patents. The designs rendered from Curbing Sediment can become a new
design standard, as we continue to address water quality issues.
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Assessing the Potential of Three Dimensional Concrete Printing in Landscape
Architecture
Wallace, Abbey Mississippi State University, akw253@msstate.edu
Gallo, Cory Mississippi State University, wcg59@msstate.edu
Baniasadi, Setareh Mississippi State University, sb3562@msstate.edu
Herrmann, Hans Mississippi State University, HHerrmann@caad.msstate.edu
Summerlin, Peter Mississippi State University, ps111@msstate.edu
Keywords: Additive Manufacturing, 3D Concrete Printing, Advanced Modeling
Additive manufacturing is becoming more popular as a construction technique for various design fields.
3D concrete printing is one type of additive manufacturing in which layers of concrete are stacked on
top of each other by pushing concrete through a nozzle and onto a printing bed. These layers create
three-dimensional solid objects from a digital file. 3D concrete printing promises to be extremely
beneficial for design flexibility, cost, time, safety, environmental impact, and error reduction. While
unimaginable just a few years ago, the technology has evolved out of the research lab and is now
available as a specifiable product for any designer to use in their designs.
This study explores the potential of 3D Concrete Printing technology in landscape architecture to better
understand how designers can use it in a design process, what are the limitations of the technology, and
what are the potential uses for the technology in the future. Through review of current literature, a case
study of a recent project using almost exclusively 3D concrete printing technology, interviews with three
experts working with the technology from around the world, and a documented prototype design
exploring the back-and-forth process of working with a printing company, the study provides an
overview of the state of the technology and its potential for use in the field.
Documentation of the first comprehensive site design in the U.S. to use the technology reveals its
potential and challenges for communication between the designer and manufacturer. Interviews in the
case study highlight the need for education of the designer, contractor, and owner. Expert interviews
shed light on the technologies potential by those who are most familiar with it. These experts reveal
that we are just scratching the surface of how the technology could change the way we approach design
and the speed which elements can be realized with the technology. Finally, two benches were designed
and documented by the design team working with a manufacturer to understand how a professional
could design an object for a real-world application. The first bench took several weeks of back-and-forth
refinement with the manufacture to achieve a working model that printed with several errors. After
documenting these limitations, the second was conceived, refined, and printed in a single day,
illustrating the potential of the product as a rapid and adaptable manufacturing process.
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The Play Value of Plants: Altering parts of plants as Loose part play materials in
Early Childhood Learning Landscapes
Trina, Nazia Afrin Texas Tech University, ntrina@ttu.edu
Monsur, Muntazar Texas Tech University, mmonsur@ttu.edu
Keywords: Plants, Plant Parts, Loose Parts Play, Early Childhood, Planting Design, Planting Palette,
Learning Behaviors
Loose parts play opportunities in early childhood are critical for play and learning behaviors associated
with curiosity, imagination, exploration, experimentation, construction, and reflection (Gibson, Cornell,
et al. 2017). Plants are one of the leading sources of natural loose parts in outdoor learning
environments. Most available loose parts play materials in a natural learning landscape are byproducts
of plants. Moreover, plant-derived loose parts offer various sensory stimulation to children including
smell, texture, and color with rich play and learning props helping children to learn about seasonal
changes, plant life cycles, etc. Early childhood is the time when children are eager to discover nature as
they spontaneously learn from their surrounding environments (Trundle 2010) and plant-based loose
parts are a great fit to meet such curiosity of young children. Although loose parts play has long been
researched for its critical contribution to developmentally appropriate play and learning behaviors,
child-friendly planting design to promote plant-based natural loose parts in outdoor learning
environments is an under-researched area. In this ongoing three-phased research, a planting design
concept will be developed keeping loose-parts play as the primary focus of the design. In the first phase,
a planting palette for a semi-arid climate zone has been developed and analyzed for the outdoor
learning environment of a child development research center. The planting palette developed based on
literature and expert opinion aims to maximize the amount and supply of natural plant-based loose
parts in the site year-round. In the second phase of the research, a variety of natural plant-based loose
parts are gathered from a botanical garden and the university campus and introduced to the site. Before
and after child behavioral outcomes of this intervention are recorded with GIS-based behavior mapping
and video data. The behavior mapping is focused on various science/STEAM learning behaviors of
preschoolers attending the lab site. The One-Group Pretest–Posttest research aims to investigate how
introducing plant-based loose parts play opportunities in a preschool outdoor learning environment
influences both environmental affordances and STEAM learning behaviors of children. Preliminary
findings show that both the variety and the behavioral occurrences of STEAM learning behaviors of
children increased after the loose part play intervention. The third phase (not a part of this
presentation), based on the results of the first two phases, would finalize and implement the planting
design in the lab site in 2022-23.
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Integrating Research and Design: Experiences in the Design Studio and Beyond
Luo, Yi University of Florida, yi.luo@ufl.edu
Volk, Michael University of Florida, mikevolk@ufl.edu
Keywords: integration; research and design; stormwater management; green infrastructure;
collaboration
Landscape architecture is an applied discipline, offering plentiful opportunities for field experiments that
test design hypotheses and generate evidence for future designs. However, the profession lacks a
culture of research and evidence-based design. Consequently, a considerable portion of contemporary
landscape practice is still based on intuition rather than factual evidence (Brown and Corry, 2011).
Despite growing efforts (e.g. the Landscape Performance Series) advocating for evidence/researchbased design, in-depth research is seldom a part of regular landscape practice due to time or budget
constraints, insufficient knowledge, etc. Therefore, the gap between the academy and the profession
maintains (Luo et al., 2021).
Recently, we participated in Florida Resilient Cities, a collaborative program that enhances the resilience
of coastal communities in Florida. The program supported multiple research and teaching proposals in
Port St. Joe, Florida, providing access to abundant site data and research. We used this source to inform
a landscape studio project and to initiate a community workshop building on the studio’s results. During
this process, we experimented with integrating research and design at different points of the design
process. The purpose of this paper is to share experiences and lessons learned from these events and to
discuss future implications for research-based design.
In the studio, students analyzed the data and findings of archival research, a survey, and a thesis and
redesigned a series of underused community parks. They also compared the existing and proposed
performance of the site in four aspects: social spaces, history & spirit, pedestrian network, and
stormwater management to demonstrate the achievement of design goals. The following workshop
specifically focused on neighborhood stormwater flooding. We partnered with stakeholders and
researchers from the University of Florida’s Departments of Soil and Water Sciences and Agriculture and
Biological Engineering to review existing infrastructure, provide nature-based solutions at the site,
street, and neighborhood scales, and compute their effectiveness in stormwater quality and quantity
control.
The studio experience shows that in-depth research predicts responsive designs that perform well in
achieving the design goals. In addition, involving specialists in the design process can considerably
improve work efficiency and design quality. Involving watershed and stormwater experts in the
workshop resulted in immediate input on green infrastructure design alternatives, improving the
design’s scientific soundness. Future landscape practice should consider a research-based approach
that includes closer collaboration with other disciplines.
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Design for Migration: Multi-Scalar Infrastructure Framework for Green, Blue,
and Space New Deals
Rising, Hope Hui Texas A&M University, hope.rising@tamu.edu
Segovia, Walter Texas A&M University, segovia_w8173@tamu.edu
Olorode, Abimbola Texas A&M University, a.olorode@exchange.tamu.edu
Welsh, Alexandra Texas A&M University, awelsh@tamu.edu
Pleasant, Reiss Texas A&M University, reiss-ann_pleasant@tamu.edu
Hodde, Ashley Texas A&M University, ashley.hodde37@tamu.edu
Coogler, Camaryn Texas A&M University, ckcoog@tamu.edu
Robeson, Katelyn Texas A&M University, katelynrobeson@tamu.edu
Shay, Madeleine Texas A&M University, mshay@tamu.edu
Newman, Galen Texas A&M University, gnewman@arch.tamu.edu
Special Topics: GND-Superstudio
Keywords: Green New Deal, Blue Infrastructure, Green Infrastructure, Space Infrastructure, and Climate
Adaptation
This film presents geodesign as a process of collective creativity for developing a consensus-based multiscalar infrastructure framework for a more adaptive future that promotes decarbonization, jobs, and
justice at the continental, regional, and site scale. The framework synergizes green with blue and space
infrastructure to facilitate migration of at-risk populations to evacuation hubs through integrating
existing river systems as hovercraft routes with high-speed railways, air transit networks, and roadways.
Due to the increasingly more intense storms, the blue infrastructure built during the New Deal has led to
increasing catastrophic flooding due to more frequent dam breaks and levee breaches. The aging blue
infrastructure continues to necessitate decentralized green infrastructure as replacements. While the
Green New Deal is primarily focused on climate mitigation through decarbonization, synergizing it with
blue infrastructure projects can better mitigate downstream flooding for the socioeconomically
disadvantaged who are the mostly likely to become flood victims with minimal mobile self-sufficiency.
The Green New Deal outlined the following objectives that made the space industry essential for its
future: 1) creation of lucrative jobs in high-tech industries; 2) infrastructure upgrades; 3) provision of
clean energy, power, and water; 4) reduction of pollution; and 5) improvement and increase in food
production. Synergizing the Green and Blue with the Space New Deal will help create these new jobs
that help build mobile self-sufficiency during post-disaster relocation and post-relocation adaptation for
the most extreme flooding scenarios as follows: About 13 million of coastal residents are likely to be
displaced by rising sea levels and tidal fluctuation amplified by the incoming lunar cycle. As solar cycle 25
unfolds, extreme solar storms are likely to increase from now until 2025 to expose the Earth to more
radiation to cause extreme sea level rise through rapid ice-melting. In addition, the rapidly weakening
magnetic field suggests that a polar reversal is overdue. The eastern half of the United States can be
flooded by large tidal waves during a polar reversal. A weakening magnetic field also makes the Earth
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more vulnerable to the impacts of solar activities to create more space-like adverse living conditions,
suggesting the need to implement closed-loop settlements on Earth and transportation infrastructure
systems to facilitate continental and interplanetary migrations. These settlements serve as selfsufficient, radiation-proof relocation destinations with live-work communities and Job Corps for
rehabilitation and job training in developing green, blue, and space infrastructure for climate mitigation,
adaptation, and migration.
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Reflections on Transdisciplinary Design Process for Climate-induced Migration
Blakeman, Haley LSU Robert Reich School of Landscape Architecture, blakeman1@lsu.edu
Keywords: climate migration, resettlement, managed retreat, sea level rise, transdisciplinary
How can landscape architects broaden their knowledge and prepare to lead climigration projects? This
presentation explores how landscape architects can work collaboratively with diverse practitioners to
challenge and deepen the integrity of their climate-induced resettlement processes and its application in
the classroom.
Approximately 40% of the world’s population lives in coastal communities, and the population in US
coastal counties has increased by 39% between 1970-2010. Yet climate change is creating sea level rise,
heavier and more frequent rain events, droughts, heatwaves, wildfires, and change in ocean chemistry
forcing communities across the world to look beyond in situ adaptation measures and towards
resettlement or climate-induced migration. And these environmental changes are impacting the world’s
marginalized communities most. While sea level rise is affecting many coastal communities worldwide,
the land loss is happening faster in Louisiana than anywhere else. Combined with land subsidence,
saltwater intrusion, and intensifying storms, sea level rise has caused the loss of over 1900 square miles
of its coastline since 1930. As an example, the indigenous community of Isle de Jean Charles has lost
98% of its landmass and, along with it, most of its residents over the last 70 years. Left with few options,
Isle de Jean Charles residents opted to be one of the few community-wide, voluntary resettlements in
the United States.

This case study explores how landscape architects partnered with social scientists, anthropologists,
geographers, planners, island residents, and others in the Isle de Jean Charles resettlement project to
form a transdisciplinary understanding that resulted in better design, social outcomes, and resettlement
process for people displaced by climate change.
As the prevalence and intensity of wildfires, drought, and flood intensity through climate change and
render more places unsafe, landscape architects will be asked to lead an increasing number of climateinduced resettlement projects. How do these lessons learned change how and what we teach our
students as they prepare to address climate change issues? Once we understand the breath of expertise
that is needed, how do we incorporate that into the classroom to prepare our students to do this work?
While landscape architects typically partner with engineers, architects, planners, and coastal scientists
both in the classroom and in practice, we must teach our students to seek out broader partnerships that
increase our understanding of the issues to create meaningful and transformative design solutions that
reduce environmental, social, and economic vulnerabilities.
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Depave: urban climate adaptation through subtractive design strategies
McGuire, Mary Pat University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, mpm1@illinois.edu
Keywords: Urban imperviousness, Subtraction, Design operations, Landscape architecture, Climate
adaptation
Systems of transportation, infrastructure, and industry, often concentrated in urbanized regions, are
dominated by surface pavement. High concentrations of pavement contribute to soil compaction, urban
heat island, local flooding, and harm to downstream water quality through run-off, the last two of which
are exacerbated by increasing rainstorm intensity. Additionally, most pavement is composed of asphalt
which includes a crude oil binder and releases harmful air pollutants and carcinogens. The direct human
impact is felt through respiratory health problems and additional heat-related illnesses are prevalent in
low-income areas with low-tree canopy. Reducing surface pavement at both the site and systems scale
is essential in climate adaptation and climate justice.
Imperviousness has been studied extensively in scientific and engineering research and is a focus topic
in planning and policy documents. This paper explores the role that landscape architecture can play in
expanding design and policy approaches to reduce imperviousness and therefore systematically
transform and regenerate the material and ecological ground of cities.
The author shares three areas of design research on depaving to advance the potential for action: 1)
Case studies (built works) in landscape architecture where pavement reduction and deconstruction
techniques offer replicable design strategies, 2) Outcomes of community-based Depave programs
established in six cities nationally that offer lessons for depaving at both community and watershed
scales, and 3) Design research undertaken in Chicago on retrofitting urban neighborhoods based on
hydrogeological research and green infrastructure modeling that can be scaled-up to a policy level.
Together, these examples reveal the potential for depaving as a physical operational strategy, a
community-empowerment program, and a policy tool for climate adaptation in areas of pavement
concentration.
The author also discusses a complex challenge concerning depaving which is the perception that a
reduction in infrastructure, such as reduced roadways or fewer parking spaces, constitutes loss. The
author shares recent literature on subtraction and discusses how we might overcome misperceptions of
loss within cultures that typically value growth through visible addition. To the contrary, subtraction and
“un-making” are regenerative methods in design and planning for urban climate adaptation and
landscape architecture can take a unique and leading role in its design research.
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Towers in the Park: A Prospective for Equitable Resilience in Toronto
Masoud, Fadi University of Toronto, fadi.masoud@daniels.utoronto.ca
Morgan, Garret T University of Toronto, garrett.morgan@mail.utoronto.ca
Scheinbaum, Alex University of Toronto, alex.sheinbaum@mail.utoronto.ca
Special Topics: GND-Superstudio
Keywords: Community Resilience; Environmental Justice; Urban Heat; Urban Flooding; Equitable
Resilience; Multi-Unit Residential Buildings; Open-Space
In June 2019, the City of Toronto launched its First Resilience Strategy. The strategy identified the
overlap of climate risks and social vulnerability in Toronto's high-rise rental apartment towers as "the
single most pressing, urgent priority for the city's resilience." Looking at the role of open spaces in
relation to socio-ecological systems , potential solutions to growing issues of [in]equitable resilience
were co-created with local community members. Nearly one million people in the Greater Toronto Area
live in thousands of residential tower blocks built between 1945 and 1984. A defining feature of
modernist "Towers in the Park" is the provision of ample open space that responds to surrounding
natural areas. This model has, however, been deemed problematic and anti-urban for decades.
The retrofit of tower neighbourhoods has become critical as Toronto experiences more frequent and
severe climate-related shocks, particularly extreme heat and flooding. Initiatives such as the Tower
Renewal Partnership conducted recommendations and pilot projects to retrofit buildings' energy
performance and support community-led economic diversification and social infrastructure.
However, most of these studies overlooked the potentials of open space to function as multiperformative landscapes that could merge socio-environmental resilience and sustainability objectives.
This includes their role in carbon sequestration, air quality mitigation, groundwater infiltration,
improved health, urban heat island alleviation, and storm-water run-off capture.
This project investigated these open spaces through Burch et al. 2014's sustainability-adaptationmitigation (SAM) frame. It aimed to assess the socio-ecological value of open space assets related to the
overall resilience goals of the city and residents. The interdisciplinary team visualized the correlation
between vulnerable urban populations and pollution, heat, tree canopy, heat, and flood risks etc.
Information was collected through open data portals from municipal and regional sources. This data was
further correlated with ‘on-the-ground’ data gathered in a series of three knowledge exchanges with
local resident champions over the course of six months. During these sessions, the research team gained
a mutual understanding of what equitable resilience would look like in their communities.
The knowledge exchanges informed a unique set of interactive illustrations as projective tools for
interrelating climate change impacts with geo-spatial data and lived experiences. They also led to
identifying opportunities for the landscape's adaptive and mitigative capacity as novel ways to activate
underutilized spaces and undertake climate action.
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Landscape Labor and Climate Justice: Activating Liminal Urban Sites in Seattle's
South Delridge Neighborhood
De Almeida, Catherine University of Washington, cdealmei@uw.edu
Umbanhowar, Elizabeth University of Washington, umbanhow@uw.edu
Special Topics: GND-Superstudio
Keywords: Climate justice, Landscape labor, Landscape representation, Green stormwater
infrastructure, Job creation, Green New Deal, Residual spaces
Landscapes are consistently represented in a finished and static state, often ignoring or removing the
human labor and management processes that underlie the making and changing of landscape. However,
these activities and actors are essential in the development and adaptation of landscape projects,
especially those focused on climate action and resilience. This presentation highlights approaches to the
representation and valuing of human labor, residual spaces, and dynamic landscapes by evaluating
findings from a Green New Deal Superstudio we taught in Winter 2021.
For this mixed graduate and undergraduate studio, we collaborated with a Seattle design firm whose
work within a formerly red-lined community in West Seattle engages Green Stormwater Infrastructure
strategies to address three Combined-Sewer Overflow basins along Longfellow Creek, a partially
culverted tributary of the Duwamish River. The firm has also worked with community stakeholders and
Seattle Public Utilities, to increase equity and connectivity in one of the most ethnically and racially
diverse neighborhoods in Seattle.
We identified residual spaces such as alleys, vacant lots, and dead-end streets resulting from or leftover
from urban processes, and explored their potential as critical connective anchors to promote more
robust social and environmental infrastructures. Rather than perpetuate top-down practices, students
explored flexible and adaptable frameworks that encourage bottom-up, community-driven design
processes and decision-making in order to foster neighborhood ownership and agency. These processes
require many forms of embodied labor in the making and remaking of landscape: physical, emotional,
and mental. Inspired by the “maintenance art” of Mierle Ukeles, students were asked to consider not
only the aesthetics of their projects, but also the representation of the participatory processes and work
required in creating, maintaining, and belonging to landscapes.
This presentation discusses the pedagogical approaches and project outcomes of the Green New Deal
Superstudio by referencing three student projects. Framing their proposals as pilot studies, students
also speculated on other locations where their grassroots resiliency models could also develop. While
the projects make assumptions about certain federal and state policies that would be implemented to
support the work of the Green New Deal, the power of these student explorations lies in disrupting
“business as usual”, by showing how design can inform policy, and most importantly, support the
communities most directly affected by climate change. Their work argues that designers can co-create
visualizations with community members of what alternate “green” futures might look like, and can
become touchstones during long and laborious planning processes.
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A Green New Deal for Forests: Rethinking Fire, Jobs, and Timber in America’s
Dry Forest Landscapes
Pevzner, Nicholas University of Pennsylvania, pevzner@design.upenn.edu
Special Topics: GND-Superstudio
Keywords: wildfire management, forestry, forest management, green new deal, prescribed fire
Forest-dependent communities across the U.S. West have inherited a landscape of exploitative
industrial practices, counterproductive federal policy, and economic decline since the closing of many
local sawmills in the 1990s. Now, climate change and new economic patterns are pushing forest
management in new directions, and forest-dependent communities can either take advantage of these
changes, or get left further behind. Forests are also undergoing a profound ecological shift, as the
climate warms and forest fires burn hotter, faster, and more frequently. Forests are no longer behaving
as the predictable carbon sinks they once were—now, amid longer fire seasons and more intense
wildfires, as millions of acres are in danger of releasing their stored carbon, we must urgently reconsider
forest management. We now understand how a century of aggressive fire suppression have set up
today’s combustible conditions, with overly dense forests stacked with an overabundance of fuels. And
we recognize how much expansionist settlement and industry practices over 150 years or more have
harmed Indigenous peoples and their relationship to their traditional lands, and how the suppression of
traditional prescribed burning has added to the fire danger.
The Green New Deal (GND) framework, of climate action tied to labor-centered demands of “good
green jobs” and social justice-focused protections for vulnerable frontline communities, presents an
opportunity for programs that could shift the trajectory of America’s forests towards a more just and
climate-adapted future. The GND could support a healthier fire ecology by reducing accumulated fuels
and getting forests to a place where they can be safely burned again, in line with their historic fire
behavior, while creating millions of jobs outdoors. It could foreground rural labor, and re-invigorate
rural economies that rely on forests to generate economic activity, by developing markets for
sustainable wood products that are non-extractive and carbon-negative. And it could prioritize local and
Indigenous concerns, including supporting Tribal forestry enterprises through cooperative management
initiatives that take a more ecologically responsible approach to forestry and fire management.
This presentation will present approaches from a recent Green New Deal Superstudio that took on these
questions of a GND for Forests, using student work to demonstrate the ecological, economic, and
political opportunities opened up by GND-inspired policies. It will highlight several promising approaches
inspired by progressive movements and non-profit initiatives, and show how these programs can result
in design projects that reinforce the GND’s triple goals of climate action, jobs, and justice.
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South Shore Promenade: Nature-based Adaptation Solutions Inspired by Native
Hawaiian Biocultural Land-Water Practices
Stilgenbauer, Judith University of Hawaii at Manoa School of Architecture, jstilg@hawaii.edu
Keywords: Applied design research, climate-change adaptation, native practices, living shorelines
Background
The Hawaiian archipelago’s natural and built environment is vulnerable to climate crisis effects,
particularly rising sea levels, increased air and ocean temperatures, and lower yearly precipitation,
paired with more extreme weather events. Coastal saltwater intrusion, multi-hazard flooding, erosion,
and threats to critical infrastructure are among the pressing issues.
A team comprised of the author, researchers, and students has worked with the State of Hawaii on
developing a proof-of-concept design report aimed at fostering dialogue about future planning along the
south shore of the primary urban center of Honolulu, which reaches from Diamond Head to Pearl
Harbor.
Aims
By investigating past, present, and planned shoreline conditions and visualizing possible long-term level
rise adaptation scenarios, this research intends to further the contemporary discourse on adaptive,
climate-resilient urban waterfront development in tropical, coastal settings.
The work highlights modern-day interpretations of ancient, indigenous biocultural land-water practices
as components of tropical, nature-based living shoreline systems. Examples include the application of
pre-colonial Hawaiian ahupuaa principles—a community-based, self-sustaining, and productive resource
and freshwater management system that organized land use without compromising resources; the
reintroduction of traditional coastal fishponds; and the incorporation of ancient flooded-type
agricultural systems, such as loi kalo (wetland taro).
Methods
This work has evolved out of a non-profit teaching practice that provides a platform for applied built
environment research and public-interest design—a service-learning approach with the goal of
benefitting the community and state.
The South Shore project’s four guiding principles, which carry throughout research, mapping, analysis,
and a series of multi-scalar planning and urban design proposals, include: climate-change resilience,
ecosystem performance, connectivity, and placemaking.
Three catalytic site designs exemplify locale-specific living shoreline systems as “soft” defense
mechanisms against sea level rise, allowing for indeterminacy, increased biodiversity, improved
ecosystem services, and, at the same time, education, cultural restoration, and accessible urban
waterfront amenities.
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These proof-of-concept designs—inspired by traditional native Hawaiian practices—demonstrate how to
embrace dynamic coastal conditions by incorporating multi-purpose green/blue infrastructures,
productive landscape elements, linked public open space systems, pedestrian promenades, and
networks of ecological priority zones as essential drivers of urban form.
Conclusion
Contemporary, tropical near-shore urban ecological design practice must rely on adaptive, nature-based
solutions that incorporate traditional biocultural knowledge and anticipate variable environmental
conditions. The South Shore study’s research summary, coastline inventory, comprehensive analysis
mapping, and proof-of-concept designs serve as critical public resources in the push to create more
climate-resilient waterfronts.
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Application of the L-THIA Model to Reduce risks from Contamination and Flood
Damage
Newman, Galen Texas A&M University, gnewman@arch.tamu.edu
Cai, Zhenhang Texas A&M University, zhenhangcai@exchange.tamu.edu
Horney, Jennifer University of Delaware, horney@udel.edu
Lyu, Wuqi Texas A&M University, wuqilyu6531@exchange.tamu.edu
Keywords: Green infrastructure; landscape performance; contamination; resilience; stormwater
This research responds to a specific and critical need for a deindustrialized riverine edge landscape
through the application of an innovative approach for quantifying increased flood resilience while
simultaneously reducing contamination levels. Northeast Wilmington, DE is made up of three densely
populated Opportunity Zones due to the proportion of the population living in poverty. Much of
Northeast Wilmington is within the 100-year floodplain and the largest Combined Sewer Overflow on
the Brandywine River is located in the Northeast. This results in a combination of sewage and
stormwater being released during heavy rains to keep runoff and wastewater from backing up into
residences. The combined vulnerability of these low-lying neighborhoods to flooding from sources such
as precipitation, sewer overflow events, and high tides/sea level rise increases risk of flooding and
contamination.
To solve joint issues related to increased flood risk concurrent with higher potential for exposure to
environmental contaminants transported in flood waters from adjacent industrial sites, brownfields, and
combined sewer overflows, we develop and measured a phased approach to decreasing stormwater
runoff and pollutant loads on a 130-acre site along the Brandywine River, applying the Long-Term
Hydrologic Impact Assessment (L-THIA) model to quantify design impacts and performance. Adjacent to
the Brandywine Creek,, the site was heavily industrialized in the mid-20th century. Currently,
deindustrialization has led to a collection of polluted and unused brownfields in various stages of
remediation, which characterize the site’s significant number of vacant parcels. Simultaneously, due to
its coastal proximity, flood risk remains high, with 27.4% of the site within the 100-year floodplain and
high tides and sea level rise threatening a larger proportion of the site.
To compare the impacts across growth scenarios for the site of improved stormwater management and
reduced pollutant loads applied the L-THIA model across multiple growth scenarios including: 1) the
Existing Land Use (ELU), 2) the City’s Future Land Use Plan (CFLU), and 3) a new Master Plan’s Land Use
(MPLU) developed for the site. Results show the CFLU and MPLU both decrease the amount of runoff
and pollutants. The MPLU is more impactful, however, than the CFLU. With regard to runoff reduction,
compared to the ELU, the MPLU (16.3%) reduces more than the CFLU (9.60%). With regard to pollutant
removal, the MPLU also performs better than the CFLU, with an expected reduction of approximately
7% in contamination, compared to the CFLU.
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Using Design to Address Implications of Public Perception of Stormwater
Landscapes Managed by Smart Technology
Li, Jiayang University of Michigan, jiayang@umich.edu
Nassauer, Joan University of Michigan, nassauer@umich.edu
Webster, Noah University of Michigan, njwebs@umich.edu
Keywords: Climate adaptation, Cultural ecosystem services, Green infrastructure, Landscape design,
Nature-based solutions, Urban resilience
Smart technology promises to manage nature-based solutions (NBS) to deliver greater stormwater
regulating services and to better respond and adapt to climate change (Goddard et al., 2021). For
example, novel smart stormwater systems using sensors, wireless communications, and data platforms
can, in real time, monitor and control stormwater flow across multiple retention ponds in a catchment
(Kerkez et al., 2016) or temporarily inundated streets (Lund et al., 2019). However, the immediately
perceivable yet novel changes brought into everyday urban landscapes by such “smart” NBS are rarely
considered. This can dramatically affect broader social impacts (Gobster et al., 2017; Nassauer 1992). To
the extent that NBS is often valued and supported by people primarily for their cultural ecosystem
services, understanding public perception of smart NBS is essential to sustainability (Andersson &
Renaud, 2021; Li & Nassauer, 2021).
In this study, we conducted a mail survey in three US cities (N = 974) to understand residents’
perceptions of “smart ponds” – stormwater retention ponds retrofitted or built with smart systems to
manipulate water level and control stormwater flow. We employed highly realistic visualizations for
smart ponds under water level conditions of typical, low (when ponds are drained in advance of storms
to free up storage space), and high (when ponds retain more stormwater than usual during and after
storms). Further, we tested different pond landscape design alternatives to investigate whether design
choices may play a role in shaping residents’ perceptions of smart pond landscapes. We then analyzed
the effects of pond water level and landscape design, as well as their interactions on landscape
perception.
We found that water level manipulation by smart systems undermines amenity experiences that
stormwater pond landscapes offer to nearby residents. However, we also found that planning and
design choices can moderate the negative effects of water level manipulations on perception. While
visible landscape changes related to smart NBS can pose challenges for public perception, design
knowledge about landscape experiences may help minimize trade-offs among ecosystem services. Our
results suggest several implications for the design and management of smart ponds to better promote
well-being and gain public support. The implementation may be avoided in commercial contexts, at least
in the early phase. Smart ponds in residential context may adopt steep basin slopes, with regularly
maintained trees or perennial flowers growing along the shore. For areas that tend to receive excessive
stormwater runoff, smart systems may be prioritized in greenspace.
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The Effects of Green Infrastructure on Commerce Flood Resilience: Analyzing
Visitation Rates of Commercial Activity after Floods in Houston, TX
Tao, Zhihan Texas A&M University, Tabris2Tabris@tamu.edu
Newman, Galen Texas A&M University, Tabris2Tabris@tamu.edu
Song, Yang Texas A&M University, yangsong@tamu.edu
Keywords: Green infrastructure, human-environment relationship, urban resilience, smartphone
mobility data, economic benefits
Green infrastructure (GI), an approach to water management that protects, restores, or mimics the
natural water cycle, can consist of elements such as parks, wetlands, bioswales, or raingardens. While
assisting in flood protection, GI also provides urban ecological services such as management of frequent
or normal storms, recreational uses, and increased economic benefits such as property value increases.
Unlike traditional ecological services and stormwater managements of GI, which have a rich recent
history of being analyzed and measured, the economic benefits of GI have rarely been analyzed and
quantified, yet much of the current literature calls for increased measurements and quantification of the
subject. To achieve this, in this study, a new data set is explored and linked into existing methods. To
quantify the economic effects of urban GI in cities, this study utilizes visitation rate data abstracted from
the Safe Graph smartphone mobility data of local shops and restaurants within the built environment
characterizing Buffalo Bayou in Houston, TX. Using these, we compare the preparedness and recovery
between commercial units proximate to existing GI and those without such amenities before and after
major flood events within the flood-prone area. Through this approach, this research reveals the effects
of GI on businesses pre and post-flood events and distinguishes the difference in resilience levels
between commercial land uses with abundant GI and those without sufficient GI. Findings show that
while businesses in close proximity to large-scaled and connected GI proved to be more resilient to flood
events, elevation level also played a significant role in flood impacts.
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Traditional Southwest Native American Soil Conservation and Planting Practices
as Desertification Mitigators for the Navajo Nation
Kletzing, Daniel University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Department of Landscape Architecture,
dek3@illinois.edu
O'Shea, Conor University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Department of Landscape Architecture,
ceoshea@illinois.edu
McGuire, Mary Pat University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Department of Landscape Architecture,
mpm1@illinois.edu
Keywords: Desertification, Climate Action Research, Traditional Soil Conservation, Navajo Nation,
Cultural Agriculture, Ancestral Puebloan
The purpose of this study is to examine native traditional soil conservation and planting practices in
their desertification mitigation efficacy for the Navajo Nation. This territory lists among North America’s
most susceptible regions to climate change fueled drought and heat, evident in desertifying reservation
land of which one third has become sand dunes (Redsteer et al., 2010). Denuded fields and stream
edges see fertile topsoil erode through ephemeral washes and off reservation land. Yet over 16,000
Navajo Nation farmers and ranchers depend on healthy soils (USDA, 2017).

Traditional planting and soil conservation customs may prove crucial to desertification mitigation.
However, this knowledge is not well documented and effective relationship building tools are not
available for landscape architecture practitioners and educators seeking to foster positive connections
with Native American communities to collaborate on land remediation projects. Through fieldwork and
19 interviews, my research examines traditional agriculture methods and shares experience developing
positive relationships as a licensed landscape architect with Navajo and Zuñi. I designed a Navajo
farmer’s instructional guides and created a handbook of traditional practices. Landscape architecture
curriculum should incorporate these practical climate change mitigation strategies (Kiers et al., 2020).
My photographs of Mesa Verde’s Ancestral Puebloan check dams and reservoirs (890 – 1280 AD),
obtained through a National Park Service research permit, and application of the Munsell System reveal
fertile soil captured behind check dams. Construction parallels modern retaining walls and swale erosion
control BMPs yet synthesizes natural processes, central to ecological design (Cooper, 2020; Shannon,
2013; Meyer, 2015). During runoff events, the Navajo Nation’s ephemeral washes lose topsoil that could
be opportunistically captured through Puebloan-prototypical check dams. Two phone interviews with
Navajo Nation Department of Agriculture staff show support for traditional practices.
Sixteen interviews were pandemic-adapted via Zoom, over email and onsite in New Mexico, over one
year with Spirit Farm, a Navajo traditional agriculture and soil conservation instructor. Recorded Zoom
interviews with the organization’s two founders and email interviews were coded with concept
frequencies through content analysis. My research and visit with the Zuñi Youth Enrichment Project
reveal a 1200-year continuity of agriculture methods that mitigate desertification (Cushing, 1974; Diego,
1929; Doolittle, 2000; Ford and Swentzell, 2015). These traditions’ low cost and cultural amenability to
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Navajo (and thus high growth scalability) encourage their inclusion in desertification attenuation policy
conversations. My highlighting personal accounts of Navajo and Zuñi traditional agriculturalists aids
their visibility to public and private funders.
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Resilient Design Frameworks and Strategies Adapted from Olmsted's Practice:
Toronto's Lower Don Lands and Boston's Back Bay
Masoud, Fadi University of Toronto - John H. Daniels Faculty of Architecture, Landscape, and Design,
fadi.masoud@daniels.utoronto.ca
Special Topics: Frederick Law Olmsted
Keywords: Olmsted, MVVA, Toronto, Boston, Back Bay, Lower Donlands, Resilient Design, Adaptation
In this study, twenty coastal and riverine Olmsted projects were reviewed along with over thirty
contemporary resilience projects and competitions. Through an analysis of archival drawings, notes, and
project briefs we observed specific multi-scalar landscape-based design strategies, such as the
integration of blue-green-grey infrastructure, adaptable and flexible open space, accounting for degrees
of indeterminacy, and building redundancy through topographic manipulation, that were consistently
utilized across contemporary projects as well as in Olmsted’s practice. While the Olmsted Office never
identified its work as either ‘ecological’ nor ‘resilient’, the integration of these design strategies in their
work suggests that current climate resilience and adaptation discourse is inextricably linked and
pertinent to landscape practice since its founding. It is critical to situate these past projects considering
contemporary notions of urban resilience as it underscores the fact that late nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century landscape architects led the ‘resilient’ and ‘sustainable’ design efforts absent
contemporary definitions of dynamic non-linear ecology theories nor regulatory public policies. The
paper specifically highlights two case studies. the Toronto 'Portlands Estuary' project designed by
Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates (2007) and the Olmsted in Boston’s Back Bay Fens (1877). Both
projects are situated in flood-prone, polluted, and derelict estuaries on reclaimed land. Both resulted
from design competitions and were constructed more than a century apart to enable an urban
development to take shape. They reveal embedded disciplinary landscape tools and strategies that
remain critical for the resilience of cities today.
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Deconstructing Delirium / Agricultural SuperInfrastructure
Scelsa, Jonathan Pratt Institute, jscelsa@pratt.edu
Special Topics: GND-Superstudio
Keywords: Nature, Agriculture, Infrastructure, Geography, Urbanism
Manhattanism is dead... The paradigm that birthed the skyscraper; the delirious grid of Manhattan; the
congestion that bred a heightened geographic exclusivity must be put in the ground. We can no longer
accept an urbanism that pushes the waste-matter of its functionality into the periphery of civilization.
The physical geography that empowered the hierarchies of Manhattanism must be confronted for the
exclusivity and social division they have wrought. To deliberately misquote Laboria Cuboniks, 'If
geography is unjust, change geography.'
Our studio investigated the bridge as a synthetic piece of urban design infrastructure; a new mega ground capable of deconstructing land-value injustices rendered on the city by its own natural
geography. This urban agent was explored for its ability to operate between theory and precedents of
the Megastructure, Megaform, and Mat as a micro-city capable of inverting the geographic separation
between hub and hinterland.
The externalization of production to the hinterlands pushed forth during the modern era has resulted in
a level of estrangement between the 21st century city and its own territorial infrastructures that
continue to organize our environmental existences. The studio’s bridges are conceived as urban
monsters, serving as critique of monofunctional infrastructure through their programmatic hybridity.
Consisting of the linear programs of multi-modal transit composed betwixt the figural forms of new
social programs, and immersed in the cartesian sublimes of large - scale production, our super-bridges
establish a new center of equitable job creation and production.
The semester commenced with a six-week investigation into the architectural form of interior
agriculture. Students, analyzed an assigned crop for the purpose of understanding its history, spacing
requirements, harvesting practices, irrigation needs, thermal environmental concerns, lighting
requirements, in order to develop understand its translation into the space of the architectural interior.
Simultaneously, students investigated the 1970s High-Tech architecture movement and developed their
own structuralist formalism to produce a performative shed capable of sustaining this new nature.
During, the second ten-week portion of the semester, students were assigned an existing bridge along
the Harlem River and were asked to analyze its local and regional stake-holders. The students designed
the bridge-replacement to house their agricultural facility as civic space creating a mutualism between
the internal needs of agriculture and the external needs of the community district. The resulting
Monstrous Infrastructure frames a new paradigm of metropolitanism that creates civic energy and
space around the machines of production and movement.
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A City Under the Sedums: Ecosystem Services and Adoption of Vegetated Roofs
in Atlanta, Georgia
Schulte, James University of Georgia, jdavisschulte@gmail.com
Keywords: Green Infrastructure, Landscape Architecture, Urban Tree Canopy, Vegetated Roof,
Vegetated Roof Policy
The city of Atlanta, Georgia is often referred to as the city in the forest due to almost half of its 134
square miles being covered in urban tree canopy. Urbanization is on the rise, reducing and further
threatening the existing canopy. Estimates show that Atlanta’s population could triple in size by 2040.
With a tree replacement percentage of only 92% over the last seven years, this projected population
increase will further impact the city in many negative environmental ways. Having an ultimate goal of
starting a vegetated roof policy discussion for the city of Atlanta, I posit if rooftops can offset lost
functions from Atlanta’s urban canopy loss. When it comes to vegetated roof policy and
implementation, Atlanta is surprisingly far behind many other American cities such as Portland, Chicago,
New York City, and Washington, D.C. Several successful precedent studies, which could be marquee
projects if implemented in Atlanta, are examined to highlight the benefits they bring to their immediate
surroundings. These studies were conducted on buildings of similar size and type to existing buildings
within Atlanta. Projective design is used to calculate the ecosystem services from a typical 20,000 square
foot extensive vegetated rooftop in terms of energy savings, air pollution reduction, and stormwater
capture. The results are then extrapolated into different adoption rates throughout the city, from
minimal to widespread implementation. While vegetated roofs cannot offset the loss of urban trees on a
one for one basis, they are an excellent option for the city of Atlanta to supplement the existing canopy.
Implementing vegetated roofs on commercial developments would be able to provide many positive
benefits for the local ecosystem and would help minimize vegetative destruction due to urbanization.
Future research should experiment with different plantings to determine the species most appropriate
for the local climate. More extensive computer models can be built and run to gain real results needed
to support the call for vegetated roof policy and implementation in the city of Atlanta.
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Transient Islands: Soil Formation and Anthropic Pressure in the Kerkennah
Archipelago
Pérez-Ramos, Pablo Harvard University Graduate School of Design, pperezramos@gsd.harvard.edu
Santo, Duarte Cornell University, College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Department of Landscape
Architecture, duarte.santo@cornell.edu
Staniscia, Stefania West Virginia University, Davis College of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Design,
stefania.staniscia@mail.wvu.edu
Keywords: Soil, Island, Time, Anthropocene, Interference
Soil is the sphere of the Earth where atmospheric, hydrologic, geologic, and biologic systems meet and
interfere with each other. It is a complex mixture of matter, highly sensitive to the anthropogenic forces
that act upon it. Because of its ubiquity, it is often taken for granted and therefore managed, cultivated,
and exploited with little care. The spatial design disciplines are no exception. In dealing with the
transformation of the physical environment, architecture, urbanism, even landscape architecture, have
historically looked at soil as a neutral and static ground to be occupied by design fields and figures,
disregarding its depth, complexity, and temporal dynamics.
The fundamental finitude of islands counterbalances our perception of soil as a pervasive medium and
constitutes a powerful tool in the reconsideration of how we relate to it. This essay uses the Kerkennah
archipelago as a case study to diachronically investigate how human patterns of occupation and land
management interfere with soil formation processes. The Kerkennah is a group of arid islands in the Gulf
of Gabes, in the Mediterranean Sea off the eastern coast of Tunisia. The geomorphology of Kerkennah
eludes the possibility of demarcating any precise outline of the emerging lands. The islands sit on a
shallow submarine plateau—the highest point is only 13 meters above sea level—and the sea
submerges one-third of their area every winter, the very distinction between land and water not being
easy to establish. We use this transient condition to make a case for the fragility and finitude of soil. We
also investigate the highly site-specific customary practices of land management that have historically
shaped the local socioeconomic dynamics and cultural traditions of the islands, and suggest that, under
the pressure that urbanization, subsidence, coastal erosion, and soil salinization currently exert on the
islands, such practices also constitute an opportunity to explore more dynamic forms of soil description,
representation, and management. In the context of today's planetary urbanization and global climate
change, these are critical issues for islands and also for the world at large.
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China’s Sponge City Program (SCP): a climate-action framework for assessing
SCP’s Resilience and strategies for Urban Water Management
Wu, Jueminsi Clemson University, jueminw@g.clemson.edu
Padua, Mary Clemson University, mgpadua@clemson.edu
Keywords: Stormwater management, Sponge City, water resilience, performance assessment
The Sponge City Program (SCP) is a national-level climate-action initiative aimed at ameliorating China’s
urban water management challenges. Launched in 2013, the SCP adapts low impact development (LID),
green stormwater infrastructure (GSI), among other international practices, and incorporates both
green and blue infrastructure. China’s ambitious SCP aims to decrease national flood risk caused by
global warming, increase water supply and improve water quality. This research investigates a key SCP
goal: targeting the Volume Capture Ratio (VCR) of 70% annual rainfall (General Office of the State
Council of the People's Republic of China, 2015), also considered a significant SCP metric. However, the
discussion of VCR’s significance is limited in the SCP literature; researchers discuss SCP’s hydraulic
effectiveness (Hou et al., 2019); social and political effectiveness (Li et al., 2017; Chan et al., 2018; Qiao
et al., 2020); and assessment methodology (Randall et al., 2019; Nguyen et al., 2020). The VCR is not
discussed within the context of the overall ecological and continuous long-term assessment at the larger
catchment and watershed scale. This research intends to fill this knowledge gap through an analytical
framework developed for assessing three (out of 30 SCP pilot cities designated in 2015-16) as case
studies: 1) Chongqing; 2) Wuhan, Hubei; and 3) Zhenjiang, Jiangsu. Findings from the researchers’ mixed
methods approach consider SCP’s effectiveness through the VCR. Sets of data as imbedded units for the
case study analysis of these SCP pilot cities were collected through: Geographic-Object-Based image
analysis of land cover and land use change in pre-SCP and post-SCP periods which illustrates
imperviousness of impermeable and permeable surfaces differences; changes to hydrologic properties
through simulation modeling of long-term continuous duration periods; and archival research of
precipitation rates and stream flows for the three SCP cities. Preliminary findings indicate the changes to
imperviousness and land cover in the pre-sponge and post-sponge varied for each case study. The
findings were synthesized into an analytical framework and performance assessment tool; and
generalizable in its assessment of other SCP pilot cities, particularly as China transitions to best
management and resilient practices for sustainable stormwater management at the eco-regional and
watershed scale. This study contributes to the emergent SCP assessment literature; and expands bluegreen infrastructure for action-oriented policy-making and resilience in China’s city-making and
remaking toolkit. Furthermore, it expands the theory and practice of Geographic-Object-Based image
analysis by considering land cover classification as a distinctive variable for generating urban hydrologic
models.
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Evaluating South Korean Governmental Efforts to Characterize Its Coastal
Vulnerability to Climate Change
Han, SaMin Mississippi State University, sh2851@msstate.edu
Keywords: Coastal Vulnerability Index; Environment Vulnerability Index; Governmental Research
Evaluation; Climate Resilience; Global Coordination; Climate Change
South Korea is surrounded by the sea on three sides, and all of its major cities are located on the coast.
In addition to this situational risk, climate change has a far more significant effect on South Korea than
on many other countries around the globe. As such, the South Korean government has vigorously
researched national vulnerability to climate change and established several adaptation programs. Since
1993, the central government has developed a number of long-term plans and national adaptation
measures. Despite these meaningful achievements, however, there has been no examination testing the
effectiveness of these national efforts.
In this context, I evaluated the national vulnerability indication system through a regression analysis of
the past ten years of hazard damage in South Korea. I also applied the global Environment Vulnerability
Index developed by the United Nations Environment Program and South Pacific Applied Geoscience
Commission in 2004 to the Korean coastal cities to compare to the Korean vulnerability indication
system. Through modeling and spatial regression in a geographic information system, this study
discovered that Korea’s current national indication system does not explain past water disasters; the
global model identifies the past hazard patterns in South Korea more effectively than the national
system. These results illustrate that the current national approach to measuring climate vulnerability
should be revised to better indicate the natural hazards.
In addition to these findings, this scaling-down process of geographic information systems can be used
as a platform for enhancing climate research in other countries. The method of evaluating indication
systems using past disaster data for future predictions can also be applied to other indication systems
across multiple academic disciplines. It is my hope that this study will inspire a lively discussion on
contemporary governmental approaches to climate change adaptation and assist in achieving the
ultimate goal of enhancing global coastal resilience, encouraging a virtuous cycle connecting
international research and local practices in this era of the climate crisis.
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Rural Adaptation: Designing for Resilience in the Black Dirt
Weber, Anne Cornell University, anne.weber@gmail.com
Keywords: rural, adaptation, resilience, flood, working landscape
While urban adaptation to climate change has been the focus of competitions such as Rebuild by Design,
the specific risks and opportunities for rural areas remain less explored within the field of design. Rural
regions face issues as complex and anthropogenic as any urban area: from agricultural runoff and soil
erosion, to increased flash floods and drought, as well as the impacts of policy that often pits
environmental services against economic production. Green and living infrastructures offer critical tools
for improving water quality, reducing flooding, and sequestering carbon, and have great potential for
implementation in rural regions, but have traditionally been implemented through Best Management
Practices (BMP) rather than site-specific designs. Though BMPs offer essential tools for design, deeper
engagement with site context and environmental conditions are critical to the success of such projects.
Just as critical as environmental conditions are social ones. Understanding the needs, priorities, and
existing impacts to the landscape by those working and living there is critical to the design of successful,
novel green infrastructures.
This research explores the design of site-specific living infrastructures within the Black Dirt Region in
New York. Nestled in the Wallkill River valley, the Black Dirt Region is renowned for its expanse of black
muck soils, the largest concentration in the U.S. outside of the Florida Everglades and, through centuries
of engineering and drainage, the largest under cultivation. Altered hydrology and urbanization along its
floodplain have made the Wallkill one of the most polluted rivers in NYstate, while the low-lying lands
and unique soils remain increasingly vulnerable to flooding, erosion, oxidation, and subsistence amid
changing climates.
Building from a graduate studio at Cornell University, this project explored how the constituencies and
conditions of the Black Dirt region create unique opportunities for designing living infrastructures.
Through interviews, fieldwork and workshops, the studio worked with a group of community partners—
including the DEC, Soil and Water Conservation District and local farmers—to identify catalytic locations
for designing living infrastructures and dynamic public spaces. Students applied design research
including multi-scalar mapping, interviews, and field work to unpack how these landscapes are cocreated by human and non-human agents. Case studies examined novel methods of management and
production within floodplains and peat lands. Combining remote analysis with local knowledge,
students developed designs that explored how the conservation of soils, water quality, ecologies and
livelihoods could create a resilient future for the Black Dirt in the 21st century.
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The Grand Canal: Envisioning Water Urbanism as the Basis of Metropolitan
Resilience of Dhaka City
Datta, Shuvo Texas Tech University, shudatta@ttu.edu
Ahmed, Sabbir University of Texas at Austin, sabbir@austin.utexas.edu
Keywords: Water Urbanism, Urban Resilience, Blue Network, Urban Ecology, Urban Design.
Dhaka, the capital of Bangladesh which has grown into one of the world's largest megacities, is
expanding rapidly in population, economy, and infrastructure. While River Buriganga in the south, River
Turag in the west, Tongi Khal in the north, and River Balu in the east define the boundaries of today’s
populous metropolis, history indicates that over 50 canals once flowed through the city, helping its
drainage of stormwater, and providing inland waterways. Dhaka has lost most of its myriad
waterbodies, wetlands, and the continuity of its canals, due to either poorly planned or unplanned land
use development. As a result, dwellers have become increasingly prone to acute waterlogging, also
leaving the city vulnerable to groundwater depletion, earthquakes, and severe traffic congestion.
Among disasters, climate change and the urban heat island effect have also come into play. The paper
discusses the idea of “Water Urbanism” integral to the core development policies of the city; and water
as the major driver of urban design, cityscape, and urban ecology creating a firm platform for the city’s
overall resilience. The primary task to initiate this idea is to identify lost canals and connect waterbodies
– gifting Dhaka much-needed green infrastructures, groundwater recharge, natural stormwater flow,
and better protection from disasters. This task can be accomplished with a feasible master plan and
interventions with minimum demolition. The overall methodology of this research can be termed as
quasi-experimental research, comprising data collection from literature and field surveys, GIS map
surveys, interviews– based on the inductive reasoning method. This multidisciplinary study culminates in
the proposal of “The Grand Canal” – a blue network across the city that will ease the city’s
environmental problems and provide useful transit corridors.
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Running the Rio: Hydrohegemony in New Mexico
Kambic, Kathleen University of New Mexico, kambic@unm.edu
Keywords: watersheds, political ecology, governance, infrastructure, western water
On October 15, 2020, the Elephant Butte Irrigation District noted that there may be no water allotments
to the farmers between Elephant Butte Reservoir and Las Cruces next year, at their board of directors
meeting (EBID 2020). 2020 was a poor year for inflow into Elephant Butte Reservoir, and 2021 may be
even worse with a La Niña cycle coming (BOR 2020). An announcement like this sets off a chain of
responses that will affect the environment, agricultural practices, and livelihoods in Doña Ana and Sierra
counties and beyond.
This paper will discuss the layers of water control in the Lower Rio Grande Valley system and the social
and governmental actors which reinforce these the use and abuse of New Mexico water. Through a set
of text and GIS analysis, a series of layered economic, ecological, cultural and physical issues were
identified in the Lower Rio Grande Valley. Economically, farmers will have to pay more for water
pumped from the ground. Environmentally, well drawdown will further separate the ground water
system from surface flows and will decimate the little remaining riparian habitat along the riverbanks of
the Rio Grande. Culturally, people will lose work and income, further depressing this area and causing
population loss and other issues.
Water availability in New Mexico is particularly contentious due to the general lack of water available,
the many compacts within which water in New Mexico is organized, adjudication issues, and the long
history of colonialism throughout the state (Perramond 2019). Many local, state, and federal regulatory
groups create an intricate web of relationships that exist in a delicate equilibrium that prescribe limited
user activities and access to water.
The power geometries in the Lower Rio Grande Valley have created a system where citizens are subject
to many layers of state restrictions – both real and assumed that prevent the development of new uses,
technologies and maintenance regimes for conserving water (Ortiz-Partida 2017). In addition, the
recognized value of water and the landscapes created through the use of water are products of both
these many layers of governance and the political ecology of the area. By clarifying and revealing these
layers of issues defining water use, the creation of more resilient landscapes and equitable water
delivery will be possible.
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Re-envisioning Agriculture: What Role can Urban Public Parks Play in
Strengthening Food Security in Cities?
Beck, Helen University of Washington, PhD student, hbeck2@uw.edu
Keywords: Public urban parks, Climate change, Food security, Edible landscapes, Resilience
We live in an urbanizing world; indeed, the UN predicts that by 2050, 68% of the planet’s population will
live in urban areas (UN DSEA, 2018). Our cities are vulnerable to the impacts of climate change and the
insecurities that result from rising temperatures and volatile weather events. At the same time systems
of agriculture are increasingly centralized.

Over the last decade attention has been paid to the ways in which cities might be re-envisioned as
settings for agriculture to ensure food is grown closer to people, bolstering nutritional security of urban
populations and cushioning areas from volatilities in supply (Goodman and Minner, 2019).
Publicly owned parks and open spaces are key assets for urban areas. It intuitively makes sense that
these spaces could play a role in strengthening urban food security. Indeed, using publicly owned land
for agriculture is not new. Historically, authorities in North America and the UK turned to public food
growing in times of scarcity. In World War II, 40% of the vegetables consumed in North America and
approximately half of Britain’s fruit and vegetables were grown in public green spaces as part of the Dig
for Victory and Victory Gardens initiatives (Zeunert, 2016).
The presentation treats food security in its broadest sense. It is not an exploration of the quantity of
food public parks could produce, or how much money could be raised by selling this. Rather discussion
will focus on the wide benefits of using public land for accessible food growing. It envisions an active
role for public parks in food production and as a site for harvesting or distribution of produce to those in
need.
The presentation will set out results of a literature review relating to publicly accessible edible urban
landscapes, including documented benefits and challenges. It explores whether there are published
examples of urban park departments getting involved in public food growing or if further primary
research is required to explore sector attitudes.
Three case studies of community food production will be presented; Incredible Edible Todmorden
(England); Beacon Hill Food Forest (Seattle) and Nile Valley Aquaponics (Kansas City). The potential for
public park departments to replicate elements of these projects will be considered, along with possible
barriers.
The presentation will conclude with practical recommendations focused on enabling urban park and
recreation departments to take a greater role in supporting cities to become more resilient in respect to
their food supply.
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Designing for Native Bees in the Face of Climate Change: A Case Study of
Creating Novel Ecosystems for Resilient Landscapes
Chacon, Kimberly UC Davis & Cal Poly, kachacon@calpoly.edu
Greco, Steven UC Davis, segreco@ucdavis.edu
Keywords: Native bees, Landscape Design, Ecology, Pollination, Gardens, Habitat
Building bee habitat infrastructure should be an essential priority for humankind today. Pollination
resiliency is necessary to conserve our current standards of life in the face of climate change stabilizing
ecosystems for and is especially urgent. Climate change is causing ecological environmental and
physiological stress for bees. However, designing landscapes for the future of native bee conservation is
complicated and there is not one clear solution. A diversity of native bees live woven throughout human
dominated systems, along with their naturalized European honey bee counterparts. While native bees
are not as efficient as the European honey bees, native bees fill a huge amount of ecological purpose in
landscapes. However, bees suffer from habitat fragmentation. Landscape designers need clear
instructions to effectively plan and design bee habitat scientifically proven design for pollination
ecological function. While landscape scale bee habitats are just starting to be understood, there is an
immediate need to respond to the current conditions, moreover, to begin planning for a changing
climate. This chapter aims to add clarity and specific solutions to help combat the many layers of
complexity concerning bee habitats. This research aims to identify best management practices (BMPs)
and design practices to help landscape designers make sound, ecologically based bee habitat. This paper
presents a collection of design ideas and concepts for bees. These design strategies aim to: 1) improve
foraging habitat for native bee genera, 2) improve understanding of urban bee habitats and needed
habitat network augmentations to combat fragmentation, and 3) design to educate and convey
information/increase landscape literacy for focal bee genera. Landscape designs aiming to stabilize bee
populations are essential since humans depend heavily on the food crops pollinated by bees.
Furthermore, bees are keystone species, which hold an emphasized weight in the conservation of many
other plants, animals, and ecosystems. Human-dominated habitats, especially those with close
proximity to agricultural areas, serve as potential sources habitats for bees. Bolstering bee plantings
within urban areas can help to mitigate the effects on bee populations facing climate change as well.
This research utilized landscape architecture students to apply of current bee research to explore
scientifically accurate designs. Student designers at Cal Poly created designs which would either provide
best possible habitat and/or work to use art for bee genera conservations. Bee conservation via proper
garden and pollinator network designs are important strategies to help buffer the Earth, humans
included, from climate change threats.
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Scarlet Jungles: contextual framework and operational parameters of a seedling
forest
Meijerink, Paula Knowlton School, Ohio State University, meijerink.1@osu.edu
Keywords: Climate action, designed forest, lived environment
Scarlet Jungles is an adaptive strategy to climate action that uses tree seedlings and cuttings to test an
open-ended, evolution-based design process and has led to rich experiential, spatial and ecological
conditions. As a pedagogical experiment, it continues Ohio State University’s land grant mission of landas-research.
When the planet Krypton exploded, the city Kandor survived microcosmically in a bottle, from which
Superman managed to recreate the planet. However, its life was destroyed, and to save his home’s
environment, Superman led a team of scientists to plant seedlings from Kandor’s gardens. Under the
yellow sun, they grew to maturity in mere moments, thus recreating Krypton’s treasured Scarlet Jungle.
Like its namesake, Scarlet Jungles examines how a forest’s design affects ecology and human experience
while assessing design parameters and pedagogical values. The goal is to contribute knowledge of
created forestry that can later be applied to compromised urban conditions.
Climate action demands a broadening of landscape architectural strategies. Current practices employ
caliper trees in urban hardscapes, and established landscape architectural education relies on
speculative, idealized proposals represented digitally. Scarlet Jungles uses field experimentation as an
alternative practice to current professional and academic standards.
As a multi-year initiative, this project creates a forested band along a creek to capture agricultural
sediments and improve the runoff. The small trees are deliberately planted in high density given the
anticipated survival rate, and multi-purpose ‘rooms’ are created to serve as classrooms and nurseries.
Site analysis occurs year-round through observation and documentation in the form of thick
descriptions, living surveys, and plant renderings, as well as creative interpretations. This is followed by
species editing, intervention, and expansion.
The forest and its ‘rooms’ have become an environment that diversifies urban experiences and can be
adopted by communities with limited resources to augment canopy cover. Students appreciate this new
learning environment, and it reconfigures conventional disciplinary boundaries by appealing to both
landscape architecture and architecture students. Scarlet Jungles demonstrates that creating an urban
green space results in a positive human engagement with the processes of growth: it’s a dynamic spatial
experience, a medium of adjustment and intervention, and breeds awareness of ecological transitions.
The project enhances the resilience of the landscape architecture program by addressing climate change
through fieldwork, evaluation, and design experimentation. It appeals to diverse academic disciplines,
will expand to underserved communities in Columbus, and has influenced the implementation of the
2021 Columbus Urban Forestry Masterplan.
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Lessons Learned from CERF 2021 Climate Change Design Competition:
Perspectives from Three Landscape Architecture Studios
Myers, David University of Maryland Landscape Archiecture, dnmyers@umd.edu
Bruck, Jules University of Delaware, jbruck@udel.edu
Erdman, Jori Ann James Madison University, erdmanja@jmu.edu
Hartley, Troy Virginia Sea Grant, thartley@vaseagrant.org
Leonard, Jack Morgan State University, John.Leonard@morgan.edu
Stempel, Peter Penn State University, pjs6035@psu.edu
Troxler, Tiffany Florida International University, troxlert@fiu.edu
Keywords: climate change, resilience, design competition
In fall 2020, the Coastal Estuarine Research Federation (CERF) 2021 Design Competition was initiated to
inspire undergraduate and graduate students and faculty to work together in proposing design solutions
and innovative strategies to make coastal environments more resilient in the face of climate change. Six
multidisciplinary teams with members from at least 10 different universities were selected to compete.
With a project site of Hampton, Virginia, the Design Competition was also intended as a complementary
way for CERF to collaborate with local communities and problem-solve together around pressing
challenges. The Competition focused on critical issues of coastal settlement, ecosystem restoration,
flood protection and economic development, highlighting the capacity of faculty-led, transdisciplinary
teams to solve coastal problems and respond to climate change. During spring 2021, teams had multiple
opportunities to engage with community members and leaders through a series of webinars and online
meetings. Despite the limitations imposed by travel restrictions, teams were able to connect and
respond to local residents.
This presentation explores two areas: first, the competition process, and second, the product of the
competition. Authors include both the design competition organizers and the studio instructors. The
organizers will explore the school selection process and program development. Studio instructors will
present pedagogical lessons learned and the success and challenges from respective studios of three
landscape architecture programs located in the mid-Atlantic region: Penn State University, University of
Delaware, and Morgan State University. Lessons learned from these three leaders are valuable for
design competition organizers and for other instructors considering a climate studio. Each instructor will
communicate overall studio structure, successful workflow suggestions, and impactful students’
outcomes. In addition to these insights, we also present the role of Sea Grant (SG) in this design
competition, the role SG plays in partnering with landscape architecture programs more broadly, and
potential future opportunities afforded to LA programs by connecting with SG.
The competition final reports and work were presented on November 9, 2021, at the CERF Conference
and judges using a predetermined set of criteria. Preliminary reviews of the teams’ work reveal various
strategies regarding the impact of sea level rise on residential areas and structures, including elevating
existing structures, shoreline armoring, policy initiatives, and planned retreat. A brief review of the
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projects is presented to draw linkages from process to design competition products as well as
comparisons to other similar competitions, e.g. Resilient by Design.
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Poured Earth: Site Soil: A Built Poetics of Terroir
Harris, Catherine University of New Mexico, cphunm@unm.edu
O'Geen, Charles Kendall College of Art & Design, cjogeen@gmail.com
Keywords: landscape architecture, poured earth, no-carbon construction, site soil, fabric formwork,
climate change, terroir
Landscapes offer climate change solutions – functional carbon sequestration (Zinnert et al. 2021), urban
forests (Brack 2002), and interlocking building and flora systems (ASLA 2021) to name a few. The
production and use of Portland cement and material transportation to sites for landscape design
contributes to climate change emissions (Building Green 2020). This paper proposes Fabric Formed
Poured Earth (FFPE), transforming site soils into building material without Portland cement, as another
way landscapes can mitigate climate change (O’Geen and Harris 2022; Bui 2016; Gauzin-Müller and
Fuchs 2020).
FFPE uses geotextile fabrics as formwork for earthen infill wall structures, poured from soils tested and
augmented to an optimal ratio of aggregates and clay. This paper tests FFPE by building a prototype
sculptural wall form to test sorting site soils by particle sizes; testing traditional Puebloan clay
harvesting; modifying site soils for an optimal range of grain sizes of clay, sand, and small rocks; and the
aesthetic effects of fabric formwork in the landscape. FFPE uses the site itself as a construction material
and reforms traditional methods with a workflow more similar to contemporary concrete construction
and the aesthetics of experimental architectures (West 2008; Gauzin-Müller and Fuchs 2020).
Building on O’Geen and Harris’ prior tests completed with optimal soil mixes of purchased materials and
a previous site soil test in Albuquerque (O’Geen and Harris 2022), this project separates site soil by
particle size sieve and then uses traditional Puebloan clay harvesting techniques to ascertain the
proportion of clay to aggregates in the native soil. To create a structurally sound and durable mix, the
test mix will matched to optimal mix by adding clay or aggregates to create optimal percentages. The
poured wall sculpture is paired with an excavation void, lighted underground and sealed with ⅜” acrylic.
The piece will be evaluated for aesthetics and functional spatial effects in the landscape.
This paper develops an aesthetics of climate change resilience and response through examining a site
and building a prototype FFPE intervention at a site at the Open Space Visitor’s Center in Albuquerque,
NM. Translating the ground into upright forms reveals the site in built form, a poetics of terroir. Terroir
is multiple elements of a site, not just the soil or the climate or the vegetation or the microbial life or the
social context of a building method. FFPE seeks to unite these into a physical form.
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Landscape Beyond Land
Gabrielian, Aroussiak University of Southern California, aroussig@usc.edu
Special Topics: GND-Superstudio
Keywords: oceans, climate futures, multitrophic aquaculture, forests without trees, landscape beyond
land, multispecies collaboration, hydrologic cycles
Despite covering the majority of the earth’s surface, the ocean - as a site of inquiry/intervention - has
remained relatively under-engaged in the field of landscape architecture. This paper extends landscape
thinking beyond land, to address “the other 71 percent” of our planet’s surface - envisioning site-specific
design proposals for the future of the Southern California Bight region and encouraging new
relationships between humans and our aqueous co-species.
Landscape architecture as a field has mostly tackled the ocean as a site of inquiry/intervention with a
focus on the coast. But stopping at the coastline as the hard line between land and the
undefinable/unknowable sea is clearly not an effective strategy to understand how to live/die in the
crises we have created. This research transcends land impacts of sea level rise - the predominant focus
of our field - to look at overall oceanic systems and health - as the largest store for carbon on this planet,
as host to more than 2 million species (a percentage of which serves as major source of our food), and
as a planetary system facing unprecedented threats.
This research asserts that our skills as landscape architects are not only relevant to the design of our
oceans, but that these skills are, in fact, critical and necessary at this time. Imagining the future of our
oceans is essential to obligatory efforts at achieving improved health, equity, and resilience across
species and systems. Using a Landscape Architecture studio conducted at USC as a means through which
to develop this research, the paper uses the studio methods, findings, and frameworks to demonstrate
the urgency for our field to turn our attention beyond the coast. Through convergent, multimodal, and
multiscalar research methods, students developed a diversity of approaches to expand their
understanding of dynamic oceanic processes and its contributions to climate resilience, the
development of equitable blue economy models through innovative aquacultural practices, and the
deployment of ancestral knowledge systems which have been part of indigenous practice in the Bight
for millennia.
The paper will present the theoretical framework, research methodology, and findings which have all
contributed to a recent NSF effort for designing regenerative aquaculture systems for ecological
resilience. A model for working across scales and disciplines (from plant genetics to education policy to
design) will be presented, along with strategies for developing implementable scientific research
expanding from visionary and conceptual theoretical questions posed/examined through design.
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Using Graphic Communication to Promote Natural Infrastructure and Inform
Decision-Makers
Broich, Kelsey University of Georgia, kbroich@uga.edu
Dolatowski, Emily University of Georgia, edolatow@uga.edu
Calabria, Jon University of Georgia, jcalabr@uga.edu
Keywords: biodiversity; graphics; resilience; engineering
In order to protect against the impacts of climate change such as coastal flooding, erosion and landscape
change, coastal communities are faced with making decisions about shoreline stabilization. Grey
infrastructure (seawalls, bulkheads, riprap structures, jetties etc.) is often perceived as the most
protective and cost-effective method of engineering (Alves et al., 2019). An estimate of 14% of the U.S.
coastline was hard-armored using grey infrastructure by 2015 (Gittman et al., 2015). While hardarmoring has been the conventional approach to shoreline stabilization, nature-based infrastructure can
be just as financially and structurally effective. In addition, grey infrastructure can result in habitat loss
and fragmentation, but nature-based infrastructure provides many ecosystem services such as habitat
creation, biodiversity and improved water quality (Bilkovic & Mitchell, 2013). The USACE Network for
Engineering with Nature (N-EWN) strives to implement natural infrastructure with traditional
engineering to achieve more economic, environmental, and social benefits. Through partnership with
USACE and N-EWN, University of Georgia has been working to combine natural and conventional
infrastructure systems to increase community’s resilience to sea level rise, flooding, drought, and other
shocks and stressors.
One effort by UGA N-EWN prioritizes graphic communication to promote natural infrastructure as a
method of engineering and prevent the default implementation of conventional grey infrastructure.
Often the benefits of nature-based and green infrastructure are not readily apparent (Gobster et al.,
2007). Visual communication can be a helpful tool to visualize these benefits and communicate them to
communities and decision-makers. In landscape perception research, graphic visualizations have been
found to be as effective as photos in representing landscapes, as long as they maintain a high level of
photorealism (Daniel & Meitner, 2001). Illustrating both the function and benefits can empower the
public, businesses and practitioners to make well informed decisions about implementing shoreline
stabilization methods. This project utilizes isometric illustrations, cross-sections and callouts. The
graphics were placed in an ArcGIS StoryMap with a slider feature to easily compare conventional and
enhanced designs. The graphics serve as educational tools, but may also serve as a framework for
landscape architects and other practitioners for representing complex systems. Few studies explore the
impact and effectiveness of visual communication in landscape architecture (Shepphard, 2005;
Raaphorst et al., 2017). While this session showcases ways to represent the benefits of nature-based
infrastructure, it is only a first step and these graphics can be used in future research to understand their
effectiveness in communicating to public audiences.
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Photovoltaic Green Roof: Plant Establishment in an Arid Environment
Thomas, Keegan University of Arizona, keeganthomas@email.arizona.edu
Dimond, Kirk University of Arizona, kirkd@arizona.edu
Livingston, Margaret University of Arizona, mlivings@arizona.edu
Baron-Gafford, Greg University of Arizona, gregbg@arizona.edu
Keywords: Energy landscapes; co-location; systems integration; climate change mitigation and
adaptation.
Green roof systems provide a host of ecological and sociological benefits in urban environments [1][2].
However, typical microclimates on roofs are very harsh, especially so in arid environments such as in the
Southwestern United States. This harsh climate can offset benefits provided by a green roof system,
requiring extensive water resources, and leading to the death of plants and the need for their
replacement [3][4]. Rooftop photovoltaic (PV) systems likewise provide benefits in an otherwise
underutilized space, but come with challenges and constraints under hot conditions as high
temperatures decrease their efficiency to convert power [5] and they may contribute to the urban heat
island effect [6]. Coupling green roofs and PV systems synergizes the benefits of each while mitigating
their limitations. In arid environments, shading provided by PV systems has the potential to conserve
water resources required for plant materials, and the evapotranspiration that does occur produces a
localized cooling effect that may cool the panels and increase the efficiency. The approach of coupling
vegetated roofs and PV systems has been attempted in some regions [7], but rarely installed in arid
environments, so actual performance data is currently limited. A recently installed green roof coupled
with a PV system in Tucson, Arizona, was seeded with native pollinator species in August of 2021 and is
in the early stages of data collection. Research plots were located within the green roof layout to
monitor plant establishment and succession. Five replicate plots (2m x 2m) were positioned in full
shade of the PV panels, five positioned where plant material would be shaded in the summer and
exposed to the sun during the winter, and five positioned in full sun throughout the year. Two weather
stations were installed to collect data in full sun and full shade, and soil moisture sensors were installed
within each plot. Weekly observations are being made to inventory plant types and patterns, weather at
time of observation, and presence of pollinators. Future efforts will explore measures of electricity
generation and effects on building heat loads. The purpose of this presentation is to describe the PV
Green Roof and research design, and to share preliminary performance results for plant establishment
between the three conditions. With rising urban temperatures and depleting water resources, coupling
PV and green roof systems in a synergistic co-location is anticipated to maximize benefits for both
systems toward higher performing urban landscapes in hot, arid environments.
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Urban Ecological Design for Just Futures: A Community Resilience Case Study for
Belonging and Becoming in Tempe, Arizona
Coseo, Paul Arizona State University, pcoseo@asu.edu
Brundiers, Katja Arizona State University, Katja.Brundiers@asu.edu
Kay, Braden City of Tempe, Braden_Kay@tempe.gov
Rosario Jackson, Maria Arizona State University, Maria.Jackson@asu.edu
Dalla Costa, Wanda Arizona State University, Wanda.Dallacosta@asu.edu
Martinez, Selina Arizona State University, samart33@asu.edu
Casanova, Carlos Arizona State University, ccasano3@asu.edu
Donaldson, Marcus City of Tempe, Marcus_Donaldson@tempe.gov
Garcia, Paris City of Tempe, Paris_Garcia@tempe.gov
Waggoner, Tye City of Tempe, Tye_Waggoner@tempe.gov
Keywords: Creative Placekeeping/making, Community Resilience, Extreme Heat, Equity, Urban
Ecological Design, Urban Climate Design
Urban heat is an environmental justice crisis with similar root causes as other systemic social and
environmental injustice challenges related to lack of representation in city making. Thus, city makers
should advance welcoming/inclusive design processes that better represent historically
underrepresented or excluded communities (e.g. Black, Indigenous, and People of Color) for meaningful
heat vulnerability reduction. Barry & Agyeman (2020) describe this idea as belonging (i.e. who is allowed
to belong and whose identity is represented) and becoming (i.e. what neighborhoods can become
through plans, designs, and future visions). Belonging and becoming are strong conceptual ideas that
may help bridge our social and ecological past with more intentionally just future pathways. If our cities
are to become more just ecological places, landscape architects need to critically reevaluate our current
design processes rooted in Eurocentric experiences (e.g. Dalla Costa, 2016) and the resultant structural
barriers for communities to more fully self-report a sense of belonging (Barry & Agyeman, 2020).
Advances in creative placekeeping/making scholarship provide pathways to ally designers with
underrepresented communities’ artists and cultural bearers (Jackson, 2021; Barry & Agyeman, 2020;
Dalla Costa, 2016). Jackson (2021) describes arts and cultural bearers’ aptitude for reframing root causes
of injustice, retooling how partnerships work to deconstruct structural barriers, and repairing our design
practices that perpetuate “…colonialism and other dehumanizing processes of forced assimilation and
oppression” (Jackson, 2021: p. 142S). For a more just futures approach, landscape architects need to
more fully engage in the process of translation within holistic structures of place-based knowledge (Dalla
Costa, 2016) to ask critical questions about who placemaking is for and whose community experiences
are the basis of future visions (Barry & Agyeman, 2020). This talk presents a case study of Tempe,
Arizona’s climate action planning process. The City is transitioning toward a more just futures approach
for community resilience to extreme heat. In the work, we ask how a community-city-university
partnership can co-create formal mechanisms to include underrepresented youth voices (i.e. belonging)
in policy and planning ensuring City responsiveness to those youth’s priorities related to equitable urban
cooling and community-driven resilience (i.e. becoming). Since 2017, we used interviews, participant
observations, and document reviews to interpret participants understanding of the emergent transition
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phase of this work (Hamstead et al., 2020). In particular, we focus on urban ecological design aspects of
this transition and lessons learned for other cities interested in decolonizing city making processes and
policies.
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Design as Performance: Choreographing Climate Resilience in Rangeland
Landscapes
Knox, Emily Auburn University, elknox@auburn.edu
Keywords: resilience, rangelands, agricultural landscapes, climate adaptation, choreography
Landscape architects can trace a complicated history in the western American landscape. Our record is
deep and legible in the National Park system, as are more recent entanglements with the rivers,
reservoirs and infrastructure that lace the largely arid landscape. But, we have a negligible record in the
330-million acres of public rangeland that weave together these far-flung figures. These vast working
landscapes are critical not only for food and fiber production, but for energy production, wildlife
conservation, and recreation - making them undeniably key in our adaptation to a warming climate.
Despite this, this landscape has always been approached through the lens of management and almost
never through the lens of design. Outmoded management strategies grounded in the rigid tenets of
progressive conservation have had a variety of well-documented, adverse impacts in rangelands, many
still legible in the landscape today.
This paper is primarily theoretical; it will examine the relationship between rangeland management,
resilience and landscape architectural practice. First, it argues that in the face of a warming climate,
rangeland resilience and adaptation should enter the canon of the landscape architect just as coastal
resilience and infrastructural resilience have. Second, it develops choreography as a conceptual method
of engaging these complex landscapes. While choreography is more commonly used in the literature to
describe the way a body moves through and experiences space, this paper adapts the term to describe
the intentional and precise unfolding of ecological process across space and time as a mode of
constructing landscape. Reframing rangelands as designed, not through typical modes in which a
foundation is laid or a tree planted but through temporal and sequential choreography of processes like
grazing or burning, makes space for creativity stifled by traditional management to return. The
trajectory of these processes becomes a fertile space into which the designer may insert themselves,
orchestrating novel interactions and creating new, more resilient outcomes. The paper will conclude by
examining the creative practices of Alderspring Ranch as an example of choreography, and unpack
findings in the resultant landscape outcomes of this practice. Though choreography is developed in
relationship to rangeland landscapes, it serves to expand the practice of landscape architecture more
broadly by providing a conceptual method for designing in the large, complex landscapes that will be
critical in the fight against climate change.
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Landscape and the Energy Transition: Expanding Landscape’s Role within Energy
Infrastructure Planning and Design
Pevzner, Nicholas University of Pennsylvania, pevzner@design.upenn.edu
Dimond, Kirk University of Arizona, kirkd@arizona.edu
Ko, Yekang University of Oregon, yekangko@uoregon.edu
Keywords: energy landscape, renewable energy, energyshed, energy transition
There is an urgent need to decarbonize the energy system over the coming decade, in order to meet
climate targets and mitigate the worst effects of climate change. This energy transition will impact vast
tracts of landscape, but the role of landscape architects within the energy transition is still uncertain.
The Department of Energy (DOE) recently put out a Request for Information (RFI) for Energysheds:
Exploring Place-based generation (2021), explicitly referencing the parallels between water and energy
systems, including the expansion of scales seen in both systems over the last century, and the distances
over which both water and energy have increasingly been conveyed. Whereas landscape architects
have had over a century of experience dealing with and managing water, they are quite new at
designing with energy infrastructure. And while the energy grid is often invisible and hard to spatialize,
the energyshed idea grounds the energy system in spatial extent, rooted in specific geographies. The
notion of energysheds marks an evolving attitude by the DOE in acknowledging and further investigating
efficiencies for localizing the generation and consumption of energy resources, with a greater
connection to regionality and landscape--which is especially important with the rapid push toward
renewables and energy storage, both of which have significant impacts on land use change. The
energyshed concept, however, continues to need further exploration and definition from multiple
perspectives, especially from a design standpoint. In our essay in Landscape Architecture Magazine this
past summer, we posited principles that landscape architects working in the energy space could follow
to reduce the friction and pushback against renewable energy development. But we continue to
question, where are the major needs for landscape design within the energy planning conversation?
In this panel, we unpack the spatial questions around multipurpose energy infrastructure, the role of
designers in demonstrating local energy’s community value, and the timely opportunities for the
profession to play a productive part in scaling up the nation’s renewable energy infrastructure to meet
the challenge of decarbonization and our climate goals. Short presentations will be given by each
panelist and will be followed by engagement with the audience to build awareness within the Landscape
Architecture community, discuss and seed open questions relating to design and energy infrastructure,
and to further theorize a future workshop in partnership with the Department of Energy.
Panelists:
Nicholas Pevzner
Kirk Dimond
Yekang Ko
Alejandro Moreno (DOE)
Rebecca O’Neil (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory)
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Codifying Creativity for Rural Resilience Planning
Ruggiero, Emma University of Delaware, emmarugg@udel.edu
Muldrow, Leigh University of Delaware, lmuldrow@udel.edu
Reitz, Jennifer University of Delaware, jreitz@udel.edu
Bruck, Jules University of Delaware, jbruck@udel.edu
The mission of the University of Delaware’s (UD) Coastal Resiliency Design Studio (CRDS) is to study and
respond to issues affecting Delaware’s coastlines and coastal communities with the goal of
implementing solutions and driving policy to benefit communities through more sustainable land use,
planning, and education. CRDS is a funded research collaborative that employs interdisciplinary student
teams. This project provides a new approach for local climate action and resilience policy-making.
The mayor of Little Creek (LC), a small unincorporated rural town in Kent County, DE, engaged CRDS to
help develop solutions to mitigate severe flooding resulting from tidal fluxes and storms. Residents
envisioned maintaining LC’s small-town character and maritime history “while allowing for modest
growth and redevelopment...consistent with its rural surroundings, while adapting to sea level rise”
(Comprehensive Plan, 2016).
CRDS worked with LC for six months in 2020 to develop design solutions. Students worked
collaboratively to employ a community-focused research approach (using interviews and existing
documentation from prior community surveys), an iterative design process (with technical review by key
stakeholders), and pop-up treatments (to observe community engagement with designs).
The final designs moved beyond flooding solutions and ultimately collated and addressed a wide range
of environmental, social and economic resilience concerns into a comprehensive plan widely accepted
by the community. Upon completion, CRDS considered phasing and grant opportunities. Importantly,
the town was willing to look at the resilience solutions and consider revisions to their land development
ordinance - moving beyond implementation to codifying the design. CRDS engaged UD’s Institute for
Public Administration and engaged a certified planner to analyze LC’s existing code and generate
changes based on the design. The extra step of codifying creativity is significant and this case study
generated important outcomes for other small towns that lack the capacity and resources to drive
similar policy changes.
Additional project outcomes include: providing plans for economic redevelopment and sustainability,
communicating safety insights gained from analyzing traffic data from a traffic calming ‘pop-up’, and
ghost writing grants to hire a professional firm to develop a feasibility study for conceptualized
stormwater management. Unexpected findings demonstrated the need to include surrounding
landholder perspectives, as stakeholders outside town limits impacted implementation efforts, and to
make code changes in an open and transparent manner to ensure acceptance. This framework
incorporates research, design, implementation, and codification phases, indicating a strategy for a
university-municipality partnership to plan for changing environmental conditions.
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Social Vulnerability and Climate Resilience in Miami, Florida
Han, SaMin Mississippi State University, sh2851@msstate.edu
Hartness, Graham Mississippi State University, ogh30@msstate.edu
Nobles, Rachel Mississippi State University, rn483@msstate.edu
Walter, Hogue Mississippi State University, whh135@msstate.edu
Keywords: Climate Change; Vulnerability Assessment; Geographic Information System; Green
Infrastructure; Miami
On June 24, 2021, a 12-story condominium building on Miami Beach collapsed, and 98 people died.
While this accident involved various human-induced problems, it also underscores critical regional issues
such as lagging structures and ground weakened by land subsidence and seawater intrusion. In addition
to this accident, Miami has become one of the coastal cities most vulnerable to climate change,
especially when considering the potential threats to human life and property values resulting from sealevel rise. Miami Beach and the neighboring Biscayne Bay area of South Florida are two of the most
popular tourist destinations in the United States, and many expensive vacation homes are located just
above the high tide level. Consequently, the state government and Miami-Dade County have invested
significant resources in reinforcing coastal infrastructure, such as by building higher seawalls, widening
breakwaters, and installing more urban pumps.
This study defined Miami’s vulnerable communities in terms of the definition by the Environmental
Protection Agency (2021, page 4): 1) income, 2) race, 3) education, and 4) age. It also collected the
geospatial data for the governmental expenses for climate change adaptation, including 1) engineering
infrastructure, 2) green infrastructure, and 3) the distribution of fiscal stimulus in Miami, Florida. These
two categories were compared by the ‘Jaccard Coefficient’ in ArcGIS to figure out whether the
governments’ investments so far were distributed for the vulnerable communities. The spatial
regression results showed that the governmental spending on the fiscal stimulus supported the
vulnerable population. However, both engineering and green infrastructure represented weak
relationships with the distribution of vulnerable social groups. In particular, this study discovered that
infrastructure construction for climate resilience had not related to the location of the minority in terms
of ethnicity.
The final social vulnerability index will assist the federal and local governments by indicating the most
vulnerable areas, facilitating the allocation of limited resources to the coastal communities most in
need. Also, the differences in the location of the vulnerable population and the infrastructural systems
show where further preparedness should be installed for a resilient future in Miami. We hope this study
can derive meaningful results based on constructive advice through this presentation opportunity.
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Collection of Air Quality Data by Using the Arduino-based Smart Sensors
Shen, Zhongzhe Virginia Tech, zhongzhes@vt.edu
Kim, Mintai Virginia Tech, mintkim@vt.edu
Keywords: Arduino-based sensor, Landscape performance, Quantitative air quality data, Longitudinal
tracking
As addressing climate changes become a pressing issue in landscape architecture, the importance of
landscape performance (LAP) became an important topic. An essential part of LAP is accessing data.
Some data are easily accessible in the landscape architecture field, but some are not, such as air quality
data. When such data are available, they are often not of enough quality, regarding scale, adequation,
and precision. Also, there are sometimes financial barriers to getting the data.
This study explores an alternative way to improve LAP measurement, using a cheaply made device (less
than $200) installed on site over time. The research team placed built Arduino-based smart sensors in
comparison sites latitudinally to longitudinally collect and track quantitative air quality data and its
changes over time. The pilot study is currently performed, and further studies will be conducted soon.
The components of the devices are an Arduino-based electric board (Mega R3) and air quality sensors
(e.g., temperature and humidity sensor, PM2.5 sensor, and carbon dioxide (CO2), and VOCs gas sensor).
Based on the Arduino Integrated Development Environment (IDE) platform, the research team uses C++
language to interact with smart devices and let them work automatically on-site and in a lowmaintenance situation. Collected data can be based on carried components such as an LCD screen to be
accessed real-time on-site for quick analysis. Also, by applying the Arduino WIFI board and accessing the
cellular network, the smart device will transfer LAP data to storage parts for future studies.
The simple and easily learned Arduino IDE corporates with numerous Arduino developer communities
allow low and even none programming experienced landscape researchers/professionals to deploy.
By comparing results from the smart device with air quality data from other sources (bureau of
meteorology's air quality collecting equipment and other research devices), the research team analyzes
its advantages and shortages in collecting real-time and precise air quality LAP data.
LAP longitudinal data gathered by smart sensors is becoming an accessible tool for landscape
architectural professionals to develop and improve their solutions to meet specific requirements of
environmental projects. This study expands landscape architecture professionals' understanding of their
research/project settings' microclimate conditions dynamically. Also, this study demonstrates the
possibility of the landscape architecture discipline can have its own LAP data. The predicted challenges
facing urban settings, the use of smart sensors collected longitudinal data is an essential tool for
sustainable designs to mitigate some climate change issues.
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The role of green infrastructure configuration for adapting to coastal flood risk
Sohn, Wonmin Michigan State University, wonmin@msu.edu
Bae, Jinhyun Texas A&M University, jinhyun2009@tamu.edu
Newman, Galen Texas A&M University, gnewman@arch.tamu.edu
Keywords: Flood loss; Hazard risk management; Spatial panel data model; Landscape pattern metrics;
FRAGSTATS.
Driven by climate change, the total damage cost of floods in the United States has increased over time,
breaking the record for the greatest damage in the last five years (Smith, 2020). The importance of
implementing green infrastructure (GI) for flood prevention is supported by numerous cross-sectional
studies (Bai et al., 2018; Kim & Park, 2016; Li et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2015). However, limited
longitudinal research has been conducted which addresses how to maintain and improve the spatial
patterns of GI in order to minimize the cost of losses resulting from flooding. Structural damage from
devastating storm events has repeatedly imposed substantial financial burdens on local governments in
coastal regions. This study longitudinally examines the time-series impacts of changes in GI
configuration on flood damage cost in coastal Texas areas. Major flood events and GI patterns in the 36
Texan coastal watershed counties along the Gulf of Mexico were monitored from 2000 to 2017. Both
composition and configuration of GI were measured by six indicators using FRAGSTATAS version 4.2.1:
percentage of landscape (PLAND), mean shape index (SHAPE), mean proximity index (PROX), mean
nearest neighbor distance (ENN), patch cohesion index (COHESION), and area-weighted mean radius of
gyration (GYRATE). Together, these indicators represented the size, shape, isolation, and connectivity of
GI patches. Along with non-spatially weighted panel data models, we then developed an advanced
statistical model controlling for spatially correlated errors in flood loss and predicting flood loss with a
set of time-series socioeconomic and environmental control variables (including housing value,
education level, race, impervious surface, number of dams, annual precipitation, duration of flood
events, surface elevation, slope, soil permeability, etc.). The results of the spatial panel data model
reveal that long-term maintenance of larger, more irregular, more dispersed, and less connected
patterns of GI (higher PLAND, SHAPE, and ENN and lower GYRATE) will contribute to reducing countylevel flood damage costs per capita over time. Most importantly, protecting larger patches within a
closer proximity (higher PROX) was found to be of the utmost importance for retaining the flood
regulation services provided by GI. These findings suggest that planners and natural resource managers
should enhance supportive land use policies to preserve existing GI and strategically locate new
implementations in order to achieve long-term flood protection.
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Determining the Potential of Streets to Increase How Cities May Adapt to
Climate Change: A Comparative Case Study
Chanse, Victoria Victoria University of Wellington, victoria.chanse@vuw.ac.nz
Campbell, Angie Victoria University of Wellington/Morphum Environmental, Ltd., angiesc33@gmail.com
Afsari Bajestani, Sepideh Victoria University of Wellington, Sepideh.afsaribajestani@vuw.ac.nz
McCormick, Jessica Victoria University of Wellington, mccormick.jess13@gmail.com
Keywords: climate adaptation; street design; resiliency; resilient ciities
Cities simultaneously drive climate change while remaining highly vulnerable to impacts such as global
warming (While and Whitehead, 2013).The relationship between urbanism and climate change has been
explored at different scales(Corburn, 2009; Dhar and Khirfan, 2017). The Dhar & Khirfan (2017) study on
adaptation studies demonstrates that most of the urban planning and design research addresses this
question through land use modelling and spatial risk assessment at regional scales with less research on
this at the neighbourhood scale.
Hill and Larsen (2013) note that “today’s imperative is for all designers to participate in adaptive
urbanism, ideally in support of the most vulnerable human beings, who cannot easily adapt on their
own” (224). As an integral part of the social, physical, mental, and economic health of cities (PPS, 2018),
streets provide a critical opportunity in increasing the capacity of cities to address climate change.
Streets encompass approximately 20% of the urban environment and in some cases occupy over 50% of
the urban land (Mehta, 2013) and hence are identified as critical public spaces for cities to build
resilience (UN Habitat, 2013). Fields and Renne (2021) observe that streets are “hidden public resource
that can be repurposed to address the intense challenges of the climate change era” (205).
In Aotearoa New Zealand, projected impacts from climate change include increases in extreme rainfall
events, extreme storm events and increased tropical cyclone intensity (NIWA 2017; NIWA 2019). These
projected impacts include nuisance flooding and adverse impacts on urban stormwater systems and
transportation infrastructure in cities.
This project compares two Aotearoa New Zealand cities, Wellington and Christchurch, in terms of their
resiliency planning, climate change planning and the opportunity for climate adaptive streets to respond
to these challenges). These two cities were selected for the 100 Resilient Cities (100RC) program. The
100 Resilient Cities Program (100RC) defined urban resilience as, “the capacity of individuals,
communities, institutions, businesses, and systems within a city to survive, adapt, and grow no matter
what kinds of chronic stresses and acute shocks they experience.” These two cities continue to make
strides in resiliency planning and climate change adaptation.
This project first develops a climate adaptive street framework and then compares these two cities in
terms of a) projected climate change impacts, b) risk to the city from climate change; and c) Determine
each city’s approaches and the potential of redesigning streets to improve the climate adaptive capacity
for each city.
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Urban Climate Phenomena as Renewable Energy Sources: student’s design
experiments
Lenzholzer, Sanda Wageningen University, sanda.lenzholzer@wur.nl
Stremke, Sven Wageningen University, sven.stremke@wur.nl
Steeneveld, Gert-Jan Wageningen University, gert-jan.steeneveld@wur.nl
Cortesao, Joao Wageningen University, joao.cortesao@wur.nl
Keywords: Urban Climate, Renewable Energy, Integrated Design
Human activities have led to global warming, urban heat islands, urban wind nuisance, deteriorated
human thermal comfort and contribute to the depletion of fossil fuel resources. In turn, one may limit
these detrimental effects by careful design of renewable energy interventions and a climate responsive
design of urban morphologies. Using a conceptual framework of a comprehensive, ‘thermodynamics
view’ of fluxes in cities, it is possible to turn the problems arising from urban climate, such as heat
accumulation and wind nuisance, into potentials to generate renewable energy while, minimizing the
urban climate problems. According to the Laws of Thermodynamics, the energy fluxes continuously
interact, energy changes state and partly dissipates. Man- made urban environments and their
morphology also change natural energy fluxes. Mineral urban surfaces absorb radiation and release the
energy in form of heat -– this leads to the occurrence of urban heat islands. Urban building volumes also
generate problematic redirection of wind fluxes. Many of these fluxes in the environment can be used as
renewable energies, thus mitigating global warming. To test the possibilities of such an approach we
introduced a new course “Climate Responsive Planning and Design” in the Landscape Architecture MSc
programme at Wageningen University (Netherlands) in 2015. In this course, students first analysed the
energy fluxes, their problems and potentials. This encompassed present-day energy consumption,
energy potentials in different points in time, 3D shadow analyses, ‘educated guesses’ about wind flows,
generating Physiological Equivalent Temperature (PET) values for specific spots in the existing situation
via the Rayman model. Based on this knowledge, students (re)-designed urban environments that
enabled substantial local renewable energy production, and more thermally comfortable outdoor
conditions. The designs were tested by modelling the PET values for specific spots and calculations of
future energy generation and local consumption. The results of running this studio course for several
years has indicated that many urban areas can be redesigned to be energy-autarkic and more thermally
comfortable, especially during heat waves. We also observed that this comprehensive, ‘thermodynamics
view’ brings about design solutions that can generate innovative, exciting, and more inhabitable urban
environments.
In the virtual presentation we will show examples of the urban climate and energy analyses as well the
resulting design solutions for different neighbourhood types in the Netherlands.
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A BIOMIMICRY APPROACH TO DESIGN URBAN IMPERVIOUS SURFACES FOR
RAINWATER MANAGEMENT IN ARID CLIMATES: A CASE STUDY IN PHOENIX, AZ
Sazgar, Parmiss Iowa State University, psazgar@iastate.edu
Shirtcliff, Benjamin Iowa State University, bens@iastate.edu
Special Topics: Frederick Law Olmsted
Keywords: Biomimicry, Impervious Surfaces, Thermo-hydraulic Regulation, Rainwater Management,
Desert Species, Computational Models
Climate change is altering the urban hydrologic cycle. As evidenced by the great western drought, arid
regions continue to undergo severe water scarcity due to increased evaporation and decreased
precipitation. The presentation proposes biomimicry as a new paradigm for designing urban, impervious
surfaces to counter this trend and increase arid cities' adaptation to climate change.
Impervious urban surfaces, like parking lots, are known to play an impactful role in anthropogenic
climate change, e.g., urban heat island effects (Golden and Kaloush, 2006). However, less attention has
focused on adapting these surfaces to water supply sustainability from a landscape perspective (Croce
and Vettorato, 2021). Conventional urban pavements in arid regions suffer from the lack of strategies to
attenuate water deficit (Larson et al., 2013). An alternative approach, biomimicry, emulates an
organism’s morphological, physiological, and behavioral adaptation mechanisms (Pawlyn, 2019 and
Lopez et al., 2015). Arid-adapted plants and animals have developed numerous thermo-hydraulic
adaptation mechanisms to survive severe hot-dry conditions (Gurera and Bhushan, 2020 and CloudsleyThompson, 1996). This study aimed to identify and evaluate water transmission strategies for urban,
impervious surfaces through the adaptations found in the skin mechanisms of desert species.
This study employed a problem-based biomimicry approach to evaluate impervious surfaces in the arid
context of Phoenix, Arizona. The study adopted Badarnah and Kadri’s (2015) BioGen qualitative research
method to generate biomimetic design strategies through the following three-step process:
1) Define the problem and identify exemplary desert species for being studied by “Exploration Model”
method.
2) Identify the adaptation mechanisms of desert species’ skin responsible for dealing with water
shortage and classify them using “Pinnacle Analysis Matrix”.
3) Extract the main relevant biological design strategies which has analogous with urban surfaces.
Biomimetic design strategies were then evaluated using computational modeling for increasing the
efficiency of urban surfaces in arid regions to minimize water loss. All simulated models were assessed
using Ladybug, Butterfly, Envi-met, and Pathfinder in Grasshopper.
The study found that altering urban surfaces’ directions, colors, landform, and patterns at the granular
level- mimicked from the morphological and behavioral adaptation mechanisms of desert species' skincould minimize water loss and maximize water storage. Initial simulations suggest that biomimetic
design solutions can optimize water transmission for impervious urban surfaces.
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The study supports the continued development of biomimicry strategies on a regional scale to mitigate
climate change through novel mechanisms modeled upon the adaptation of local species.
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Stormwater Learning Typologies: Best management practices for Portland Public
Schools
Guo, Zipeng University of Idaho, guo7501@vandals.uidaho.edu
Cronan, Dan University of Idaho, dcronan@uidaho.edu
Elkin, Dave Juncus Studio, dave@juncusstudio.com
Keywords: Stormwater Green Infrastructure；Education
Increasing storm events and lack of implementation of effective Best Management Practices (BMPs) in
underserved communities to mitigate stormwater runoff has led to many downstream issues, such as
Urban Stream Syndrome (Walsh et al., 2005). However, we must start within our schools, to designing,
building, and maintaining schools to foster health and respect the environment for children (Latané,
2021). There is a current need for training specialists and transparency for stakeholders, such as
Portland Public School (PPS) officials. Tools and outputs, such as a feasibility tool to show the most
suitable areas for siting stormwater green infrastructure design, can be helpful within the PPS network.
The purpose of this project is to elevate landscape stormwater management for Portland, Oregon and
PPS, making the campus' landscapes more dynamic and sustainable. Increasingly, the stakeholders and
landscape designer of the area pay attention to urban flood control and the urban ecological e
nvironment, therefore the combination of stormwater green infrastructure and landscape design has
the potential to answer key issues for these sites (Liptan, 2017).
This project characterized understandings from individuals working with Portland Public Schools as the
focus of this research and using geospatial tools as well as a survey instrument. Our research analyzed
the existing rainwater collection facilities data, the existing stream data, and the flood area data in the
City of Portland, Oregon. A BMP feasibility study, taking the form of an assessment map of the campus
landscape in transitional zoning areas, provided (The Esri Guide to GIS Analysis, Volume 2, nd) the
analytical input (ESRI, 2021). This mixed-method approach created a flood/water quality risk assessment
map. As a demonstration of the methodology, we conducted the framework to develop a priority school
list of "PPS Title IA Schools" (Ie Schools within underserved communities). In short, This methodology
provides community members involved with PPS with a decision tool for understanding the best
locations for stormwater management in Portland Public School campuses.
This analysis and design of the product information of these stormwater treatment technologies can
help landscape architects choose the most appropriate stormwater green infrastructure treatment plans
and provide a reference for suitability of green stormwater facilities in Portland Public Schools. Lastly,
outputs of the tool were analyzed with geospatial statistics, specifically Getis-Ord GI* (Mitchell, 2005) to
measure efficiency.
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Greenprint Detroit: Building Authenticity into the Engagement Process for the
Near and Legacy Terms
DuRussel, Lisa University of Michigan, lduruss@umich.edu
Keywords: Community engagement, landscape architecture, detroit, digital tools, critical appreciative
inquiry, engagement as scholarship
How can design projects consider community as it’s most prized informational asset? This paper
explores the theory behind the authenticity of community engagement (Johnson and Lane 2019), critical
appreciative inquiry (Grant and Humphries 2006), and shares action research and outreach processes to
support and empower authentic public engagement: fostering trust and supporting community-led
solutions and social change.
The study, the Greenprint Detroit Project, is a University-led project that seeks to establish a vision for a
creative, holistic, system-wide network of reclaiming vacant, interstitial open space through community
action and insight. Using a framework of engagement techniques (Jabbar and Abelson 2011), the
outreach process is twofold: in-person utilizing informal interviews, conversations, meeting community
“where they are” and remote, utilizing on-line visual preference surveys, social media interaction (Smith
and Gallicano 2015), instagram reels, and documentary-style filmmaking.
Through these two engagement venues, this study shares action research strategies to achieve
community collaboration and buy-in, including the evaluation of themes uncovered throughout the
outreach process (Rowe and Frewer 2004). The study describes the preparation, process, and evaluation
for each engagement strategy and limitations of this research process. The final component of the study
will share how engagement outcomes will be applied to speculative design strategies to boost
awareness of the region's environmental issues (mobility, flood control, environmental justice) in the
near and legacy terms.
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Just Pushing Through, or Pushing Ahead? – Lessons learned managing a
community engaged design charrette in the age of COVID-19
Powell, Jake Utah State University, jake.powell@usu.edu
Anderson, David Utah State University, david.anderson@usu.edu
Keywords: service learning, community engaged design, charrette, COVID-19
The purpose of this presentation is to share best practices identified through a community focused
design charrette conducted by landscape architecture faculty and cooperative extension, that involved
students, community collaborators, and design professionals. The lessons learned and management
strategies shared will assist other community engagement-oriented faculty and professionals interested
in adapting traditional design charrettes structures to utilize virtual collaboration platforms.
The profession of landscape architecture and other design disciplines have used charrettes as a method
to bound intense, collaborative design work, within a condensed timeframe. (Karwoski-Magee and
Ruben, 2010, Machemer et. al 2008, Dirrigl et. al 2021). For nearly two decades, the Department of
Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning at Utah State University has used an annual weeklong departmental charrette to engage students, faculty, and local community stakeholders in
addressing complex design challenges within a community service learning context. The Departmental
charrette is a formative experience for students – reinforcing the collaborative culture embedded within
studio courses and creating new opportunities for students to apply and showcase their skills to a public
audience (Sleipness et. al 2019). However, the spring of 2021 presented a unique challenge. The COVID19 pandemic and associated university protocols discouraged activities that required close physical
proximity. In response, the charrette was reformatted to a hybrid structure.
Best Practices:
1Faculty-advised teams were organized by topic and student teams met in-person as “pods”. All
communication between pods was carried out virtually. Community officials, stakeholders, practitioners,
and alumni were also assigned to each pod and interacted primarily via virtual means.
2A rigorous daily schedule of meetings was established for all pods, creating a consistent rhythm
of virtual coordination meetings between pods and stakeholders.
3Collaborative virtual technology was critical to allow the design collaboration essential to the
charrette process.
Although this hybrid model was counter to the structure of traditional departmental charrettes, the
feedback from stakeholders and student participants was encouraging. In prior years, getting
stakeholders to physically visit, engage, and stay for substantive periods of the charrette was critical, but
rarely feasible. The practices above respected and maximized participant’s time and provided safe,
convenient, and consistent access for both students and stakeholders. Project costs were reduced and
students were introduced to new methods of site exploration. The result of this interaction was a
product focused on community needs and interactive feedback.
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Design Pedagogy for Empowering Local Communities: University and
Community Partnerships
Im, Joowon UT Arlington, joowon.im@uta.edu
Chiessa, Dennis UT Arlington, chiessa@uta.edu
Keywords: Design pedagogy; design justice; service learning, community partnerships, community
design, public interest design, community-based research
The pursuit of livable and sustainable cities has increased discussions in planning of built environments
across the country. However, as those cities are expensive to build and maintain, social exclusion can be
induced if not treated carefully. Increasing population and diminishing available land in urban areas
often leave underrepresented and underserved communities neglected and threatened with
gentrification and displacement.
This study seeks strategies to empower existing communities to have agency in the development of
their neighborhoods through university and community partnerships. The study explores how design
courses may incorporate and address equity, diversity, and inclusion more effectively by examining
three case studies in the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex that the authors have worked on with landscape
architecture and architecture students. The case studies involve three different historically
underinvested neighborhoods of color and student work from a minority serving institution. The Bottom
District in Dallas is a historic African American community along the Trinity River, the Northside of Fort
Worth is a community with a strong Mexican-American heritage, and Polytechnic Heights in Fort Worth
is a transitioning neighborhood that began as a predominantly white community, shifted to African
American and is now a majority Hispanic/Latinx community.
The authors discuss the case studies based on three inferred categories that emerged in the process of
conducting the projects which are: Pedagogical Innovation, Community Outreach, and Outcome &
Dissemination. The authors try to answer the following research questions considering the three
categories: How can studio courses be designed to address equity and how is equity reflected in student
work? In what ways can community engagement be effectively integrated in studio courses? And, how
can the course outcomes be utilized by the community going forward?
Through a multifaceted approach, authors find that in order to address equity in studio courses it is
critical to: 1. build long-term relationships with stakeholders, 2. promote a multidisciplinary approach to
conduct such projects, 3. investigate any conflicts/challenges/dynamics among stakeholders, city staff,
and community members, 4. find neighborhood champions and assist neighborhood to build a coalition,
and 5. maintain a neutral position as a facilitator.
Design can be a powerful tool to improve the built environment, however, it is critical to incorporate
equity to advance social impact and justice in design courses. This study will be able to provide practical
pedagogical approaches that benefit students and partner communities through real-world examples in
neighborhoods with rich histories and actively engaged stakeholders.
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Engaging Landscape Architecture Students in a Cross-Cultural Placemaking
Project During a Disruptive Semester
Tofte, Elizabeth South Dakota State University, elizabeth.tofte@sdstate.edu
Stewart, Derek Sitting Bull College, derek.stewart@sittingbull.edu
Martel, Jennifer Standing Rock Reservation Visitor Center, jennifer.martel@sittingbull.edu
Keywords: third places, placemaking, cross-cultural studio pedagogy
This pedagogical research was conducted to implement and evaluate an on-line approach to conducting
multi-cultural place-based learning for a Creative Thinking class. Spring semester 2021, teaching
methods were adapted to accommodate Covid-19 travel restrictions. Rather than visit the site, first-year
students (120) in the School of Design (SoD) at South Dakota State University joined Standing Rock
Reservation artists (30)on-line to participate in a cross-cultural collaboration to generate ideas for a new
Third Place/Lakota Artists’ Workspace at Sitting Bull College (SBC), North Dakota.
This presentation reports students’ participation in a visioning process using Active Learning strategies
to reframe on-line conversation by involving students in direct dialogue with artists to envision ideal
new workspaces. Students were introduced to the site, program elements, and culturally appropriate
design considerations by thirty active artists, a Lakota community leader, a Native and artist rights
activist, and the SBC Disabilities Coordinator. The interplay between story, tradition, and innovation led
students to a better understanding of the SBC artists’ visions.
This learning process met the course learning objective “to develop knowledge and understanding of
diverse perspectives, global awareness, or other cultures” and to enhance students’ critical, creative,
and practical thinking through new knowledge and skills.
Students’ responses to this multi-method learning environment were recorded using pre- and postquestionnaires and personal reflections to gage cultural awareness. Individual student’s creative
responses were recorded using Torrance Test of Creative Thinking and Batey’s Inventory of Creative
Behaviors.
After eight weeks of online visioning and instruction with SBC collaborators, students prepared
preliminary design proposals for the new Third Place. They worked in groups for the remainder of the
semester conducting culturally relevant research, gathering precedent images, using GIS to do site
inventory, analysis, and planning, and designing new structures to house and feed artists and overnight
guests. Final reports were shared with the SBC artists and researchers for comments.
Challenges to using zoom resulted from weak internet reception on the reservation and lack of hands-on
experience when attending the virtual artists’ workshops. A strong relationship was built with the SBC
artists through weekly zoom meetings. On-line instruction spring 2021 resulted in researchers finding a
more engaged student body due to the fact that learning experiences with the SBC artists were
sustained across the semester, rather than one site visit. Further finding will be reported at the
conference.
In the future, the SoD Creative Thinking class will use Zoom to conduct place-based learning.
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Amicus Curiae: a Model for Amicus Civitas in Landscape Architecture Teaching,
Research, and Service
Schurch, Thomas Clemson University, tschurc@clemson.edu
Keywords: Community design; best practices; education; amicus civitas
Amicus curiae is a Latin term applied to the legal profession defined as “friend of the court”. The
“friend” is an attorney who is not a party to a case but who strives to assist a court of law by offering
information, expertise, or insight with bearing on case issues and to influence adjudication. This paper
uses amicus curiae as a model to propose its equivalent within the landscape architecture academic
community., i.e., amicus civitas, or “friend of the community”.
The principal behind amicus civitas is that landscape architecture faculty counter proposed projects that
are adverse to built and natural environments. This would be done through development and
submission of alternatives exemplifying “best practices” inherent to landscape architecture . The
audience for amicus civitas alternatives is varied, e.g., appointed and elected officials including planning
commissions, city councils but also the public at large. The idea, therefore, is to favorably influence
discourse and deliberations by governing bodies.
Best practices are defined as techniques or methods accepted as significant improvements over
alternatives, as applicable in the allied environmental design and planning professions, including
landscape architecture. Importantly, the practical nature and body of built works in landscape
architecture – including the role of education - underscore its qualifications to develop, advocate for,
and apply best practice alternatives through the amicus civitas vehicle. Among such works practiced by
the profession appropriate to amicus civitas submissions are community and urban design in general
inclusive of “green” applications, design+health, CPTED, etc.
In the 1990s the ASLA conducted equivalencies of best practices/amicus civitas initiatives for cities
hosting the Annual Meeting through Community Assistance Teams or CATs. This program was
abandoned. Today the AIA conducts the equivalent through R/UDAT. The APA has a similar initiative
through CPAT. While an amicus civitas focus is characteristic of these programs, they are largely
professionally rather than educationally based. Therefore, with a void in landscape architecture
compared with allied professions, with education in landscape architecture is often community based, a
formal program developed and endorsed within the CELA for purposes of amicus civitas initiatives is an
opportunity addressing teaching, research and service, community quality of life, enhancing the status
of landscape architecture.
The historic 27-acre Morton Farm in Upstate South Carolina proposed to be a poorly conceived housing
development is a case study. Best practices and alternatives consistent with land use principles inherent
to landscape architecture are proposed as amicus civitas submissions.
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Community Engagement as Lens to Teach Social Values and Dilemmas of
Planting Design
Huang, Yiwei Purdue University, huan1655@purdue.edu
Keywords: social factors, planting design, senior housing, service learning, landscape education
For landscape architects, we have fairly abundant knowledge about ecological values (see Hunter, 2011)
and aesthetic considerations (see Yilmaz, Ozguner, & Mumcu, 2018) when working with plants.
However, the social values, such as how age plays a factor in planting choices, how motion ability should
be considered in summarizing plant palettes; and the dilemmas of planting designs, such as wilderness
and cleanness, the integration of water features and its associated maintenance cost, are relatively less
discussed. All of these aforementioned concepts are abstract, untouchable, unquantifiable, and far away
from students’ daily experiences. The best model to carry out those important concepts in academia is
still under exploration for many landscape architecture educators.
This research introduces a community engagement effort on a planting design course that demonstrates
how service-learning, interviews, and in-person workshops would be beneficial to bring those abstract
concepts to students’ attention, deepen their understanding, and gain practical wisdom (Corkery, 2019).
In this community engagement effort, our stakeholder is a local senior housing community, with all
workshop participants aged 65 years old and more. Through this experience, the students learned many
controversies, oversight, hidden truths, and disagreements among different groups involved in the
process.
The research collects data from workshop reflections, stakeholder feedback, post-studio surveys from
students, and interviews. The result reaffirms the benefits and empowerment of integration of
community engagement into a design course, and suggest using service-learning as a pedagogical and
research approach to further understand the multiple dimensions of planting design.
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2021 Green New Deal Superstudio- Infrastructure in Albuquerque: PIPE DREAMS
Kambic, Kathleen University of New Mexico, kambic@unm.edu
Special Topics: GND-Superstudio
Keywords: landscape infrastructure, water, political ecology
The relationship people have created with the Rio Grande changes depending on whom one talks to. If
we think back to the beginning of recorded Western history in New Mexico, we know that indigenous
tribes have been using and altering the river long before the arrival of those first colonizers. This
includes building ditches near the river for agriculture and delimiting the floodplain. As Spanish
colonizers settled along the river corridor, their water interventions stretched out to cover the entirety
of the floodplain and beyond, through the construction of acequia systems (RIvera 1998). In more recent
history, federal, state, and local governments have implemented large scale plans to control the waters
of the Rio (Kelly 2015). What has resulted is a complex network of policies and physical infrastructures
that now define the Rio Grande (Clark 1987).
Infrastructure along the Rio Grande is aging just as water volumes are dropping. There are significant
interlaced economic, environmental, cultural, and physical issues communities that depend on the Rio
Grande face. The studio, PIPE DREAMS, looked directly at reservoirs, built and natural water channels,
agricultural and urban water use, environmental degradation, and population loss to challenge and
address these issues.
Through a series of field trips and guest conversations from professionals, academic researchers,
political representatives and others, the studio studied at all types of water infrastructure from many
perspectives. Conversations with the guests brought to light new issues and interdisciplinary
opportunities for water infrastructure. The field trips gave students the opportunity to explore the city
and record the sites in novel ways.
Using a nationally supported studio framework is a novel and useful way to broaden design discourse
and build design discourse that will continue far into the future. According to the GND website (2021),
“The ideas and discussions that emerge from the Superstudio will inform the Landscape Architecture
Foundation’s next summit in October 2021, which will convene designers for a national conversation on
policy and design to inform and catalyze future action.” This presentation will discuss the success of the
studio explorations and influence of the guests on the final designs, and the importance of the GND as a
framework for the project. It will present the work of the students that came out of the pandemic, and
explain how the field trips and guest conversations created new ways to approach design, addressing
the evolving norms theme of the conference.
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Main Street Resiliency: Impacts of DOT Jurisdiction on Rural Adaptation in the
Intermountain West
Sleipness, Ole Utah State University, ole.sleipness@usu.edu
Evans, David Utah State University, david.evans@usu.edu
Keywords: resilience, rural, Intermountain West, Main Street, transportation
This study provides a comparative analysis how state DOT policies impact rural resiliency in the
Intermountain West, through their influence on the range of design solutions available for adapting to
future disruptions.
The Intermountain West is a vast and dynamic region of contrasting biophysical, cultural, and economic
conditions (Travis, 2013). While metropolitan areas and high-profile recreational communities have
experienced development pressures, many traditionally resource-based rural communities have
historically struggled to retain residents and adapt to new economic conditions. Problematically, rural
main streets often also serve as state or federal highways. State departments of transportation (DOT)
jurisdiction can impact local communities’ ability to make adjustments to their main streets to address
local concerns by encouraging certain design decisions while limiting others. Because of main streets’
critical roles in regional transportation, economic activity, and local quality of life, their ability to adapt
to disruptive change is critical to rural community resilience.
This study assesses opportunities and constraints of rural main streets that are also state highways, with
a particular focus on how policies impact rural resilience through influencing design adaptation in the
northern Intermountain West.
The study uses a combination of content analysis of applicable state policy documents and a
comparative case study method to examine how policies are reflected in the built environments of
selected DOT main street rural communities. Content was analyzed to identify and evaluate directives
that impact alternative transportation modes, pedestrian walkability, and design adaptations to main
streets.
Next, on-site observations recorded physical conditions in selected main street communities to
document how DOT policies are reflected (Yin, 2013). Observations included documentation of street
widths, sidewalks, pedestrian crossings, street trees, fixtures, and furnishings, and general design
conditions. Collective analysis and synthesis of data provides examples for how state DOTs influence the
range of potential design decisions available to local communities seeking enhancements to their local
DOT main streets.
In the rural Intermountain West, downtown main streets often define the economic and cultural core,
and are the loci for catalytic adaptation, economic diversification, and resilience. In the context of rural
main streets, state DOT policies have profound influence on local communities’ opportunities to use the
power of design to change existing circumstances into preferred ones (Simon, 1969). Our analysis
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highlights how DOT policies influence local planning and design decisions that impact community
resilience and capacity to adapt to future disruption.
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Urban Design in Practice: Documenting Mixed-used Centers in North Texas
Ozdil, Taner R. The University of Texas at Arlington, tozdil@uta.edu
Keywords: urban design, mixed-use center, mixed-use development, documentation
Urban design is an interdisciplinary field of study and area of practice concerned with the architectural
form, the relationship between the buildings, and the spaces created within. The field encompasses
landscape architecture, architecture, city planning, real estate, and many others. Beyond its creative,
spatial, and aesthetic roots (Sitte, 1965[1889]), the field is becoming an evidence-based activity that is
concerned with social, economic, environmental, and pragmatic issues (Ozdil, 2008; Krieger, 2009;
Carmona, 2016; Lang, 2017) inherent to various urban design project typologies emerged in the past few
decades.

Mixed-use developments/centers are some of the most trendy urban design project typologies in DallasFort Worth Metropolitan Region (North Texas), if not in North America, since the early 2000s. They are
typically defined as three or more significant uses (i.e., residential, office, and retail) that have significant
functional and physical integration of project components, including uninterrupted pedestrian
connections; and development in conformance with a coherent plan (Schwanke, 2003). In short, these
are developments that essentially include live, work, and entertainment/shopping options.
Although mixed-use developments/centers have been a favored project typology to introduce density,
diversity, and/or urban living conditions to sprawling multi-centric metropolitan regions like North Texas
they also have been under scrutiny for their trendy and market-driven development strategies (Rowley,
1996; Hine, 2006; Tesso, 2013). They have significant economic, environmental, or social impacts
(DeLisle & Grissom, 2013; Hughen & Read, 2016; Podeszwa, 2019; Zagow, 2020) in 21st-century cities
requiring systematic categorization, documentation, and examination to pursue comprehensive
research.
This research reviews a preliminary definition, framework, and inventory of mixed-used
developments/centers in North Texas by building on the researcher’s ongoing work since 2007 (VNT,
2010). The analysis specifically documents, reviews, and examines up to 350 data points identified as
mixed-use development and centers and in various stages of completion in Dallas, Fort Worth, Collin,
and Denton Counties of North Texas. The baseline mixed-used data are also examined for locational
attributes and geospatial distributions as greenfield developments in the suburbs or exurbs or infill
development in city cores delineating their impacts.
In conclusion, the presentation highlights preliminary findings for North Texas by reviewing spatial
patterns, critical cases, and key attributes with sample coverage of physical configurations, typologies,
and design characteristics. The end goals of this research are both to document the economic,
environmental, and social implications of these urban design project typologies, and understand their
impacts in our growing cities and regions in an urbanizing world.
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Lessons from a Company Town: Chicopee Mill Village
Yilmaz, Umit University of Georgia, yilmaz@uga.edu
Alcorn, Julia LAS, juliacalcorn97@gmail.com
Keywords: Company town, mill village, town planning and design
The early company towns, as self-contained industrial communities, evolved in the early 1800s from
abruptly-started mining camps. They were developed by trial and error, maintained rural standards, and
provided extremely limited services to their residents until the 1920s. After World War I, while industrial
companies were establishing and funding mill towns with housing and amenities in an effort to retain
employees, they still shared a basic typology and were scattered across the production place.
In the 1920s, concurrent with leading town planners’ interests and efforts to develop the Garden City in
the United States, Chicopee Village was designed by the landscape architect Earle S. Draper for the
Johnson & Johnson Company in Hall County, GA.
Draper’s design solution created a new type of mill village. Despite skepticism among some critics, the
new lifestyle offered was well received by the local culture and achieved the intent of establishing a
community. Registered on the National Register of Historic Places, the community renewed itself and
remained as an attractive place even after the plant was closed in 1978.
Based on field studies, interviews with the current residents, and theoretical exploration into planned
communities and design standards, this paper examines the evolution of the village in a historical
context and the factors that contributed to its resilience in spite of economic, physical, and social
changes for nearly a century. During the course of the study, the authors discovered the long-lost
original blueprints of the village in an abandoned storage building. The drawings, which were
reproduced and digitized, created a precise basis for the analyses. The community also gained a valuable
artifact from the establishment of the village in 1926.
The study concludes by highlighting findings from the morphological properties and physical
characteristics of the highly preserved existing village through a series of re-mapping and spatial
analyses. It also compares the results of a new design of the site based on the current subdivision
regulations and standards. Approaching from this critical perspective, we examine how contemporary
town planning practice would have prohibited key design decisions, and Draper would not have been
able to design Chicopee Village in the successful way he did a hundred years ago.
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Recovering the Public Spaces of Shahjahanabad -the Old Walled City of Delhithrough Ecological Urbanism
Bassett, Shannon McEwen School of Architecture, Laurentian University, sbassett@laurentian.ca
Keywords: ecological urbanism, traditional city(its) of India, hydrological systems, public space design,
action-oriented design
This paper addresses how might we recover landscapes-both ecological and cultural, through ecological
urbanism with the agency to recover public spaces These issues are probed through action-oriented
design research and a graduate design studio which examine the issues currently being faced by the old
walled city of Delhi – Shahjahanabad. The studio focused on the Chandni Chowk, an historic shop street
running East and West within Shahjahanabad, anchored to the East by the Red Fort UNESCO site and
Yamuna River and to the West by the Fatehpur Masjid more local mosque.
The design research is also being supported by and Insight Development Grant supported by the
Canadian government (SSHRC), in collaboration with the Delhi School of Planning and Architecture (SPA)
in India. Design research includes engaging in participatory community engagement within
Shahjahanabad, in addition to working with key stakeholders, constituents and elected officials. The
collaborator is also an advisor to the consultation process on the Delhi 2041 masterplan.
Shahjahanabad’s initial urban layout in 1639 demonstrated a sophisticated integration of ecological
systems within its urban fabric. Innovative sustainable practices were deployed across a spectrum of
design scales from the layout of the city to the organization of the block and street infrastructure, to the
architectural typology of the haveli-courtyard space. The area of study for the research project lays in
the urban zone of Shahjahanabad – Old Delhi- which is currently challenged with architectural decay and
degradation, in addition to the ecological fragmentation of a once ecologically resilient urban fabric and
cultural landscape. The urban layout includes an interconnected public space system which includes a
series of bazaars, market spaces and maidans. These public spaces are examined for their latent
potential of how they might re-introduce performative ecological systems back onto them, which dual
as meaningful public spaces. This public space system overlaid with performative hydrological systems
became fragmented over time, first with the British colonization – the British Mutiny- in 1857, which
removed the Chandni chowk water channel.
Mapping builds on seminal cognitive mapping studies conducted by Kevin Lynch in the Image of the City,
and further developed by Sarah Williams in her book, “Data Action – Using Data for Public Good” which
examines using data as a tool for the empowerment of communities, rather than their oppression.
In conclusion, the paper will synthesize best case practices in ecological urbanism from the design
research and graduate studio conducted.
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Social Bridges: Transforming Urban Waterway Crossings into Social Destinations
Chavez, PLA, NAMLA, Steven North Carolina State University, sechave2@ncsu.edu
Deming, D.Des, FASLA, Elen North Carolina State University, medeming@ncsu.edu
Keywords: Urban Rivers, Bridge Design, Infrastructure Design, Underutilized Infrastructure, Public
Realm, Urban Agriculture, Housing for All, Urban Design
This survey reports on precedent multipurpose bridges to examine their potential for being broadly
adapted to existing and new urban waterway bridges. The rationale for the study is to devise an
alternative for purchasing land for public use in cities where land is scarce and expensive. This may allow
public officials to explore innovative remedies for homelessness, food deserts and lack of public
landscapes and community buildings. The investigation identified over forty historic and contemporary
bridge buildings, including built, unbuilt/conceptual, over water, over highway infrastructure, and over
land. These were organized into the following four categories: Multi-Story Housing (potential for social
housing), Planted Bridges (potential for urban agriculture that utilizes urban river water), Parks and
Overlooks (potential for public landscapes) and Multi-Use Buildings (potential for community buildings).
All four categories contain iconic projects.
Three preliminary discussions emerge from the survey: 1. Bridges over water endure for hundreds of
years (e.g. the Krämerbrucke ‘Merchant’s Bridge’ in Erfurt, Germany has been continuously inhabited
for over 500 years). 2. Numerous examples show that bridges can support multiple floors for housing,
commerce, etc. (e.g. Ponte Vecchio in Florence, Italy is 4-stories high, and Washington Bridge
Apartments in New York City is 32-stories high). 3. Precedents for bridges supporting agriculture are
rare. This potentially allows for landscape architects to play a new role in integrating agriculture into
urban waterway crossings to transform them into food producing community nodes.

Results from this investigation show that for centuries multipurpose bridges offer instances of airspace
design over infrastructure. Consequently, we argue these case studies suggest historic solutions have
novel potential to address contemporary public health and social needs (e.g. shelter, food security, and
public space) in cities where premium land prices present significant challenges for public agencies to
purchase land. The question we ask is why there aren’t more precedents of multipurpose bridges over
urban waterways. The next step in this research sequence will examine this question -- coupled with a
deeper analysis of common principles of bridges with buildings to assess their potential to be adapted
and replicated in order to support a wider range of essential public resources and services.
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LANDSCAPE PERFORMANCE RESEARCH TO ENHANCE RESILIENCE OF A
VULNERABLE COMMUNITY IN MICHIGAN
Kim, Jun-Hyun Michigan State University, junhkim@msu.edu
O'Keefe, Paige Michigan State University, okeefep3@msu.edu
Sohn, Wonmin Michigan State University, wonmin@msu.edu
Kotval-Karamchandani, Zeenat Michigan State University, kotvalze@msu.edu
Keywords: landscape performance, urban design, urban regeneration, vacant land, community
resilience
Community resilience is an increasingly addressed issue worldwide, as it encompasses a widespread
usage of resources by community members that allows them to thrive in a constant state of change and
unpredictability. Resilience, a term consisting of varying definitions, is composed of the same underlying
concept of a mix of natural and mechanical systems with the ability to adapt to extreme shocks and
uncertainty. While resilience as a general topic has been widely addressed throughout research, the
specific implications of community resilience and its impact on the social, economic, and environmental
capitals of vulnerable communities have yet to be fully explored.
The purpose of this study is to identify the most vulnerable city within the state of Michigan through a
multi-dimensional spatial analysis and suggest a design proposal that enhance the quantitative benefits
of the selected vulnerable community’s social, economic, and environmental capital assets.
This study utilized a community resilience index through literature review and case studies to identify
the most prevalent variables used to quantify a general state of resilience. Based on these specific
resilience variables, public secondary data of geographic information systems were utilized to create an
aggregated resilience index and determine a vulnerable area located within Wayne County, one of the
most depopulated regions in Michigan, USA. This resilience analysis presented the target study area to
be the city of Ecorse as it was scored by the lowest value of the aggregated resilient index compared to
the rest of both the cities and townships in the Wayne County.
After identifying the site location, a series of landscape performance metrics selected based on case
study were applied to the design guideline to quantify the significant environmental, social, and
economic benefits of the design proposal. Variables within the environmental benefits focused on
carbon sequestration, wetland creation, shoreline restoration, stormwater retention, non-point source
pollutant reduction, renewable energy, and low impact development controls. Economic benefits
studied include energy cost savings, increased leasing income and job creation. The social benefits
measured in this focused on gathering space capacity, safety enhancements, sidewalk maintenance, and
additional amenity factors such as bike lanes, trails, a boardwalk, and open space.
This research offers a design approach that can be quantitatively measured using landscape
performance metrics in which other shrinking and vulnerable communities may apply as well.
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The Driverless City: The Urban Design Implications of ubiquitous robots and
navigation safety
Arias, Alexis Illinois Institute of Technology, aarias1@hawk.iit.edu
Henderson, Ron Illinois Institute of Technology, rhender1@iit.edu
Mistry, Nilay Illinois Institute of Technology, nmistry1@iit.edu
Keywords: Driverless, Urban Design, Navigation, GNSS, Landmark, Urban Heat Island
The advent of autonomous and ubiquitous co-robot technologies offers society a unique opportunity to
recalibrate current transportation infrastructure and, therefore, our cities. The Driverless City project
combines a multidisciplinary team that investigates the possible socio-environmental impact of
autonomous vehicles in our cities. The research team, composed of roboticists, navigation engineers,
and landscape architects, examines the multiple-kilometer State Street in Chicago as a testbed for
autonomous vehicle navigation in dense urban areas while anticipating future socio-environmental
scenarios for this region an increasingly automated world. The research seeks to address: What urban
features can play a role in the streets to improve overall safety? How will this technology enhance the
environmental performance of our cities?
There is an undeniable correlation between a robot's ability to orient itself within its environment's
physical structure. Tall structures and a lack of landmarks can compromise GNSS signals and navigation
accuracy. Cities can be shaped to mitigate potential risks and improve the safety of citizens. However,
modifying the urban setting to expand autonomous vehicle safety could have detrimental consequences
to the community and the environment. Infrastructure like dedicated transit lanes can destroy surface
vegetation and disturb wildlife migration and social cohesion. It can isolate communities like the South
Side neighborhoods in Chicago and limit green area accessibility. This study investigates the limitations
of autonomous navigation systems in urban contexts, and it suggests alternatives to enhance the
localization safety of Autonomous Vehicles. Simultaneously, it frames these operations to address
environmental issues such as the urban heat island effect and stormwater management.
This research will examine the response to autonomous vehicles' navigation and localization constraints
in urban environments. At the same time, it presents these operations as an opportunity to address
environmental challenges such as the urban heat island effect. We introduce a method for determining
locations in an environment where GPS navigation is unavailable, and landmarks should be added to
ensure localization safety, as quantified by integrity risk. At the same time, we consider the use of trees
as potential landmarks. As a result, not only is it proposed that the integrity risk be reduced, but also
that the environmental benefit of trees against the urban heat island effect is increased. The changes in
the physical transportation infrastructure of cities as a result of co-robots can culminate in safer
pedestrian routes, increased connectivity and typology of urban spaces, increased tree canopy biomass,
amongst many other benefits.
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